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A.

Competency-Based Edueatioir
and Cultural Pluralism

Competepcy-based education and cultural pluralism are no .
mean concepts in today's world of education. Nearly two-thirds of
our states are developing alternative approaches to tooth teacher
r's education and certification based upon competence, Arhile at the
same time more and moreconcerne'd citizens are demanding that
public education respond more directly to their children's needs.
This collection of papers should not only provide further insight
into colnpetency-based .educatian and cultural pluralism, but also
help clarify their-relationship and delineate some of the promise
.
and possible problems in bringing the two together. Competencybased education and multi-cultural edtcation are/ each powerful

educationM approaches. Used together they might contribute
Much to American education.

- The diversity otti people and cultures that created an are
"America" is one of the treasures of this nation. This cultural
pluialism must' be recognized, understood, and utilized. For the
Office, of Education, cultural pluralism is a desirable facet, for all of
its programs.
_

Aclear link exists between commitment of the Office of Education to cultural pluralism and its commitment to competencybased education. The Office of Education has a responsibility to
Congress and to the public-at-large'to pursue its legislative mandates in the mast effective manner possible. With its emphasis on
public objectives, performance Criteria, ,objective assessment, and
the use of feedback for revision, CBE eiemplifies a process that
bears clos9 examination by advocates of many other educational
approaches.

_

As an important force for educational .reforin, competencyba'sed education provides a number of advantages for those de-:
veloping programs in cultural pluralism (1) program objectives are

.

made specific and public, leaving no question .about -intent regarding cultural differences,.., (2) program development generally' takes
place along collaborativi lines and involves all major educational
constituencies, including the community; (3) evaluation is analytical
and data based, and is derived from the "authority of competence,"
rather than from subjective,soknetimes culturally biased, impressions; \(4) its measures of success, based on exit criteria of perfor-

mance rather than on entrance factors or requirements; bUild on
cultural diversity and a range of education.and "life" experiences(
and (5) because learning is theicoristant in CBE programs, and
varied routes and time periods for accoinplishment are pog'sible,.
individuals wanting to make up time last during earlier poor educational circumstances (some of which may have been the results

7

of cultural prejudice) can take advantage of an early testing of
competence and the opportunity to gain credit for life experience.

As educators" in those places pursuing. the alternative of

coinpetency-based education cometogether to consider anew which

competencies are most import ne, it is essential that`they give
'high priority, to those that rel to to increased multi-cultural understanding and development. In the building of teacher training
prograMs, emphasis needs to be given to (1) the cOnmetencies that
all teachers need rid matter where or whom they teach, in order to
help all students understand the-great variety of different cultured
.

that; exist and td appreciate the strength and-'vitality that such
diversity contributes to the world in ,which we live, and (2) the
kinds. of competencies that uniquely rel4te to working with particular cultural groups. One of the major weaknesses in American.

education is the rel ively unifor

role conceptualization of

teachers nationwide. eachers, stud nts, schools, aod neighbor-.
hoods differ markedly from place to lace, and there i§ a need to
develop a full enough array of ciiffe ent styles and approaches tcs
teaching so that opr educational sy era can effectively respond to
a great variety of possible learning situations.
To list a number of advantages of CBE for forming programs
that better reflect the pluralistic nature of American society, is not
to suggest thaithe process is either simple or easy. As is the case

with any major educational alternative, there are virtually unlimited interpretktibns and variations in program implementation

ranging from the very good to the grossly inadequate. Like
many of the importaht edueatipnal innovations of recent years,
competency. ased educatioh is more a process or an orientation
than a s cifie kind of product. The process can stimulate a new
open and creative way to personalize edudation for stddent's no
matter what their cultural or individual character. It could also
result in a ri d, mechanistic approach to education. Moit
tional concep ar essentially neutral and the really important
they eventually assume are more related, to \
characteristics
the nature and experience of the people involved than to the basic
concept. Ideas have power, but people perceive and 'apply them in
different ways.
Even if the numerous and complex factors that contribute ,toi,
direction all mesh perfectly,
pointing a new program in the,
there is still a great need for au enormous amount of'developmental work. Considerable research is needed before we can be sure of
s' which competencies are the most essential for effective teaching
and hoW mixes of these competencies fary with changes in cultural situations and learnirig"environments. There is a need for a

/vii
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whole new array of techhiques for properly assessing/the unusual,
the' different. We 'must build better bridges between the schools
and, the real world and determine which competencies areMOst
important for our students as they become a more active part of7.

that world. Finally, in order to keep abreast of these rapidly o

'

ing concepts,and not waste precious resolices, it is important that
,
we fully share our experiences.
The programmatic integration of the concepts 4, CBE and
cultural pluralisni is not ne1, as much of the support° for the4early
:development of cpmpetency.based' education in this nation came
from two Office of Education programa that also gaveCigh priority
tocultural pluralism:-The. National Center for the Improvementof
Educational Systems. and the Teacher Corps. The/ collaborative
approach to program building and the direct -ii volvethent of the
community in an phases of development -- 'planning; implementaare hallmarks of these programs. In the
tion, Wand evaluation
National Centel' fora he, Improvement of Educational Systems', the
Trainers of Teachers Trainers program (TTI) sponsored a series of
national efforts directed at making cultural pluralism a positive
force within the reform and improvement of AmeNican education.
These efforts culminated in the publication of Cultural Pluralism
in Education, A Mandate for Change, in A73. The Career Opportunities and' Urhan-Rural School Deveropinent prokrams which
train paraprofessionals and teachers, are themielvea programs of
.

cultural pluralismThe Leadership Training institute in Mica;

tional Personnel Deyelopment and Training Materials is studying
the problem, of cultural bias in'educational rnateriais.'In a recent project funded by the Teacher Corps, the 'American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE),hrought together leading
educators from different cultural groups, for the purposes of identifying competencies-needed by teachers who teach in culturally

pluralistic settings and ex%mining the ;'extent ',to which

com'pe'tency -based education i$ .a viable .strategy for preparing
such teachers. The publication that you now have in your hand
represents a major benchmark in USOE work on the subject in
that it was' developed through the same kind of collaborative process which is characteristic of OBE and cultural pluralism pro grams; Sponsois include the Multi-State Consortium.a consortium
of thirteen state education departMents; the Associates Pzogram"
Teacher Corpsa group of teacher. interns frond across the
of
nation; and the Syraeuse .National Competency-Based Education
Centera center which provides developmental assistance flowing\
different,uniersity based CBE progTarhs.
from
As with cultural pluralism anti the great array of alternative
o

viii
A

instructional approokhes accommodated by CBE, thiss boojc pre,sents' a variety of viewpoint§ on the potential of linldng the two
aDproaches. Further, there is a strong flavor ot realism to the
articles in that :die -atithors, represent,ing nearly all leVels and
areas of. education, were generally selected because of their roles
in active competencYtbased edueation'programst-Eacli was asked
to not &illy, relate the degree to which. his or her prokrams ern:
braced cultdral differences, but also to highlight some of the prom:.

.

ise and problems of mesliing the two concepts,
The Office of:Education is ydeased to have the opportunity to
play a part in this publication. The issues dealt with are important ones, and we share- the concern& of the sponsors and authors for
finding the best possible
way to make these two important educa,
.

.

tional .appioaclies work for the improvenient of the schooling of
claire/1.
.

Terrel
H. Bell
.

U. )2. Commissioner of EduCation
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Introduction
"WIIATEVER MAY BE THE LIMITATIOPM WHICH TRAMMEL

INQUIRY ELSEWHERE, WE BELIEVE THAT THE GREAT
STATE UNIVERSITY' ' WISCONSIN SHOULD' EVER ENCOURAGE THAT CONTINUAL AND FEARLESS SIFTING
° AND WINNOWING' BY WHICH AL'ONE THE TRUTH CAN BE

-f0eND."

-

_

-

(TAKEN FROM.A. REPORT OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS IN 1894)

ir

Sift* and Winn Owing: An Exploration of the Relationship'
Between Multi-Cultural Educcition and CBTE is addressed to those
who, like myself, Inrish, to become 'reformed about- the relationShip
between inulti-eultural 'education and CBTE, do audience which. should include not only those who are in teacher preparation, but
all who are concerned abOut edudation in these times of ferment
It is evident that America is just now beginning too recognize
and respect all citizendithat are a part of its multi-culturarsociety.

It is also evidefit that teacher training institutions have failed inpreparing theit ,clients to successfully tleach all students in our
Multi-Cultural society: TherefOre; CBTE as a "new' proceis for
yreparing teachers must be examined to determine if -clients of

4'

.

":

CBTE. programs can:successfUlly be prepared to teach all students

in our multi-Cultural society. Also, CBTE programs must be
.

evaluated to determine if individuals representiAg the cultural and
ethnic diversity of our society have been included in the decisionmaking processes.
fri order to study the relationship of multi-cultural educatiOn
and cBTE, I invited a number of individuals actively engaged in
, either the study and/or implementation of multi cultural educAtion
and CBTE to respond to the following two questions:
1. What should be. the role 6Dthe
(administrator, teacher,

university 'faculty' Member, etc.)

in assuring that

competency-based teacher education inclvdes multi-cultural
education in its content?

.

.

.

(administrator's, teacher's, university faculty
member's, etc.)
point of view, what problems are you
experiencing or do you foresee experiencing in regard to
relating the concepts of multi-cultural education and tom-

2 From a(n)

peienCy based teacher, education?

The first question provided the writers the opportunitY.'to
respond to the state of the art concerning the relationship of
multi-cultural, education and CBTE especially at their local sites.
- The second question provided the writers the opportunity to
cuss how they would envigion the relationship of multi-cultural
education and BTE:
i
The audio s irmtrited (cajoled) to respond to these questns
did
not bite their tongues. Their responses area undergirded 'With
lectual competence and realistic realities: they are illuminating, °
stimulating,, and imaginative. While I deliberately sought writers
w* ho Possessed the attributes, necessary to produce papers of such

caliber, I also sought writers who reyresented different, role
groups+-especiallY:within the university Yand school. Many of the
P

observations do beyond the charge I issued, which also speaks to
their dedication to the task.
Sifting .and Winnowing: An Exploration of the Relationship
Between Multi-Cultural EducatiOn. and CBTE is being printed at a
most opportune time. The current debate about CBTE and "tradi-,
tional" ways of preparing teachers is one off the hottest and most
crucial issues, n education today. Numerous live debates have

been staged and the eduCational literature is filled with

wrifings,pro and conabout CBTE..

Also, the recent demise of the melting pot ideology- is creating
new profound interest in multi-cultural education..Social scientists
are beginning to explore the nature, purpose, and implications of

multi-cultural education. They are attempting to define multicultural education, or define the parameters that, provide the underpinning for it. It is because of this needed rigorous and scholarly exploration of .multi-cultural educationthat as a concept
should permeate any and all education programsthat I decided
and,energy in; be first chapter to developing a
to devOte iny
afinition of ,multi-cultural education. ,Hopefully this definition,

4

o

which' is fluid and expansive, will provide the framework for view:
ing the relationship of multi-cultural education and CBTE.
Finally, I believe that the serious student of teacher preparation will find these writings useful, exciting, and thought provoking.
Carl A. Grant

,
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Exploring the Contours
of Multi-Cultural Education
ty

Carl A. Grant
.Assistant Professor, Curi'iculum And Instruction
and Director, Teacher Corps Asgociates
'University. ofigisconsiniMadison

Language is the tool .,that we use ea give contours to our
world. However, not all words have physical characteristics: some
I

express ideas and concepts: multi-cultural education, is such a
term. Since multi-cultural education is not an object but a concept,
we must seek too- define it by creating intellectual contours. Although it may not always be possible to define something within
such' contaurs, it is important to ,define what lies outside of the

contours,, to exclude it from that wjlich is within. Often such a
situation arises when a part is removed from the whole. For example, one elected representative is not a legislature, liar does a
Black studies curriculum constitute a,murti-cultural education
program: However, it is fairly easy, to define a legislature as a
. group of duly elected representatives enipowered to enact laws,
and Black studies as the organizing of knoWledge around the
experiences of people of Africa and African descent.1
Not all words are so easily defined, /however. While the defini-;

tions of legislature and 'Black studies may ,be easily arrived at,
such is not the case with multicultufal education; it is not an
object but a concept. Sociologist Philip Selznick has suggested
that, "Social science is best served when definitions are weak and
concepts are strong. A weak definition is inclusive; its conditions
are easily met. A strong concept is more demanding in that, for
example,' it may identify attributes that are latent as well- as
manifested, or offer a model of what the phenomenon is like in a
fully-developed .(or deteriorated) state."2

Because I am in agreement witlfsSelznick, I think it would be
wrong to posit a rigid and inclusive, definition of Multi-cultural
education. I would prefer to describe multi-cultural education as a
concept, because a concept embodies processmovement;and
such its contours ve flexible...However, before describing the pro-,
cess embodied in the concept of multi-cultural education and attempting t? define its contours-, . I feel that it is important to
comment about, what .should be excluded from such a' definition.
Multi-cultural education is . not the creation of multi-"mono-cultural" education programs, nor is it a sophisticated smoke screen
for a renewed effort to heat °Up the old melting pot.
What then :is embodied in the concept of multi-cultural educa
tion?. Multi-cultural education is predicated upon a belief that all
people must be accorded respect; regardless of .their racial, ethnic,
cultural, and religious backgrounds., Multi-cultural education is the
1 Deborah Partridge Wolfe, "Integrating Black Studies into the Curriculum of
Today's Schools," in Harry Alleyn Johnson, ed., Multi Media Materials for AfroAmerican Studies (New York: R. R. Bawler Gompany, d971), p. 60.

2 Philip Selznick, Law,. Society, and Industrial Justice (Russell Sage Foundation,
1969), pp. 4-5.

2
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process by which .we hdpe to achieve such -an optimum state of
affairs and, as such it demands careful scrutinizution. In order to
scrutinize this process it is important to eiamine where we have
been, where we are now, and where we- hope to be in the future
with regard to education in general and .multiIcUltur31 edlIc on
in particular.
-The homogenization process,Lial equality, and fteedoin
Throw
the historg of this nation there have been numerous cancer do efforts to establish cultural ,hemogeneity: "One
Model American." One of the first steps in the achievement of this
cultural homogeneity was the establishment of a single national
language. In an article on cultural- plOralism Seymour Itzkoff tells
us that:
Benjamin Franklin himself was tsuspicious of any other tongue but
English and 'wanted the schools to wean the Pennsylvania Dutch from "
their foreign accents. In the 1840's and 1850's, we used the then youthful common school to assimilate the new immigrant groups Which were
adding linguistic and religious dimensions' to our national-fabric. In fact,
the usefulness of the Ptiblielischools for this task enabled the common
school movement to take hold and spread rapidly beyond its ddassachu. setts origins. It wa§ iniportant that these newcomers be Americanized,
as, supposedly, they constituted a threat to our .democratic ideals. Towards this end, they would be forced to .adopt the English tong& and,
possibly, the Protestant religion. This assimilationist endeavor became
the principal activity 44 the, public schools through out' the. last century
and well into our own.3

v

Cultural homogeneity was thus viewed as an important faCtbh,
in sustaining the American\ political ideals Of.'Social equality and
social' and /political
Political democracy...too often, howeVer,
ideals of immigrants to Amerlea were con uSed with their ethnic
and cultural identities.4 In order to truly become an American the
immigrants were asked to forsake their cultural and ethnic identities and become assimilated into the American culture.
In the 1870's and 1880's, America was already p. heterogeneous
nation of many peoples and many cultures. Such heterogeneity,
however, conflicted with the preVailing belief in the superiority of
Anglo-Saxon culture. Out of this conflict grew the challenge Of how
to reconcile the reality of American cultural .pluralism, with the
vision of an Anglo-Saxon homogeneity. In order to meet this chal-

lenge; a consensus was. reached "that it would be necessary to
3 Seymour yv. Itzkoff, "Curriculum-Pluralism in Urban Education," School tt4l.
Society, Vol. 94, No: 2281 (November 12, 1966): 385,
*Ibid.
.1%
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change reality.".5 The primary. American institution selecte to be

the vehicle of such a change was the public school sy tem.6
Ellwood P. Cubberly, an Ameziebn educator, summarized in 1909
the then prevailing attitude toward the role of the schools in assimilating all who were not Anglo-Saxon into what was then considded AmeriCan culture:
Our task is to Assimilate "these people as a part of the American race,
and to implant in their children, so far as can be done, the Anglo-Saxon
conception of righteousness, law, order, and popular goVernment, and to
awaken in then reverence for our democratic institutions and for those_

things which we as a p4ple hold to be of abiding worth (emphasis
added)

,

Although the aboyo;Sfif,ement may seem to some to be the
relic of a bygone era, unfortunately it is not. Michael Novak co-.
gently makes the point that our schools are still being used to
promote cultural homogenization:
Education is commonl3itregarded, not as a device foeStrengthening and

benefiting by local, regional, ethnic and religious differences but for
"overconiing" them, fbr replacing them with a more or less universal
culture. The underlying model for this "universal"-ideologiCal outlook is
not perfectly neutral as regards those who enter into it. Even if they are
of equal talent, some 'will find cultural models, heroes, texts and materials related to their own ctiftural background, and others will not.°

t

Former U. S. ,Representative Roman Pucinski summarizes
over one; hundred kears of American policy efforts aimed at making cultural homogeneity and reality as follows:
ThOthout Alerican history, there has existed a tremendous drive to
force bultural uniformity among immigrants by stampirik out any

"foveign" influences remaining in them. The Republic was not even a
dqqade old before the Petleralists, through the Naturalization Act, expressed the first official intolerance towards the presence of "foreigners"
and raised doubts about the easy Access to American citizenship for
recent immigrants.; Strong anti-foieign, anti;immigrant feeling con' if Untied to ebb and flow throughout the 1830's and 1840's and 1850's..But
it was not until )lie ,Post-civil war period that it became crystal clear
that to become% loyal citizen merely in the political sense was not
I sufficient, and that, ratheithe foreign er domestic .ethnic outsider
would also haveto.tincTergo a cultural' conversion as well.°

Roman Pucinski, "Ethnic Studies and Urban Reality," in Michael Wenk, S. M.
Thomasi, and Geno Bared, eds., Pieces of a Dream (New York: The Center for
Migration Studies, 1972), p76.
Ibid.

Ellwood P. Cubberly, cited in testimony by Dr. Rudolph J. Vecoli in Ethnic
Heritage Studies Centers, Hearings Before the General Subcommittee on Education, p. 71, quoted by Roman Pucinski in "Eth\lic Studies and 'Urban Reality,"
p. 78.

6 Michael Novak, ;'One Species, Many Cultures," The AMerican Scholar, Vol. 43,
" No. 1 (Winter 1973-74): 119.
9 Roman Pucinski, "Ethnic Studies 'and Urban Reality," p. 76.
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Today, however,,the melting pot image of a culttrally halogeneous America the image of "One Model American"is in disrepute for several reasons. One of these reasons is that it contradicts "the permissive ideology of new mass consumer society"1
which' believes that it is immoral to force a `person to become

something other than that which he or she wishes to be, and

which might in so doing "deprive him or her of their basic Ameri;
can rights."11 Another reason is that social obseprers and social
scientists have "amassed enough evidence to prove that the melting pot as an analogy of reality is just not valid."12 Such diverse
, groups of people° as the Black Americans, the:Native Americans,
and the Spanish-surnanted Aineritans have simply not melted into
the so-called American culture. And they are not the only groups
which haVe failed to do this; there are many other "subcaltures"'
now in existence in this country,"
Such things as fluency in so-called stafiaard English, Brdoks
Brothers °suits, and Coppertone tans are simply not the -goals
c)

either des able or obtainableof all Americans..A belief that all
men are c ated equal does not dethand that all men act the same,
Or that all en be equally talented. It is not necessary for men to
share. the s `me symbols of language and culture to be equal. A

belief in the equality of all men "implies only that the external
relations between men be deVoid of the coercive element of
pouierthat one or more individuals may not control the destinies
and, choices of others without the specific and freely delegated use
of power [emphasis added]."14 In other wo'rds, social equality and

political democracy are not the only political ideals which have
positive value' in thii nation: freedom is another. Furthermore,
political ideals may exist' in a vacuum, but when we thrust them
into the real world and assign thein, values, they no danger act

solely by themselves, but instead react with each otlier. It is

difficult, if not impossible, to advoCate absdate or perfect social
equality and still expect to concommitantlythave pure democracy.
(if either of these actually exists) because each value acts upon the
other arid thus each modifies the 'degree to which the other approaches a state of absoluteness. Given the size of our population
and the number of political decisions which must be made daily, it is.

impossible to give each person an equal opportunity to participate
10 Judith Leivala Brown and OttO Feinstein, 'Community Development and the
Urban Ethnic Dimension," in Pieces of a Dream, p. 34.
11 Ibid.
12 Ibid.

is Ibid.

14 Seymour W. Itzkoff, Cilltural Pluralism and American Education (Scranton,
Pennsylvania: International Textbook Company, 1969), p. 106.
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in all decision-making processes which involve him/her. Thus, we
1

Qt

have developed .representative democracya less pure form
to meet the Criteria of Economy;,15 representative democracy, of
l course, by definition, =ices some people less equal 'than others.
Likewise, in our zeal to foster With social equality and political
democracy, we may have significantly modified the degree of freedom which exists in this nation, partiLlklarly the freedom, to maintain one's cultural identity. And while representative democracy is
a functional (utilitarian) necessity, there is- no (acceptable) func-

tional justification for tampering with an individual's cAiltural
.
identity.
Freedom means absence of constraints: the more choices we

have available; the: more freedom we enjoy. Thus multkiiltural
education, which is predicated on a belief that all people must be
accorded respect, regardless of their radial, ethnic, cultural, and
religious backgrounds, is a belief which values diversity, and in so
1
doing
seeks to enhancemaximize--freedom.
1,

Interest groups and social change
)
or why the "new ethnicity" is really the old status quo
1VIulti-cultu al education assigns a positive value to pluralism.
As cited in ebster's New Collegiate Dictioicar3r, pluralism has

4.0

four definititns. It, is the fourth definition that has relevance to
this paper:
a
A state of society in which membellof diverse ethnic, racial, religious,
or socialgroups maintain an autonomous participation in ,and dexelop-.
ment of their traditioiil culture.or special interest within thelonqnes ..,
of a common civilizat. n.16

It is the "special interests" of ginupslyzr special -interest trouPs
within the "confines of a common civilization" that must be examined in relation to social change in order to determine their
relationships to or impact on irfulti-cultural education.

Groups provide a great deal of necessary social efficiency.

They are effectir means of articulating 'and representing interests and provi ing low-level social controls that reduce the need
for governmentaI coercion." Special interest groups have always
played an important role in American sociepg. liecently, however,
there has been a proliferation of special intOesegroups representing various racial, cultural, religious, and ethnic groups, as well as
1

P."

.
.

15 For a more throb discussion of this idea see Robert Dahl, After the Rifvolu.

.

tion (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1970).
16 WebstePs New Collegiate Dictionary, 8th ed.,.s.v. "pluralism."
17 Theodore J. Lowi, The Politics of Disorder (New York: W. W. Norton & Company,
/97D> P. 5. '
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those representing women; BI,ck power, Chicano paver, Nod the
new ethnicity are examples of 'the causes being promoted by these
special interest groups.° In fact,`' as Nathan Glazer and Daniel P.
Moynihan have recently pointed out, one often finds that each of
these various groups is "behaving as an .interest groure18
The rise of such groups is consistent with the history of this
nation. For as TheodoWLowi has painted out:
The history of the United Sts

rot' merely one of mutual accommodation,aniong competing grb ps under a .broad umbrella of consensus.
bad
The proper image of our society has never been a melting pot.
times it is a boiling pot; in good tittles it is a tossed salad. For those who
are in, this is all very well. But
prie ,haS. always been paid by those
who are out, and when% they. do get in thei-do!not always get in through

a process of mutual accommodation Under a

.

oad umbrella of

consensus.19

f,

In other words, while interest groups serve to satisfy certain
important needs, instead of being a propss they tend to, become
institutions. By definition institutions, are usually very formalized

and tend to expend a great awo't energy in self-rkaintenancer
i'instead,,of using that same energy to foment social change-the
original, reason for their foundation. 'Because'intereSt groups tend
to maintain their. status quo when they become institutionalized,
their efforts at effecting' change usually take the fork of\negotia-

tions or bargaining; thus any change which they effect tends to
become incremental' instead of ra7dical.
While special interest groups may be effective ,in solving many 0

of the problems of their constituents, there are certain fundarrrental social. problems whose solutions lie beyond the scope and influence of any osie special interest group. When each interest group

attacks such problems separately rather than viewing them as
iss_ uesswhich merit the focused an& concentrated effort of all peoe .resultant: incremental change is often likely to be inirnate-

al° and. insignifiCant. For example; no 'matter what efforts are
made to alleviate poverty in particular geographic areas or among
particular groups of people, poverty will not be alleviated until

national action is taken, for ultimately it is national economic
policy whic. deteimines the economic environment in various
geographic areas. Likewise, while the schools, as one of our
society's socializifig agencies, must be responsive to the needs of
their particular communities; some negative forms of socialization,
'e.g., institutional racism, calm& be eradicated simply by, local efforts. Like, poverty, institutional racism is ultimately the result of
national social polick, not merely local conditions. Ib
18 Nathan Glazer 'and.paniel P. Moynihan, "Why Ethnicity?" Com'pientary, October
1974, p.
,
19 Theodore J. Lowi, The Polities of Disorder, p. 53.
s
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During the last few years many special interest groups, especially those representing racial and ethnic' minorities, have sought
to make colleges and.universities-more responsive to their needs.
Many racial and ethnic groups have demanded 'the development'

and implementatioprograms and courses of study that will

tit

enable them to study their history and culture. This demafid for
"studies" programs by numetrous racial and ethnic groups has
been countered by' college administrators who insist that there is
not sufficient latitude in their budgets to support a myriad of
different ethnic studies programs. Such inflexibilityls;tantamount
to saying, "Let them eat cake," and then forcing those groups who
have articulated their deMands to squabble among themselves for
the crumbs of a single cupcake. The outcome of such squabbles
between the groups is usually that all involved lo-a/They lose
because frequently only one groupusually the most vocal Or the
largestreceives any funding; if more than one group receives
funding, such finding is likely to be so meager as to be inadequate
for the deOelopment of a serious "studies" program. Likewise,
schools (elementary and secondary) frequently demonstrate the
same inflexibility in p7viding financial support for curriculum,and
instructional response to the needs of racially and ethnivaly
ferenVIiildren.
All of -these various interest groups have somethint in Common; each is trying to assure that those people it represents will
be accorded respect by the remainift members of society. Multi
cultural education can serve as an .umbrella for all of these groups,
since its goal is to see that people respect all other people regardless .Of racial, cultural, ethnic, and religious background. And since
multi-cultural educatiCtn is a process, not the appellation of a spe-

cial interest group, it Should be the source of sweepingnot
incrementalchange:
,
Rationale for multi-cultuial education

- The underlying bases bf the belief*that all people lust be
accorded respect regardless of their racial, ethnic, cultural, or ye7
ligious backgrounds is,a fundamental 'acceptance of the premise
.

that all people (mini and woinentiav'A'ntrinsic worth.. If all people

have(intrinsic worth, it seems reasonable to conclude, that all
people should be accorded equal. respect. Consequently, ;it should

be the goal of society's socializing agenciespatticularly the
schools in this countryto instill and maintain such respect.
Multi-cultural education is a process for achieving this goal.
8

r
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Multi-cultural education: toward a definition

The u of thee word "toward" in the subtitle of this section:
implies tha the definition of multieultural;education must riot be
rigid and i lusive, but fluid and expansive. It alvt implies that as
a concept ulti-cultural education is best defined by describing its
manifeite implied, and latent (but nonetheless desirable) coinpo-,
nents. The 'hart in:figure 1 is offered to serve as a.tool describing
the contours cif multi-cultAl education,
FIGURE 1
Manifest Component
(Essential)

Implied Componenti

Respect 7 (for people

All individuals within

regardles, of ,sex;

the society acknowledge

cultural, ethnicp and religious backgroundk orphysictil handicap)

thq variability and

diversity of mankind
"No One Model American"

Opportunities to have
contact with people, of

Latent (But
Noneltheless Desirable)
Components '.=.

Culturally diverse staff,
pluralistic focus, configurations, and approaches
in teaching learpipg eni.rironment

Active community involvement

different backgrounds
Preedom of coercion from

any special interest
group
Tangible forms (properly

trained teachers, unbiased materials, etc.) to
facilitate multi-cultural
education

Social and political insti-

tutions should reflect in

their leadership and

membership the diversity
lof their constituencies

Messages on mass media
(newspapers, television,

etc.) should reflect the
racial and cultural diversity within our society

Successful multi-cultural education programs begin
with national legislation

All of the above discussion tends to lead the author to the
conclusion that in order to successfully implement multi-cultural

(
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education the concept must be endorsed as paft of our national

.policy, since racism and the other social ills which necessitate such
a program are pervasive national problems": not merely erratically
occurring local phenomena. Such 'malaise should not .be lessened
gradually by Special interest groupsWho tool often find themselves pitted against each Other by the 'forces Of institutionaliza.

tionbut rapidly 'eradicated by sweeping national action.

Guidelines must be
Iten in order to provide for states and local
communities the fr a ework for designing 'and implementing their

--..own multi-cultural education programs. While such policy and
guidelines must be firm, -they muse not be so rigid and 'inflexible
I that they do not allow multi-cultural education programs to respond to the varyi9g needs of specific communities.
Nonetheless, while responding to the specific needs of various

communities,. the realities of multi-cultural education must be
available to, every child., This means-that national legislation is
imperative. People are very often hesitant to Accorclito individuaIS

of different ethnic an cultural groups the respect they rightly
deserve, e.g., during the civil rights struggle of the sixties many
individuals of minority groups were denied the right to public, '
accommodation: This right was only, insured after the Congress'
passed the Civil Rights Act cof 1964. While 'such legislation Was
. unnecessary in some portions of the countrythose which already

guaranteed such rightsit is necessary to assure that such right's
were available to all and were not subject to various forms of

modification in particular states or. municipalities. Likewise, some
hates have amended their. constitutions to provideequal itglits for

women. However, it .is unlikely that all women will have such
rights
until thirty-nine' states ratify the Equal Rights Amendment
.
to the United States Constitution.

In conclusion, it should be acknowledged that the author is
well aware that the contours of multi-cultural education are hot
rigid, but fluid, and'th-at before a more stable shape is imposed
upon it' there are Many questions which must be explored in
0 greater depth. For instance, advocating the legislation of multicultural education will invariably' lead to discussions of rights.
Such discussions of rights will invariably lead to debates about
conflict of rights and ensuring .of rights. Sane people or groups of
people may feel that multi-cultural education will afford, them a
greater opportunity to receive their rights7 while other people, or
groups of people may feel that muIti-cultural education may deny
or lessen the opportunity' for them to receive their rights. However, until we implement a program, most of the debate will continue to be rhetoric. Once we have something viable to examine,
'10

f
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confront, and criticize we may
'n to alter its contourS;,
Pion about ;multi cultural educe ion would provide us Iwitiv something viable such legi' slation is the beginning,' not the end, Of,our

efforts to actileve respect for all people regardless of race, sex,
"
`ti, or culture.
creed, natiotal
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A Program and Curriculum
Planning Process for the
Development of Multi-Cultur41
Performance-Based
Teacher: Education
James E. Anderson II
Associate Professor of Curriculum
and Instruction
University of Houston

Both multi-cultural education and poformande-based teacher education are positive forces, according to James E. Anderson, but a
signiliant problem is Identified in combining them into a produc
tive teacher education force. Five "process. area components" in*

curricidum planning and development are discussed for

multi-cu tural performance -based teacher education. These include:
(1) a need for multi-cultural PBTE as viewed through a seven-stage

change process; (2) steps toward institutional commitment for
multi-cultural PBTE; (3) an interim multi-cultural WE-task
force; (.4) role of the interim task coordinator for mai-cultural
PBTE development; and (5) potential problematic issues for critkal
focus within the area of curriculum planning and developmTent in
multi-cultural PBTE.
.

During the last decade, education has been in the midst of
"changing forces" and "changing times." One of the sectors that

has increasingly felt the "stresses and strains" of this era has
been teacher education; especially, the professional education seg-;
ment.

.

The problems and challenges of teacher education today are
somewhat reflective of our turbulent and changing society in that
they often revolve around the concepts of relevance, apcountability, and racism. Out of this climate of need for more responsible
and effective teachers, who can facilitate higher levels of achieVe-

ment for students of all racial and ethnic backgrounds, have

emerged two important movements. Presently, these movements
are referred to as a performance-based teacher education (PBTE),
or interchangeably.' called competency-based teacher education
(CBTE), and multi-cultural education.

If one were to examine the concept of performance-based
teacher education which Hilliard defines as "teacher education
programs which attempt to specify, to the extent possible and as
clearly as possible, teaching behaviors which impede or promote
pupil growth,"1 one could possibly adopt a very narrow pedagogical

stance, and thus view performance- based teacher education primarily as a kind of instruelloosliprocess.
If one were to look at the concept of multi-cultural education
which Hilliard also refers to briefly as "learning about various
cultural groups,"2 then, from an equally narrow perspective, one
might also view, multi-cultural education as just one source of
content and a focusing mechanism for instructional process in
teaching education.
However, this paper will not argue the narrowness of certain
pedagogical stances, nor will it examine the validity of various
educational definitions in isolation. Neither will this paper present
the numerous need rationales for performance-based teacher education or multi-cultural education. The position of this writer
be that they are both positive forces and t!at the most relevant
and functional problem at this time, for many teacher education
institutions and programs, is how to combine multi-cultural educa-.
tion and performance-based teacher education into a productive
teacher education force.
This paper will address itself to this question by viewing that
1 Asa G. Hilliard, "Restructuring Teacher Education for Multi:Cultural Imperatives," in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through CompetencyBased Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American Assdciation of Colleges
for Teacher Education, 1974), p. 41.
2 Ibid., p: 41.
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task as a need for a curriculum planning and development process
that could be implemented and utilized by various teacher education programs for developing such a teach& training system. More
direietly, this paper will suggest and discuss the four basic compo-

nents that this writer would see as part of an essential process,

,

.

and a fifth area which will address itself toopotential problems for
critical focus which could affect any curriculum planning and development process. The major component areas of the process that
will be presented and discussed are:.
Planning and Development Component One (1)

The need for multi-cultural performance-based teacher education as viewed through a change process model.
Planning and Development Component Two (2)

Steps toward institutional commitment for multi-cultural
performance - based, teacher education.
Planning and Development Component Three (3)

An interim multi-cultural performance-based teacher education task force. .
Planning and Development omponent Four (4)

Role of an interim curriculum planning and development
coordinator for multi-cultural performance-based teacher education development.
Planning and Development Component Five (5)

A description of potential problematic areas for critical focus
in the 'area of curriculum planning and development in multi-

cultural performance-based teacher education along with
counter perspectives to these priiblems.

At the same time, the five process area components described
above can be viewed as potential "products" of the "How do we do

it?" and the "What 'comes next?" syndromes that many teacher
training programs have been grappling with in their efforts to
develbp effective multi-cultural teacher education.

29
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The need for multitultural performance-based teacher education
as viewed through change process model (component one)
Traditionally, teacher education has been unreceptive to major

changes that could -have potentially reshaped the, final teacher
product. As a result of this somewhat stagnate posture, the desire
for several major changes in teacher training has emerged even
stronger. Yet, many teaclrr training institutions, seemingly, have
had great sdifficulty internally processing significant changes from

more traditional teacher education models to mulfi-cultural
performance-basdd models.

Therefore, the first component will describe a seven stage

change process model that suggests how a college of education or
ateacher training program could facilitate the development of a
multi-cultural performance-based teacher education system by
viewing it through a change process model.
Stage I The development of a need rationale for change in the
current teacher education program and for the utilization of multicultural performance-based teacher educatian at all levels 'in the
teacher training experience. At this stage, an individual or preferably a group of concerned individuals must commit themselves to
the task of presenting a researched position in a written format to
the proper individuals at the program decision-making level:
Stage II The establishment of a change relationship between
the teacher education program and the various individuals involved
in the process of creating a ,znulti-cultural performance -based program. At this. stage, the various individuals and groups from different sectors of the college and the general community that are

either directly involved in the change ,proeess or that will be

affected by it, should be knowledgeable of their roles and should

share a co-partnership status in the decision-making process
° whenever possible. Among those people who might be involved
.- would be faculty members from various academic areas, undergraduate and graduate students, parents, community people, public school personnel, and selected consultants.
Stage III The clarification or diagnosis of the present teacher

education training process and its problems in respect to its ca-

pacity to produce teachers who can effgctively facilitate successful
learning experiences for children from culturally diverie groups in
our society. At this, stage, careful analysis and evaluation of the
teacher training process must be documented in reference. to how

it has been ineffective or harmful in the training of teachers for;
students from various racial and ethnic backgrounds. The proceSs
usually helps identify numerous problems that are indigenous to
most traditional teacher education programs. Examples of these
16
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problems would be: (1) a teacher education program that op4ates
from a White middle class value system; (2) teacher training processes that fail to cause future teachers and educational personnel
to confront their own individual racism.and their roles in institutional racism;.(3) lack of multi-cultural teacher education faculty;
(4) reinforcement of cultural and educational sterotypes about students who are not White middle class; (5) lack of Multi-cultural.
instructional materials; (6) lack of an institutional commitment to

the ideas of cultural pluralism and a multi-csulttiral education
philosophy; (7) the exclusion or the lack of significant multi-cultural
perspectives and input at the highest level of the decision-making
processes in education and, 'specifically, in teacher education program design, development, implementation, and evaluation areas.
This exclusionist posture has operated effectively both in, terms of
the institution-centered learning experiences as well as the fieldcentered experiences.
Stage IV 1. The etaminatibn of alternative goals and routes for
multi-cultural perf9rmance-based teacher education, at the programmatic level including the' establishment of overall program
goals, identification of competencies, and modes of learning experience. ..At this stage, two very complex program design and curriculum development tasks could be put into motion.
Task (1) . Development of overall program goals .and curriculum design. This task has often been very difficult, primarily

for two reasons. First, to obtain a single teacher product that
would be satisfactory to various culturally diverse groups often
involves rigorous negotiation and educational compromises which

have often had the effect of diluting the strength of whatever
program is derived. Secondly, the new and innovative curriculum
developments have often been grafted on to older or more traditional programs which in turn has often "drowned them" in the

older existing system. However, according'to Mazon and Ar:
ciniega, as you view this task there are at least two 'Major approaches that can be considered: the needs;assessment approach
and the delineation of the teacher roles approach.3 Mazon and
Arciniega state that, "In the needs-approach, attention is given
first to the perceived needs of students in the schools. Once these

needs are identified, an attempt, is made.to organize a teacher
training program in the university which can produce the type of
teachers determined best able to meet those identified needs."4
3'romas A. Arcjniega and M. Reyes Mazon, "Cempetexicy-Based Education and
the Culturally Different: A Ray of Hope, or More of the. Same?" in William A.
Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based Teacher Education, p. 165.
4 Ibid.
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Alternately, the second approach revolves around the delineation
of the teacher roles concept. In that approach they state the first
step is to examine the roles which effective teachers of target
schools will be requiied td play. This takes place in order to come
to some agreement on what skills or competencies teachers'need
in ordei to function effectively in (a) the teacher-as-coMmunityliaison role, (b) the teachei-as-ethnic-model role, (c) the teacher-assUbject-matter-specialist role, and (d) the teacher-as-multi-cultural-

\ education-specialist role.5 Teacher training programs are then

shaped to provide the training needed to produce
teachers able
,

to function well in thege roles.° ''
' Task (2)
Identification and specification of multi-cultural
teacher competencies. Without a doubt, the-tagk of identifying and'
specifying teacher competencies is an extremely important facet of
1

the curriculum planning and development process for multicultural perforniance-based teacher education., The importance of

this task is pointed out clearly in that there are at least four
different bases for attacking this problem. These bases or "frames
of references" for specifying competencies are described by Cooper,
Jones, and .Weber as a philosophical base, an empirical. base, a

subject matter base, and a practitioner base.? In the case of the
Eatilosophicai ndse, the competencies are derived by explicating
assumptions and tke 'Values of man, the Ptirpose of education, and
the nature of learning and instruction. This process leads directly
into the specification of pupil outcomes-arid to conceptualizing the
role of th teacher'from which general statements of competencies
nerated.8 As for the empirical base, "the teacher comclcan be
petencies must be linked to 1Towledge derived from experience
subject matter base, the comand experiment." In terms of
petencies that are derived from that origin will comOom various
0 disciplines and subject matter areas which the teachr is expected
to teach.1° Finally, the practitioner base viewpoint holds that. competencies should be derived from a jbb analysis of what effective
practitioners do in their teaching.11 However, regardless of what
5 Ibid.

.

.

G The above seven change process model represents an adaption by this writer of
a change process described in Ron Lippitt, Jeanne Watson, and Bruce Westley#
The Dynamic of Planned Change, (New York: Harcourt, Brace and World, 1958),
pp. 131-143.

7 James M. Cooper, Howard L. Jones, and Wilford A. Weber, "Swcifying Teacher
Competencies,"Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 1 (Spring 1973): R.
8 Ibid.
° Ibid., p. 18.
10 Ibid., p. 19.
1; Ibid.
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base or combination of bases might be used, the importance, and
significance of each will have to be judged by the degree to which
they accurately reflect the multi-cultural nature of our society.
This same notion must apply to the nature of the competencies
derived whether they are knowledge, performance, consequence, or,
exploratory in nature.
The transformation of intentions into actual chanDe
Stage V
efforts through experimental, prototype, and innovcitional multicultural performance -based teacher educalVni)earning experiences.
At this stage, the implementation of selected prototype learning
experiences could begin. Directly related to the success of these
prototype learning experiences will be (1). the amount of staff
development in preparation for the change; (2) the "expectations

posture" either positive or negative that the faculty. and other
involved- individuals hold for the innovations; (3) the holding in

abeyance of the older "systematic) press" in order to give the

innovative practices a chance to work without being systematically

stifled or rejected; (4) the allocation of sufficient resources lor a
support system; (5) initial expectations that are not too high.
The stabilization and, generalization of the experiStage VI
.

mental prototype and innovational multi-cultural performancebased teacher education lqarning experiences into regular curriculum and `programniatic phases., At this stage, there will be at

_least three very crucial sectors that could determine the success or
failure of the transition phase into the normal program phasing.

First and foremost will be a .need to keep the multi-cultural

performance-based teacher education thrust at the highest priority
level of each College of education or teacher education program.
Secondly, the staff related dimensions such as -staff hiring, staff
development and inservice processes, staff continuity, staffitommitment, and staff competence will greatly determine the impact
level and "quality control"; of the experiences. Thirdly, will be the
degree of flexibility and accommodation that can be facilitated
within the school 'districts in which the field components will be

working. The degree of success that these critical tasks can be
accomplished with *ill be the measure of 'stabilization the program attains.
Stage VII

The development of a constant "responsive posture"

on the part of the institution's teacher education program rn its
roles and relationships with all programmatic phases Sand curriculum development staged ,of multi-cultural performance-based
teacher education. At this stage, the ongoing development of new
and responsive curriculum dimensions will be of paramount significance to the sustenance of, the newly generating prdgram.

33
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Directly rela

d4thi3 atmosphere will be the institution's ability to

respond to the many extemporaneously created conditions that
,accompany any substantial systematic change. The complexity and
difficulty of this task will depend greatly on the amqunt of impact

that multi-culturalfsm will have on the curreyft systemIt will
become clear that no previous amount of planning on piper would
have -enabled totally accurate prognostication of all the individual
and institutional or programmatic traumas that will materialize in
the process. Primarily, because very' few teacher education programs have systematically or programmatically dealt with such
cultural variants as racial identity, ethnicity; language, socioeconomic levels, and value systems from a positive multi-cultural philosophy such as multi-cultural education. Thus; the maintenance of,/
a "responsive and regenerative" posture at both the individual and
institutional levels of the teacher education ,programs will be mandatory for its continuing development.
Toward institutional commitment for performance-based
teacher. education (component two)

Neither people nor institutions are changed through perfunctory processes that operate solely on cognitive insights or in an
"intellectual vacuumA Teacher educators and teacher education
training programs must recognize through a series of cultural
Perception processes,, that their professional motivations are by
nature, both "self-derivative" and "other interpreted." At the. same

time, they must realize that their sincerity and their value commitments, embodied in the individual and institutional frames of
reference, do affect their educational efforts with both their peers
and their students. Thus, in order to facilitate a set of specific
programmatic and,. curriculum goals, a consciously well-planned
effort to maintain a supportive institutional atmosphere for the
achievement of those goals must be sustained. Therefore, the following ideas are offered in search of institutional commitment to
multi - cultural performance-hased teacher education and its endeavors:

1. That the significance and need for multi-Cultural per
formance-based teacher education be recognized by the college of education and its teacher training program and the

school discts that it serves. That this commitment is first
to the phil6sophies and tenets of multi-cultural education as

the frame of reference for all educative processes in the
college of education, and secondly -to performance-based
teacher education as a delivery system.
2. That the administrative and departmental leadership of the

college of education and the teacher training program encourage and proniote individual initiative on the part of all
faculty and staff members to take part in multi-culiutal '
performance-based teacher education. It is also important
that these efforts be recognized by the regular rewards Q
,§1.

systems of the college.

3. That a clearly defined organizational pattern for a cur-

O

riculum planning and development process for multi-cultural performance-based teacher, education be defined with
procedures' for 'effecting the needed change. (This paper,is
attempting to describe such a process.)

4: That adequate facilities and time for curriculum planning
and development with new and innovative practices be
given to those individuals involved.

5. That adequate financial resources be allocated to the
multi-cultural performance-based teacher education program during the transitional and developmental periods for
teaching materials and media, faculty, graduate assistantships, and program development purposes.
6. That adequate technical and consultative services be made

available to the multi-cultural performance-baged teacher
education planning and development phases.
7. That opportunities for the interchange of ideas; eiperiences,
and malojals with other institutions and teacher training
programs concerning Multi-ccultural performance-based
teacher education be provided by the college of education
and the teacher education training program.
8. That the 'college of education and teacher training program
develop .relWonships with the communities that it serves

and affects so that they may take, part in the decisionmaking processes that affect them.12
Multi-cultural performance-based teacher education task force
(component floe)
.

Initiallvin order to respond to apset of identified needs with a
majoecVrricalurn, change,, a "working group" of concerned individuals is needed to lead in the. planning and development of the

change. The creation of a multi-cultural performance-based

12 The above eight ideas toward institutional commitment represent a "synthesis"
based on observations in curriculum planning which are discussed in J. Gaylen
Saylor and William M. Alexander, Curriculum Planning for Modern Schools,
(New York: Holt,Mbiehart and Winston, 1966), tp. 435 and 519.
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teacher education task force could serve that purpose. The interim
task force would have the responsibilities of cloistering concerned

individuals in various departments and gathering data fizsii2ut
into the initial planning phase.

The task force could be given a particular amount of time
during the regular year or it might be assembled to work through
the sumther. The "working group" might include selected individuals such as knowledgeable faculty, community representatives,
performance-based teacher education ,specialists, local school district personnel, parents, and selected special interest groups: During the time specified, the task force could be assigned,to accomplish the following tasks to varying degrees of completion:
1. Develop work channels and communication lines with all
projected groups who might be involved i4;1. the, multicultural performance-based teacher education program, .ineluding school- boards and community groups, concerning
curriculum, needs, instructional innovations, and critical

educational issues that are confronting various com-

munities.
2. Review available research on multi-cultural education and
the process of interfacing it with performance-based teacher

education, particularly in the areas of purpbses and goals,
general decisions about curriculum, instructional - strategies,

the nature of learning, roles of the teacher, roles of the
student, roles of the content, and the nature of evaluation.
3. Begin to-develop proposals and design experimental pro-

grams td meet the multi-cultural education needs of the
areas which your institution or teacher education program
'serves.

.

4. Initiate an identification and selection process for program
and curriculuM directions, including specifying competencies.

5. Begin the developmental processes for multi-cultural performance-based learning activities for-teacher training.
6. Develop a working relationship between, specialists or consultants in multi-cultural education and performance-based
teacher education and faculO in ;various curriculum areas,
for the introduction of multi-cultural performance-based
learning dimensions into their special areas such as language arts, reading, special education, educational foundations, special instructional methods, generic teaching methods, and introductory education courses.
22
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7. Begin the development of faculty and staff inservice for the
entire college of education and special interest area inservice. experiences to assist the teacher .training staff involved

in introducing and maintaining the new multi-cultural
performance -based dimensions:

4 a
8. Plan a timetable for the introduction a,-n inclusion of the
new learning experiences with adequate support systems
under very careful supervision. Three of the most crippling
obstacles to a major curriculum change of this type inside
an already established system or program have beeri: (1)
the lack of total commitment at the decision-making levels
which automatically relegates any program to a loWer in-

stitutional priority status, which results in inadequate
numbers of faculty specialists in the area, which in turn
results in only partial or token program development; (2)
the inability to clearly describe to faculty members their
roles in the change process, as well as in the transitional
state, and their roles after the change will have be,n comor create positive work-

pleted; (3) the inability to prom

ing relationships betweim the, multi-cultural education
specialists and the traditional curriculum area specialists.13
i

o

Role of the interim task coordinator (component four)

As the task force engages in various activities and efforts to
meet the above kinds of objectives, it may be necessary to utilize
, an individual in a quasi-management or coordination 'role, The

identification of this individual may come through any one of
three viable ,channels. One method would be to have the individual

appointed from the current faculty by the college of education
administration, or by a faculty . committee, or by departmental
leadership, or by various possible combinations of the three.
Another method would. be to let thii person "naturally emerge"
from the task force personnel based on his/her ability to facilitate
a number of tasks and his/her selection by the task force members
themselves. Still a third possibility would be to bring a new faculty
ember specifically for the job of coordinating .such a task force
fort.

Incumbent upon this individual operating in a coordinating
ei

\

13 The format and content of eight) tasks above represents a partial adaptive
synthesis of the ways curriculum leadership groups may work innovative curriculum projects discussed in. Helen Heffernan and William M. Alexander,
"Using Current Curriculum Developments," in Robert S. Gilchrist, Chairman,
Using Current Curriculum Developments (Washington, D.C.:. Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1963), p. 6.
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capacity 'Would be the necessity to provide leadership and direction
in the following areas: (1) the design and deVelopment of the early
prograrh and curriculum stages; .(2) the coordination of all groups

and individuals working in the change Process; (3) the development of an input process from various sources outside the college

of education and the university; (4) the tutrturing of a positive
institutional atmosphere for change; and (5) the .development of
formative and summatiVe evaluative processes at both the programmatic and curriculum development levels to provide feedback
for future curriculum innovations, modifications, and regeneration.
Potential problematic issues for critical focus (component five)

Needless to say, there are Countless dimensions of program

and curriculum development in this area that are equally as

.

worthy of discussion as some of the ones we have mentioned up to
this point. Many of these will be in areas in which knowledgeable
pre-planning will have automatically provided valuable insights
and stability. Yet Other dimensions Of the development process will
emerge simultaritously as the processes are in progress.
Some of these dimensions will' be problematic, in that they will
demand a critical focus by the individuals involved with them.

Some of the issues that will arise could be categorized as
"people problems." Certain issues might be 4eferred to as process
issues, while still others would be content issues. Several impor
tant 'concerns might be viewed as racial or ethnic in their nature.

Whatev& labels one Might attach, these issues, concerns, and
problems will have to be dealt with. Therefore, in an attempt to
-provide some valuable foresight a list of .issips, concerns, and
problems will be described and. then followed by counter perspectives or alternative solutions.
"We are committed to multi-cultural perfOrmanceIssue 1
based teacher education as a college_ but we just are not getting
any additional funds to finance it." Counter perspective: The rele-

vant question 'here is not what an institution would do if it got
additionl money, but what itis doing with the money it has pow.
The real issue in this case is often a question of institutional
priorities. How does the institution "divvy up" its resources or
whatever money it currently has? Those individuals involved must
make this clear to those who ate in the decision-making process
concerning finances.
Issue 2
"Multi-cultural education programs are for Blacks,
Native Americans, and Indians, etc. They are not that important
for Whites or for working with White' students." Counter perspecfive: To the contrary, multi-culturarteacher education means de24
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veloping teachers who can provide meaningful learning experiences for all students ocall cultural backgrounds. The first false
assumption that usually emerges in this case is that teacher inek
fectiveness only occurs in cross-racial situations. The second Vtlse
assumption is that minority children are the only ones who need

multi-cultural curriculum and that it is not necessary for White
students. If teachers are to educate students tOriaperate in today's
multi-cultural worlit it will be necessary for all students to share a
multi-cultural peripective of the society.
Issue 3
"I teach reading, or language arts, or special education, or math education, or science education, or general methods,
or secondary education; etc. You can't talk about those problems'

in your multi-cultural education course:" Counter perspective:
Multi-cultural performance-based teacher education is not one
course or a special series of courses for that sole purpose. It is an

all pervasive Philosophy that permeates all educational courses or
learning experiences at all levels, in all curriculum areas. It means
that the learning experiences that you provide accurately reflect
the cultural clivefSity in our society.
"Bilingual and bicultural 'education is something
Issue 4
different from -multi-cultural education and should have its own'
separate program." Counter perspective: Bilingual and bicultural.
education generally refer to, bducative efforts directed specifically
toward the education of Mexican-Americans or Spanish- speaking.

people. In that multi-cultural education is an all pervasive

philosophy for all racial and cultural groups, bilingual/bicultural
would logically fall, under the definition of multi-cultural and, thus,

should be subject to multi-cultural program development and
would be developed under or within the total conceptualization of
a multi-cultural education program.

Issue 5 ; "A performance-based teacher education delivery
system will in itself provide better teachers for racial and ethnic
minority students." Counter perspective: This is not a true statement in itself, the key is in the competencies. The impact, of the
teacher education program will-depend greatly on what competencies teacher education students will be asked to demonstrate. This
is why an interfacing process with fnulti-cultural education is
necessary so that it will be reflected in teacher competencies that
have multi-cultural dimensions.
"Get the minority faculty meinberi to teach in the
Issue 6
multi-cultural performance-based teacher education program. They

are qualified)n that area." Couriter perspective: Multi-cultural
education is based upon researchable postulates which are derived
from empiriCal studies. It is not an innately raciallycbgnd theory.
.411.
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Zt requires the study of data and research that can be brought to
hear on the relationship of educational practices to the culturally

diverse nature of our society. An individual's- competence in
inulti-cultural education has little to do with his/her race or ethnic

identity from a teacher education viewpoint. It will be an
individual's insight

ttitudes, and skills that; ultimately, will de-

termine his/her cortence as a teacher.
tmunary

.

The' developinent of a multi-cultural performance-based
teacher education program, as well as its potential impact, will
depend greatly upon the combined capacities of the individuals
and institutions involved to create and sustain a "process" that
will facilitate program and curriculum development in this area.
In order to accomplish-this objective, this paper has suggested, the
utilization of a program and curriculum planning and development
model as a "frame of reference" to work from.
The first component of the program and curriculum development process dealt with the need for multi-cultural performancebased teacher education and the importance of gaining and main:

tairfing a very high level of commitment with the educational
institutions involved. This component highlighted eight ideas that
might be utilized in acquiring institutional commitment for this
task.
The second component of the process discussed the relationship between the teacher educators' efforts and their motivations,
sincerity of purpose, and their,value commitments. It was further

pointed out that theSe influences are often "other interpreted"
from various cultural perspectives by both students and peers,
which often raises serious questions about the level of individual
and institutional commitment.

.

The third component described an interim task force that
would be a "working group" that would be made up of Various.
kinds of inclividuals who might have "vested interests" in the
process. Among the projected tasks where they could. bring their
collective expertise to bear were the development of communication channels with all anticipated groups and review of research in
multi - cultural education and performance-based teacher education.
This need could be visualized or represented as a need for a major
change in teacher education. This component was discussed in an
eight stage change process. model.
The fourth component suggested several areas of involViement
for a task 'force . coordinator who would provide a leadership posture that could greatly facilitate thewtask force roles. Among those
26
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slips mentioned that seemed particularly significant to the success
of the entire process were those in terms °of planning and liaison
roles.

Lastly, in an e ort to provide some constructive foresight a
few of the often vo ced problematic issues were presented very
briefly for critical f us, with counter perspectives.

.

If performance-based teacher education is to have any sig-

nificant impact on improving the abilities,,,,of teachers to facilitate

higher levels of achievement with students in our culturally di:
verse society, its development from a multi-cultural perspecttve is

not a question: it is an imperative. Fundamentally important to
this development will be the planning and curriculum development
process that will be utilized to reach this goal.
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PBTE and
Multi-Cultural
Education:
If the ShdE-Does Not Fit
Should We Wear It?
Richard H. Hersh
Chairman of Secondary Education
University of Toledot

0'

The university faculty's role in assuring that multi-cultural
education content be included in performance-based teacher education is explored in Richard H. Hersh's discussion, along with prob.
lems encountered in implementing a multi-cultural PBTE program. He emphasizes the need for a realistic assessment of potential pitfalls when attempting to operationalize this fusion. Finally, faculty
roles and problems during the design, implementation, and evaluation stages of a multi-cultural PBTE program are listed.
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The attention currently being given to PBTE as the hope of
teacher education has left in its wake the belief that we now have
a simple solution to many complex problems. Multi-cultural education is one of those complex concerns for which PBTE is a hoped
for remedy: This particular paper will focus upon those aspects of
PBTE and multi-cultural education which demand a reconceptualization of university faculty roles and requirements if such a
'synthesis is undertaken. An attempt will be made to demonstrate
the naivete of the belief that PBTE provides simple solutions to
anything, and to explain the necessary complexity of any attempt
to conceptually synthesize and implement a multi-cultural PBTE
program. This is not to suggest that such a fusion is not possible

or should not take place, but rather, to suggest that such an

endeavor requires, as a necessary, prerequisite, a realistic assessment of potential pitfalls. While persons associated with school
districts, community groups, education associations, and organizations such as Teacher Corps are as important as university faculty
in the definition and operation of a multi-cultural PBTE effort, the
effect of such synergistic relationships will be discussed in accompanying documents.
What is PBTE? What is multi-cultural education? What are
the problems in a, university attempt to operationalize both PBTE
and multi-cultural education aims? The following attempts to answer each of the'se questions.
What is PBTE?

One of the major problems with any innovation is that both
proponents and critics, eager to demonstrate the worth of their
o

cause, overkill in their definition of and expectations for the innovation. In this regard PBTE has often been poorly defined by both
its advocates and opponents. While there exists the inherent risk
of being accused of committing a similar mistake 'it is necessary to

make explicit the critical attributes of PBTE in this discussion.
PBTE IS NOT A PROGRAM. This means that one should not
expect to be able to "borrow" another university's program and
transfer it to any particular situation. This also implies that any

attempt to present one program as the model or force oth

through legislation to adopt one program is naive and foolhairdy.
PBTE is not a transferrable program. PBTE is a process.

As a process PBTE is a strategy for . raising a variety of
teacher training hypotheses and testing those hypotheses. As a
process, PBTE is not the answer to these questions but only a
means of providing such answers.
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In light of the previous diseusSion, we may once again ask: What are
the important competencies for multicultural ccucation? At best, teacher
competencies may be (a) postulated a priori as hypotheses to be empiri-

cally corroborated or discapled; or (b) set dogmatically according to
conventional wisdom. C rtainly the model prhosed here deems the
former alternative, (a),

the only appropriate course of action.'

In selecting competencies as hypotheses to be tested one 'must rely
upon (a) previous research findings; (b) intuitions; (c) traditional
practices; (d) practical experiences; (e) learning theories; and '(f)
community and/or legislative demands.
PBTE makes the following assumptions: '(1) It intended pupil

learning does not take place, the responsibility ror such failure
must first be placed on the instructional system. This 'does not
assume that the teacher or school is necessarily at fault; clearly
neither the school nor the teacher has sufficient control to guarantee learning in all instances. What PBTE attempts to do is elimi-

nate the instructional environment as a contributor to failure.
Such an emphasis is of critical importance for multi-cultural edu-

cation. Historically teachers have attributed failure of minoity
group children to the student's "deprived cultural heritage," rarely
asking questions about instructional failure; (2) It is possible to
systematically research the effects of teacher behavior. This does

not imply that PBTE has those solutions at hand but that such
solutions might be found if approached in a sensible way; (3) Most
students (90% or more) are capable of achieving in school at levels
previously thought to be within reach of relatively few. This has
been labeled as "mastery learning." Thig aspect of PBTE further

'mitigates against teacher neive expectations based on race or

cultural heritage; (4) It is poi le to educate teachers during prearid inwvice training to a level of competence demonstrated to be
required for successful teaching. This assumption thus denies that
"good teachers are born" or that the act of teaching is so artful as
to not be amenable to training effect.
Obviously such assumptions are optimistic. Professionals accepting these assumptions must understand that such assumptions demand testing and imply partiFular programmatic strategies for the process of hypotheses testing to occur. For example,
objectives for training must be specified in a format amenable to
measurement and made public. This does not suggest that only
1 Luis M. Laosa, "Toward a Research Model of Multicultural Compeiency-Based
Teacher Education," in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through
Competency-Based Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1974), p. 141.

2 When the term "pupil" is employed such usage refers to K-12,students. The term
"teacher" refers to teachers of K-12 pupils.
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measurable objectives are good objectives but that whenever pos-,
sible such a format should be employed. The question of worth or

value 4 objectives is a question to be resolved on the basis, of
philosophical or empirical merit prior to putting such objectives in
a particular form. Sqcondly, criteria for meeting such objectives
must be stated prior to instruction Jest the evaluation procec6re

be subject to the capriciousness of hidden criteria. Finally, preand post-tests should be utilized to measure learning as a furktion
of specific instruction.

Critics might argue that the above conditions concerning
training objectives mid criteria are as arbitrary in nature as nonPBTE programs. The critics are in a sense correct. The state of
knowledge about what are the best and most appropriate objec-

tives, criteria, and test items is so liMited that the "form" or
content of a PBTE program is*? guarantee that it would be any
more efficacious in the beginning than its non-PBTE cousin. HOW,
ever, the essence of PBTE is not its "startup" content validity but
the process and format, which enhances the chances of finding out

what does and will work in a far more systematic way thah we
have been able to do in the past As a process,, PBTE demands a
greater amount of personnel and program accountability than
traditional teacher training strategies. PBTE is not intended to
develop "teacher proof' programs either at the K-12 or university
level. In fact, its effect is to pinpoint inferior instruction and materials and thus, in a sense, provide public "insurance" data against
the capriciousness found in alljevels of education.

Such a strategy is indeed threatening to public school and
university personnel. Its implied accountability for all levels of
education is hostile to those secure in the closed door classroom.
Such a process demands that educators differentiate between the
notion( of "we can't" and "we won't." As a systematic approach
designed to aid in finding answers, PBTE forces edipators to make

public their hypotheses about teacher education %id to gather
data to validate or deny such assertions. Thus, PBTE is a beginning point in determining program validity. As a beginning point
no one 'program can be consideived a model. As a strategy for
determining model programs, one must expect a variety of efforts
until such time as (if ever) data are found toideny the worth of all
programs save one. The complexity of teaching and learning is
such that one would expect6a variety of successfUl training models.
The foregoing has obvious implications for multi-cultural education. While PBTE has been put forth by some as a value-neutral
process, one should recognize this is not the case. Persons adhering to a PBTE approach are also de facto accepting the value of a
32
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systems approach with its faith in the scientific and *empirical

method, and the value of educational accountability. But this
value bias can be viewed as a strength regarding multi-cultural

education. Multi-cultural education, as defined below, implies cultural g.nd.value diskersity. PBTE as a process demands that training programs accommodate a maximum diversity until such time
as appropriate data can be found to deny the efficacy of such
diversity, in contrast to the de facto monocultural dimenSions of
most traditional programs. If it is agreed that multi-cultural edu-

cation is an objective worthy, of universal acceptance, then

guaranteeing that such an objective be met is an important consideration. PBTE provides a process for assessing whether or not
multi-cultural education objectives are being met, and phich training techniques provide teachers. with skills -Mitch facilitate the
stated learning objectives. Before we consider the operation of
such a task, however, it is important that it is clearly understood
What is meant by multi-cultural education.
What is multi-cultural education?

Perhaps the best starting point in defining multi-cultural education is the. AACTE statement entitled "No One Model Amerk,
can":
Multicultural education is education which values cultural pluralism.
Multicultural education rejects the view that schools should seek to melt
away cultural differences or that schools should merely tolerate cultural
pluralism . . . cultural diversity is a valuable resource that should be
preserved and Ott ended.
To endorse cultural pluralism,is to endorse the 'principle that there is
no one model American ... Cultural pluralism is more than a temporary
accommodation to placate racial and ethnic minorities.3
e

The implications for 'teducatiOn are many. Among these are thee
teaching of values which support cultural diversity and individual
uniqueness.
Multicultural education is the structuring of educational pri rities,
commitments, and processes to reflect the reality of cultural plu alism
as a fact of life in the United' States. Educational priorities mu focu
on 'developing and maintaining an awareness of culturl divers as
reflected by individuals, groups, and communities. It requires the com- t.
mitment of educators to the basic concept of diversity as it is expressed
through, dimensional aspects of ethnicity and cultural group lifestyles.
Multicultural education recognizes that the maintenance of cultural
diversity is crucial, not only to a particular group's survival, but to the
basic tenets that support the democratic ideal.
3 "No One Model Amer/i3an," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter
1973): 264.
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Multicultural education values differences and fosters the develop-

,

went of an appreciation for these differences. It furthei recognizes
Similarities'that exist among and between individuals and groups. It is
the prime responsibility of education to internalize those attitudes and
behaviors that are crucial to the elimination of unequal treatment based
on physical appearance, behavior and lifestyles'

-

Training teachers to implement multi-cultUral education requires more than mere tinkering with pr simply adding topresent
o teacher education .-programs. "It requires changes in th value
assumptions and the perceptual worlds of educators, and changes
in institutional structures as well."5 With regard to teacher training "No One Model American" is quite explicit:
.Colleges and universities engaged in the preparation of teaCheis have
d central role in the positive development of our culturally pluralistic
society . teachers and personnel must be prepared in an environment
where the commitment to multicultural education is evident. Evidence
of this commitment includes such factors as a faculty and staff of multiethnic 'and multiracial ,character, a student body that is representative
of the culturally diverse nature of the community being served, and4a
culturally pluralistic curriculuim that accurately represents the diverse
multicultural nature of American society.
Multicultural education programs for teachers are more than special
courses or special learning experiences grafted onto the standard program. The commitment to cultural pluralism must permeate all areas of
the education experience provided for prospective teaches

Those people believing PBTE to be a simple answer to cpmplex problems have obviously naively believed that PBTE simply

requires a reformulation of existing reality in teacher training.
However, PBTE is not the automatic or 'simple answer hoped for
by those searching to provide a valid means of training teacheiS
for multi-cultural education. In fact, gross mistakes have already
been made.
Regarding value assumptions, CBTE model programs have taken the
"redo" approach by packaging existing courses in behavorial objective
form. This approach fails to reexamine the pasic assumptions .of traditional programs which the new programs arepurportedly an attempt to

change. To "redo" the same old thing may yield a more attractive
package, but it will transform neither utility nor effect to students.
4 Richard James, "Multicultural Education From A Black Educator's Perspective,"
in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based
Teacher Education, p. 35.
G Normand R. Bernier and Richard H. Davis, "Synergy: A Model For ImplementS

ing Multicultural Education," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 4
(Winter 1973): 269.

6 "NoOne Model American."
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What must be grappled with is how best to meet the needs of culturally different children taught by crosS-culturally deficient educators?

The problem of "cross - culturally" deficient educatOrs is one of the
°

many personnel concerns to be considered in initiating a PBTE
and multi-cultural education approach. But the identification of
necessary sompetencies for teachers within a multi-cultural perspective is a difficult task.
First, there has been little indication that the leaders in the early
days of the movement saw multicultural teaching as a priority concern.
They regarded the development of a generic set of competencies as the
answer to minority concerns. The problem was that few Blacks could
find evidence in any of the PBTE materials that teachers would learn

the vital things pertaining to the teacher's adequacy for work with
children whose cultures differed from their own'

Nor is belonging to a particular minority group a sufficient cause
for greater teacher success.
Recent empirical evidence suggests that mere membership in a particular cultural-linguistic group does not insure superior teaching ability
and success with pupils from the same cultural - linguistic g''p. While a
recent investigalion (U. SA,Commission on Civil Rights, 1973) revealed

that teachers in southwestern U. S. schools were failing to involve
Mexican-American children as active participants in the classroom to
the same extent as the Anglo children, a closer scrutiny of the findings
further revealed that Moil Zan-American teachers praised and encour-

aged Anglo pupils to a strikingly greater degree than their Anglo
colleagues did, and conversely, these same Mexican-American teachers
praised and encouraged Mexican-American pupils less than the Anglo
teachers did.
I Thus, it seems clear that similar teacher-pupil ethnic group membership is no assurance of multicultural teaching competence .°

Typically one finds a teacher education faculty, curriculum,
and student popUlation existing within a monocultural framework.
Superficial attempts to provide a multi-cultural perspective cannot
suffice. "A monocultural faculty, student population, and curriculum do not possess the ingredients required for multi-culturalism.
A single course on multi-cultural education in such a setting is an
attempt to capture the appearance without the substance."1° But
7 M. Reyes Mazon and Tomas Arciniega, "Competency-Based Education acid the

Culturally Different: A Ray of Hope or More of the Same?" in William A.

Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based Teacher Education, p. 164.

8 Asa G. Hilliard, "Restructing Teacher Education for Multicultural Imperatives,"
in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based
Teacher Education; p. 42.
Luis M. Laosa, "Toward a Research Model of Multicultural Competency-Based
Teacher Education," p. 138.
Some Issues," Journal of Teacher
1° Carl J. Doke, "Multicultural Education
Education, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter 1973): 283.
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as Lopez cogently points out teachers who have been provided
some training concerning cultural pluralism may still lack sufficient competence.
In the name of cultural pluralism, some teachers may be proa)ted to
neglect children of ethnic minorities by benignly accounting for their
lack of success in school and their educational deficiencies (competency
in standard English, techniques for problem solving, and understanding
concepts, for example) as mere manifestations of cultural differences.
Some teachers may conclude that because there are de facto ethnic and.
cultural differences among school children, there cannot be any common
educational ends or means in school programs, and that the curriculum
must be geared to the majority. In such a case, theeducational needs of
minority children again are effectively dismissed or neglected, although

regrettably in some instances. And in deliberate efforts to encourage
pluralism in and through the schools, some teachers may respond to
minority children as elements of sostological categories rather than as
individual learners, socializing them, `in effect, in terms of those categories (ethnically and culturally) rather than educating them."

Teachers working with mtnority children have ascribed the
child's lack of success to the child's identityhis/her color, race, or
cultural heritage. PBTE requires that educational judgments be
based upon' achievementachievement inferred from a specific

behaviorsomething many of those childreh have never been
giveh the opportunity to demonstilate. Requiring teachers to state
behavior and criteria for evaluation of that behavior prior to in-

struction may help to focus teacher awareness less upon their
biased perception of cultural differences and more upon critical
learner variables which facilitate successful learning. Suctd
change requires sytematic, consistent, and thorough training.
Race, ethnicity,' sex, income level, and other demographic characteristics of the pupil have bearing in competency-based programs only to the

extent that they describe facets of the pupil's social history and prior
learning, experiences in the culture. Knowledge of these variables is used

to the extent that they may contribute to developing relevant learning
activities which build upon, and do not negate, pupil's previous learning
experiences. Thus, variables of race, ethnicity, income level, social
status, and sex reflect the cultural plurality, history, and attendant
learning experiences of the pupils. They are not, as many educators and
test interpreters believe, indicants of intellectual capacity, aptitude, and
ability which may be used to allocate pupils to educational tracks or
problems which reduce' the likelihood of high Achievement and social
mobility in American soeiety.la

" Thomas R. Lopez, Jr., "Cultural Pluralism: Political Hoax? Educational Need?,"
Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter 1973): 277.
12 Eudora Pettigrew, "Competency-Based Teacher Education: Teacher Training for

Multicultural Education," in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education
Through Competency-Based Teacher Education, p. 91.
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This paper cannot possibly presume to identify the sufficient
conditions for an adequate multi-cultural PBTE program. However, one will find the recent AACTE publication Multicultural
Education' Through Competency-Based Teacher Education, edited
by William Hunter,13 most helpful in .identifying issues, concerns,

and possible teaching competencies necessary for any program
whose purpose is to link these two concepts. The remainder of this
paper will concentrate on the dynamics of PBTE, change from the
perspective of university faculty members. The demands, pressures, fears, surprises, and accountability required in such a process will not decrease with the added thrust of multi-cultural
education. The burdens for both university faculty, and'prospective

teachers will be incrred.,

PBTE and multi-cultural education: problems and pitfalls

The purpose okyhis section is to provide tentative answers to
the following two qtiestions:

t

1. *hat should be the role of the instructional staff in assuring that PBTE includes appropriate multi-cultural education content?

2. What problems might one expect when faculty members
attempt to implement a multi- cultural PBTE program?
One major premise underlies the following response to these
questions. While creating more complex problems, a multi-cultural
education focus for PBTE provides a specific dimension to other -,
wise generic PBTE considerations.
From a practical standpoint the operation 9f a PBTE program

is a people problem. Such a proces requires that people redefine
their existing roles, not once but continuously, as such .a program
continues to develop. Consider the matrix cm the next,page.

For each of the stages of PBTE development each of the
clientele effected must undergo role change. The analysis below
limits its focus to the clientele within a university setting labeled
"faculty."

Interwoven throughout this matrix are such external avariables as time, organization, and reinforcement. The amount of
time, the kind of organization, and the quality and quantity of
reinforcement may be different during each of the stases of design, implementation, and evaluation. Obviously the interactive
13 William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Competency-Based
Teache? Education (Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education,4974).
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PBTE STAGES
Design

Implementation Evaluation

1. University Faculty
2. University Student's

3. University Administration
4. Public School Teachers

5. Community

6. Pupils

effects of stage, personnel,, and external variables can become
quite complex. Remembering the definition and assumptions behind PETE mentioned above; what can be said about the effects of
such interactions?
Role of faculty

who has truth?

Perhaps the mosf.threatening aspect of PBTE is the reOirement that university fdculty make public theiiteaching objectives.
Making such objectives public demands that one is also .able to
defend his/her dbjectives when asked by peers and students. Prot'viding such a rationale is,,threatening to many who have never
had to concern themselves with something they have alw'ays con,Sidered self-evident. On what grounds are objectives defensible
since there is little empirical evidence available for most teacher
training objectives? The design state of PETE is perhaps the most
.difficult aspect of the process because it is the one function most
heavily dependent upon subjective evidence. The question of worth
of objectives is dependent upon conflicting value constructs. That
logic is a tool for adjudication makes the design process no less
threatening to egos.
.

The big question in the design stage is5 What knowledge,
understandings, feelirigs, and skills must a teacher possess before

such a person is considered competent? Assuming that such a
consensus can be achieved, what will be the criteria for successful
completion of those competencies? These , are, of course, difficult
questions, since most of those answers are not known. PBTE as
previously defined is -a response to our collective ignorance concerning those questions and answers, and hence,our beginnings

are necessarily humble and arbitrary. It is this arbitrary begin.
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ning that is perhaps least understood Joy those interested in.
PBTE.

PBTE in its beginning stages is perhaps as arbitrary as most ,
traditional teacher education programs which are usually comprised of, an *additive collection of courses. One might argue, how-

ever, that the very process of making program objectives public,

and sequencing such objectives via a logical analysis or task
analysis of the teaching act, cannot but help improve the usual
arrangement of teacher education requirements. What PBTE endeavors to do is to collect data about the program and utilize such
data to restructure, add, delete, and reconceptualize the training
program based upon such data. Such ?data collection, however,
dem-ands the ground-rules previously specified and further demands a disciplined faculty adherence to the process of attempting
to validate all operatibg assumptions.

Such a process is difficult enough for university personnel
when ;applied to rather neutral generic teaching skills such as
questioning strategies, discussion techniques, and lesson plan writing. But what happens when the goals of multi-cultural education
are to be accounted for in the PBTE program? What knowledge,
understandings, and teaching skills must a teacher have before he
or she is able to demonstrate the competencies required to fulfill
the objectives of multi-cultural education? What knowledge about
which cultural groups is necessary and/or sufficient for such comlpetence? What value clarification competencies must each teacher
demonstrate? What affective dimensions are required of a teacher
attempting to promote the philosophy of multi-cultural education?
While it might be agreed that the beginning identification of
generic and multi - cultural education teacher competencies are arbitrary, in the sense that no one set of competencies has been or
can be identified, this is not to imply that anarchy or chaos should

reign. Rather, the collective faculty must attempt to determine

which competencies are minimally acceptable as program
requirements. The faculty must recognize that such a task requires making explicit hypotheses which they professionally agree
will lead to a competent teacher. Such hypotheses are subject to
revision based upon ongoing formative evaluation.
,

How the faculty decides the what and why of a program is
situation specific. While the wisdom of including students, teachers, community representatives, and/or others in such a task for
both educational and political reasons may be argued, this is not
to suggest that su%11 a process must be the case. In many situations one really has few options. Someone else has forced such
'decisions. The question of timingwhen specified persons should
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be included during each or. any stageis not universally answerable.

While the systematic approach demanded in a PETE program
is content neutral the questions it requires one' to raise provide an
abundance of value conflict.'"Such conflict is difficult enough for a
faculty operating within 'a monocultural frame of reference. The
faculty inservicing component in each of the stages of PBTE' is

enormous, without the demand for the complexity of 'a multicultural perspective. As with less value-laden concepts those contemplating the utilization of PBTE in a multi-cultural framework

must ask a further questia: What ploblerns does a university
faculty face in such a process?

Revolution of rising expeitations

One of the important by-products oe PBTE is the inherent
growth of faculty awareness for the increased quality of analysis
required for PBTE program viability. In addition, sy,stematically
designing a program which can be continuously monitored not
only increases the amount of usable data for analySts but also

results in higher level expectations on the part of faculty, administration, and. students. This is true during botl-Pdegign and

implementation stages. Faculty, knowing theirpbjectives will be
publicly scrutinized, tend to provide rigor and sophistication in
their demands. Honestly belie+ing in the worth of their 'objectives
and criteria, the University of Toledo faculty enthuiiastically attempted to implement, only to fitil that they had designed .a Ave
year program to operationally' fit into a two year time schedule!
This growth in expectations i initially self-reinforcing but the
pressure to meet those expectations, especially with students who
have not experienced a traditional program, and thus have no
traditional standard of comparison, is difficult. 'fhe Toledo faculty
has found that when implementation occurs, the faculty and university students begin to perceive the enormous Complexity of the
endeavor called teacher education and two major events occur:(1)
University students ask better and more questions about teaching
and learning, while the faculty cannot answer many of those questions, given the rapidity of question formulation. (2) This results in
increased ambiguity and concomitant frustration, and identification of faculty inability to achieve their new expectations, at least
in the short run, thus also resulting in increased frustration. At
first these two phenomena cause faculty to push harder, naively
believing that an increase in effort' Will substitute for explanatory
power. Such effort, however, has -diminishing.returns, forcing faculty to either admit defeat out of 'frustration or Weariness (the
40
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university reward system is siipply not geared to such exponential
effort) or to reassess their objectives and expectations' and iievise
them downward:This latter move is also frustrating and acrkases
faculty- and student anxiety because now students must be told
that it may not be 'possible to achieve some of the competence once
demanded of them. This creates confusion and distrust.
-Student expectations increase, because ,objectives and criteria
are made public, time is no longer the determinant of success,_ and

alternative routes for achieving objectives are available. In the
Toledo program the complaints about what is taught have been
reduced to almost zero because faculty have been, better able to
present a rationale for the existence of their objectives. Field time
requirements have doubled and tripled and 'students have proclaimed the program as being relevant. But university students
have also seen how ineffective university
university faculty have been in
delivering such a system. The demand
upon faculty to help
students achieve cledrly stated objectivewhas increased. Students
are no longer willing to accept grades of C or B as being adequate
because the criteria for an .A 'grade are public and appear reasonable. Students demand opportunities to master each objective,
thus increasing demand for faculty time and effort. Students begin
to place more blame on the system for their failures in the PBT'E
program, whereas in the traditional program the students had
been willing to accept failure as an indication of something.wrong
with themselves. Students, -having learned to believe in..PBTE
theory, ;demand that such theory be applied to them. The faculty
has beet} so successful in inculcating the worth of what it has
advocated as models of 'competent teaching that students have
become increasingly -frustrated if success in school classrooms is
not immediately Achieved. They are more openly critical of their
cooperatingsteachers and 'of themselves. The affective dimensions

of this frustration of risix expectations adds to the pressure for
short term program Succe

The above is fairly easy to explain while difficult to solve.
Through a PBT approach the faculty ig better able to define, in
meaningful terms, Nyligit it means by teacher competence. In doing
so, each person, faculty and students alike, has been better able to

define his/her own inadquacies.. The resulting conscious

discrepancy between program objectives and reality causes increased dissonance, often resulting in the search for immediate
short term gains, which, might result in long term losses. Many
university students become acutely concerned about learning survival skills for immediate use in public school classrooms. This
usually takes the form of asking how one can control a class or
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keep pupils on task. Gimmicks are often relied on without recog-

nizing that such tricks of the trade are meaningful .in the long
term only if one understands why they work and that time is
needed. for practice. While the university faculty recognizes that
teaching for and learning certain teaching competencies demands
differentiated amounts of time, their students understandably desire competence now!

Faculty and student demands

One of the major problems for a faculty in a PBTE model is
the increased demand upon faculty by students. University of
Toledo students have become refreshingly candid. But such candor
does not presume truth or wisdom. Because many of the faculty

have been willing to publicly admit the tentative validity of
specific objectives, students have at times .demanded changes. As
previously mentioned, faculty members have been willing to make

program changes based upon student input. But there comes a
time when some student demands are questionable. Problems
occur when not all involved faculty can agree when those times
are occurring. The problem of adjudicating 'revision demands
based upon student request become .part of that complex process.
Below is a recent memo from a colleague which exemplifies the
dilemina faced by faculty in this situation:
No one faculty member nor one administrator should take it upon
him/herself to order, command, or demand revision of program based upon

student disgruntlement. If this becomes the modus operandii, we risk
professional suicide by summarily putting aside the reasoned scholarship
and judicious philosophical premises which have been generated that lend
credence to whatever that program purports to accomplish. If clamorings
of a. vocal few cannot be reasonably brought to arbitration and sensible
resolution with mature discussion and exchanges, then I. see little to be

1.

gained from instituting the theme contained in'the The Lord of
Fliesletting the sixteen .year -olds govern the land. Furthermore, I personally hold in utter contempt the pandering and fawning manner with
which students are "over accommodated" with modifies made so simple
(-minded) to "meet siudents' needs" that all academic/cognitive respectability is excised from the process of education. Can we not see that by
reducing complexity to more and more simple (-minded) techniques of
how-to-do-its, we leave the world of reality; of the "complexity of the
urban classroom?" Do we believe that we are doing 'our students any
favors by this sophmoric reductionism? Aren't we cheating classroom
shock by 'avoiding the nature of reality and instead teaching,for mastery
of tricks, nostrums, and potions which will work to solve such-and-such
type of problem? I believe that many of our more astute students are
taking us for a ride. They already see through this simplicity, and like
Peggy Lee they say, "Is That All There Is?" Let's face itwithout some
essential conflict; withoht dealing with the seemingly unreasolvable prob42
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lems; without conflict between what we smugly believe to be the case and

what isthere is not possibility for growth. If faculty cannot or will not
take the opportunity to maturely and responsibly confront their students,
open the staff has abdicated its professionalism and the students are
seduced into false security. The. students in turn aye learning how to run
a game on the faculty. In the end, the CBTE effOrt or any educational
program becomes gamesmanship instead of scholarship.

If we can leave this discussion with the hope that the faculty remains
constant to its professional obligations (and refuses to prostitute itself to
student-generated ad-hocracies for simplistic relevance) and that students
will re-establish their appropriate and necessary roles as seekers of wisdom, we can turn to two more matters peculiar to our. (local) situation."

PBTE: The creation of a new orthodoxy?

One of the problems with producing significant change is that
such a process is fatiguing. One means of combating that fatigue is

to stop changing. This quest for stability poses a paradox for
PBTE implementers. On the one hand, PBTE demands constant
revision based upon program evaluation and clientele feedback.
Yet, it is difficult to test the validity of program hypotheses if the
program does not provide enough stability to focus upon important
content and process variables, he need for faculty to come to
tentative closure with regard to ontent and process is necessary
for programmatic research. How er, -agreeing to reduce the pace
of change to a trickle for researc reasons is different than halting

revision effort because faculty perceive change as no longer

needegr because the faculty is just plain tired. Faculty members
must constantly fight the temptation of believing that their mas-

sive retooling efforts have resulted in stable truthsa new orthodoxy. The tenets of PBTE require the constant revision of
program as data dictate. The essence of multi-culturalism is that

there are not only differences between persons but that such
differences are in flux. Many programs in the country have
created one form of orthodoxythat of monocultural design. A
faculty with a monocultural perspective *ould seem to have little
chance of breaking the orthodoxy of that monocultural perspective

without external pressure. PBTE and multi-cultural education
should be dynamic conceptsthe antithesis of institutionalized orthodoxy.

PBTE as a reinforcer of monoculture?
The amount of reeducation needed by college faculties and the

value laden content of such an endeavor increases the complexity
of an already complex( set of problems. This does not mean that
"David Glick, "Memo to Colleagues" (University of Toledo, 1974).
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such an endeavor slio Id not take p lace but rather that one should

have one's eyes open before jumping into the lake.

One of the more interesting and potentially dangerous byproducts of the PBTE approach is the naive belief that the fonn of

such a program inherently validates the substance. Translated
into the problem of multi-cultural education one must be wary of
the possibility of translating monocultural curriculum into an appropriate format and be deceived into thinking that because it i
PBTE that it is also sufficient in substance! To the degree that
this process operates is the degree to which PBTE Scan hinder
multi-cultural education efforts.
One way in which the movementtoward multi-cultural education might be facilitated would be to develop an acceptable matrix
of criteria which would help educators determine if and when their
program could be considered multi-cultural. While this would be an
arbitrary construct, until which time empirical evidence is foupd to

suggest appropriate critical attributes, there is the need for some
measure, however crude, as a beginning standard. Large scale
hiring and firing of faculty to accommodate the need for a multicultural mix does not seem possible. Simply adding Bid& or
Mexican-American culture courses to the curriculum will not suffice. The problem requires ii massive infusing of education for
knowledge, attitude, and value change, prior to and during PBTE
operation. That is, PBTE cannot guarantee rectifying a century of
insensitivity to the problem of monocultural bias. PBTE can only
help point out such deficiencies and perhaps aide in proViding

appropriate change strategies within a total program context.
While PBTE can result in diminishing the traditional complaints
concerning teacher education such as irrelevant courses, insufficient field base, capricious objectives and criteria, and lack of rigor,
it also raises new questions of higher order complexity which, once
becoming the new standard, prodoce increased anxiety, fear, pres'Sure of time, and demand for more control.
If the shoe does not fit should we wear it?

The ultimate consideration must be raised, not only because
such a consideration is a logical extension of the PBTE concept
but because the constraints of reality force the issue. PBTE, in its
complexity, may be a valid theoretical construct in a world not yet
ready to comply with a complex response. We may have to face the

fact that even though PBTE holds substantial promise for 'significant change, the history and tradition of teacher education
forces PBTE proponents into boxes not designed to encompass
such a construct.
44
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Two alternatives remain. Either one has to reduce the complexity of PBTE to fit a simplified perception of reality, thereby
prostituting the efficacy of such an appijoach, or one ein change
reality constraints to facilitate a compleLatteznpt to train teachers. (Is the world ready to accept eight years for'teacher training
if that is what such a task requires?) Compromising the requirements of PBTE to force a reality fit will probably result in "no
significant differences." If the shoe does not fit should wewear it?
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in PBTE Programs:
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Hilda Hidalgo, an administrator and social work educator,
proposes to advance the implementatian of multi-cultural education

through administrative strategies that will assure its inclusion in
perfarmance-based teacher education (PBTE). She identifies some
potential problem areas for administrators, particularly in the area
of conflict situations, administrative self-awareness and what she
labels "risk-taking," wilich concerns a strong commitment to a cultural pluralistic concept in a PBTE program. Hidalgo lists three
administrative strategies for implementing a PBTE multi-cultural

program: (1) a six part, self-evaluation study to provide a

framework for evaluation of the strengths and weaknesses of a
PBTE program for facilitating cultural pluralism; (2) the formulation of behavioral objectives directed toward correcting weaknesses
and maximizing strengths; and, finally, (3) the achievement of these
behavioral objectives mandated by the self-stiuly.
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A Statement on Multicultural
"No One Model American
Education" was officially adopted in November 1972 by the Board
of Directors of the Amtrican Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education (AACTE). This statement advances the idea that cultural pluralism is a value to be integrated and 'fostered in teacher
education. The author agrees with William A. Hunter, president of
AACTE, when he says: "... any educational enterprise which does
not incorporate cultural diversity as an undergirding principle is
neither socially congruent nor morally functional."2 The purpose of
this paper is not to defend multi-cultural education, but advance

its implementation. The author will suggest administrative.
strategies that will assure that- performance-bated Vacher education (PBTE) includes multi-pultural education in its content. These
strategies can help maximize the opportunity for students to internalize the value of accepting and promoting cultural pluralisni
as a humanizing, self:actualizing force in American society. I shall
attempt to foresee problems that administrators in teacher educa-,
tion must overcome if they are to incorporate such vain& into the
educational fiber.

The author is an administrator and social work educator in a
baccalaureate program. As such, I share many of the problems
and concerns of teacher educators. I share the goal of providing
maximum opportunity for students to internalize a commitment to
a culturally pluralistic American society. Like teacher educators,
social work educators are involved in designing and administering
a curriculum that results in competent, humanistic professionals

in human service delivery systems. Like teacher educators, we
often question the legitimate place of values in professional education, especially in the absence of universal value consensus. Social
workers and teachers are constantly struggling to reconcile their
professional responsibilities and their conflicting roles as social

agents ate social critics with their Toles and responsibilities as
agents of social control. Teichers and social workers must face up

to the evidence that suggests that both professions have been

unable and/or unwilling to effectively serve minority groups in the
U.S.A. The author is a member of the faculty of a federated liberal
arts college within a state university system. In addition, I carry

administrative responsibilities as.Department Chairperson.

Livingston College has stated a special commitment to multi-cultural, multiracial education in the professional training programs
"No One Model American," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol 24, No. 4 (Winter
1973): 264.265.

2 William A. Hunter, "Cultural Pluralism: The Whole Is Greater Than The Sum of
Its Parts," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24; No. 4 (Winter 1973): 262.
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(Teacher Education, Social Work) and in the general liberal arts
curriculum.a I am a- member of a cultural minority (Puerto Rican)
in American society. The administrative strategie4 suggested- in
this paper stem from my experience and concern. The warnings I
give readers are part of the expertise develope4 in the battlefield.

My recommendations are not the product of rigorous scientific
methodology, but of participation and experience in the bktle to
make Cultural pluralism an undergirding value at all levels of the
American educational system.
One of the first realities to be faced by a strategist for cultural

pluralism in the U.S.A. edu6ational system is that he or she is
going to be involved in a conflict situation. This conflict 'Will be
extended throughout his or her professional and personal life.
educator-administrator must make a conscious intellectual and
emotional commitment to endure in the midst of conflict. To help
the educator endure a prolonged conflict situation, he or she must,
strategize to realize the creative and humanizing aspects of conflict situations and minimize the destructive, dehumanizing aspects of conflict. Conflict offers opportunities to explore untried
ways of dealing with situations, or releasing untapped energies,
and of mobilizing creative efforts toward conflict resolution. In
conflict a person might be willing to take risks he or she would
have normally shied away from.
Before trying to design and implement strategies for the integration of cultural pluralism in PBTE programs, the educator-

administrator and his or her colleagues must become aware of
their personal resistance to cultural pluralism. Available data on
PBTE programs strongly suggest that the great majority of administrators and faculty of PBTE programs are: (1) male, White.
Anglo-Saxon Protestant (the dominant culture influence e,1 in the
U.S.A.); (2) White males and females who are products of national

educational systems patterned. to train students to understand
and behave according to the mainstream folkways, and political-,
economic interest of the dominant cultural influence. A relatively
small number of administrators and faulty of PBTE programs are
minority group members (Native Aiiericans, Blacks, Chicanos,
Puerto Ricans, Asians, women), who have internalized or resisted
in various degrees acculturation into the dominant culture.
Educators who have internalized chauvinism, sexism, and ra-

cismnegative values of the dominant culturemust reeducate
themselves before they take on the task of implementing the
PBTE programs based on cultural pluralism. Special mention
3 Hilda Hidalgo, "No One Model American: A Collegiate Cade in Point," Journal, of
:Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter 1973): 294.
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must ,be made, of those educat6r-administrators who fall 'into the
"convert" categorythat is, educators who by birth or assimilation
have internalized these negative values of the dominant culture
and who in their adult professional life get "converted," becoming
vocal advocates of cultural pluralism. While, to some degree, advo-

cates of cultural pluralism are all "converts," in the "convert"
category we-mean, those educators who advocate for cultural
pluralism primarily out of a sense of guilt. These guilt-ridden
"converts" are often paternalistic towq1 minorities, and are unaware of the unconscious racism and chauvinism that manipulate
their action. The guilt-ridden "converts" often translate cultural
pluralism to mean second rate standards .for the cultural minoritiesthey tend not to teach, just to sympathize.

Minority group 'educators administrators who have effectively resisted the internalization of the dominant culturemust
also reeducate themselves. The educator who is amember of a
minority group often has a strong identification with his/her
cure an identification that also borders on chauvinism. These
minority educators are sensitive to their particular minority culture, but have little sensitivity toward other minority cultures or
toward the dominant culture.
The chief administrator of a PBTE program must set the tone
to ensure the effectiveness of a group process in which both administration, faculty, and students participate. A group process
which facilitates the development of knowledge and sensitivity and

commitment to cultural pluralism demands an atmosphere that
encourages risk-taking The group process must, allow fAculty and
administration to group together in their understanding, sharing
their knowledge and awareness: Such a process helps to °reduce
"commitment gaps" that can hinder the implementation of multicultural education programs. Social, workers, sociologists, psychologists/ and community mental health practitioners can serve
as helpful resources to administrators in the development of group
activities for building knowledge, sensitivity, and commitment to
cultural pluralism.
'

Once the administrator and faculty have grown in self-

awareness and in commitment to the value of cultural pluralism in
the PETE program, a program self-evaluation study can be undertaken. Such a study focuses on how program policies and practices
facilitate or hinder the group-accepted goals of incorporating the

value of cultural pluralism in the program. The self-evaluation
study should include:
Program population

The program population should be clas-

sified by categories of students, faculty, administrators. Each
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th c-cultural-racial-sexual
category, in turn, should be 'divided
identification. The program population should then be compared
with the ethnic-cultural and racial-sexual identification of the gen:
ei41 population that the institution is mandated to Serve. A recommended method of comparison is to compute the location

quotient4 between the PBTE program population 'and the general
population the institution is mandated to serve. The location quotient has the property of measuring relative concentration'. Any

quotient below 1 will imitate that the minority group is underrepresented relative to its population concentration.
The PBTE program courses should
Curriculum distribution
be classified under the following categories:
(a) courses with the explicit educational objective of transmit
ting knowledge of cultural diversity in U.S.A.;
(b). courses with the explicit educational objective of imparting
skills and attributes necessary to teach a culturally diverse
population; and
(e) courses concentrating on the understanding of a specific
minority.
PBTE programs that do pot have required, courses under the (a)
and (b) categories are to be considered as failing to, meet minimum

standards in relation to a curriculum that offers students the
opportunity to integrate cultural pluralism as a value.
Practice teaching is at the heart of every PBTE curriculum.. It
is in practice teaching that the integration of theory, knowledge,

and skills takes place. It is therefore important that practice

teaching articulate explicit educational objectives in relation to
pluralistic values.
Students acquire many of their
Texts and library. resources
perceptions of minorities from ways in which these minorities are

interpreted and portrayed in books. Titles of readiffk materials
should be classified under the categories of:

(a) materials that represent minoritiesn a negative way;
4 Location quotient is a simple computation procedure developed by P. S. Florence

O. al. (1942) that has the property of'measuring relative concentration. P. S.
Florence defined this statistic as the percentage of he employed labor force in a
given category in a 'given areal unit divided by the corresponding percentage in
the country as a whole. This concept has been retained. For the purpose of the
study a slight modification was made in the statistic. The statistic used in this
study is defined as the percentage/number of students, faculty, or administrators
of an ethnic group in the institution divided by the percentage/number of stu-

dent age population (for students) and general urban population (for faculty
administrators) of that ethnic group in the state in which the institution is
located. Location quotient in excess of unity are interpreted as measures of
concentration. P. S. Florence, W. G. Fritz, R. C. Gilles "Measures of Industrial
Distribution in Industrial Location and National Resources (Washington, D.C.,
U. S. National Resource Planning Board, 1942).
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(b) materials that exclude minorities and their positive contributions;
(c) materials that explicitly promote an appreciation for and
knowledge of cultural pluralism; and
(d) materials that explicitly focus on knowledge and appreciation of specific minorities.

,.

After reading materials are classified in the four categories, the
number of entries in each category, and the frequency of their use
by students, will serve as indicators of how the PBTE curriculum
facilitate the internalization-of a value for cultural pluralism.
Institutional publications The school catalog and the student
manual or handbook present the institution's official portrait to
potential and actual students. Examining these institutional publications in light of how, in their text and graphics, they portray a
commitment to a pluralistic student body and a pluralistic society
will indicate. whether or not the public statement is harmoniouedt
dissonant with a pluralistic goal.
Scholarly contribUtions of
Faculty publication and research.
the faculty to the discipline of education represent a powerful way
of advancing PBTE programs that facilitate the integration of the

value of cultural pliOralism. In addition, scholarly contributions

have the power of teaching beyond the student population of
PBTE program to the larger educational community. An index of
commitment tp multi- cultural ed ation can be obtained by deter-

mining the proportion of facult scholarly contributions in the
area of cultural pluralism.
Educators are judged not only by their
Outside affiliations
professional life but by their total social behavior. Affiliations of
faculty with community groups cannot be ignored in a self-study
intended to determine commitment to multi-cultural education.

The six part self-study suggested here can provide a framework for evaluating PBTE program 'strengths and weaknesses in
relation to facilitating cultural pluralism in American education.
Another step in implementing PBTE cultural pluralism programs is the formulation of behavioral objectives directed toward
correcting weaknesses and maximizing strengths. To be honest
and useful, the behavioral objectives must:
-1- be clearly and publicly stated by the administrator in oral
and written forth.
be readily perceived and amenable to evaluation by the
PBTE population and the community at large.
be grounded in realty but not in conformity, swith the tatus
quo.

..."'''

,-

use existing laws and institutional policy-statements to
52
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facilitate their implementatibn, e.g., civil rights legislation;
affirmative action policies; "No One Model American: A
Statement On Multi-Cultderal Education," AACTE Board df.
Directors; Bilingual Education Act, etc.
The lait step is the achievement of the behavioral objectives

mandated by the self-study. It is in this stage that the heavy

burden of responsibility falls upon the administrator. The opposition to educational pr4grams such as bilingual education, busing
' to achieve racial balance, and curriculum to highlight minority
cultures, remind -us that society at large strongly resists processes
to achieve cultural pluralism. The administrator who moves to
implement changes in the PBTE programs must realize that masr sive policital pressure will be directed to thwart his/her efforts.
The administrator who, through reeducation and study, accepts
the responsibility to implement a culturally pluralistic PBTE program Must be aware of Frederick Douglass' w rds, "Those who
profess to favor freedom yet deprecate agitatio , are -men who
want crops without plowing the ground; want rain without thun-

der and lightning, they want the ocean without the roar of its
many waters."
The administrator must be ready to organize in the, political

arenato seek and enlist allies in the community at large and in
other huinan services professions. The developMent g a society
that values cultural diversity is not the. exclusive sacred- turf of
teacher educators. All human service professionals share the responsibility to develop a society that values cultural diversity. An
organized coalition of forces is essential in the struggle against the
political forces that control and manipulate society. These forces
are characterized, in the opinion of the author, by covert and overt
racism and sexism; by° an economie-ideoldgy that demands a constant reserve of unemployed and underemployed minorities; and
by a commitment to the status quo. Organized groups that oppose
the,se political forces are readily available allies to the adminis4ator. The administrator must look for allies among the revolutionaries for a new human order. These revolutionaries, advocating a new .humane America, often employ tactics and behavior&

that irritate the administrator. Often these natural allies ari, in
turn, distrustful of the commitment and honesty of the administrator. The administrator committed to cultural pluralism has
chosen the painful, lonely road of being attacked by friends who
share his/her goals but who have historic reasons to distrust; and by
enemies who command power that has known no defeat in American history. The administrator committed to cultural pluralism
has reconciled him/herself to live in conflict until the battle for the
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human race is. won. He or she has, in fact, beqome a member of a

jninority group, and must 'learn from the skill and wisdom of
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther King, Cesar Chavez, Ramon
Emeterio Betances, Susan B. Anthony, Daniel Inoye, Vine Deloria,
Jr., Paul Blatchford, Jessie Jackson, and others.
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Interfacing Special Education
with 11plti-Cultufal Education
in a Performance-Based
Teacher Education Model
Helen P. Bessant
Special Education Department
Norfolk (VA) State College'

1
Helen P. Bessanes discussion assumes a two-pronged objective.

Initially, she describes three components of education and their s
interrelationship: special education, multi-cultural education, and
performance-based teacher education. Secondly, she describes a
ft. vomprehensive program which extracts the best qualities of the three
components and merges them into one effective program. With this

type of program' RBTE serks as a vehicle or delivery system for
instruction, while special education is the content. Multi-cultural
education, in Bessanes approach, becomes an all pervasive component within the entire program.
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Historically' the philosophical basis for special education has

been the modifi=tion .of the curridulum to meet the

dividual
needs of children. Teachers of °special education receiv training to
increase their competencies in programming .for in a-individual
and inter-individul difference's among children. Special educators
are expected to be able to address differences resultant of innate
factors, as well as environmental factors such as ethnic and cut -.
I
aural backgrounds.
The 'union of special education with multi-cultural and per-

j

formance-ba ed teacher education is 0a comfortable one. It has
existed in he philosophy of special education prior to the recent
fr:us on t e latter component The purposes of this paper are (1)
to illuininte these three .components of education and their interrelationship and (2) to deric...-ibe the development cif a comprehen.9,.
t
sive program interfacing the thiee components.
.

.

Explication of the educational components

Special education
Thig component of formal schooling in
America has been variously defined. Kirk states that the term,

"..'. has been used to denote those aspects of education which are
applied to handicapped-and gifted children but not usually used'
with the majority of average children . . . It refers to those aspects
of education which are unique and/or in °addition to the regularprogram for all children."'
Dunn elaborates on the concept ofjpecial education with the
,.explanation that:
Special education services embody three elements worthy of note.
The first is composed of trained professignal personnel rossessing special
competencies for serving a certain type or types of exceptional children
... The second element of special education services is special curricular
content for certain areas of exceptionality ... The third element involved
in special education services is that of facilities including special building
features.... special equipment . (and) extra library materials.2

These definitions, articulated more than a decade ago, still
serve to describe the concept° of special education. Generally it is
accepted as those adjustments, modifications, and/or additionS to
the instructional program for the average ability children which.
make the program responsive to the individual needs and learning

styles of the exceptional children. These definitions do not, it
should be noted, dictate administrative organization or placements
Samuel A. Kirk, Educating Exceptional Children (Boston: Holightoii Mifflin
Company, 1962), p. 29.

2 Lloyd. M. Dunn, Exceptional Children in the Schools (New York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, 190, p. 3.
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models for the delivery of the required services. Rather, special
education is an attempt by the educational system to be responsive to the special need of a specific minority in the school population.
-Multi-cultural education The demand for an educational system which is responsive to other specific minorities necessitated
the gen sis of multi-cultural education. This focus has grown out
of reco ition and growing acceptance of the history, cultures, and
contribu ions ot.the'ethnic and cultural minorities in America. "No
more is the concept of 'America, the melting pot' emphasized in
education. Rather our country is recognized as one of many ethnic
groups and many cultural segments. Educatoti today speak of
cultural plurality."3
Probably the best statement to date of the concept of multicultural education emanated from the Commission on Multicultural Education, American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. This body stated that:
Multicultural education is education which values cultural pluralism.
Multicultural education rejects the view that schools should seek to melt
away cultural differences oy the view that schools should merely toler-

ate cultural pluralism. Instead, multicultural education affirms that
schools should be oriented toward the cultural enrichment of all children
and youth.
. . . Multicultural education reaches beyond ewareness and under-

standing of cultural differences. More important than acceptance and
Support of these differences is the recognition of the right of these
cultures to exist ..

Multi-cultural education ascertains that the educational system is responsive to those students who do not fit the mold of
mainstream America. Effectively implemented in the educational
program, it guarantees acceptance of students on their own terms
and en\siires the opportunity for the development of their potentials -without penalty due toethnic and/or cultural differences.
Performance-based teacher education
This term is often used
interchangeably with competency-based teacher education (CBTE).
The terms are basically synonymous. Weber notes that CBTE ". . .
specifies the competencies to be demonstrated by the students,
makes explicit the criteria to be applied in assessing the student's
3 Helen P. Bessant, EPDA

Special Education Project: Annual Report, 1973-74

(Norfolk, Virginia: Norfolk State College, 1974).

4 Quoted in William A. Hunter, "Antecedents to Development of and Emphasis on
Multicultural. Education," in William A. Hunter, . ed., Multicultural Education
Through Competency-Based Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Edcuation, 1974), p. 21.
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competencies, and holds the student accountable for meeting these
criteria."5
In performance-based teacher education (PBTE) "... performance goals are specified, and agreed to in rigorous detail in ad-

vance of instruction. The student must either be able to demonstrate his ability to promote desirable learning or exhibit behaviors
known to promote it." Elam continues discussion of PBTE, noting
the built-in accountability system. The student is held accountable
for achieving a criterion level of performance in demonstrating

specified teaching tasks. The teacher training institution is, in

turn, held accountable for the output of capable, proficient teachers.

Tenets inherent in the PBTE concept which make this approath attractive are as follows:

1. Modularized instruction

The subject matter is tax-

onomized in specific modules.and module clusters.

The focus is on individualiza2. Personalized instruction
tion, ensuring that all students are, on every occasion, presented with tasks appropriate to their learning styles and
abilities, such that success and progress may be anticipated.
Students of this approaCh will become self-directed and are
more likely to have high achievement motivation.
The 00*
underlying assumption is that
3. Measurable skills
learning changes behavior. Therefore. observable behaviors
are stipulated as indices of learning. Evaluation becomes a
continuous process in this approach.
4. Interactive instruction The students participate fully in

the teaching-learning experiences. The students join the
teacher in planning, implementing, and evaluating the activities.

(Accountability The &irden of proof is 'removed from the
shoulders of the students. The teacher and the educational
system are held responsible for tailoring the instructional
program to meet the needs of the students instead of forcing the students to fit a prescribed pattern.
Two important assumptions are related to any effective PBTE

program. The rapt is that the teacher recognizes the inherent
Wilford Weber, James M. Cooper, and Robert Houston,A Guide to CompetencyBased' Teacher Education (Westfield, Texas: Competency-Based Instructional
'Systems, 1973), p. 1.

6 Stanley Elam, Performance-Based reacher Education: What is the State of the
Art? (Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1971), p. 1.
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worth of the students, believes that the students can learn, and is
willing to design a milieu in which optimal learnineoccurs. The

second assumption is that the instructional program extends
beyond the walls of the school. Therefore, the community is a
valuable resource and parents plan an integral role in the education of their childien.
Interfacing components for program development

Special education and multi-cultural education
In 1959 a
major step was taken in a professional orgttnization which catpulted special educators into a focus on cultural differences among
children. The American Association on Mental Deficiency published a definition and classification of mental retardation which
resulted frpm two years of study.? The definition was expanded to
include those persons who evidenced deficits in adaptive behavior.

The last of eight categories of mental retardation listed in the
publication referred to conditions due to uncertain causes but with

the evidence of ,functional reaction. One of the classes in this
category was "cultural-familial" mental retardation. This step
launched special education into efforts to respond to and provide
for a large group of Students who were for the first time identified
as mentally retarded. Thug' it became necessary for special educators to address the problems of children whose level of functioning resulted primarily from the lack of exposure to mainstream
America experiences. Children who were from minority cultural
groups; or who were isolated geographically or economically from
environments 'generally presumed ideal by the educational system,
often ended up in special education programs.
Although there \ as no controversy over the need fot modifications in the curricublim ar its population, it was not long before
smouldering cone lti over special class placement of thii population Vras artioulated. Dunn stated:
A better education than special class placement is needed for socioculturally deprived children with mild learning problems who have been

labeled educable mentally retarded. Over the years, the status of the
pupils who have come from poverty, broken and inadequate homes, and

low-status ethnic groups has been a checkered one. . . . In my best
judgment, about 60 to 80 percent of the pupils taught by [special
includeducation] teachers are children from low-status backgrounds
ing Afro-Americans, American Indians, and Puerto Rican Americans;

those from nonstandard English speaking, broken, disorganized, and

inadequate hopes; and children from other nonmiddle class
environment.8

7 Rick F. Heber, "A manual on terminology and classification in mental retardation," (Monograph Supplement, American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 1959), p. 64.

8 Lloyd M. Dunn, "Special education for the mildly retarded

Is much of it

justifiable?" Exceptional Children, Vol. 35, No 1 (September 1968): 5.
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Dunn continued in his treatise with commentary on the,unottractive future to be expectedlif misplacement of children co6tinued.

In 1970, The PresNent's Committee on Mental Retardation°
reported that many "culturally disadvantaged" children, especially
those from inner-city or urban areas, were incorrectly labeled as
mentally retarded and misplaced& special classes.
Although the most recent revision of the definition of mental
retardationl° has stipulated that the term includes those who deviate two or more standard deviations below the norm, thus again

excluding many children whose learning problems result from
sociocultural or ethnic differences, special educators remain keenly
aware of the need for curricula which are responsive to this poptilation. As a result, special educators, social scientists, and professionals from related disciplines continue to make concerted efforts
to interface special education and multi-cuItural education.
Among the many recent efforts
Special education and PBTE
to develop the PBTE model and design educational programs have

been a considerable number of special education programs. The
Colorado Department of Education has expended considerable
teriergy in developing a PBTE program for training teachers of the
trainable mentally retarded, In this project, conducted in conjunction with the University of Northern Colorado, seven basic competencies were. identified and (ilk specific competencies were de-

fined. These materials are now being used in the preservice

program."
Other efforts to design PBTE programs include efforts at the
University of Missouri,12 North Texas State University,13 and Norfolk State College." The University of Missouri special education
personnel have specified generic competencies for a non-categorical training program. As they initiated efforts to develop PBTE

programs, special educators at North Texas State University
President's Cemmittee on Mental Retardation, The Six-Hour Retarded Child
(Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1970).

1° H. J. Grossman, ed., Manual on Terminology and Classification in Mental
Retardation (Washington, D.C.: American Association on Mental Deficiency,
1973).

, 11 Kaye D. Owens, "Preparing Teachers for the Trainable Mentally Retarded: A

Competency and Performance-Based Teacher Education Program," paper presented at the Internatiot)al Council for Exceptional Children Convention in New

York, New York, April 1974.
12 "Interior Report" (Columbia, Missouri: University of Missouri Special Education
Department, 1971).
i° Report of the Committee on. Reiformance-Based Ttacher Education (Washington,
D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1971).
14 Ruth W. Diggs, "Self-Study Report on Competency-Based Program Development" (Norfolk, Virginia: Special Education Department, 1974), p. 2.
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noted that the emphasis on ,field- centered experiences was an at
tractive feature of the PBTE movement.
At Norfolk State College five major goals of its PBTE program
were specified. They are:
1. To aid prospective and inservice teachers in developing the
skills necessary for successful classroom teaching of exceptional children;
2. To develop in prospective and inservice teachers the ability

to understand and particate in action research and clinical teaching in the classroom;
3. To encourage and foster high scholastic attainment in sub;

ject matter areas;
4. To encourage teachers to work toward becoming effecti'Ve
and efficient participants in community and civic affairs;
and

5. To further the development of desirable attitudes toward
the profession of teaching.°
Seven general competencies and sixteen specific competencies
for preservice and inservice special education to chers have been
identified by the personnel at Norfolk State Colle . Clusters and
instructibnal modules have been developed and ar being tested at
the college.

probably the largest funded project examining the use of
PBT, to train teachers for the handicapped is the New. York

State Education Department PETE Project. One of the basic objectives of this project is, "To provide apalternative performance
model for the certification of teachers of1We handicapped." 6 Un-

dergraduate and graduate level prototype materials for a total
training program and certification system are presently in various
stages of development.
The aforementioned efforts to apply the PBTE approach to
special education content are examples of the many projects ad -'
.

dressing this topic: In each case, the projects seek to prepare
teachers to meet the special needs of children with special problems.

The program which emerges from
Comprehensive program
interfacing special education and performance-based teacher education is an all-inclusive program which is responsive to the needs
15 Ibid., p. 12.

10 "Special Education Competency Project," PBTE (Published by the Multi-State
Consortium on PerformancBased Teacher Education), December 1978, p. 3.
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of mans students. Such a program is entrenched in a philosophy
which extracts the best qualities of the three components and
unites them in one effective program.

The major principles of this program are:
1. A humanistic approach permeates the program which recognizes and respects the worth of each individual as well as
the history and contributions of varied cultural groups.

2. The students receive a sequential instructional program
which begins wherever they are and, through appropriate
increments, develops their potential while ascertaining that
they experience success daily.
3. The curriculum and environment are adjusted or modified

properly to respond to the intra-individual and inter-

individual needs among the students.
4. The curriculum is comprised of behaviorally stated objec-

tives built into instructional modules which facilitate the
personalization of instruction.

5. The program is field-centered. The students learn theory in

the classroom. However, competencies are cemented

through many practicum experiences.
6. A management system grows out of 'interactive instruction
involving the teacher and students in planning, implementing, and evaluating the instruction, and out of an accounta-

bility system which places primary responsibility the
teacher and other personnel.

The instructional system which is based on these philosophical
viewpoints and established in accordance with these principles will

interface the three components (figure 1). It becomes apparent
that 1'13TE is the delivery system or the vehicle by which instruction is made available to the students. Special education is primar-

ily the content to, be mastered by the preservice or inservice

teacher on methodology, approach, or technique for instruction of
exceptional children. It includes appropriate modifications or adjustments in human and other resources of the total curriculum.
Multi-cultural education is one of the many aspects of the content.
Cognitive concepts are included in the curriculum as is other subject /Matter. However, the emphasis in the .affective domain embraces and permeates the total instructional program.
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COMPETENCYBASED TEACHER
EDUCATION

!
I

SPECIAL
EDUCATION

FIGURE 1 COMPONENTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION

The curricular content of special education
primarily
the same with the exception of the introduction remains
of subject matter
on multi-cultural education. Each course should be rewritten to
include multi-cultural concepts. Where it is deemed
appropriate,

courses should be added to the curriculum to give students

minimum competencies and the opportunity to elect to complete a
concentration in multi-cultural education.
The traditional course structure is dispensed with
for instructional purposes. The empliasis is on the instructional module.
This
concept clearly provides organization of content and good
guidelines for study.
All too often PBTE is erroneously perceived as a model for
training preservice teachers only. In fact, this approach is most
effective in training inservice teachers. The kind of
with
flexibility it affords makes it more effective than structure
a traditional
approach for teachers inservice.
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will be mandaEvaluation of the success of such a program
odel.
teacher trainin
tory to determine its effectiveness as a'entry
be
&aviors
and
"exit
Assessment should be. made of student
is, students should be tested prior
throughout the program. That education
curriculum, at the initiato their egress into the special
cluster, and at the end Of
tion and culmination of each module and
evaluation must be coptinuthe training program. To be effective,
ous.
is just one y such a
The progress of students in training
'areas for meaningful assessprogram may be evaluated. Other
administrative personment include: (1) instructors' opinion, (2)
'onnel's
responses.
nel's reactions, and (3) public school pers
speCial education PBTE
Roles of personnel The staff for the
and cooperating
model will include the advisorrilnstru,ctors, However, the difteachers, consistent with traditional programs. they give more
ference is in their roles. In the PBTE program
The relationship of
time to sclosely monitoring student progress.
services
to the student are'
the components in the program and
graphically depicted in figure 2.

FIGURE 2 -6- PBTE
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TRAINING PRAM

The advisor is the key to the effective implementation of the
progianik and the progress of the students he/she serves. The advisor is' variously called supervising teacher, clinical supervisor;
laboratory supervisor, etc. This staff member is responsible for
facilitating the acquisition of the competencies, by the students.
He/she closely monitors all praeticum or field experiences. He/she
also approves module completion as evidende by performance
tasks.

The instructors are the individuals who facilitate learning
through providing clagsroom instruction, ascertaining the availability of resources, and monitoring completion of nonpracticum
experiences. Innovative approaches should be used for the effective execution of these ttsks. Use should be made of the latest in
research, instructional technology, and. materials which can usually be acquired from libraries and media, and resource materials
centers. Unidisciplinary and"( transdisciplinary team teaching
should be done to capitalize on the talents of individual instructors. Additionally, the instructors should appropriately integrate
multi- cu1tuial education in the curriculum. They should also engage resource perSons to assist in the realization of the objectives.
The term cooperating teacher is a designation given to the
personnel in the agencies and schools wbo accept responsibility for
guiding the practicum wosperiences of the students. These individuals should be master teachers who not only have been well-trained
but also have demonstrated proficiency in the role(s) for which the
students are in training. The cooperating teachers should (1) participate regularly in self-renewal activities, (2) keenly observe student ferformance in the teaching-learning situation, and (3) effectively appraise the activities offering suggestions for, improvement
to the students.
These are the primary personnel who should be involved in a

special education PBTE program which is permeated by multi.
cultural -education. Some of their responsibilities are new, while.
some are not new. The outstanding feature of this program should
be the dissipating of the distance between theory and practice.
The effectiveness of this comprehensive program will, of course, be

contingent upon the implementation of all elements and the execution of responsibilities by the personnel involved.
Possible perceived problems

Any time new( ideas and 'approaches are introduced an the
educational scene just: as in any other arena there are those
who find the change difficult. These persons often remain distant

and negatively critical Until the innovation begins to take shape
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and yield results. Then they sluggishly joiii the leaders. This has
certainly been the case regarding performance-based teacher education.
No problems associated with PBTE have been identified which

are unique to special education. The problems which have been
evidenced to date permeate all of education wher PETE is introduced.

A real problem which almost invariably appears and which
Often shakes the basic foundation of PETE efforts is resistance to

change. Many persons are satisfied with the status quo and the
security they find therein. They are reluctant to try new ideas and
innovations. PETE requires changes in roles and functions of
educators thui demanding new and different demonstrations of
competence by the instructors. This reluctance to experiment can
usually be ameliorated through the provision of opportunities to
learn about the new concept and to see it operationalized and
effective in another locale.
One unwarranted criticism frequently leveled at PBTE is that
creativity is thwarted. However, educators who are effectively im-

plementing PETE 'programs have found that they could provide
options and exits which offered opportunities for creative expression and retain the structure and direction desired.

Another area which appears pr9blematic is that of

instructor-student contact. It appears that some educators misconstrue PETE to mean independent study. They assume that if they
give the students a few sheets of paper with directives, they (the
instructors) are free for other pursuits. This is certainly not the
case. Effective PETE programs require continuous monitoring of
student progress. The inst for is teaching, observing, and advising as the student proceeds hrough each module. Subsequently,
r PETE than for traditional prbmore contact. time is require
grams:
A perennial problem education' which presents itself in this
model is evaluation. This' approach is based on the theory that a
sample of student perforinance is indicative of performance over
time. This is a necessary assumption. Even so, it is often times
difficult to design instrumentation which successfully measures
the appropriate learning. This is especially true regarding affective
learning.. One type df as sment which has been used more and
more in recent° times is o rvation of the teaching-learning situations. Thais avenue appears to have some merit toward the development of effective and efficient assessment strategies.
Certainly for the enthusiastic faculty- who wish to initiate the
PETE model in an institutioi, the extensive preparation` is a prob66
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lem. The revision of the complete curriculum in a department or
program is no easy task. Rather, it is time consuming and often
difficult. The syllabi for all courses must be rewritten into modules
and module clusters offering appropriate scope, sequence, and repetition in the courses. This task requires a lot of time and may kill
enthusiasm when unreal goals are set for program development.
Departments often find it necessary to seek release time for some
or all faculty members and/or a special funding source to provide a
staff to develop the program. It is unreasonable to approach the
task otherwise.
Another perceived problem is grading: If students are permitted to.' work at their own pace and they must all reach the acceptable level. of performance, it may be anticipated that the only
grade to be awarded will be A. One might also expect that the
institution's schedule for the submissem of grades may be 'con-

trary to that of the instructor. For the instructor who plots a.
curve of normal distribution, this FBTE approach is most unset7
tling. A reeducation of these professionals along with the administrative personnel of the institution is usually appropriate to alleviate the problem.
Clearly, the content reported herein evidences an easy and
appropriate, interface between special education, multi-cultural
educatir, and performance-baked teacher education. It is appropriate and,,effective to implement a program which is based on this
liaison. Diggs tellingly declared:
Effective performance-based programs in special education are developed with a rationale geared toward the preparation of pre.service
and inservice teachers who will be able to educate all of the children,
including not only those with handicapping conditions, but also those
children from impoverished homes and communities as well. The purpose is to prepare teachers who will be able to deliver special education
services to support regular classroom' teachers in the management and
education of children with special needs.11

The development of a program based on the concepts set, forth
herein should promote the attainment of this goal.
Summary

This paper/ has sought to interface three significant components in educationspecial education, multi - cultural" education;
and performance-based teacher education. After elaboration on
each component the natural liaison between specidl education and
the other components was discussed." A paradigm was presented
17 Ruth W. Diggs, "Self-Study Report on Competency-Based Program Development," pp. 14-15.
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which shows how the components are interfaced. PBTE was tie scribed as the delivery system or the vehicle for instruction. Special education is the content, it was stated, while multi-cultural
education permeates the total program. Factors basic to a comprehensive program followed. These include:. (1) a humanistic approach, (2) a sequential instructional program, (3) an appropriate
curriculum and environment, (4) modularized instruction, (5) a
practicum-oriented program, and (6) a management system based.
on interactive instruction, and accountability. Finally several perceived problems were enumerated and discussed wit possible
amelioration suggested.
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Are Today's
Teacher Training Materials
Preparing Teachers to. Teach
in a Multi-Cultural Society?
Gloria W. Grant
Lecturer, Curriculum and Instruction
University of Wisconsin-Madison
k

\
Preparing t achers to teach in a multi-cultural society deinands

that teacher training materials be unbiased and free from

stereotypes. Gloria Grant has examined six books designed to teach
students to be teachers. Each of the books is examined for its racial
and sex role inclusion and stereotyping. Suggestions are given as to

how the illustrations and content of the examined books can be
Made more relevant to a multi-cultural society and from these suggestions a list of recommendations has been made which should be
used to eliminate biases in teacher preparation materials.
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Introduction
1

Implementing a CUTE program that will successfully prepare
students for teaching in a multi-cultural society demands that the

teaching materials used in the program reflectin both illustration and contentthe mtV-cultural nature of our society. The
need for unbiased teachinnaterial, free from stereotypes, is important in any teacher education program, but it is of special
importance in CBTE programs. This is :because individualization of

instruction is such a prominent featuretof CBTE programs. Fre-

quently, stfidents will be using materials alone, or with a

minimum of supervision, and fretently what is written in a book
is accepted without question. Co sequently, the materials need to
be unbiased and free from stereotypes, so that the student does
not receive a "mis-education" as the result of misinformation..

Although there is a need for unbiased material for preparing
teachers, and although great sums of money are spent each year
on material for-training teachers, very little information is available on whether materials used in teachereducation prOgrams are
unbiased and free from stereotypes. In addition, there is little
information about how adequately such materials have been prepared to help teachers understand and relate to children in our
multi-cultural society.

Tdday, most of the information about biases in materials is
concerned with the racism and sexism .in children's books. The

,

contimicd study of racism and sexism in ckildren's books is necessary because results from a number of studies have shown a high
correlation between the relevancy of teaching materials and stu-.
dents' academic and social performance.1 Also, congressional subcommittees, teacher organizations and associations, and educators,
among others, have condemned the use of racist and sexist material with school age students. In fact, many local boards of education, state departments of public instruction, and state legislatures
have mandated that specific criteria must be used when selecting
children's textbooks and other materials used to teach children.
',See Marjorie B. Smiley, Development of Reading and English Language Materials

for Grades 7-9 In Depressed Urban Areas (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Document
Reproduction ServiceED 021 703;1968), pp. 1-3; Carl A. Grant, "Black Studies
Materials Do Make A Difference," The IdurTtal of Edwationallieseardi, Vol-66,
No. 9 (October 1970): 401-404; Marvin J. Fruth, and Albert H. Yee, Do Black
Studies Make A Differenee In Elementary School Pupils' Achievement and Attitudes? (Bethesda, Md.: ERIC Documerit Reproduction Service, ED 047 044,
1971); and Gloria W. Grant, "The Effect of Text Materials wit1 Relevant Language, Illustrations, and Content "Upon the Ilteadifig Achievemdnt and Reading
Preference (Attitude) of Black Primary and Intermediate Inner-City Students"
(Ph.D. dissertation, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1972).
.`111
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Nevertheless, elimination of racism and sexism in children's

teaching materials is not sufficient. There is a saying among
educators, "That you teach as you are taught." If there is validity

in this statement, and I believe there is, it may also stand-. to
reason that one will use teaching materials similar to thOse with
which one was taught. Therefore, in order to further ascertain the
adequaby of teaching materials with respect to race and sex bias, I
have examined some current printed materials used in preparing
teachers.
Materials reviewed.

From among the myriad of printed materials which had been
sent to tae for review purposes by various publishers, the following

were selected via that timeless method of random selection best
called "pulling names out of a hat":
William Van Til, Education: A Beginning, 2d ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin
..,

Company, 1974).

'

,

i.

MichaeloJ. Palardy, ed., Teaching Tiday: Tasks and Challenges (New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co.,1975).
Kenneth H. Hoover and Paul M. Hollingsworth, Learning and Teaching in The
Elementary School (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1975).
Diane Lapp, Hilary BenderpStephan Ellenwood, and Martha John, Teaching
And Learning: Philosophical, Psychological, Curricular Application§ (New
,,
Y rk: Matmillan Publishing Co., 1975).
Robe M. Travers and Jacqueline Dillon, The Making of a TeaFher: A Plan For
Profe ional Self-Development (New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., 1975).
Kevin Ryan and James M. Cooper, Those Who Can, Teach, 2d ed. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company, 1975).

Education: A Beginning, by William Van Til, is not a model
text for demonstratiug how sex role stereotyping and cultural and
ethnic differences should be presente in teacher preparation mat,
erials.'Van Til's blunders in these areas are caused sometimes by

what he saywkbut more irecOentk they are caused by what he
does not say: his sins %re of omission, not 'commis. For instance, on page 95, Van Til provides a tbrief review of how/ the
battle against sex discrimination has had an impact on teacher
salaries. The statements that he'makes are true: nevertheless, the
total effect is to give a somewhat distorted picture of the effect of
sex discrimination on teacher salaries, as well as salarieS hi gen-.
eral. "Women public, school teachers are now almost always paid

the same ,as men," is an accurate' statement, 'but what is left

unsaid is that in the area of benefits, women are often less equal
thati.men. Van Til neglects to mention the Vifferenceeiii benefits
available to men and women in such 1reas as health and disability
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insurance; he also makes no mention of the opportunity men have

more often than women to supplement their income with jobrelated activities.

Van Til also shows a poor and insensitive understanding of
cultural groups when he frequently refers to some groups as hayifig a disadvantaged ,,culture. He uses the term "culturally disadvantaged" in many chapters without providing an elaboration or
definition. Students in education could reason from the way the
author uses the term "culturally disadvantaged" that some groups
of people have little or no culture: `They could further reason that
their culture is better than that of those labeled. "culturally disadvantaged"; therefore, they could conclude
those groups of
people labeleculfurally-disadvant.aged"
forsake their culture and adoptke culture of the White mi dle class. Such "logical" reasoning could cause the teacher in draining to form beliefs

and attitudes whin' mighthplpo perpetuate the so-called self-

'fulfilling prophecy.

A person reading Van Til's book could be led to believe that
there are no Asian Americans in this country. The purpose of
Chapter 12 ("What Are The Social and Ethnic Backgrounds of
Students?") is to provide general background knowledge on students that a beginning teacher may meet in rhis/her class. Informationon the background of the Asian Americansthere are 2.1
o

million Asian Americans in this countryis noticeably absent.
Illustrations of minority group members in decision-making or
authority roles are not included in the text: only the poor and the
powerless are featured. A quick glance at Education: A Beginning
may- lead one to think that it is an appropriate textbook for preparing teachers for a multi-cultural society. However, a longer,
more careful examination will pohit out the textbook stould be
used only with'extreme caution.
CBTE, with the emphasis On
personalized individualized instruction, it is most important that

the use of Education: A Beginning as a resource text in any

instructional delivery system be accompanied by cloSe consultation
with a person responsive to the goals' "and aims of multi-cultural
education.
Teaching Today, edited by ,Michael PalardY, is a book of readings reprinted from variot4 sources. The book1isj divided-into seven.

parts: "An OvervieW:of Teaching," "Planning for Teaching,"
"Teaching for Thinking and .k-eling," "Some Strategies of TeachC-

ing," "Motiyaing and Managing:in Teaching," "Understanling
cr and Teaching th,Different Students," and "Evaluation in Teacho
ing."
AlthoUgh the title is Tedching Toddy and the copyright datp is

1975, Mr:Talardy is insensitive' to a very important 'social issue
;72
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facing our society today, the issue of sex role stereotyping. Of the

fifty-four selected readings, none deal with the subject of sex
biases in education. In fact, only two of the articles in this book
are written by women (one other manuscript is co-authored by a
male and female)?
It seems certain in parts Three and Six, "Teaching for Think-

* and Feeling" and "Understanding and Teaching the Different
Student," that the author had ample opportunity within his organizatiopal plan for the book to include at least one manuscript
that discussed the sex role biases in education.
In the area of ethnic differences Mr. Pa lardy fairs only slightly

better. Two of the chapters, "The Key Word is Relevance," by
William Van Til and "Who Are the Disadvantaged?" by Allan
Ornstein; provide information for teaching ethnic and culturally
different students as well as poor White students.
It is regrettable that Van'Til did not include "The Key Word is
Relevance" in his textbook Education: A Beginning. For in this

article the' author clearly demonstrates how irrelevant the curriculum can be to the background and experiences of students. He

believes that students, through their reading materials, should
encounter people with whom they can closely identify. He further
believes that 'classroom teachers are not as locked into textbooks
as they may think. Therefore, he gives suggestions in this article
about how teachers can make their curriculum and materials more

relevant tO4their students: "In biology, relating the study of
human blood differences between races; in modern languages,
teaching the culture as part of the culture's language;. in language

arts, stressing those readings in anthologies which have most

meaning to the particular learners."
Palardy chooses an article entitled "Who Are the Disadvantaged?" by Allan Ornstein, for his discussion of poor White and
pooe minority students, despite the fact that the article is almost
ten years old. Althou* many statements in the article are beneficial for students preparing to be teachers, Ornstein proVides certain material that should be questioned. On page 342 the following

statement is made: "With regard to Negro children, numerous
tests indicate negative consciousness, and unmistakable rejection
of their skin color in preschool years." The research that provided
this inf6rmation was conducted in 1939 by Kenneth Clark.3 While
2 Lillian Zach, "The IQ Debate," pp. 141-148; Merle B. Karnes, "The Slow Learner
. What Are His Characteristics and Needs?," pp. 380-382; and Celia Stendler

Lavatelli , Walter J. Moore, and Theodore Kaltsounis, "The Developmental

Theory ofPiaget," pi), 131-140.

3 Kenneth B. Claik and Mamie J. Clark, "The Development of Consciousne4 in
Negro Pre-School Children," Journal of Social Psychoyy, `9771.10 (1939): 591-699.
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there is a possibility that some Black children still reject their skin

color in preschool years, the increased interest in Black culture
and the resurgance of Black pride as typified by such slogans as
"Black is beautiful," make it extremely important that the research studies reporting these findings be replicated to ascertain if
the information is still correct. Also labels such as "disadvantaged"
are only being used by individuals either unaware, prejudiced, or
inseiSitive to people of different ethnic and cultural groups.

I would strongly recommend that any author preparing a

"book of readings intended specifically for prospective and practicing teachers at the elementary and secondary levels" make certain
that the articles included more thoroughly reponded to all people
in our multi-cultural society.
Learning and Teaching in the Elementary School, by Kenneth

A. Hoover and Paul M. Hollingsworth, was published in 1975.

However, the pictol representation of students and teachers

would lead one to believe that the book was published in 1875.
Only photographs of White children and White teachers appear in
the book. The authors' blatant insensitivity to the issues of racism
and sexism only point out the need to make certain that teacher
training materials are examined, for sexual and racial stereotypes.
Any books that portray such a unicultural perspectiveWhite
middle classshould not be used in any teacher training institution until their contents and illuitrations are corrected to reflect
the multi-cultural nature of our society.
Diane Lapp; Hilary Bender, Stephan Ellenivood, and Martha
John, the authors of Teaching and Learning, view their text, ". .
as a basic conversation about teaching and. learning that will
enable elementary and secondary teachers to develop a sound
educational framework." The book has been organized into four
teacher-learner styles: classical, technological; personalized, and
interactional. For each ,of these. teacher-learner styles several
chapters are written, e:g., "Philosophical/Social Commentary,"
"Curriculum Implementation," "Social/Psychological Ramifications," as well as several subchapters, e.g., "Motivation," "Non. gradedness," "Competency -Base Instruction," and "Theory of
Knowledge." Of the over one hundreA topics discussed in the book,

none is devOted to a discussion of sex role stereotypes, and only
one study is included that discusses cultural and ethnic differences. In, fact, the discussion of these two important areas and
their relationship to teaching and learning is really considered in
an oblique manner:
For example, the authors include-a lengthy scenario describing the. ClaStroom interaction between a teacher and his students.
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The students' names are Jose, Wong, Ernestine, Emanuel, Felicia,
and Maria. Another scenario is included with a female teacher,

and the teacher is referred to as Ms. Roser [emphasis added]
These two examples do show some awareness on the part of the
authors to include children whose names are not Anglo-American,
as well as showing respect for a female teacher's right to be called
"Ms." However, the authors should have not stoppecLbere. They
should have made certain that a book purporting to provide "conversation on teacher-learner styles" included several discussions of
learning differences in relation to ethnic and cultural iversity and
sex role stereotypes. Merely citing different ethnic "names, including one study of an ethnic group, and using a contemporary title
for a woman only gives the book the appearance of being unbiased.
Simply not, this could be considered tokenism.

The study on the ethnic group that the authors describe is
Joseph Pecoraro's unpublished doctoral thesis-on "The Effect of a
ries of Special Lessons on Indian History and Culture Upon the

Attitudes of Indian and Non Indian students." This study is of
value to individuals in teacher preparation because it provides
information on how pupil self-concept can be improved as well as
procedures for making the improvement. However, it is not sufficient coverage of these topics.
The authors have also included in some apters a few references about making education relevant. For ample, on page- 12
we read that, "Content arises out of the students' experiences"; on
page 147 we find, "Race, poverty, arid ecitial opportunity have
150 we find the
become. our educational priorities"; and on'
following excerptlrom a statement by Dewey: "The organic connection between education and personal experience." "The child's

experience is the essential footing On which education is developed," is a statement made by the authors on this same page.
And on page 169 the authors state that, "He [the teacher] Oust
allow the student to pursue his interest, however bizarre, to its
own end." To the unaware or slightly aware these casual remarks

do not make that much of an impact. We need to remember,

however ,that we .are living in a society that has alWayg operated
from a niculturalWhite middle classperspective: Our schools
. have historically reflected this uniculturalism in their curriculum
and-curriculum materials.'"As a result of this unicultural persoective, it is often difficult to discover biases in'the curriculum and
curriculum materials."4 Therefore, it is incumbent, upon authors of
4 Carl A. Grant and Gloria W. Grant, "An Analysis of Racism in Elementary

Readers," Breaking Through Barriers In Words and Pictures (Madison, Wisconsin: Madison Public Schools, 1974), pp. 27-28.
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teaching-learning materials- (and others) to clearly state, philosophically, psychologically, and throUgh curricular application, information on children who are not White and middle class.
There are areas within Teaching and. Learning- which could be

expanded upon to include discussions about race and sex releyancy. For example, on page 102 there is an historical description
of h,pw materials (blackboard, chalk, eraser, globes) were first introduced in the classroom. The discussion traces how these and
other materials became popular and needed tools of instruction.
The aims of these materials are described as two-fold: ". . . [to]
impart information ando provoke thought." Besides proYiding the
aims of these materials the authors suggestthat, "Several-kinds of
resource materials shotild be provided for students." During these

discussions about materials the authors should have stated that
niaterials should be multi-cultural and non-stereotyping for boys
and girls. The authors should also. have provided a rationale for
why teaching materials should have these multi-cultural and nonsex bias qualities.

There are six illustrations in Teaching and ,Learning. In only
one, a group scene, 18 there a: person from another racial group
other than Whitea Black girl, The other illustrations show sex
role stereotyping. For instance, there is an illustration of a boy
giving his report card to his father and the caption reads, "The
computer doesn't like me," while another illustration is of a -boy
having a man pour knowledge into his head by using a funnel. A
third illustration is of a man watering a flower and the accompanying text reads, ". . . optimum growing atmosphere for the
student who, ultimately, matures out of his own inner _nature
[emphasis added]." All of these illustrations involve males develop-

ing their minds. In contrast, there is an illustration of `two' little
girls walking from school. The chptiOn reads, "All this education
seems so silly when what I really want to be is a belly dancer." A

cute joke? No. The illustration depicts a girl as not requiring
education (knowledge) to perform what s essentially "women's
work." If such cartoons are to be used, then some comment should

be placed in the text telling the reader that they demonstrate a
form of sex stereotyping.

The Making of a Teachelk, by Travers and Dillon, is about
teaching practices in the areas of problem solving, role acquisition,
communicating the role, acquiring affect; poise, and self-control,
and relating behavioral science to the ait of teaching. These im-

portant teaching areas provide a golden opportunity to include
information on sex role stereotyping and ethnic and- culturally
different students. However, very little information on sex role
76
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stereotyping or ethnic' and cultural differences in students is included. The book forgoes its golden opRortunity to give futuie
teachers information on how to eliminate sexism and racism, in
their attitudes and actions.
It is interesting, hoWever, to note that the book does make
several verbal references to minority group people. For example,
on page 35 Jane Smith is beginning her work .as a student teacher
in a racially mixed area. Mrs. Prior, on page 43, has a classroom. in
which the makeup "is about half blacks, half whites, half boys and

half giiisl" Mrs. Acker, on page 65, teaches in a city in which
children are bussed, so she has White and Black students, middle
cla'ss and poor (I wonder which is which?). Mrs. Campbell, on page
60, teaches in the suburbs and has all White youngsters. Why this
distinction? Some minorities do live in the suburbs. These references to minorities, however, have no specific purpose. They are
just toss n to provide "color" or make the book appear unbiased.
that the.
It is
r
minority group that Travers and
Dillon actually make mention of are Blacks. Where are' the Asian
Americans, NatiVe Americans, and Spanish-speaking Americans?

I feel that a book purporting to be about teacher practices

should provide scenarios describing events about ethnic and culturally different people occurring in different locales; and should
have included in the areas of problem solving, communicating,
understanding, behavioral science, and the art of teaching, situations and problems of bussed children and non-bussed children in
the classroom, and the teacher's relationship with each. There also
could have been included-examples of positive. experiences that are
happening in racially mixed classroom, e.g., girls and boys of different ethnic and cultural backgrounds learning to- work and play
together in harmony. This would have been yery beneficial for a
student of education to read.
There was one instance; however, when the author tried to
explore feelings between a student and a teacher from different
racial groups. In an illbstration a Black boy and a White teacher
are shown working together. The authors cited four questions for
discussion under the illustration:
1. What is the teacher thinking and how does she feel about
the student?
.
2. How does the student feel toward his teacher?
4 3._ How would you handle yourself as the teacher, in this situation?

,

4. How would this teacher remember this moment?
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The thirteen illustrations in the book, all depict White people,

except for one Black male student. Where are all those Black
students from the "racially mixed class" who were mentioned in
The content? Nine of the thirteen teachers illustrated are male.

Examples of sex role stereotyping are very evident in The
Making Of A Teacher. In one scenario that the author uses, Mrs.
Prior's pupils are described reading their books. The first story in
their book is aboutJane and Judy playing house. The next story is
about Jack painting an astronaut. Once again the girls and boys
are placed in stereotyped roles.
Another example of stereotyping which is just as,bad as showing girls, in domestic submissive roles is that of showing 'boys as
being aggressive or troublemakers. This kind of stereotyping is,
evident in four pictures in this book. In two of the pictures boys
are shown ,being disciplined. The other pictures show girls working

at their desks or sitting on a ruglistening to the teacher. The
authors provide questions ukcler the pictures for the reader to

-1

discuss. Two of the questions are:

1. What is the teacher thinking and how is he feeling towardthis student?
2. What is the student thinking and feeling?
The author should have provided additional questions relating to
sex role stereotyping, for example:
I),

A.

1. How is a girl disciplined? and
2. How would the teacher feel if the student being disciplined
was a girl?

Kevin Ryan and- James Cooper, authors of Those Who Can,
Teach, have described the purpose, of their book as one of answer- .

ing the question, "What are 'the thinks people beginning their
formal study of education should do?" The book is diVided into

-A- three sectioris::`Teachers," "Schools," and

is

Real World." There.

are three or four chapters. and subchapters in each of the three
sections.

Of the six books that have been examined for this 'article,

Those Who Can, Teach is the .only bddk which has sexism and sex
um.

role stereotyping listed in the Table of Content's. Sexism is 'included under the chapter heading,-"What are the Tension Points
in American Education?','
After examining booksWhich were absolutely 'void of the sub-

ject of sexism, I eageily turned tot. the se'ction On sex role
-stereotyping and began to read:91 was certainly disappointed when

_

I realized that only -two pages were devoted to this subjectii-The

content included such information as a brief discussion of the
concern of feminists that sexism is perpetuated in the schools
through curriculum and curriculum materials, behavior expectations of boys and girls: in the classroom, pug the stereotypic attitudes and interactions teachers and counselors have with boys
and girls. Ryan and Cooper concluded their discussion on sexism_
by saying, "As you interact with young pupils and as you select
and use insirnctional materials, your sensitivity to this problefn
will help determine the attitude of our future generations." They
further add, "Hopefully, ediicators will lead in efforts to ,evaluate
school policies, curriculum and practices with regard to sex bias
and will eliminate sexist discriminations ..."
Sexism and sex role stereotyping are important issues in edu-

cation. It would seem, therefore, that this area would warrant
additions and expansions. For example, Ryan and Cooper could
have expanded the historical description "You've come a long way,

teacher!" on page. 304 by including information on sex role

stereotyping of boys and girls in the past. The authors devote one
paragraph to textbook stereotyping. I think, it would be important
.to include a discussion of sexism and sex role stereotyping in the
curriculum and pupil-teaCher interaction in the classroom. '
It's good that an entire section was devoted to sexism, but to

be really effective sex role stereotyping and its relationship to
schooling should be integrated throughout then book. This, however, does not happen. For example, sexism could have been discussed in some of the scenarios, in discussion of the 'Khool and
classroom environment, and in the section on interaction analysis

(the teacher might discover she/he calls on one sex more than

another). Finally, the authors should take an approach on sex bias
that is more firm than "hopefully" in their third edition..
In-comParison to the two pages on sexism, Ryan and Cooper
devoted thirteen pages to teaching children of minority groups.
Most of the discussion centers around Black students, with some
mention of ChicanO\ and Puerto Rican students, and only a little
dikussion on Asian and Native American students. My conversations with Spanish, Native American, and Asian American people
confirm the annoyance they feel by being discussed so briefly or
being totally omitted from the texts. Such texts, devoted primarily
to discussions of Black and- White
people, certainly do little to
.
reflect the multi-cultural natilfe of our society.
Issues dealing with minorities are discussed in separate sec ions busing, desegregation, bilingual educationds well as being

integrated in many other parts of the text," i.e., case studies of
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teachers working in the inner city..These case studies, however,
were always of White teacheri learning lidw to cope with minority
children. Does this mean that minority teachers don't have any
problems? It does seem.as if Those Who Can, Teach is written from

the White teacher's perspective; and that. the majority of the
issues seem ?o deal with Blacks and Whites.
One of the few` references to Native Americans is on page 87
where, while advisihg teachers against being overly strict or aloof,

the authors state, "Also one might begin to believe that a quiet
class is a good class,"-educatics version of "the only good Indian
is a dead Indian." Of all the examples that could have been given
one wonders why the authors would have chosen a racist statement.
There are fifty-two illuStrations of cartoons and phetographs

in the text. The breakdown of people in the illustrations is as
follows:

0

Photographs

Boys
45 White
5 Black
2 Spanish-speaking

Girls
49 White

Men
33 White
1 Black

7 Black
1 Asian

Women
26 White
1 Black
1 Asian

1 Indian or
Spanish-speaking.

1 Asian
34

54

4

28

57

Cartoons

Boys
10 White
2 Black

Men
2 White

Girls
9 White.

Women

2 White

12

4

A glance at the chart reveals that the illustratibns (photographs and cartoons) in this book depict a unicultural society. An

examination also revealed that there are only three minority
teachers pictured in the entire text. Relative-to s/ex biases, the
author provided a better balance in,the illustrations: 102 men and
boys and 06 women and girls.
A statement by, Ryan aj%d Cooper provides the words, concerning race and sex bias in teacher preparation materials, that
preparation
should be expressed to authors who write
materials, to publishers who print teacher p paration. materials,
and to professors who use .teacher preparation materials: "Re-

member, if you're not part of the solution, you're part of the
problem."
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Conclusions

If the teacher preparation materials examined above represeint the state of the art of material relative to ethnic and cultural
Vases and sex role stereotyping,: it is clearly evident that teacher

preparatiOn materials are inadequate. All of the materials ex-amined need to be "corrected" before they are used in teacher

training institutions. It is disgrac ul that we are ,preparing
teachers to teach in a multi-cultural ociety using materials .that
are mostly unicultural.
We cannot assume also that oblique reference's and discussions
about children from different 'ethnic and cultural groups will en-

able teachers to develop the skills, attitudes, and behaviors to
teach in a multi-cultural society. Furthermore, we cannot assume
that professors of education will modify or supplement the existing
bias in teacher preparation materials with more relevant material,
or that they will institute meaningful discussiohs in the area of
ethnic, cultural, and sex biases. Teacher preparation materials
must be unbiased from conception.
Recommendations

I would like to recominend the following suggestions be "used
to help eliminate biases in teacher preparation materials:
1. College and universities and publishers should establish a
criteria for selecting materials.
2. Illustrations, photographs, cartoons, etc., used, in teacher
training 'Materials should reflect the multi-cultural nature
of our society.

3. The contentwhere applicableshould include inTormation
about minority groups and male and females.

4. The contentwhere applicable-should discuss pup

teacher interaction with. children from various ethnic and
cultural groups, and both boys and girls.
5.. The contentLwhere applicable--should discuss teacher attitudes and expectations toward both girls and boys of different cultural and ethnic backgrounds.

6. The contentwhere applicableshould explicitly explain
how the curriculum and. curriculum materials of the class_roorn eance_made-relevant and-non stereotjpic.
7. Materials. written by minority group people and women in
areas other than racial and sex bias should be sought and
utilized.

Student/Intern Involvement
-in PerfOrmance-Based,
Multi-Cultural
Teacher Education
Luan H. Ferrin, Director
Teacher Corps, Weber State College
Darlene Howell, Teacher
Former Intern, Seventh Cycle Teacher Corps Program
Catherine Sandoval, Teacher
Former Intern, Seventh Cycle Teacher Corps Program

.
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Ferrin, `Howell, and Sandoval feel that a student should have
the right to select an educational program that is compatible, as
nearly as possible, with hislhir own philosophy. They discuss opportunities for students :in a performance -based teacher education' program. Namely, students are helped in the following ways: (1) to
better ;identify the type of program offered by a particular institution; (2) to provide input regarding program objectives ;; (3) to iden-

tify and develop a learning style; (4) to define what is and was
learned; and (5) to understand the growing needs of a multicultural society.
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. Selecting a training program.

Much has been said recently about the student's role in

his/her own education. Those who favor student involvement
maintain that stude'hts have the right to give input into both the
development of educational programs and the practices that ,tare
used for their edhcation. Those who oppose this approach maintain
that students cannot possibly outline their own programs because
they don't have the experience or perspective to do so. Without
supporting either of these positions, we do maintain that students
should haNte the right to select an educational program 'that is
compatible, as nearly as possible, with their ownphilosophy:

Traditionally the selection of a training program has been
ifficult. The procedure has usually been to request a catalog from

aagiven university which contained a listing of the required or
suggested courses. However, to discover what each of the courses
might contain or contribute has usually riot-been possible, at best,

until the first day of class, and sometimes not until the final
examination. More discouraging still has been the fact that, in
some schools, deans and even department heads have been ignorant concerning the contents of programs beyond the course numbering and atalog° descriptions. Faculties have known that prospective teachers have been exposed to a series of courses, but/ only
the professors who taught the course have known the contents.
In performance-based teacher education programs (11TE), the
(student 114 an entirely different opportunity. The objectives for

the total training sequences are visible. The philosophy of the

program is outlined pot only by -a'general statement, but by every

competency that a student is expected to achieve. Prospective
students can .examine a total program and weigh the strengths.
and weaknesses as they Perceive them. Through a
the student' is aided in selecting a training' s

ble program
which best

fits his/herpersonal philosophy.
AdmiSsion

Once a student has selected a program, his/her next concern is
admission..In traditional departments one of the major sci4enings
of prospective teachers has been at the entrance level. Tests attempting to measure personality, emotional stability, academic potential, and achievement levels have been used in varying combi- °
nations. Once- the student has been selected for admission there
have been few check pdints to determine his/her progress !,ward
d
beconying a teacher. The check points that had been iden
were( often ABC grades, which, in many histances, measured
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student's ability to read and take a test or two we a research
Paper.

Although performance-based programs have not completely
eliminatedipparnisslon procedures, the emphasis
more on exit
competencies. Competencies determined as important for a teacher
to possess become, the standard for progress. The student in "train-

ing to become a teacher must demonstrate his/her ability to
achieve this competency at, or above, the level determined as
acceptable. The .alternative to reaching the acceptable level is not
to receive an average or lower grade, but to recycle (repeat the
learying 'activity or an alternate) until the competency has been
attained. By actually doing many of the tasks expected of teachers
during the training sequence, the student trainee can More readily
assess his/her interest to continue in the profession.'
Student feedback

Traditionally feedback from students about a training sequence has been in the form of a complaint about a given professor. Statements protesting "a dry presentation," "poorly 'defined
expectations," "irrelevant material," and "testing not related to
co rse material" have often been registered at the administrative
le 1. It has been extremely difficult to be responsive to feeaback
of this nature. The professor could be confronted with the problem,

but his/her ability to lectire or write tests has not been easy to
change even when feedback has been considered acceptable. At
time the course content and methodology have been defended on
the grounds of academic freedom.
In a performance-based program, it is relatively easy to respond to a student complaint. /The concern, instead of being. a

professor, is usually an objective or a learning activity. If an

objective is considered irrelevant by a student,- it 'can easily be
weighed by an in'aividual faculty meniirr or, if necessary, by a
department faculty. If the combined professional judgment of a
faculty suggests retention of the objective, thestudent knows that
/he/she has been heard and that combined professional" judgment
has decreed the importance of the objective. If the objective has
been"shoWn to be irrelevant, the objective can be changed without

changing faculty 'members. Investigations into Content and
methodology of traditional
, courses have often come down to per-

In the area of learning experienc , students can be given
great freedom to use their own learning styles and ideas 'n reaching an objective. The competency, not the way it is reached, beconies the impbrtant 'element of a PBTE liogram. If a student can

./

(

.
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achieve a competency using a procedure or activity other' than
that suggested by the professor, and with no apparent harm to the
program, creativity is enhanced in the student. Students might
even suggest ways to reach objectives that, faculty can incorporate
into the program,
Testing in a performance-based program, can be much More
,

,

relevant Either a 'performance check-out or a paper and pencil
test is based on objectives. If the check-out is properly. designed
and a student cannot achieve the level of expectation, then either
the learning experiences or the student's approach to them must

be' examined. If paper and pencil tests are used to 'determine

cognitive achievement, than again, questions can be geared to the
objectives identified, rather than lecture notes and general readings. It is easier respond to student feedback in a competencybased program because _the problem can more, easily be identified
and program. elements, not personalities, become the objects of
change.
Pilogram flexibility

Some critics of the competency-baged movement suggest that
it is dehumanizing, Five years experieirein a competency-based
program at Weber. State College have. convinced both students and
faculty thatthis, 'does, not. have to be so. In traditional courses
students had been locked -into a time frame, given rather specific
requirements, and required to meet two, three, or five times per
week for a lecture or discussion. The only' humane aspect of this
arrangement was the relationships whiely. were established betWeen some professors and some ,student

crass was large or

if the professor was not iiiclined;l e whole quarter could. pass
,-FA%ithout his/her knowing any student by name.

In the competeney-baSed program at Weber State College,In.?

dividual students or. groups of students can schedule to meet a
faculty member whenever 'they determine a need. During that
appointment they build a personal relationship in addition to.

°

working on their problem. It has been found that professOrs do not
have to be the center of learning. Students may also rely, on ,fellow
students, public', school educators; and'staff-personnel.
A much different learning atmosphere exists between students
and faculty in the CBTE program, since the grading -system has

been changed from ABCs to credit (CR) or no credit (NC). The
focus is no longer on getting the A, but now is directed 'toward
achieving the competency. Whererfaculty memberS, used to contrive 'ways' of separating students into the ABC categories, the
eniphasis now is helping them to reach their goals. Profesdirs
86
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want all .to succeed and il cf`whate er:possible to help students
achieve a coxnpetency.
4 S
Some 'educators ayek4ieen , r erned that. exCeptional "5tuelop their potential in a C3Mdents will not be otivated to
pr gram .permits a more capable stupetency-b .sed prd
dent to mple the basic pr eisional courses in a Much shorter
' time me, th s a to virig hi er to add in-depth specialties such

'

as reading, ath, earnin. disabilities, or bilingual emphasis to
hisiber ed ation expe , ences. The program f vors a student
wbo, is we -or aiiized a I self-directed and-does m ch to place the
respQnsi lity &.educ tion on the student. Having this responsilility, a uden Soften 0 a better job of enriching their studies than
whell h07, ere. le by the hand in a 'weekly, class session by a
fac y, m ben P rforrnance-baSed teacher educhtion adds a flexown i the traditional teacher training program.
ibil
ii y
.

hat you know

Ow

t some time in their career most educators ponder"What
knowT9What'can I do that a person not trained in professional
ed cation cohn do?" Certainly we were taught about psychology,
do

d some good practices in various curriculum areas, but some
tines it was hard to distinguish what it was that made us profes-

sional.

-

"They know what they know," was a comment made by an
p,dministrator about a teaclier trained in a competency-based
program. It seems that this is a very important aspect of a CBTE
Program. -First of all, it allows a teacher to move with confidence
into the arees where his/her competency has been demonstrated.
Secondly, it establishes a framework for continuing the educational process. By working to enhance areas not emphasized in the

preservice education, a new teacher can organize 'a program of
coytinued improvement.

The competency-based program ties application very closely to

theofy. It is necessary to demonstrate real teaching skills; this,
many lours are spent working with public school teachers .an
children in the classroom even before student -teaching. When
students trained in the competency-based approach become certi-

fied teachers, the gap between theory and practice seems to be
lessened. They move forward with confidence because they know
what they can do.
D

The student and multi-Cultural education

Diagnosing needs. Students training to be teachers at Weber

Stat' College todaY have heard much said about the need for
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Black studies or Chicano studies and history. Native Americ&Is
and Oriental Americans easily substafitiate wrongs perpetrated on
'their groups. ,The "suppression of women" and the "culture bf
poverty" have been frequent subjects for debates, lectures, and
conferences,. both inside and outside the classroom.

At times students reacted to the concern for. a Multi-cultural
society as someone else's program. Even some students in teacher
education couldn't.see the relevancy to the classroom.
As Teacher Corps interns at Weber State College entered the
inner-city schools and commenced teaching children from many
varying cultural backgrounds; it became immediately evident that

learning needs couldn't be'' diagnosed on tla basis of majority
American assumptions. If interns were .goinT to determine the
learning needs of chiliken from varying cultural backgrounds,
they had to understand the culture from which they came. The
interns realized very early that every child really has a different
culture, but that studying the cultures of groups involved helped
to develop a frame of reference from which individual needs could
be'met.
Competency-based teacher education p rograms cam play a
'major role in helping teachers determine what cultural .elements
must be understood to enable .them to be responsive to the child
from the minority cultures. Educators now generally realize that

it is s as important to know the cultural patterns that exiOn a
child's life as it is to understand how he/she learns mathematics.
As educators identify and become more proficient in diagnosing +11
with An awareness of cultural background, we also beCome aware
that there are many children in the public school classrooms. who
have varying degrees of mental, emotional, and physical handicaps. Qur multi-cultural understanding must also. grow to include
all c141dreri if we truly diagnbze educational needs.
Prescribing 'au educational program 17- In .comPetency-based

programs, when objectives have been set and competenciekidentified, it is essential that leirning activities be identified to help
reach these objectives. In many programs these' prescriptions are
woefully lacking and in,othets totally non-existent.
One of the services that students in education can provide is
constant feedback to their teacher training institution on the need
for new objectives. If the program does not include' competencies
in multi-cultural education, students should call the deficiency to
the attention of the faculty and thtn offer inputf to help build a
prograM.

,

.

As yet, .many learning experiences especially appropriate' for
working in the multi-cultural setting are not widely diffused. All`
4
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who have expertise in specific cultures have a great contribution
to make to the. total field of education and hopefully will share
these ideas from their "piescription bank" with the profession as a
Summary

Students as individuals and as a group have much to contribute to education today. Coinpetency-trased education programs
have the potential to help the student to:.
1. Bette identify the kind of program offered by a given
instit tion
,
0

.

,

2, Give input on program objectives.
3.

Identify, and develop a learning Style.

4. Define what is ,and wad learned.

.
..
5. Be sensitive to the, growing needs of a multilcultural society.

v

if we can continue to develop and refine the competency-based

approach, the potential of raising education to a higher professional level seems within reach. This task should be the responsibility of all connected with education.
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The Intern:
Making .Decisions About

Education Programs
With A Multi-Cultural Focus
Bernice Taylor

leacher Corps Intern
t

NorfolkState.College
Norfolk, Virginia

.Input from interns should be eseential when designing' and
implementing teacher education programs, if multi-cultural education is to become a major thruat, according to ernice Taylor. She,
like so many others, feels that teacher eduCation programs are
becoming concerned with individual needs of teacher-trainees and

with the trend toward cultural pluralism. Individualization and
personalization of instruction are two important elements of a
PBTE program. TJese elements are relevant to multi - cultural education and also give interns another dimension. Interns can prove
valuable in decision-Making, particularly regarding instructional
,design and curriculum content of pre grams which would adhere to
a multi - cultural concept of education. Their feedback also can pro-.
vide evaluation of success or failure. of strategies used for, multicultural education programs.
91

Introduction?

Much has been written 'about the need for a new approach to
teacher education. A great deal of the written discussion has centered around either descriptive res9arch and/or the opinions of

public 'school educators, research Os in higher education, and
trainers of teachers. Very seldom has the teacherfrainee,Qone of.
the'persons perhaps most (affected by the approach tAteacher
education, been considered as a significant contributor to this discussion. The teacher-trainee, known also as a student-teacher or

intern, is. in the beginningstages of professional growth. This
phase Of his/her preparation is characteriied^by observation, participation in college classes, simulated classroom activities, small

group learning activities, and learning experiences in the real
world of. the child.
-

,

An intern is an 'individual with a specific cultural, social,
economic, and educational background which determines, to a
large extent, the effectivenessofthe educational program provided
for him/her. An intern is 'also an individual who is involved in the
'education of children who are culturally,'socially, and econdinically
different. Both the differences in the intern and the.differences in
the children in the classroom musibbe considered in formulating
the goals and oblectivea of the educational program we design for `°
teacher and pupil growth. An intern, because of his/her own dif-

ferences and the differences df the children in the Classroom,

should have some responiibility for designing and implementing
educational processes which affect his/her growth and develop,/ ment and that of children.
.
,

Teacher, education programs
-

Teacher eddcation programs traditionally have provided one

method of attaining specified goals and a- prespe,cified content 'designed for all. The content and the instructional system have been

designed for the teacher-trainee without 'concern for individualdifferences in background and learning styleg. Movements such as
performance-based teacher education (PBTE) have now caused

colleges and Universities to reexamine their instructional programs and the responsibility'therhave for meeting the individual
needs of teacher-trainees. With this type of an approach, the role
of the intern takes on an added dimension.
A further concern of teacher education programs is the trend
in .some segments of society toward acceptance of the "cultural
pluraliSm" theory rather than the "melting patf/thenry. This' has

caused educators to also reexamine the curriculum and the in-

1C2

strdction in our schools, specifically, in terms of how they affect the

learning and development of culturally different chpdren Out of
this reexamination has emerged a philosophy of 'multi-cultural
education which values cultural pluralism, recogniZes cultural di:versity, and affirms the value of preserving and extending cultural
differences.

-Within this framework of multi-culturaPeducation, The Amer,
can Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) has
acid%ed a.position with four major thrusts:
1. ,The teaching of values which support cultural diversity and
r
individual uniqueness;
2. The 'encouragement of the qualitative expansion of existing
ethnic cultures and their incorporation into the mainstream
.

of American socioeconomic and Political life;

9

3. The support of exploration in alternative and emerging life
styles; and
4. The encouragement of Multi-culturalism, multi-lingualism,
and multi-dialectism.1

To educate, teachers to operate in a culturally pluralistic society,

Universities and colleges, must do more than reexamine their
philosophies. They have a responsibility to provide learning- ex-,
periences for teachers in training that will be consistent with the
'major thrusts of multi-cultural education?

Two of the morg important elements of a PBTE program,

_which are relevantota the major thrusts of multi-cultural.educadon, areindividualization and personalization of instruction. Individualization "refers generally to the provision of options in learning experiences at different rates and in different sequences, etc."3
The implementation of this procedure directly addresses itself to
the first and fourth thrusts: Personalization, on the other hand,

°"assumes in addition [to individualization] an oppolunity to

negotiate that whickis taken from a program, to assess continuotisly the relevance or meaning of that which is being taken, and
"No 'One Model American," Journal of Teacher Education, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter
1914 264.
2 Gwendolin C. Bakr, "Multicultural Training for Student Teacher_ s," Journal of
TeacherEchwation, Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter 1973): es.
3 H. Del Sclialock and J. Garrison, "The Personalization of Teacher. Education
Programs," in New Directions in Teacher Education: Problems and Prospects for
the Deriades Ahead (unpublished manuscript),,p, 35, quoted in Howard L. Jones,
"Implementation of Programs," in W. Robert Houston .and Robert B. Howson',

eds Competency-Based Teacher Education: Progress, Problems, and Prospects
(Chicago: Science Research Associate, 1972), p. 133.
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to increase understanding of one's 'self so that 'judgments as to
ends and the selection of means can be done with as much sinsitivity as possible." The implementation of this procedure is"the
key to the second and third thruitS.
The intern

<.)

sa

Since it is evident"that PATE is an avenue for multi-cultural
education, a major questiop ihould b6: Given the multi-dimensions
of an intern, what is his/her role in assuring that .performancebased teacher education has a multi-cultural education thrust?
Other questioni may be;
Should the intern have input in the NEVE programs, and ifso,

/

`how, much input and what kind?

Are interns capable of making decisions about what they

Should or need to learn?

Are interns who can and do give input in designing multi'
.ctilturaleducation programs eally change agents?
because of the nature of the gel-formal-based
Input
teacher education system; interns are "supposedly" involve in the
planning and development of program instruction. They she in
the planning of the content and ins 'ctional design, in the decision made about performance to be m tered, and the criteria to
be used'in assessing these performances The intern also plays an
active role in the ranagement and ev illation of the program.
This is called "total input." Of course, to al input from the intern
. in all facets of. PBTE is valuable only if th p input actually causes
changg

.

In reality though, total input becomes, a unattainable goal
when interns are. not selected early enough i the development of
the program to participate in the specific ton of objectiveS, etc.
And, broad based decision-making beco es only a written -goal

when interns are invited to give inp t only when there is d
.

"crisis."

In PBTE.programs, it is desirable t o hveinterns make decisions about the instructional design of their programs and th'e
content of the curriculum. Of .course,-it 'is assumed that interns
who are aware of and secure4n their own identity, and who show
g willingness, to extend to others the,same respect and rights that
they enjoy themselves, are probably more competent in making
decisions as to the kinds of content and the types of instructional
strategies that adhere to the multhcultural concept of education

than interns who have been directed in every aspect of their

professional growth,

On the other hand, if interns are not aware of these .hatic

goals of an education program which promotes "cultural

pluralism," then it is the responsibility of the teacher training
program to provide those experiencei-within its instructional component. which allow the interns to develop a belief in "unity with
diversity." This means providing within the interns' program for a
change in attitudes and beliefs, an accomplishment which cannot
result simply from a multi-cultural or human relations component
or an addendum to an already established curriculum. Rather, the
thrusts of multi-cultural education become the generic 'goals and
objectives which underly the entire curriculum of each pof the
interns.
designPersonal responsibility One of the concerns of PB
requires
more
ers, whatever the focus, is that such ari approach
work and more self-management on the part of interns than do
the conventional teacher education systems. It is a legitimate concern, in that many interns have not been able to cope with either
the "freedom",allotted the indiAdual student or ythe management
of time necessary for success. However,sthese-problems do lessen
as inierrit are given more opportunities for development (with

.

&dance) and as. the goals become clearly established and the

_decision about the options becomes the persoriid responsibility of
the indifridual.

Of course, in reality, we mast admit that there are some in
terns Who, because of individual differences, will not adjust to a
systemic instructional design such as PBTE. Ignoring this fact
defeats the very purpose of PBTE design and the major concepts
underlying multi - cultural education.
The intern in "the real world of the
Feedback mechanism

child"the school classroomhas an opportunity to make decisions concerning another aspect of teacher education programs.

This aspect has to do with evaluationwhere the intern is in a
viable 'position to serve as a "feedback mechanisin:" fir fact the
feedback from the intern can protide for constant evaluation of
the success of strategies used for multi-cultural education programs. This is .an opportunity to make decisions about the effectiveness and ineffectiveness of progiain objectives'. In other words,
interns may decide what works or does not work with children in
the classroom. From these decisions suggestions for remediation of
unanswered needs caA be made and workable strategiesiand tech-

niques cann, be employed in further planning. The intern is also
able to note the behavioral effects of materials used with children
in-the classroom. Of course, it is possible for the intern to evalu-

ate the material if some criteria has been established as to a

,r4.105.
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ulti-cultural standard and is part of tiv teacher education components. As B. Ofthanel Smith has noted,`... a program that does
not Prepare [teachers] to examine the biases on instructional
methods and to select subject matter as far as possible to all inWrests

and groups is inadequate."5
The, content and availability of materials can be a problem for

interns committed to Multi-cultural- education. They must be
aware that the content of books, supplementary texts, and teaching'-materials have become as they 'are primarily as a consequence
of what publishers 'have believed they could sell. certain racial and

ethnic minorities have, until very recently; been, overlooked or

misrepresented. Many of these materials even give distorted
points of view about minority groups. Thus, all learning materials
that al'e used-in PBTE prOgrams committed to multi-cultural education could accurately represent ethnic minorities, so as to.implement \the concept of cultural plutalism through multi-cultural
education, If not, the- intern should insist that the library or in-

structional materials tenter within the educational institution§
,include a variety of materials that at least represent the cultural
and racial diversities of that community.
Change agents
In attempting to institute .new ideas and
materials that stress diversity and individual respect interns May
encounter some resistance. The 'intern must also be cognizant of

the labels often attached to professional trainees who seek to
become change agents of curriculum-materials ,and instructiOnal
strategies used: They are often called "too pushet br "radicals."
In many.teacher education programs and -local schOol systems,
there
often rejection of such concepts as cultural pluralism,
individualization, and personalization of instruction when they
eaten existing. beliefs about children and about learning, Interns, however, must be taught to cope with these already existing

prejudices before they can ever expect to alter,

knowledge,

behavior, and attitudes of children. Being a change agept, in other,

words; is not totally in the hands of the intern, for they are to
some extent dendent upon' the support .of the faculty, administrators, and community., persons. Thus, much,of the teacher prep-

aration stage is providing experiences which allow students to
come face-to-face with situations which are resistant to thange.

Becoming "change agents" in teacher education programs
that include multi-cultural education as its focus may bring much
frustration, especially in 'terms of certification standards. 'When
certification requirements are tightly controlled as evident in some
5 B. °thane' Smith, Teachers for the -Real World (Washington, ilk.: American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1969), p. 134.
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%ta,t'es, the input of interns is Only acceiltaile.if
and -when their .
.
decisions about change in teacher education and the preparation
needed for culturally diverse child* coincide .with the predetermined structure of state certification.standards.
4

..

.
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Conclusion

i'==-->

"
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.
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a

Within any teacher education program, but especially within
PTE programs, interns who believe in the right to cultural diver-

sity have a responsibility fori developing, implementing, and
evaluating multi-cultural education. Spedfically, interns must be
sure That the colleges, universities, and school systems provide for
individual differences in materials used, the curriculum .designed,
and the instructional procethers practiced.'They must also be sure

tha the instructional institutions .provide for development of attitudes and beliefs about cultural groups compatihle with the
major thrusts of multi-cultural education, and that the institutions
are aware of the cultural diversity. of their learners. In addition,
they m t he sure that the institution ininb-Way sets up barrier
to s cessful attainment of school objectives and/or perSonql object
t' es of students, either overtly or, coverbl3i.

r

.

Interns must also be cognizant of the staffing policies. In
other Fords, institutions and/or schoo systems committed to

multi-cultural ethication should be representative in their hiring of
'tmulti-ethnic and multi-racial faculty and taff. and, within institutions' and/or school districts where there a e less culturally diverse
populations, efforts must be Made to incl de multi-cultural education hi the teachini-learning process, using real as Well as vicar -_

',

ions experiences.

The intern

remain, a passive receiver, bUt should be

an active decisiomaker
decision-maker and change agent. ThiS active involvement of the intern in educational experiences not only affects the
5

v;ray hahe perceives himself/herself but alsO the intern 'perceives
the cultural and ethnic diversity of the many children he/s14 will
.
.
.
teach.
,

.
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Answering the Question
Is "It" Any GoodZi----

The Role of Evaluation
in Multi-culturil Education
Through Competency-Based
Teacher Education
Thoiaias A. Romberg
Professor, School of Education
University of Wisconsin-Madison

hoMas A. Romberg outlines evaluatibn procedures used to
determine,the worth Or quality of Materials produced for multi-

cultural education. He identifies three stages of development,,
processes: (1) product design stage, (2) product creation .stage, and
(3) product implementation stage.Needs assessment, success proba-

01,

bility, and priority designation are discussed as the criteria for
design evaluation. He ,later discusses the ,criteria for product-

creation evaluation wlitich include: content-quality, intended performance outcomes, 4nintended performance outcomes, causal relationships, and support services. According to' Romberg, only when
these criteria are met does a product' Warrant' consideration for
implementation.
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Introduciion

The ultimate objective- of multi-culturai'education "'is the design and implementation of a culturallY pluralistic curriculun't
which will accurately represent our diverse society."1 The importance of reaching this objective caiMot be denied. For teacher
'education this implies teachers must be trained or retrained so
that they are ,familiar with the diverse aspects of Our pluralistic '
society, and they are able- to react to and work with ,students of
differing cultural backgrounds. Clearly, to do this new instructional materials and techniques must be produced. Complementing

the -work of producing new products the questionIs "it" any
good?---,... must be asked and answered. The procedures used to ask

and answer thii question at various stages of development are
evaluation procedUres.

^".

The purpose of this ,paper is to PrISVIffkkan , outline of the
evaluation procedures that can be used to deeeimine the wortiltor
quality of materials produced for multi-cultural e*'- ucation. This is
accomplished by identifying three production
s , -by
, considering What questions must banswered,'by idenying ,Who answers
those questions, and by suggesting methods to be used to gather
evidence to help answer the questions.
For this chapter, "evaluation" is defined as the procedures one
uses "to judge or determine the worth or q4ty of."? The referent
of evaluation is a "product" For this chapter products are curriculum materials, modules, instructional procedures, etc., being
developed for multi-cultural teacher education.
The term "development" refer$ to an engineering process of
inventing parts and putting them together to form some product.
Three basic stages of the development process. are (1) product
design, '(2), product creativin, and (3) Product implementation. In
addition,. there is an iteration loop for each stage (see figure 1).
Judgments must be made at each stage about the quality :of the
prodlict. If the decision is yes, it is "good" quality, the developer
goes to the next stage. If the decision ism°, the: loop returns the
developer to that stage, prior stages, or to termination of development. It is only after the last stage that a product can be certified
as having been adequately evaluated.
Product design-Oaluation

What questions are to be answered? In order to determine if
W. L. Smith, Foreivard to Multicultural Education, Through Comielency-Based
Teacher Education, ed., William A. Minter (Washington, D.C.: American Associition of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1974), p.
2Webster'a New World Dictionary, 2nd college ed., s.v. "evaluation."
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the design for a product is "good" three questions must be ans.
were&

1. Is there a need for the product?

2. Is there a reasonable probability that_the product being
considered will fulfill that need?

3. Among other products what priority does this product
°

have?

The need for a product may be demonstrated at one
Need
or more of the following levels: a ,genuine need exists, a defensible

want exists, a practical training need. can be fulfilled, and the
prgduct is, marketable. Demonstrating that a genuine need exists
involves gathering evidence that surviimi, health, or some other
defensible end is not now being adequately serviced.3 Fry products
developed for multi-cultural competency-based teacher education

are likely to fulfill such a genuine need. Not because genuine
needs do not exist, but because we, lack knowledge about what is
genuine. For example, in spite of vast rhetorib about teaching
competencies there is no evidence to suggest that any one competency is genuinely needed.4 Prospective teachers likely can survive
without most specified competencies.
Aware of the reality of educational knoWledge, Scriven5 has
identified a weaker alternative to genuine needs: namely, defensible wants., In the absence of irrefutable evidence that a genuine
need exists, a new iiroduct must be wanted and that want argued
for in terms of possible significance. This is clearly the case with
most teaching competencies. The need to dpyelop instructional
modules related to teaching skills can be and has beqn operationally justified, even though the specific skill as yet has not been
demonstrated as genuine
A third and weaker level of need can be fulfilled if through
developing the product a praftical-training need is met. The need
to develop yet another module on "writing behavioral objectives,"
or "teaching word attack skills," etc., cannot be defended. However, while the product itself may not be needed, developing the
3 Michael Scriven, "Standards for the Evaluation of Educational Programs and
Products," Prologue to Gary Borich, Evaluating Educational Programs and
Products.(Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Educational Technology' Piblications,
1974), pp. 5-24.

*See for instance, R. W. Heath and M. A. Nelson Vie Research Basis for
Performance-Based Teacher Education," Review of Educational Rescarcli,'VoL
44, No. 4 (Fall 1974): 463-474.

.

3 Michael Scriven, "Standards for the Evaluation of
Produets."
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product may be practically, useful as a training procedure. Most
educators are not creative developers or experienced evaluators.
By going through the development process persons become serf-, sitized t the probgrns and procedures at each step.
Marketability of a product is the final need consideration. Any
developer must seriously consider whether anyone will want to
buy and use the contemplated product. Marketability by itself,
however, is not sufficient. After all, "patent medicines"_ are sold
every day.
Need can only be adequately. demonstrated by the developer.

However, in most cases he/she will -need the help of other individuals (educational historian,' philosopher; 'sociologist, psychologist, or market analyst).- Tile procedure the devielopec would
use is called "Needs Assessment." The intention of suc,,l . an as..'
sessment is to identify the discrepancies- betweian what is actual
and what is being pfoposed. Several individuals, such as Popham6
and Provus,7 have described smcific procedures which one might

use to identify such discrepancies. To deterinine marketability a
market analysis must be done. Since most educators are not involved with marketing it would be best to accomplish this via a
,
Subcontract with a marketing firm.
Probability of success
Untrtunately, good intentions do not
necessarily produce good products. No matter how genuine the
needs the conhection between what is proposed and satisfying the
need must be demonstrated. For example, it is agreed that learning to read is important and there is ample evidence to' demonstrate that a sizable number of American children are not functional readers, i.e., the need for a new product (a reading program
for these children) is genuineNuch a need does not justify any
new program being developed. Too often "new" products are nothing more than "old" .products in new garb. The "old" readhig

program "newly' packaged is not "new." Likewise, the "old"
methods text rewritten with "behavioral objectives" and called a
"module" is not likely to produce change in teaching skills.

Satisfying a need does not start with a tentative solution. It

starts with a serious attempt to understand the need aNd the
reasons why it is a problem. It also means tHat one recognizes
that complex structureslike teacher training programsare only
changed by stages, and that proposed changes are best postulated
in terms of one's current knowledge of that complex' structure.
W. James Popham, "Educational Needs Assessment," Curriculum Evaluation:
Potentiality and Reality, Monograph Supplement, Curriculum Theory Network
(Toronto, Ontario: Ontario Initute for Studies in Education, 1972), pp. 22-32.
7 Malcom Prdvus, Discrepancy Evaluation (Berkeley, California: McCutchan Publishing Company, 1971).
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Thus, a tentative solution, no matter how bold or imaginative- it
may appear, must be rooted in a sound theoretic or philosophic
rationale. From this position, the new product shOuld promise thdt
'there will be a fundamental change from current practice and that
such a change .should have practical, positive consequences. Too
many educational developers have failed to take this problem
analysis step seriously. The consequences of this are the "cults,"
"fads," and "sure fire cures" that inundate today's schools.
Another factor mitigating against success of many 'multicultural products has been the lack of significant involvement by
minority groups. Products if they are to be truly multi-cultural
and successful must be developed with significant input and lead-

.

ership from all cultural groups.
A final factor at this stage which is sometimes overlooked by

v

dellopers is stuff bapability. Good ideas can on134e translated.'
7into good products by capable, trained persons.
, In summary, what must be argued at this stage is: (1) that4. the
"new" product will be fundamentally different from "(Ad" products;
;

(2) that there are sound theoretical or. philosophical connections
between this difference and the established need; (3) that there is
suitable involvement of all constituencies in thera3roject; and ,(4)
that there is the professional
capability to carry out the develop.
, -'
.
.
ment.
The probability of success of a, particular product' must be
demonstrated by the developer with the assistance of others. The
argument must first be developed logically. The connection between what has been proposed and the need must be clearly based
upon a consistent . theoretic or philosophic position. Professional
j kments gathered objectively are 'a second method often found
ful to argue the probability of success The third procedure one '
must use is constituency commitment. A fear indication that all
constituents involved in the project have en indeed contacted
and are committed to the carrying oat of the project is important.
And finally, in order to demonstrate that there is adequate staff to
carry out the project a staff summary indicatinicapa y must
he developed.
Priority

.../..
It IsTha ve to assume that there, are adequate

human and financial resources to dellelop all needed products no
matter ho-vgenuine the need or high the probability of success.

Someone, usually .a funding agent, has to determine how to
allocate scarce resources. Educators are becoming increasingly .
aware of the importance of this political decision. Obiiously, if
multi-cultural programs are' to be developed, they must be:given
high priority by those who allocate resources. However, priority
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designatio>i by itself will not produCe good products. Only by com-

bining need with success probability and priority designation can
a developeltr reasonably proceed to the product creation state of
':,
developme t.
A, dev doper will present the priority argument in one of two

ways. If what is being proposed is in line with the established
priorities of a funding agent, all that is needed is a demonstration
of how the product fits within the priority scheme. However, if
'What is being proposed is not in line with established priorities,
then a more elaborate argument must be developed. One good way
has been suggested by Grotelueschen. and .00ler.8 They indicate
that since gouls are preferenced-based one can deyelop a strong

argument by gathering preference data as to why a partkular
constituency would prefer this proposed product even' though it
does not fit in existing priority designations.
In summary, design evaluation; often oyerlooked in discussions
of product evaluation, is impoitant. Only by providing information

abut need, success probability, and priority 'ca'n a rational decisiOn be made as to *ether a product should be created.
Product creation evaluation
,

.

What questions are to be answered? At this creation stage one.

is interested in whether or not the product meets the design
specifications; In order to determine if the created, product is
"good," five questions must be answered:
1. Is the content of the product of high quality?
2. Are, intended perfOrmance outcomes reached?

3. Are unintended performance outcomes identified?
4. Are causal relationships identified and examined ?.
5. Are necessary support services for installation provided?r
Content quality

The quality of the cOntent of any product

must be demonstrated. For multi- cultural competency-based
teacher education products this involves examining at least three
aspects of each -product: the conceptual quality of 'the content
subject matter, the multi-cultural quality of the content, and the
literate quality of the materials. Every module or instructional
package that is developed for multi-cultural teacher education
deals with some content such as word attach skills in reading,
computational skills in mathematics, harmony in music, or be8 Arden Grotelueschen and Dennis Gaoler, "Evalnation in Curriculum Devoekippp. 7.21.
ment," COricalum Evaluation: potentiality and fr'
1
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FIGURE 1 STAGES THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS
havioral objectives. No matter what the substantive area included
in the module, it must both be consistent With the tesign characteristics4roposed in the earlior stage and contai 'lappropriate
content. In particular, is the content consistent: with the fundamental change proposed in the design?
Multi-cultural materials should reflect in an accurate way the
cultures being represented. As Smith argues, "Curriculum materi-

als of excellence and innovative teacher training can be finally
screened by having them subject to confirmation by mem
the racial/ethnic group to which the mate is refer."9
9 W. L. Smith, "Foreword;" pp. ii-iv.
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The least important aspect-of content quality, but one which
deserves any producer's attention, is the' literate quality of the
materials that lias been produced. Is it readable? Is the format
attractive? Is they art done well?

Someone other than the developer should be responsible for
answering these questions. Several authors have pointed out the

difficulty of a developer objectively evaluating' his/her own
creations.m The,oevaluator must be trained in evaluation procedures

)

(not just experimedal design and methods bf statistical analysis)
and be able to ,work with and understand all the aspects of the
created product.
dronbachll outlined a procedure' for establishing tte content
validity of tests which, if adapted; would work well in establishing
.. the content quality of areproduct. The procedure involves selecting experts who are asked" to ebjectively judge the quality of the
product. Subject matter experts judge subject matter; representative racial/ethnic group-members judges multi-cultural aspects; and
production experts judgetterate quality.
In the design stage the developer
Intended performance
argued that there was a reasonable probability that the new product, would satisfy some need. InforrOtion most be gathered for
the developer to ascertain whether thi.J. happens. For most multicultural teacher training materials, data must be gathered in a
field setting through agtryout of the Materials with a population of
"true consumers.:' he information to be gathered should be on: (1)
the criticiimperformanee characteristics which the materials were
, designed Tr meet; (21 long ,term effects (Are the effects transitory
or permahent?); and (3) process effects (rn reaching the fdrformance outcomes are the processes used consistent with those outcomes?). .This area of evaluation has received considerable battention in the past decade. Formative procedures such as those described by Cronbach are appropriate here. Such techniques as
population sampling, time series analysis, critical path analrsis,
.

and criterion-referenced testing have been developed to help
evaluators determine the intended performance characteristics.

Here again, having trained evaluators carry out gathering

lo Thomas itOmberg and James Braswell "Achievement Monitoring Via Item
Sampling: A Practical j9ata-Gathering Procedure for Formative Evaluation,"
Journal far Research inlifathtmatics Evaluation, Vol. 4, No. 4 (November 1973):
262-270.

" Lee J. Cronbach, "Validation of Educational Measures," in Proceedings of the ,
1969 Imlitational Conference on Testing Problems (Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Testing Service, 1970), pp. 35-52.
32 Lee J. Cronbach, "Evaluation for Course Improvement," in Robert W. Heath, ed.,'
New
Curricula (Neff York; Harper & Row Publishers, 1964), pp. 231-248.
o
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this information is important. However, developers should be
cautioned to challenge their evaluators to extend their thinkings"-,
beyond the use of paper and pencil tests related only to low level
cognitive outcomes. From such potentially fundamental changes
as introducing' multi-cultural products in teacher training programs, one would expect more than some increase in knowledge
about other cultures. The real payoff is in terms of changed feelings and actions. Too often data is only gathered about changes in
knowledge (Do persons have new information?), when the product
was 'designed to produce changes in the way persons interact with
' information or with other individuals. Also, it is naive tt assume
that persons act or feel in ways consistent with new. information:
#
they tiave acquired.
Every developer should
Unintended performance outcomes
be wary of outcomes which were not intended. Even though theproduct may produce desired results, other outcomes which are
less desirable and perhaps even harmful may result. Developers
cannot close their eyes to this. possibility. One ontrras to look at
the variety of environmental concerns currently facing this coun,o
try toCsee the impact of unintended outcomes. Smog created bylaw
1 autoiriobile engine or the death oi wildliforas a result of spraying
DDT are only two -of several obvious examples of undesirable
unintended outcomes. Educators too need to be aware of such
outcomes. For example, from program learning materials students
were able to learn trigonometric 'functions, but in so doing came to
hate mathemItics. The only way to investigate whether there are
any unintended outcomes is to look for them. One way to do this is
to use, independent observers using ethnographic techniques.13
.

Also, for ,both intended and unintended outcomes if the

evaluator, has proiiided the developer with detrimental information
(intended outcomes have not been reached or an undesirable uninf' tended outcome is apparent), there must be clear evidence of what

revisions have been made to alleviate the situation before one
Should proTed.
Developers should also investigate any"
Causal:Relations
Suspected causal relationships that might account for why -various
Outcomes have occurred (ore not occurred). Although evaluation is
I

of experimental research, quite often evaluation data Suggest

elationships which should be investigated in an, experimental setting: Competent. research scholars should be associated with the
development of any product to study such relationships under con.0.olled situations so that cause can be inferred.
\

13 \Malcohn Parlett and David Hamilton, "Evaluatiorias Illumination: A New Approach td the Study of 'Innovatory Programs" (working paper, University of
Edinburgh, Centre for Research in the Education Sciences, 1972).
t,...

10.7

Support Services' Too often in the development of products,
services which are needed to support the adequate implementation
or use" of the materials have not been. considered. The need for

these services ought to. be assessed. Many well-conceived and
well-created products have not been widely used because developers failed to. ake into account ways of getting them to be used.
In summary, product creation evaluation is important. Only by
providing information about content quaintly, intended performance
outcomes, unintended performance outcomes, possible causal relato
tionships, and support services. does a cl.eated pro-duct
he considered for implementation.
Prhduct implementation evaluation

What questions are to be answered? In order to determine
whether or ,not a newly created product is truly worth being
implemented four questions need to be answered:
1-4 How is the content of the product different from Asti competitors?

2. What. performance differences exist between the prilliuct
and its competitors?
3. What costdifferences exist between it and its competitors?

4. Have provisions been made for maintaining the iise of the
product?
Note the, difference between. this set. of questions and those tasked

dining the-product creation stage. In that stage what was being
developed was1Q,mpared with the 'design, in this stage the camparison is with competitors. As any toothpaste 'company can testify one has to do more than create a good product..Yoin have to
demonstrate it is as good or better thitn its competitors.
It is usually intended that the
Product content differences
content of a new product should be different in some,significant
way from currently available products. But, is it really, different?
For multi-cultural teacher training materials this means examin-

ing the new materials in comparison with their competitors in
(a) rhere are
order to demonstrate one or more of the folio

substantive differences in content Foi7 ample, the new

mathematics and science rogtams of the past decade were substantively different in cont nt scope, sequence, and emphasis from
the traditional programs; ) There are clear differences in the
task students and teachers re expected to perform. For example,
in an individually guided edu ation ,School both teachers and students should be performing q ite differently than similar teachers
w

1
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and students in a t*ditional age-graded school Particularly, differences between competency-based teacher modules and track
`tional prograrni need to be identified in terms of different taas
that human beings perform. jn spite of the intents of many new
produCts, human beings are still asked to do and react in the same
wags. Thus, real competency differences are unlikely ,to occur: (c)
There are obvious differences in multi-cultural emphasis. A multicultural reader for primary grades should portray real, meaningful e
differences in the way minoritiesare represented from how they
are represented in traditional readers.

Tq, ar scertain these,differences an outside, independent
analysis must be carried out. Content analySis procedures are
appropriate means orgathering this kind of information.
Product performance differences Data must be gathered and
reported that 'the new product produces performance differences
from the prOduci or products whictrit was intending to replace.
Walker and Scliaffarzick15 have shown that for most of the studies%
: of company curriculeddeloped in the math-sciencegreform movement, no signigCant differences were found`` avoring the new curricula overthe old. To demonstrate performance differences one or
more of the afiillovviing three questions should be answered: Are
there performance. differences .on 'intended, outcomes?, on unintended outcomes?, or on process outcomes?
If the new product was intended to replace current materials
in order to increase reading comprehension, or to pitch discrimination, or to create an appreciation of the role of,women in athletics,
etc., evidence must be presented that this indeed occurs. The need
for such evidence seems obvious, but is rarely presented.

Four cautions, however, need td be mentioned if one is to
seriously gather such data. First, both short and long term differ
ences must be examined. It is relatively easy to produce short
term diff ences by "tesoching to the' test." Such differences may
ever, be permanent. Thus, long differences must also be
not,
looke for.

Se orid, comparisons ishould be made with "critical"

competitors.16 It is very easy to choose as a competitor a bad
product being taught by untrained teachers. The "conventional"
method of instruction too often is not, nor ever would be, a
14 Herbert J. Klausmeier, "Individually,: Guided Education: An Alternative System.

of Elementary Schooling," Harlan E. Anderson Lecture, Institution for Social

and Policy Studies, Yale University, 1972.
15
Deker Walker and Jon Schaffarzick, "Comparing Curricula," Review of Edweat. ,
tzonal Research, Vol. 44, No. 1 (Winter 1974): 83-111.

1° Michael Scriven, "Standards for the Evaluation of Educational Programs and.
Products."
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competitor. Also, two models o1 the same program are not critical
.competitori' in this sense.
Third, educationally significant differences should be stressed,

not just statistical significance. This statement' is 'made not to
downplay the importance of statistics. Thty are essential toolcfor

any evaluator. However, statistically significant .results can easily
be obtained by inflating The- sample size, using t wron unit (like
student instead of class), or using a test which inflates one small
? outcome even though actual important differences are nlin9te.
Fourth, the impact of, the multi-cultural empliasis in teacher
materials' should go beyond statements of belief to how
trail
recipients feel about aid behave toward members of other cultural
groups.

To realistically accomplish .a summative evaluation of performance differences an external agent should be commissioned to
. carry out this, task. The methods of summative evaluation have
been well-documented.17
Product cost differences

j

t

New products often cost more than
products they' have been designed to replace because the inedr130rate' new technology. Consumers need to know not just direct costs
comparisops
but maintonance.costs, training costs, etc. 'Here
must be made with the "critical" competitors. Cost estimatv and
real costev should be verified by external evaluators.
Product maintenance., Any purchaser of a new foreign sports
car expects that adequate maintenance and service are also avail-

able. Educational products, also need 'Maintenance and service:
Gross18 has shown that unless maintenance is provided for a new
curriculum, teachers tend to modify the material back to old standards. Thus, the performance differences between the new product
and its competitors are eliminated. This can only be avoided, if
appropriate maintenance provisions are provided.
Summary

If a product is truly good, it will not only have been designed
well, adequately created, but it, will.be able to be implemented in a
useful way. Thus, if good products for multi-cultural competency-

based teacher education are to be produced, it would be ideal if
,

17

.

,

See for instance,. Benjamin S. Bloom, J. Thomas Hastings, and George. F.

Madaus, Handbook on Formative and Summative Evaluation of Student Learning (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1971).

.

'

itt Neal Goss, "The Fate of a Major Educational Innovation," paps read 't the
Conference on Improvement of Schools through Educatiomd Innovation sponsored by the WiscOnsin Research and Develbpment Center for Cognitive Leat
ing, University of Wisconsin-Madison, October 1969.
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they could be piVduced with evaluation built into each sta e lofv the

production cycle:" product desigri, product creation, and productimplementation. If and only if this is done will truly better products be developed.
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Multi-Cultural/
Competency -Based
Teacher Certification

1.>

Robert. A. Roth
Michigan State Department of Educaiion

0

Robert A. Roth focuses on the relationship of the certification
process to multi-cultural and competency-based teacher education.
lie doses this by e mining the nature and purpose of certification

and three altern tive approaches where certification could be a
means of pr tang multi-cultural education. Roth also presents
tfree model for state approaches\ to competency-basedl
multi-cultural certification. The state's role in determining cony
peterwies necessary for multi-cultural educatio*n and responsibilities
for promoting the inclusion of multi-cultural education into CBTE
programs are detailed. Finally, Roth concludes that multi-bultural
certification and competency-based certification'iare compatible concepts. However, it has not been 'determined whether or not their
interrelationship will strengthen or weaken the igidiviclual concepts.
o
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In discussing three broad topics such s multicultural education, competency -based teacher' educati n, and teacher ,cerAfiCa-"

tion, it is necessary to begin with so e feeling,.for the nature of
providing a description of
each of these. *concepts. Hopefully,
how these, terms are used here, some of the confnsion that exists
in education over the meaning of these terms will be avoided, and
the relationships among these 'ban be more clearly delineated.
Multi-cultuiakeducation

Multi-cultural education derives from the recognition that
Arneiica is a multi-cultural society, with each. of these cultures
having a place in our_ .society. It is antithetical to former notions
where:
Acculturation, or the "melting:,Pot" theory as it.is called more colorfully,
was the solution American society found for coping with different cultures. The means to achieve: thiWzoluidn was education?
4

Multi-cultural teacher 'education is a response to ',the need to
train effective teachers to meet- the needs of culturaliy diverse
children. It is imporeant to recognize what multi-cultural education is not.
The demand for multicultural edueation should not be construed as a
demand for "separate but equal" education but 'for cultural diversity.
Multiculturalism in education rejects segregation of any .kind and is a
Means of teaching all children to know and respect all Americans rather
than only some. It gives every child a chance, to benefit from his own
cultural heritage as well as from the distinct heritage of other.2

Competency-J*6d

axed teacher .edaation has almost as many definitions as there,:*re competencpbased 'programs. Various programs emphasize different program, elements, such as a systems
approach or alternatil)R means of acquiring competencies. The eSsential coMponents ofAthe concept,. however, 'ate that expected
outcomes (competenCieS) are specifically stated in performance
terms, assessment is tied directly to these competencies, and both
the competencies and assessment criteria are made public in advase of instruction. There are a number of elements frequently
associated with competency-based teacher education progtams,
some of which are of particular interest to multi-cultural educaCompeten

tion. One of these is the field-centered nature of many CETE
acher education programs. This provides potential for a variety
Louise R. White, "PBTE in,a Multi-Cultural Society," Journal of Teacher gducation, Vol. 24, No. 3 (Fall 1973): 225.
2 Ibid.
4
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of multi-cultural experiences for the teacher trainee, and opportunities to better understand cultural backgrounds of students.
Certification and multi-cultural education
.

.

The focus of this laaper is the certification process and how it
relates to multi-cultural,and competency-based teacher education.
It is important, therefore, to thoroughly examine the nature and
the purpose of the certification process, and the alternative ways
in ,which it has been designed to meet the intended purpose.
Teacher certification is the process by which an individual is
,licensed to teach in a particular state. It verifies that an individual
has satisfactorily .completed the requirements for a given certificate. Its purpose iv to insure the public that only properly trained
people will be allowed to instruct children, and in this sense it is a
means of protection.
One certification approach is to develop a specialist' who ma-,
jors or minors in multi-cultural education, and is so certified: It is
important, however, to note that certification allows qualified indi-

viduals to teach and restricts from teaching those who are not

qualified, but does not insure availability of qualified individuals
for specific areas. In other words, the establishment ,of a specific
certificate for a given area does not insure that qualified- teachevs
will be available, and it restricts anyone else ,from teaching that.
area. This approach of issuing certificates in specific areas is usu
ally for the secondati level only.
A second approach is to. include study in multi-cultural education in the requirements for certification in selected areas,.such as
social studies. This could provide options for study in such areas as
Black history-, Indian culture, etc. Flexibility to certify on' this
bags will depend upon the certification procedure (transcript
analysis, approved program approach) and the specificity of standards (broad areas, specific courses, etc.).

Certification standards can be established fh such a way as to
have a greater effect than the specific certificate route described
above. In most states certain standards apply to' all certification
areas, such as study in foundations of education. As a current
example, some states have recently included the requirement that
all certification candidates have-training in career education. This
type of requirement is based on the assumption that every teacher
needs to include such concepts (Career education, mlt3cultural
education, etc.) in his or her instruction, or at leas ,have this
frame of reference in mind when designing instructional prtigrams.

This also implies that all teachers are involved in a process of
infusing multi-cultural instruction into the existing elemenitary or

r.

secondary school curriculum. This third certification approach; requiring all teachers to attain certain multi-cultural coMpetencies,
appears to haVe more appeal than the first tWo.
Multi-cultural education could be provided for by any of. the
above methods. The choice of methods will depend upon how one
envisions operationalizing the multi-cultural concept. Specific
courses in the schools on various aspects of an ethnic group such
as language, culture, or history would direct one to specific certifi-

cation in those areas in the secondary gracibs. This, in effect,
requires a specialist in that area to qualify for certification. The
first problem one encounters is that of need. Are enough teachers

needed as such specialists in a given state to justify a special
certificate? If the numbers needed are very small, other means of
providing -qualified instructors might be pursued.
A second problem is one of restrictiorr as cited above. Does the
need warrant restricting anyone else from teaching courses of this
type? If only a small number are needed it may be more feasible to
allow individuals, certified in other related areas, but with training

in the areas which he or she will be assigned, to teach these

courses. This would enhance availability of instructors, and proper
assignment becomes a hiring instead of a certification question.
certification may also enTeachers holding this
counter problems in finding jobs with such a narrow preparation,

Unless the teacher is certified in another area, there may be a
significant problem in securing a teaching position involving only
multi-culturM assignments.

A problem from the standpoint of administering a certcation
system is that types of certificates in multi - cultural " education may

proliferate. Black, American Indian, and Latino studies are areas
which may require specialized certification. Some states have re-

solved this by grouping these under one certificate "ethnic

studies" or "cultural studies" and leaving the employer the decision as to whether a person's training fits a given teaching assignment.

If a certification system is structured around lists of courses,
then the flexibility is significantly reduced and generic certification areas such as ethnic studies are not as 'likely. This complicates
the certification iystem and places restrictions on the individual
holding this specific certification. In addition, reciprocity is difficult
since specific requirements are not likely to coincide from one state

to another. Specificity of certification requirements is a problem
facing multi-cultural education because of its diversity.

.

A more open system that was developed for the purpose of
providing greater flexibility to the certification process is the ap-

,

1

'q

proved program approach. In this system the state evaluates the
quality of the teacher education program based on broad standards and, upon the recommendation of the teacher education institution, Issues a certificate to a graduate of the program. Standards of this type have been developed by the National AssoCiation of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification
(NASDTEC).

In the approved program approach, institutions have much
more freedom to develop =11U-cultural programs that provide a
variety of experiences and hence allow the student greater flexibility in 'seeking a-teaching position. The graduate of a program may
be qualified to teach several areas as a result of his/her diverse
training. An approved program approach with broad standards

makes it possible to have cerefication titles such as "ethnic'
studieg" which provide for diversity in training and flexibility in

job placement.
The second approach to certification standards described' pre-

viously was that of establishing competency requirements in

multi-cultural education as part of the standards for certification
in Selected areas, such as social studies at the secondary level.
Using an approved program approach and a broad statement of
thig standard, a variety of multi-cultural options might be provided
in the training program. Thus, a teacher of social studies would
then be prepared to include multi-cultural experiences in his/her
program in - the schools. An alternative is to offer a choice of
elective courses in the training program in some aspect of multicultural education in the area in which the individual is being
prepared. This gives the teacher more opportunities for employment and the school district increased flexibility in staff assign-

o

.

ment.

The thirdl method described was that of establishing competency requirements in multi-cultural education which, apply to-all

certification areas. This provides all teachers with some background on the topic, so that they may either include this in the

instructional program or operate from an awareness of the variety
of backgrounds students come from. At the secondary level, some
areas have clear opportunities for utilizing this training directly in
instruction (social studies). For other areas it may serve only as an

awareness factor on the part of the teacher (mathzmatics,
physics).

One alternative is to require multi-cultural e cation raining
for all teachers to be certified at the elementary 1 vel. At this level
there are many opportunities for introducing multi-cultural activities into the curriculum, and in fact it has been the focus area
of most multi-cultural activity thus far.
I
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This third alternative, particularly the elementary school emphasis, appears to have the greatest appeal,and is more feasible at
this time. One problemzthat continually comes up when new, areas

of study are proposed, is where the student finds time for this
Course(s) in an already crowded program. There are also many
other forces competing for a place in the program, such as knowledge of the political structure, the economic system, career education, etc., which are all vying for status as part of the certification
requirements. Ultimately, the decisiOn on these matters is one of
priority, if certification has been detrmined to be the best Means
in the first place.

There are some who would, argue that the influx of new
teachers has a minimal effect on schools. The numbers of new
teachers are small, and they have little influence oft established
teachers, (the status quo). This would argue against certification as
a rile is of promoting multi-cultural education. Inservice efforts

wou d be of greater value from this viewpoint. Periodic recer fication, however, provides an opportunity to provide for
multi-cultural experiences in those states where such a system
exists.
Competency-based and multi-cultural education,

Having examined the nature of each of the three concepts,
and the relationship between certification (in general) and multicultural edutation, let us now turn our attention to competencybased teacher certificatibn and Its possible ties to multi-cultural

education. One means of approaching this is to examine state
approaches to competency-based teacher education and

ifica-

tion.

A wide tango of approaches to the state's role in competencybased/multi-cultural education are available to a given state. Each
of these depends on hew the role of the state is perceived. On the
one hand there are those who see the state as an administrative
and regulatory body. The state enforces regulations, and decisionmaking is primarily in the hands of a central authoritythe state.
Uniformity and standardization usually prevail in this type of system. A competency-based certification system structured on the
above philosophy might specify teacher competencies for certification at the state level.
The other view of the state's role emphasizes a decentralized
decision-making process with more local (school or college) control
and a broader base for decision-making. The competency approach
could easily fit into this philosophy also by allowing teacher education programs or other professional agencies to develop their own
.118
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particular sets of competencies. Instead of a uniform set of standards, the single state standards are replaced by a variety of standards determined by different groups.
Each of the following state approaches to competency-based
teacher education have been described more thoroughly in a previous document .3 The models will be treated only briefly here, with'
an analysis of how multi-cultlfral education might be viewed, in
. each situation,
An open-minded approach which requires some type of state
approval may be called the "process model." In this system the

state does not determine the content of the teacher education
program. Competencies and performance criteria are not estab-

lished, at the state leveL The primary role of the state is to. define
the process for development of teacher education programs, stating who is to be involved and the nature of the involvement. In
this model the state plays a decentralized role with local control
and a broader be for decision -making.
One state, Washington, has developed a competency-based ,cer-

tification system consistent with this model. The standards for
approval of teacher education programs specify that, p*eparation

programs are to be develoPed and implemented by a consortium of
agencies. These agencies are colleges and universities, schools, and
°
professional associations.
The standards require that the consortium describe roles to be
assumed by the person to be granted a specific certificate, and to
identify and state 'the rationale for the competencies required of
persons whb plan to perform the described roles. The standards
themselves are process in nature; they do,not describe the content
(competencies) required for certification; they describe the agencies and the roles these agencies assume in the consortium:
This approach views certification as a decentralized process,

with decision-making being shared throughout the state. This
shared responsibility is not only in terms of who is qualified for
certification, but also what the standards should be. The result is
that no single set of state standards (competencies) apply to all
individuals seeking certification; standards are a "local" consortium decision.

In terms 'of multi-cultural education, this state approach to
competency certification provides for development of required
competencies which fit the needs of the schools involved. The
CBTE program leading to certification would include competencies
4 Robert A. Roth* "The Role of the State in Performance-Based Teacher &Idea-

tion," in Assessment (Albany, New Yorki Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher Education, 1974).
;
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in the area of multi-cultural education. The primary responsibility
for assuring that CBTE includes =116-cultural education in pits
tontent 'lies in the hands of the consortium, not in the state, The
state may, however, exert some influence by providing guidelines
for certification content, but the consortia would not be required to
utilize these in this model.
A similar situation exists for inservice education leading to
advanced certification. Some states, e.g., Vermont, are considering -

local district development of certification programs, where the
local district recommends a teacher for advanced certification
based on attainment of competencies required in the inservice
program. Certainly in this instance the local district has opportunities to express its multi-cultural needs in the requirements for
its teachers.

With the variety of multi-cultural requirements that would
appear as a result of the decentralized approaches described
above, a problem might develop because of the mobility of
teachers. If training is restricted to study-of specific ethnic groups,

multi-cultural needs of one consortium or district may not be

consistent with another. Unless the requirements and training are
broad enough to cover a variety ,of . areas within multi-cultural
education, this repletion on mobility may be' asSerious problem.
A second approach to competency-basedImulti-cultural certifi-:
cation is the "alternative program" approach. In this system the
state provides that institutions may develop competency-baSed
teacher education, prograths. Alternative structures are available
to the teacher preparation institutions, but all programs are ap-

proved by the state. Many states are Operating under this approach, some merely because existing regulations provide for experimental programs.
In this approach the responsibility' and opportunity for assuring multi-cultural education depends upon the origin-of certification regulations. If there are no state standards as in the previous
mode?, then the program developers have this responsibility. If

there are' state standards, then it is the responsibility of those

involved in the process 'of developing standards, presumably under
the leadership of state education agency personnel.
A third model for competency certification is the "facilitation"
approach which is closely related to the model just described. As in
,

the alternative program model, the institutions are free to select
their program structure, and the college approved program approach is utiliied. The essential difference is that the state actively supports competency-based programs through a number of
facilitating
activities. Policy stateMents, materials, and consulta..
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tive assistance are examples of such support. The main theme in
this approach is to encourage development of programs, but to
maintain this on a voluntary basis due to the lack of definitive
information on program effectiveness.
Several means of facilitating program development have been
designed, all of which provide excellent opportunities to encourage
multi-cultural education. One means of assistance is to develop al.
catalog of competencies needed to 'teach in various areas. Several
states have developed catalogs or compiled statewide lists of com-

petencies (Florida, Pennsylvania, North Carolina). 'Sets of such
competencies in multi-cultural education areas would be of similar
value. p The competencies would be an aid to institutions; they
would not be required. The responsibility for initiating such a
catalog would probably belong to the stater education agency.

Another project might be to develop a rationale for multicultural/competency-based education, and a description of these
concepts. Distribution of such documents may assist in the encouragement of program development.

A third facilitating activity might be to assemble tlpinny

materials based on multi-cultural competencies. This would %duce

start-up time for those considering multi-cultural program development, and thus encourages them fo'move in this direction. A
resource center such as this must be bell publicized and accessible.

A variety of other means are available, such as state grants

for model programs, conference% on the topics, etc., whichtcould be
investigated as part of this facilitation model.

Another closely related approach is the "mandate" model. In
this case, all of the previous model's components apply, except that
the teacher preparation institution must develop competency-based
teacher eduCation programs. Some of the options have now been

closed, but only in terms of program structure. Implicit in this
systeth is a deep commitment '5o CBTE and faith in its value.

Within the context of multi-cultural education, the mandate
might require that programs focus on multi-cultural concepts.
About twelve states have mandated some type of competencybased program.* however, none of these have requirements for a
multi-cultural emphasis or components. Clearly, this approach requires a strong leadership role on the part of the state.

In a previous section it was pointed out that several states
have developed, catalogs 'or lists of competencies which are to be
used to facilitate development of programs. A more centralized
4Alfred Wilson and William Curtis, Phi Delta Kappan, Vol. 55, No f (September
1973).76.
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approach which has been pursued by a number of states is the.
adoption of competencies which are required for particular certificates. This state-adopted competency approach supports a strong

state role and a uniform set a standards. It guarantees that each
ceirtified individual has at least a minimum set of cortpetencies.

These criteria could be utilized as a state tesysr part of an
approved program approach, depending upon which direction is
desired. It should be noted that most states are developing performdrice education by approving programs, not by setting state
competencies.

The manner in which these competencies are stated significantly affects the impact they will have on teacher ,education
programs and the role of the state. The competencies can be
stated in generic (broad) terms which then serve as guidelines for

further specification by teacher preparation institutions. This
"generic .competencies" model increases centralized .authority yet
does provide a certain degree of participation on the part of the
colleges or corisoftia. The generic model is the first of a series of
models which begin to place faith not only in CBTE, but also in a

given set of competencies which all teachers in that area are
requited to possess.

One example of a broad competency is "the teacher will emPloy a variety of techniques, materials, and methods which will
actively involve each student in the learning situation." Similar
kinds of competencies could be developed,in the domain of multicultural education, such as "skill in locating, developing, and using
instructional resources for multi-cultural education," or "be able -to

maintain an educational environment conducive to developing
positive attitudes toward a variety of cultures." These competencies could apply to all teachers, elementary teachers only, certain
subject area certificates, etc., as discussed in the early part of this
* paper.

This approach assures that all graduates (in the area iden-

tified) have certain expertise in 'aspects of multicultural education.

In this centralized approach the institutions have no choice in
terms of whether or not multi-cultural competencies are needed,
. but there is flexibility in determining such things as what "a
variety of mniti-cultural teaching techniques" might be, and how
one might best learn these techniques.
Some states are considering a competency approach of a more
prescriptive nature, where specific competencies are adopted at''
.

the state level. In this system the state provides very specific
tOmPetencies isrhich are utilized by the colleges or preparation
units as program objectives. This is a more dominant state role
122
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but still within the approved program approach with an emphasis
on the regulatory function of a state education agency. Uniformity

in certification with a single set of standards is. the essential
feature. This type of competency would specifically delineate and
list the "variety of teaching techniques" that would be required for
certification.
A vieidekyvhich at times is indistinguishable from the previous
one is characterized not only by state adoption of specific competencies but the criterion levels for these as well2Criterion levels
specify the evidence that will be accepted that a competency has
been demonstrated. It _may be expressed as frequency of occurrence, degree of achievement, or other qualitative indicators.. This
additional factor again increases the degree of state control and
decreases the decision-making power by, preparation institutions.

This approach has been labeled as the "competencies criteria"
model: Each of the specific competencies and its performance
criteria becomes a state standard.
A complete discussion of these comtetenCies models isleiond
the scope of this paper, but a few problem areas should be pointed
out. If a state decides to require competencies (whatever the level
of specificity) some type of consensus must be reached as to what
'these compet9icies should be. When they are broadly stated such
as "skill in locating, developing, and using instructional resources
for multi-cultural education," the problem is not as great as when
specific competencies, or competencies and criteria, are requested.
There is just no agreement as to what these should be.

There' are a number of political type queitions to be dealt

with. Who shouldsbinvolved in defining competencies? How shall
these individuals be selected? What segments of the multi-cultural
community should participate? What is the role of professional
associations in the process? Who determines if competencies havb

been achieved? These are all critical questions which must be
answered, and improper handling of these issues could prevent
progress, no matter how important the .concept,of multi-cultUral
education:

It is important to also note that there is little or no research

to guide competency writers, particularly when specific competencies' are needed. Can an individual be denied certification because

he or she does .not possess competencies which have not been
shown to have any relationship to effective teaching? This lack of
an empirical base is frequently cited as a problem with CBTE in

general, although it has been pointed out as a .problem for all
teacher education programs as well.
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Responsibility for multi-cultural education

One question asked about CBTE and multi-cultural education
is how multi-cultural education can be promoted for inclusion into
CBTE programs. What is the state's responsibility in, this process?
In general, the state has several basic functions such as regulation, leadership, and service. The emphasis among these three
areas will. depend upon the particular posture assumed by a given
state dePartment and the organizational structure within which it
operates. Some state departments strongly emphasize the leadership function, in whieh case initiation of activities related to certification emanate from, that agency. Multi-cultural education , as
part of competency-based teacher education would need impetus
from the state agency in those particular states.

In other states the department of education does not take

affirmative actions to, increase awareness of current isspes such as
multi-cultural or competency-based teacher education. Their posture is one of reacting to rather than initiating. In this case professionAl associations,, prefessional education institutions, or interested community groups propose certification changes. The certifi-

cation personnel are then responsible for soliciting input from
appropriate sources ,on the ,validity of the proposed changes.
Groups interested in multi-cultural education must assume the
responsibility pr its growth in these situations. '
In some states there are professional standards boards whose
responsibility is to regulate and improve the certification system.
In these situations state agency personnel may serve only in an
advisory cap"aitY and may have no greater influence thane other
education organizations Such as large teacher associations. The
responsibility and influence of a given group (state department,

professional association), therefore, varies with the particular
state. The range is from predominant influence; to advisory, to

only raising the awareness level.
Multi-cultural certification and competency-based teacher certification are compatible concepts. It should be noted, however,
that one does not need the other to exist. Hopefully, each of these

concepts will be judged on its own merits, and one will not be
dismissed because the other failed. Whether or not an emphasis on

their interrelationship will strengthen or weaken the individual
concepts must be watched closely.
I
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Portal Schools:
A Multi =Institutional Approach
for Educational Accountability
auren S. Young
Associate Director
Eighth Cycle Teacher Corps
San Diego State University

Lauren Young defines the "Portal School" plan as a strategy
which addresses itself to the specific needs of university, school
district, and community. It assists school districts in providing
meaningful experiences for its pupils and supports teacher education instituticks in effective training of educational personnel,. She
feels portal schools have implications for both competency-based
teacher education and multi-cultural education. They become a supportive component of CBTE because they facilitate a shift In emphasis froM the university to field centers. Portal schools indirectly
support multi-cultural education by providing for community participation in governance and policy formation. They also maintain
th exibility to adapt methods and curriculum to meet the specific
nee l of school staffs working with diverse communities of children.
Initially, efforts o f portal schools have, also included provisions for
innovative and updated professional skills for inservice teachers, a
method of accountability for preservice teachers, and a vehicle for
increased community involvement and responsibility, in strengthening educational Opportunities available to all children.

-
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Rationale

If teacher training institutions are to, become more effective in
meeting the ever-changing needs of this nation's diverse student
populations; strategies for initiating and sustaining change must
be incorporated. University teacher trainingversonnelgrow more
concerned With providing meaningful methodology courses, skills,
and experiences for their students. School districts, hampered by
declining enrollments and financial cutbacks, are seeldng ways to
promote the upgrading of inservice teacher skills. As achievement
tests results are now a matter of public information, communities
are demanding that measures of educational accountability be
instituted to assure student growth and success. One strategy has
emerged which addresses itself to these specific needs of tiniversity, school district, and community. Its primary --mission is to
assist school districts in providing meaningful experiences for their
pupils and to suppoxt teacher education institutions in effective
training of educational personnel. In the late sixties this strategy
was named the "Portal School" plan. The objective of this, paper is
to describe .the plan, show the relationships that exist between
Aortal schools an competency-based teacher education (CBTE),
Multi-cultural education, community, and preservice and inservice
education, and to describe the experiences of San Diego State
University's involvement in the portal school strategy.
1

History

4

The development of the portal school strategy emerged from
two conceptual sources:" the U. S. Office of Education funded
CBTE Model Projects and Temple. University. - Philadelphia. In
1967, ten competency-based teacher education model projects were

funded by the U. S. Office of Education for the development of
systemic, behavioral models of teacher education.: The Temple
University-Philadelphia Plan (1969) grew from an attempt to
bridge, the gap between effective teacher training aria practices.'

Today, several projects are in operation under the d.nation

"portal school." Florida State Univemity, the Universitrof Geor-

gia, Temple University-Philadelphia, the University of Toledo, and
San Diego State University are a few of the universities utilizing
this strategy. Although many designs from thq field have been
brought forth,- the essential components of the portal school
strategy as presented from the tvo4 conceptual sources have been
maintained.
1 Rudy Cordova and Rambi Olmstead, Preface to Portal Schools, ed., Linda
Lutcipsky (Washington,_D.C.:The Council of the Great City. Schools Portal
Schools Project, n.d.), p. i.
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Definition
,

Portal schools are both a concept and a location. In trying to

arrive at a definition; one is faced with a myriad of theoretical

assumptions and characteristiaNwhich surround portal school operations in the field. Several common characteristics, however, can

be identified upon which most portal school Projects are based.
f, Portal schools, as discussed in this paper, will include those schools
which incorporate the following elements:
1. A regular publi5 school that has been chosen by Its faculty,

the community served by that school, the school district
administration, the local teacher organization, and a cooperating university school of education supportive of portal
school efforts;
,

2. Parity of educational institutions' in policy formation and
governance;

8. An entry point .for testing new ideas, curriculum, and instructional modes which can be systematidally adapted, disseminated, and incorporated into a school system;
4. A field-based training environment ;for the professional development and gro;dh of paraprofessiOnal preservice and
inservice teachers;
5. The reallocation and concentration of existing school
\_,district and university resources; and
6. The establishment of a field-based resource center housing

those media, materials, and hardware supportive of till in
structione.1 programs:

The uniqueness of the portal school is that it allows for collaborative effortS of all affekteein designing and implementing
instructional programs. The school anti teacher training institution
work cooperatively to train prospective teachers. In addition, the
university 'assists the focal school in expanding the professional ,
skills of the stalE2 Portal schools, therefore, build upon the univer-

sity laboratory school-demonstration model to include the joint
vent,pre of school district and university in providing a systematic,
-field-based preservice and inservice program. As B. Othanel Smith
summarizes in Teachers fonthe Real World:
The clinical experience in teacher education can be enormously
strengthened through isliaboration between universities and schools
with support from state agencies and professional organizations . . . A
2 Lawyer. H. Chapman, "Portal School Position Paper" (Mimeographed, n.d.).
o.
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clinical approach to teaching should be a priority eleme tin the continuing education of teachers, as well as in preservice pro, rams of student
. teaching and internship. The instructional goal for coOperative enterprise in teacher education might be stated Ws Tollo* To facilitate the
realistic study of teaching in relation to theoretical -propositions ^about
teaching.3

Portal schools: a system
,1

The portal school strategy is a system' for the' concept
effort of field-testing innovations and alternate approaches tecurriculum and instruction. It is conceptualized to facilitate tliiisystemic entrance, adaptation, and dissemination of new idea* Tot() a
school district. Bela Banathy defines "system" as` a colleption of
inteinterrelated and interacting 'components that work in

grated fashion to attain predetermined purposes.* He _further
states, "The purpose of the system is realized through presses in
which interacting components of the system engage. *order to
produce a predetermined output."
To implement the systemic operation of the port, I school,
steps should be taken to insure that those 'pOns wogang in the
portal school and- affected by its decisions meet 'and Cot;Peratively

decide upon the intended outcomes. This group sliptiild include
representatives of the participating school district, unersity, and
community. Once the participants decide upon the 1lesired end
product, they would begin to identify activities whiclOnaY produce

these outcomes. An evaluation component is therqompleted to

assess the' efficiency of the whole operation and to provide data for
If
maintaining or altering the activities.
A visual representation of a system as proposefpby DeVault in
competency-Based Teacher Educations includes tho 'following components:
I
INPUT

OPERATIONS

*OUTPUT

FEEDBACK.
3B. Othanel Smith, Teachers for the Real World (Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1967) quhted in Wilford A. Weber,

"Multi-Institutional Organization Patterns in Teacher Education," in Dan
Anderson, et: al, eds., Competency - Based, Teacher Education (Berkeley, California:. McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1973), p. 102. ):

4 Bela Banathy, Instructional Syitems (Palo Alto, California: Fearon Publishers,
1968), p. k
5 Ibid., p. 12.

M. Vere DeVault, "Systems Approach Applications in Designing Teacher ,Education Programs," in Competency-Based Teacher EducatiOn, p. 22.
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The input component is established to facilitate the en ante
of newly developed curriculum and instruction strategies.. ese
strategies may include, for example, diagnostic prescriptive aching, micro-teaching, differentiated staffing, multi-grade grou ngs,
and bilingual education. The operations of the system are those
instructional processes and management functioni designed to
meet a specific product usually called its output.? To ensure the
continual review and adaptation of educational approaches, a
'feedback system is maintained to review and evaluate the operations component. Any revisions or alterations in *.e14 program are
then fed back into tbe'operatidns component to be reexamined and
field-tested.
For example, a goal of the San Diego Portal School, as decided

by all role groups, was to devise a means for increasing parent
participation in school classrooms, and to provide a preschool
learning environment for training parents and preservice teachers
in early childhood education curriculum and instruction; With direction from the Project Steering Committee, procedures were
then undertaken to implement the preschool concept. Fifteen children were selected to initiate the program; parent and intern
training seminars were conducted. Those phrents whose children
participate in the preschool Must volunteer a minimum of;
hours each week in a regular classrdom. The program is currently
in its third month of operation; an external assessment is planned
after the sixth month. However, the desired result, an increase iii
parent participation in school classroom, and the establishment of
the early childhood education learning environment is readily evi-

dent. If, at the end of the external six month evaluation, the
operation is pioverk ,a success, plans for the disseminatidh of this

concept will be made to other district schools facing the same
problems. If problems in this strategy are identified, e.g., lack of
parent participation, changes will be made within the program
activities to achieve the desired outcomes.
An advantage of -the systemic strategy of portal schools is that
it has allowed the school district and university to provide a con-

trolled environment where techniques and programs can be .validated. As most educational institutions possess limited financial
resources to experiment with new .practices, the portal school setting has provided a means for developing and 'testing innovations
with limited capital expenditures. Utili 'zing the portal school system builds an inherent flexibility to,adapt new approaches to meet
the specific needs of different school staffs working with diverse
communities of children.
7 Ibid.

.
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Competency-based education

Traditional teacher education programs assume that upon
completing a predetermined set of methodology courses and some
experience in student teaching, the student will be competent to

begin teaching. Responses from school district administration,
principals, and first year teachers, however, indicate that such
efforts fall short in the area of providing students adequate entry
skills. In attempting to address these needs, a movement toward
identifying and certifying competence has been gaining momentum. The system by which this would be accomplished has been
labeled Competency-Based Teacher Education (or PerformanceBased Teacher Education).
Five essential elements characteristic of CBTE programs distinguish it from other teacher education programs:

1. Teaching competencies to be demonstrated are rolederived, specified in behavioral terms, and made public.

2. Assessment criteria are competency-based, specify mastery
levels, and made public.
3. Asses ent requires performance as prime evidence, takes
stu
t knowledge -into accqunt.
4. Student's progress rate depends on demonstrated competency.
5. Instructional program facilitates development and evaluation of specific competencies.8

Arends, Masla, and Weber, in Handbook for the. Development of

Instructional Modules in Competency-Based Teacher. Education

Programs, further describe CBTE as a "program in which the
competencies to be acquired by the student and the criteria to be
applied in assessing the competencies of the student are made'
explicit and the student is held accountable for meeting those
criteria. The competencies specified are those particular understandings, skills, behaviors, and attitudes believed to facilitate the I
intellectual, social, emotional, and physical growth of children. "9?
CBTE begins to provide university teacher education programs
°

8 Stanley Elam, Performance -Based Teacher EdUcation: What is the State of the
Art? (Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1971), p. 8.

° Robert J. Mends, John A. Masla, and Wilford A. Weber, Handbook for the
Development pf Instructional Modules in Competency-Based Teacher Education Programs (Buffalo, New York: The Center for the Study of Teaching,
1971), p. 2.1,
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with a system of accountability for the comPeteney of its
graduates.
A related characteristic of CBTE is that student performance
of competence be demonstrated in field-based settings.° Simulations, role-playing, and college laboratory environments are effective learning strategies, but limited primarily to the attainment. of
knowledge-level objectives. The actual demonstration of perforM
ance .skills requires a greater emphasis. in real school settings involving pupils. The. final assessment of student performance needs
to take,place in "live" classrooms wit "live" students. Thus, if the
criterion of an objective is that puFft'*ill achieve, assessment of
teacher cadet skills must involve. pupils in the classroom. As more
-teacher education programs movetoward competency-based education, a couesponding shift in emphasis from the university to field
centers should follow. Portal schools facilitate that change and
thus become a'supportive component of CBTE.
The major responsibility ftel. the certification of ifesitchers has
long rested with university teacher training institutions:R School
districts, through tile involvement of master teachers, have exer:
cised limited participation in the identification and assessment of
4eaching competencies. Control of teacher certification skills and
criteria lies primarily with the college. Through competency-based
tea'cher education a system of ,shared responsibility for the training of teachers is maximized.
In Fall 1972, San Diego State University first offered a totally
competency-based program to regular preservicb teacher candidates. This two semester program, named SIGMA (Systems for
Individually Guiding Mastery Attainment); is constructed around

flow-charted competencies rather than course lines and is or-

ganized into a system of competency43ased instructional, modules
(learning packages). This modular system is self-paced and individualized, requiring the acquisition of knowledge, the demonstration of skill, and an evaluation of consequences or changes in pupil
behavior.
To ensure exposure to different learners and different teach-

ing situations, the student's field assignment is in a different
district and socioeconomic area each semester. To accommodate
this aspect of the pingram, each ,student is assigned to two different school sites (one each semester).
EvalUation of student teaching is .highly correlated with the
rest of the -program. During the first semester. all-day experience, as responsibilities are assumed for maw7411T the learning
10 Stanley Elam, Performance- Based Teetther Education: What is the State of the
) Art?, p. 9
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environment of a group of children,'eSch student is evaluated on
his/her ability to integrate the previously developed competencies.
During the second semester .all-day experience, each student
dad master teacher identifies the objectives that the student will
accomplish with the children in his/her assigned classroom. The
§tudent then develops a cont4ict which he or she negotiates with
the master teacher and university supervisor. The final evaluation
is based on the student's demonstrated effbctivenes in fulfilling
the contract.
In the CBTE programs (Teacher Corps and SIGMA) teachers
and district representatives hive begun to work more cooperatively with university faculty in specifying those objectives and
competencies required of teacher education graduates. The dis-

trict, through master teachers and site administrators, is more
involved in the assessment of student-teacher competencies and
program operations. A greater role is exercised by school representatives in teacher education bolicy formation and decision-making
proceAses. The participation of other educational institutions, e.g.,

school districts, provide the university additional resources and
allows for the involvement of those affected in teacher training.
The operation of a portal school involves parity of university,
district, teacher organizations, and community in prbgram govern-

ance.' As the goals of CBTE and portal schools involve gr6ater
participation' of those affected by teacher training decisions, they
become supportive of each other in facilitating this process. A
mechanism thus is availablq to proponents of CBTE to involve
other educational institutions in decision-making. As summaiized
by National Teacher Corps, "The Portal School strategy is seen as

one which has the ingredients necessary to bring the separate
educational institutions together in a working relationship to provide reality-based and field-centered teacher education and improved learning opportunities for children."11
Multi-cultural education

Education in the United 'States has traditionally ignored the .
cultural pluralistic nature of American socikty. Although acknowledgement of cultural, racial, ethnic, linguistic, and religiout differences has gained Strength, the value system and social consciousness of America remains predominantly monolingual and monocultural. Multi-cultural education is not a catchword for "minority,"
but encompasses all people of the United States, their racial and
ethnic differences, their customs, their levels of income, their trad11 Rudy Cordolia and Bambi Olmstead, Preface to Portal Schools, p. i.
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itions and beliefs, their languages, and their religious preference's.
As an instructional delivery system, the operation of a portal
school does nott directly prom4te specific subject and content areas.
Portal schools support multi-,Oultural educatidn only as far as the
curriculum content and instruction promotes multi-cultural educabe
to assumejesponsibility
fl op. ducational institutions must begin
for seeing that developing teacher education programs reflect cul-

tural wand ethnic pluralism through their staffing, materials,
methods and strategies, resources, and participatory models and
practices.

Many educators view the celebration of cultural holidays as
the primary multi-cultural temphasis in school curricula. For example, many teachers designate Black Heritage Week (Negro History Week) as the only time classroom materials and resources are
brought into the classroom which present more than a cursory
discussion of the Black experience. Although the observation of
Black Heritage Week was an important milestone in seeking the
educational equality of Blacks in school curricula, it is a limited
approach and falls short of the goals of multi-cultural education.
This goal of cultural pluralism can be achieved only if there is full
recognition of cultural differences and effective educational programs that make cultural' equality meaningful and real.
Indirect support for multi- cultural education is drawn from
the portal school concept idthat it provides for greater community
participation in policy formation and governance. Parents can
begin to assume a greater voice in those practices which affect
their children's progress. Southern Colorado State College, for example, has developed a Portal School ,Site Development Project
which serves as a Viable vehicle for incorporating community involvement and culturally -based curriculums,.

In addition, this new laboratory setting, the total school, lends
itself to exciting possibilities for incorporation of practices that
address children and students of diverse social and cultural backgrounds. Basic. to the development of competencies in this, area is
that teachers become learners and inquirers, capable of identifying
the culturally-Telated behaviors, strengths, problems, and, issues
encountered day-to-day in multi-ethnic classrooms. They can then
begin' to utilize these characteristics in planning and developing
teaching-learning activities for achieving learning objectives.

Multi-cultural activities that have been initiated in the San
Diego Portal School have included the identification and schoolwide celebration of ethnic holidays; selecting, but in most cases,
creating classroom materials that address all children and are not
bound in any one culture; identifying and soliciting community
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residents and busine
.

persons as classroom resource_ s and consult-

ants. As integral school staff members, Teacher Corpse interns
have brought to the schocil site support for multi-cultural
their ethnicities reflect the major cross-cultural backgrounds
foud in the school.
One of, the major problems associated with efforts has been to
initiate change that is sustaining: Several Teacher Corps projects;
and San Diego State University is no exception, have developed
beautiful multi-cultural education programs only to have them die

as interns graduate from the projects. Rationalizatiops among
school staffs .have ranged from "lack of knowledge" 10 "lack of
interest" in, this area. San Diego, in its present 'Teacher Corps
cycle, is attempting to offset this problem by -involving regular
school staff members in intensive inservice offerings and workshops in the area of multi-cultural educationfrom philosophy to
the development of classroom materials and activities. An objec-

tive then of multi-cultural education is not only to initiate the
goals of multi-cultural education curriculum and instructional
strategies, but to ensure that these goals become institutionalized
at the university and district.
Teachers who find students of multi-ethnic and diverse bultural backgrounds absent from their classrooms need also assume
responsibility for incorporating cultural pluralistic activities in
their instructional programs. The portal school only provides
framework It does, however, provide the flexibility for on-site
instruction and adaptation of methods and curriculum to meet the.
needs of the children and community served.
Individualized study laboratory

q

In order to implement the on-site instructional program, previous efforts had indisated the necessity to develop a resource
center within the portal school to provide,the participants with the

various print and non-print media and equipment to be used in
achieving learning, objectives. It was found, as a result of Sixth
Cycle experiences, that a major problem was the constant transport of materials, hardware, and resources between the univ ity
and portal school. Professors found themselves in the cumbe
role of loading and unloading their cars with materials for the
instructional program. Students found it difficult to locate needed
materials such,as tapes, books, and filmstrips, which were part of
the module learning alternatives. The constant misplacement of
these materials, often led to confusion and frustration on the part
of both professor and student. To alleviate this problem, an Individualized Study Laboratory was established in each of the two
434
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portal schools. Learning carrels were built; adding electrical out.
lets, restationing hardware within-the laboratory, and cataloguing
modules and supporting learning, resources was one of the major
initial tasks.
Such a study' laboratory differs from a traditional media or
resource center in that its primary purpose is the siipport of an
individualized multi-cultural, tleld-based program. Although helpful, a general, reference function or representative collection of
materials is not necessary., However, the Individualized Study
Laboratory has been, functional for compiling and housing catalogs
and a .reservoir; of bOoks and resources which reflect bilingual, 'k
cross-cultUral ern

asis. All, materials haVe been catalogued by the

term leaders; inte s have set up and operated a checkout system
for overnight usage of the resources. Additional purposes of the
laboratory have been to serve to a gathering point for students of
the instructional program, to rovide all materials necessary to
achieve specified objectives, and o have assistance available when
necessary.

,.%

The. Individualized Study Laboratory acts as an operations
center where faculty schedules have been kept so that small group

'.

and individual conferences could be arranged. Learning packets or
modules are. stored and distributed there; module pre- and postas essments are administered when appropriate.All of the necessoftwart to support the instructional objectives are available

in the laboratory, such as printed materials, filmjstrips, films;

tapes, videotapes, slides, and simulations. The labor tort' has included study tables, areas for small group discussion, and learning,
carrels equipped with various items of media hardware. Students
have been able to use the rooms., on an individualized or small
group basis, taking as much time or as little time as necessary to
complete their instructional objectives. Therefore, a system for
keeping the center open and operating has been developed.11"
(--'

The study laboratory additionally serves as an instructional
classroom for the attainment of knowledge level ,objectives. It is
also possible that ;this resouve center could support some performance level objectives; °however, in many instances this would"
have to be done in another setting. For instance, in teacher education some performance skills might be demimstrated using simulations; however, most performance skills would more likely be dem-

onstrated in the public school classroom 'where the student is
assigned. Therefore, a primary utilization of the study laboratory
has been to facilitate the mastery of knowledge level objectives.
12 Thomas S. Nagel and Patrick Harrison, "Support Facilities and Requirements
for Competency-BAsed Programs," (Unpublished manuscript, 1974).
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Alt ough some skills have been demOnitrated 'there, ,most ptrforman , consequefice; and affective objectives are being demonstrated in the "real life" setting, the public school classroom.
Initiating and implementing a portal school:
The San Diego experience

The portal school concept was a plan that drew great interest
and support from S_ an Diego State University, participating local
education agencies (LEAs), and serviced community. Considerable
discussion had indicated the need for a type of °complex which
could systematically converge available expertise and resources to
concentrate on arriving at solutions to local educational problems.

Meetings were then held tofurthr conceptualize its scope and

operation at the local site. Fred Broder, Portal School Coordinator
of Atlanta Teacher Corps, has outlined a process for the selection
of a portal school.13 Basically, this is the strategy utilized by San
Diego State University in identifying a local portal school (see
figure 1).

Early in the planning stages the university and school districts committed themselves to,,,provide the necessary reallocation

of resources and facilities to meet the demands of the program.
Space was provided on-site to house the resource center and instructional program activities of the portal school. As need arose
for expanded services, the school district made a considerable
effort to resolve the situation favorably. The university, through
the School of Education, has likewise expressed a commitment of
human and material resources through the reallocation of instructional and supervision units needed to implement the on-site instructional' program. Initial capital outlays for creating the Individualized Study Laboratory and rearranging faculty schedules to
support the field-based instructional program were committed by
the university. Through these efforts the School of Education has
established a Field-Based Task Force to examine the strengths
and weaknesses of the field -veered instructional programs.
An individualized study 14oratory, as described earlier, was
designed and organized at the local sites. Approximately sixty,
percent of the instructional program was delivered through a
.

modularized approach. These modules, for example, were fully developed in the areas of Educational Psychology, Language Arts,
Reading, Social Studies, Early Childhood Education, Community-

Based Education/ Teaching as a, Profession, and Educational
Accountability. The remaining professional courses did identify
13 k"rea Broder, "The Portal School from Concept to Reality," in Portal Schools,
-p. 63.
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objectives, criteria for assessment, and major emphasis on inclividual and group projects related to classroom performances.

The preservice education component of San Diego State
University's portal schools has been primarily centered on the
professional preparation of Teacher Corps interns and regular student teachers: As the major section of the professional education
program was modularized, all necessary resources were housed at
the ,portal school. Modules were written so that demonstration of
coinpetence necessitated the interns' performances of specific skills

in working with pupils. The intern's or. student's progress was
evaluated by the team leader, class instructor, or university
supervisor who assessed performance on a common, set of predetermined criteria. An advantage of the fied-based ,operation is
that it allowed the preservice.teacher (intern) experience in assess-

ing and evaluation of his/her teaching skills in an actual school
classroom. setting.

As reported by viversity edcbation faculty participating in
the program, an adyantage of the field-based portal school is that
it has allowed the faculty member to document the growth of a
student and the attainment (or non-attainment as the case. may

be) of teaching competencies. It has also provided university
faculty a closer linkage between a theoretical and practical approach to tlle training of teachers. Faculty members have had an
pportunity to evaluate their individual skills in working directly
opportunity{
with students' through demonstrations and supervision. Thus, por-

tal schools have provided, in an indirect manner, a means of
-D.

upgrading and broadening university faculty empirical teaching
skills.

a

With the decreasing hiring of new employees, school diStricts
have placed an increased emphasis on inservice education. flow
. the school district facilitates the upgrading of professional skills
for their certificated employees was a district concern at the portal
school. The operation of a portal school readily provided a system
for offering inservice- education demonstrations, ,workshops, and
courses. Facilities were available at the lockl school site. University professors, district resource teachers, and curriculum specialists began cooperative endeavors at the local site. Since teachers
no longer had to travel to the university and combat the parking
problems, incentive was built in to attract a greater percentage of
participating teachers, who merely have to walk from one part of
their school campus to another. As . the resources were available
and housed in the portal school,, teachers had the opportunity to

utilize materials and experiment with techniques on their own
levels and at their individual paces. In those cases where cur138
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riculum had been developed along a modular format, an'in-house
instructional 'program was .readily available to staff and support
pprsonnel. And, with the training of preservice teachers, oppor,tunities were available for diffentiated
re
stag team teg,ching, and
othet instructional-delivery patterns.
Tae curriculum and instruction was organized and-structured.
to such an extent that a formal degree program was offered at)the
local site. Initial operation began in Sixth Cycle Teacher Corps
with the organization of classes for cooperating teachers in areas
the cooperating teachers identified. Activities included, for example, workshops and classes in Competency-Based Education, Individualized Instruction, and Multi- Cultural .EducatiD. Beginning
with Eighth Cycle Teacher Corps, teachers expressed the desire
for a more- advanced degree or specialist credential, Working with
the Inservice Education Coordinator of the School District, a questionnaire was distributed to Title I school teachers-inquiring about

their interest in a masters' program based at the portal schoola
rather centrally school in the Title I, inner city area. The response
was overwhelming. A limit of 50 partitipants was established, with
first priority given to teachers within the 'portal school. Meetings
with the 50 participants produced' a list of course and performance
objectives for the program. The University Education Graduate
Coordinator then advised upon the best program which would
meet the specific needs and interests of teachers enrolled in the
on-site degree prograni.
Competencies were then identified,' courses designated, and a
time line was drawn to complete the majority of the courses during the two years of the Eighth Cycle Teacher Corps operation. As
of this writing teachers have completed approximately sixty percent of the M.A. degree requirements in Curriculum and Instruc-

tion. Classes were offered at the portal school. Several portal
school teachers not involved in the M.A. program haVe elected to
enroll in many of the courses. Teachers have begun to utilize the

Irelividualized Study Lab to review additional materials and
media for. their classrooms. It has been the response and enthusiasm of the participating teachers which has. made this component of the portal school a success.
Portal schools and the community
Conceptualization of a portal school necessitated consideration

for establishing a cooperative decision-making body representing
university, school district, teachers, administrators, and teacher
organizations. The Teacher Corps Project Steering Committee
served this purpose. It provided for the participation of parents in
139
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the design, in some cases implementation, and evaluation of
teacher methods and curriculum. The portal school, when in successful operation, plans for the (1) increased involvement of community in local site decision-making, and (21 entrance of parents
IC

and community persons into an instructional system to attain

some predeterpined goals. In other words, the portal school began
to allow for a system of training teacher aides, paraprofessionals,
and parent yolunteers.
In some portal schools across the nation, programs for parent
effectivenesS; parent participation in school, classrooms, and parent
involvement in-decision-making have become components in the
operation of the schools. For example, as a component of its pohal
school, San,Diego State University has sponsored a parent participation supporting parent education and the involvement, and the
'training of volunteers for the classroom. The portal school offered
parity parental decision-tnaldng, and maintained an accountability
system for school and university programs. As described by the
Temple University-Philadelphia School program, the following
outcomes can be expected in the operation of a successful portal
school;

1. Community voicein educational priorities;
2. Parents' understanding of educational programs;
3. An increase in adult-studen't ratios in the classroom;.
4. Increased parent participation in school programs; and

5. Reinforcement of the educational program and increased
student participation in that program."

As another, paper will more specifically address rights and

responsibilitieS of parents in educational programs, I have

attempted to present only a cursory view of community involvement in the development and operation of a portal school. It is
necessary, however, to state that for the portal school to operate
as it is systematically designed, the involvement of all affected is
crucial to its successful operation. Thus, planning, organization,
and evaluation must include all role groups which have a stake in
the education of the children servedschool administration, university personnel, preservice teachers, inservice teachers, and
equally important, community.
14 "Proposal for the Portal School Prograin," Appendix A (Philadelphia: Temple.
University Program, Mimeographed, n.d.).
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Conclusion

The initial conception pf portal schools included an entry point
for providing innovative and updated professional skills to inservice teachers, a method of accountability for preservice teacher
education, and a vehicle for increased community involvement and
responsibility. Once success was, achieved in these areas, personnel
would be dispersed throughout the school district to begin planning and organization for implementing other - portal and satellite'
schools. The majority of portal schools have not yet reached this

stage of development. We are still primarily assuring that our
initial efforts operate successfully. Several problems remain unresolved. In no way can portal schools be viewed as a panacea to the
training of teachers, community participation, or inservice education. Yet, it is a process where educators can begin to document'
the success of their efforts, maintain a system of accountability,
and continue to meet the ever - changing needs in the successful
education of all children. It has, for example, 4ssisted San Diego
State University in the attainment of its educational objectives.

t

Teacher Inservice Education:
Normative Re-Echication
for a Multi-Cultural Society
Roland Budhanan, Jr.
Director, Human Relations Department
Madison Public Schools
Madison, Wisconsin
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?
Roland L. Buchanan is concerned with the question, How do we
achieve a balance between moral education and the proclaimed cog-

nitive function of the school for all students? He examines three
areas for achieving this balance: (1) self-understanding, (2) theories
of planned change, and (3) implementation of an intergroup rela-

tions inservice program based on normative re-education. In the
first. area he proposes that diallsitfue-inquiry is the first step in
teaching equality /and justice. Next he presents three theorized mod-

els- of planned change and pursues the normative re-educative
strategy as most applicable to inservice education in intergroup
relations in the Madison Public School prog ram ,-and the development of Cognitive Measurement and Affective. Measurement scales
to evaluate the effectiveness of this strategy. The inservice prograni
implemented had' a positive effect on those groups involved and
revealed that the normative-re-educative stratelgy of chalnge is viable
vehicle for implementing change in schools. Buchanan concludes

that the challenges of overcoming racism, sexism, classism, and
prejudice are difficult, but educators must meet these challenges
and move forward with determination and optimism.
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Will learning readinftwriting, and arithmetic continue to be
the main focus of education in unlocking a student's mind to the
ever-changing knowledge available to him/her today? Will cognition rather than the integration of cognition and affect, continue
to be the overriding focus df education? Will education continue to
serve as mere reflections of society, and thus continue to allow
such distinctions as skin color and socioeconomic class to govern
the quality of education provided American children?

As early as 1900, John Dewey wrote in Moral Principles in
Education:
There cannot be two sets of ethical principles, one for life in the school,
and the other for life outside the school. As conduct is one, so also the
principles of conduct are one.
The social work of the school is often lim.ited to training for citizenship
and citizenship is then interpreted in a narrow sense as meaning capacity to vote intelligently, disposition to obey Taws, eta The child is one,
and he must either live his social life as an integral unified being, or
suffer loss and create friction.

The child is an organic whole, intellectually, socially, and morally, as
well as physically. We must take the child as a member of society in the
broadest sense; and demand for and from the schools whatever is necessary to enable the child intelligently to recognize all his social relations
and take his part in sustaining them.1

That there must be a balance between moral education and
the proclaimed cognitive function of the school for all students,
K-12 as well as through all instutitions of higher learning, is not
the 'question; the question is how do we achieve this balance?

Thus, in this paper I wish to briefly examine: (1)

selfunderstanding or self-integration; (2) theories of plamied. change,

and (3) the implementation of an intergroup relations inservice

program based in normative re-education as alternatives in

achievirig this balance.
Let us first begin by examining the concept of self-understanding or self-integration, for as Arthur Jersild so succinctly states:
The teacher's understanding and acceptance of himself is the most
important requirement in any effdrt he makes to help students to krow3
themselves and to gain htalthy attitudes of self - acceptance?

In other words, a major aspect of self-understanding is becoming aware of one's own personal feelings and attitudes, which are
laden with norms and values derived from the normative dimen1 John Dewey, Moral Principles in Education, Riverside Educational Monographs
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: The Riverside Press, Houghton Mifflin Company,
1909), pp. 7-9.

2 Arthur Jersild, When Teachers Face Themselves (New York: Teachers College
Preis, 1955), p. 68.
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sion of society and transmitted to students by and large through
our public system of education.

Hence; educators must continuously engage in this endeavor
of self-understanding, or they will see those whom they teach
through the biases and distortions of their own unrecognized
needs, fears, desires, anxieties, hostile impulses, etc. The process of
gaining knowledge of self, and the struggle for self-integration and

self-fulfillment is not something that can be taught "to" or done
"for" someone; it must be a process in which each individual is
actively engaged.
Of central impyrtance in understanding one's personal existence is anxi-

ety: Anxiety may arise as a reaction to anything that threatens one's
existence as a separate self or that jeopardizes the attitudes one has
concerning one's self and one's relations with others.

Anxiety occurs both as a response to a threat and as a way of alerting a
person to evade or be on guard against anything that might threaten an
irrational attitude or style or life he haw adopted in trying to cope with
the problems of his life.3

As Harry Stack Sullivan has pointed out, until one is able to
integrate with self, one will not be able to integrate with others.4
Thus the acceptance of others (in this case each unique individual
student), the fear of changing one's attitudes, beliefs, standards,
and values, and the acceptance of diversity rather than conformity, all create anxiety within self. Yet when educators struggle to
reach the point of self-understanding, these anxieties will lessen
and they will become betteiy able to integra with others. Thus
becoming aware of selfone's own personal f elings and attutides,
which are transmitted through the various in titutions which play
*significant role in the socialization process, i.e., the home, the

church, and the schoolis of major importance to the teaching
prOfession.

The essential question raised by Jersild for those involved in
the educational profession is this: What does this effort .to help

students mean in a distinctly intimate, personal way in the
educator's own life?5 As was eddent throughout the inservice program in Intergroup Relations, to be discussed later in this article,
it was apparent that self-understanding required far more from an
educator than the method courses taken in college, the writing of
lesson plans, or having the know-how and skills in handling disci-

pline. What was discovered as necessary was an exploration
3 Ibid., p. 3.

*Harry Stack Sullivan, The Fusion of Psychiatry and Social Science (New York:
W. W. Norton Company, 1971), p. 314.
5 Arthur T. Jersild, When Teachers Face Themselves, p. 3.
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among the educators of an in-depth searching and understanding
of self. Such an exploration enabled the educators to understand
their own human needs and the ways by which they learned to
accept the norms of society as these norms relate to racism, sexism, and classism.

This became a crucial aspect for educators when they considere
the education of the students they taught and what
research has revealed about how prejudicial attitudes are formed

with respect to the concepts of racism, sexism, and classism. As
education institutions reflect the norms, standards, and values of

society, the inservice program made the assumption that

educators, too, reflect these same norms, as well as transmit them
to the students they teach, either consciously or unconsciously.

Thus, it is essential that educators not only be aware of the
importance of self-integration, but that they fully understand the
phenomenon.

One method of involving educators in the processof selfunderstanding or self-integration, the examination of individual
beliefs, values, attitudes, and institutional and societal norms, is
through the dialogue-inquiry process.
Dialogue-inquiry is the coordination of two processes: (1) the process
wherebrtwo or more persons reveal their feelings and thoughts to one
another with a reciprocal awareness of the threat to self-esteem that is
involved for each; (2) the process whereby, two or more persons ask and
answer questions that are relevant to their situation.°
In a school, dialogue is a communication among professional colleagues
(including parents and students) -- a teacher talking to a principal or a
problem-solving session of several persons. It is from dialogue, facilitated
by the interpersonal competencies of participants, that the specific func-

tions of inquiry (describing and evaluating reality, formulating and
analyzing probleins, setting goals, elaborating and examining alternative plans, acting to implement a plan for changing reality) are generated and given form and meaning. Dialogue activates inquiry. It enables
group members to raise and answer questions and to state and 1onsider
alternatives regarding a specific function of inquiry.7

Dialogue, unlike debate, is designed to unify rather than divide people. The process of dialogue seeks to construct an atmosphere in which persons are able to share their feelings and ideas
in order to clarify assumptions they may have made about themselves, others, or the institution in which they fundtion.
The process of inquiry is designed to integrate and coordinate

ideas and feelings so that the interactions among people have
G Max R. Goodson, "Dialogue Inquiry" (Unpublished notes, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1973), p.2.
7 Ibid., p. 3.
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purpose
and are productive. Out of inqurry come solutions or al,
ternatives on which people can act in order to correct or improve
conditions in their environment.
Listed below are the areas of focujf1n dialogue-inquiry with
respect to the Intergroup Relations Program:
1. The Self, with emphasis on the °ability and use of skills to
achieve self-awareness and self-understanding through participation wind interaction with others in groups or with
one's self and one's environment;
2. Interpersonal Relating and Communicating, with emphasis
on the use. of skills and the understanding of concepts for
analyzing and managing interactions among people;
3. Small Group Behavior and one's participation in a group;
4. The School as an Organization and the interactions between
the school and the community, clarifying the concepts and

skills associated withplanning, decision-making, and

problem-solving;

5. Cultures Different from One's 0 vn which are affected by
practices of discrimination in the forms of racism, classism,
and sexism;

4,

6. \Institutional Norms that form the basis for policies and
decisions in the school, family, business, government,
church, etc. Institutional norms help to shape the attitudes
of the individual. They may also serve as the-basis for an
individual's resisting and rejecting the accepted standards
of a school or community; and

7. Societal Norms as ideals to be striven for or as concrete
conditioss to be tolerated or corrected. Societal norms pro'vide deleneral context through which institutional norms
are formed, maintained, or changed.8
Through dialogue-inquiry the immediate objectives of school-

ing become behavioral and affective rather than cognitive only.
This is not to say that cognitive development is denied. However,
the focus becomes one of moral development, helping young people
develop the ability4to get along with themselves and others.

With respect to intergroup relations, dialogue-inquiry sales
to the process of normative change; the process of reevaluat-

ing values which influence a person's behavior. It should be
8 Max R. Goodson, "Normative Re-Education" (Unpublished notes, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, 1974).
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remembered that the individual does not manage his/her Aktionalizations as he/she pleases, without interference from outside. As
Gunnar Alyrdal in The American Dilemma describes the process of

normative change, individual norms are continually questioned
and disputed.
The individual or the group whose behavior we are studying does not
act in moral isolation .°

When dialogue-inquiry takes the form of moral. criticism by
one person or a group, it is not that the one claims to have certain

norm, that the other does not have. It is rather an appeal to
rev

those norms held in common with others.

Dialogue-inquiry allows people to integrate gw they think

o

and how they feel in a positive, productive 'way. If yOung people

can be taught this irocess, they then can practice the kinds of
behavior that will i&prove their relationships with others. Thus
we are addressing ourselves to much more than the memorization
and regurgitation of facts. However, one crucial factor cannot be
ignored: until educators themselves are trained in the dialogue-

inquiry process, in its design and its end, it will be extremely
difficult for students to acquire and use the skills involved. The
training of educators in the dialogue-inquiry procesS with respect
to intergroup relations involves interaction wit those who are
different in sex, color, class, or culture from' one self. This very
notion impilbs normative change.
Concomitant to such change must be an an ysis of the normative structure of our present American society and how it perpetuates the concept of assimulation as opposed to the concept of
pluralism. By pluralism the author is referring to the practice of
behaviors which proceed from knowledge of and respect for people
based on their cultural, economic, social, or religious orientations.
Therefore, for this to take place, nonconscious elements which
impede problem'solutions must be brought into7consciousness and
publicly examined and reconstructed.
Strategies of planned change
Generally speaking, most educational institutions are unable
to change or alter the norms which have beconie stabilized in their

operational patterns from within, and therefore outside help is
desirable. Thus, we will now focus attention on theorized strate
gies of planned change, then pursue one strategy as a vehicle for
investigating an attempt to bring about change in the Madison
Public School System with respect-to intergroup relations.
9 Gunnar Myrdal, An American Dilemma (New York:, Harper & Row Publishers,
1944), pp. 1028-1029.
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Bennis, Benne, and Chin in The Planning of change have
theorized three, models of planned changes: (1) "EmpiricalRational" strategy; (2) "Power-Coercive" strategy; and (3) "Normative-Re-educative" strategy.w

' The empirical-rational Strategy is based on the fundamental
assumption that a person' is rational and will follow his/her rational self-interest once this has been revealed to him/her. The
basis for the development of this strategy was the notion of freeing people of their superstitions through scientific discoveries, and
disseminating this knowledge through general education. This approach, used for the dissemination of current knowledge and new
research, is still the most accepted and utilized form pf change
employed by researchers as well as the lay person. The gifficulty'of

creating the desired change through this strategy may be viewed
as lying principally with the Personnel responsible for implementing the change and not with a lack of new knowledge. Replacing
personnel, however, tends not to eliminate thq difficulty, as it is

generally the societal and cultural norms of society that need
changing. By and large, personnel of any in§titution find them-

selves locked into the established norinative pdtterns of operation
designed to carry out the goals of the organization especially as
they relate to production. This approach is best exemplified by the
"assembly line process." The needs of the consumer are frequently
not taken into consideration by the researchers or producers; in
addition, when a new technique is discovered or invented, there is
generally a lack of training or ,know-how on the part of the public
in putting this new technique or change into operation.
In questioning whether or not th nt. new innovation will bring
about the desired change, the following is of concern:
The questions of how to get a fair trial and how to install an innovation in an already going and crowded school system are ordinarily not
built centrally into the strategy. The rationalistic assumption usually
precludes research attention to these questions. For, if the invention can
be rationally shown to have achieved desirable results in some situations, it is assumed that people in other situations will adopt it once
they know these results and the rationale behind them. The neglect of
the above questions has led to a wastom, of much applied research effort
.st
in the past."

In view of all the research that has been done on the
10 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "Geneial Strategies For Effecting Changes
In Human Systems," in Warren Bennis, Kenneth D. Benne, and Robert Chin,
eds., The Planning of Change, 2d ed. (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
1969), p. 40.
11 Ibid.
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empirical-rational strategies, the author feels this approach works

best when it is applied to the technologies or to the empirical
sciences. It tends to fail, however, when applied to people, especially when there is no readiness for change. This is due to a lack
of basic research do people: their behavior, attitudes, and relationships with others. In addition; there is a lacy of knowledge relative
to the psychological functioning of man.12
Whereas the empirical-ratiohal strategy depends on knowledge

as a 'major ingredient' of power; the second strategypower
coerciveis based on the application of poWei: political, economic,

or otherwise. Basically, it is the compliance of those with less
power following the plans, direction, or leadership of those with
greater power. In additions the use 'of moral power is frequently
employed as a non-violent means of bringing to consciousness
public sentiments of guilt and shame.'3 In °their words:
When a person is aware; he will behave differently from when he is
not, a difference that will be indicated by his acting more slowly and less

rhythmically, making more errors, and being more able to change the
pattern of his act.

The exjonents of this strategy usually rely on political power
as the necessary ingredient for legitimizing laws they deem desirable. Economic power, on the other hand, exerts coerciye influence
over those to whom the power is applied. For example, a law has
been passed requiring school systems to adopt an affirmative action employment program by 1974. If such action is not taken by
local school systems, the threat of withholding federal funds from

the school district is eminent. Thus, both the political and

economic powers exercise coercive influence to bring about the
desired,change deemed necessary.
In .general,' America's economic and political systems opera-

tions are based upon this strategy and it is accepted by many
without question. Because this strategy is taken for granted by
the masses, it generally goes unchallenged as long as it adheres to
the expected ethos of society. Once a social system or subculture
within society becomes disenchanted with the operations of the
system, alienation arises and the power coercive strategy tends-to
dh,--ide the society.
Alienation ... is not only a feeling of resentment and disaffection but
also an expression of the objective conditions which subject a person to
forces beyond his understanding and control. Hence, even if a person is
only vaguely aware of his own deprivation, dependency and manipula12 Ibid., p. 36.
13 Ibid., pp. 52-54.

14 Amitai Etzioni, The Active Society (New York: The Free Press, 1968), p. 224.
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tion, he is still alienated so long as he is unable to participate authentically in the processes that shape his social being. Alienation, thus, has
structural bases and psychic consequences.
Alienation is encompassing in still another sense: it affects both the
excluded groups and those who exclude them. The excluded are affected
because the society is particularly unresponsive to their needs. The
excluding group are affected because the process of exclusion creates a
distorted social world which they cannot exclude.'is

The power-coercive strategy tends to fail, however, because it
seeks to change the masses through implementing political and
economic goals deemed .desirable by the strategist in power.
' Within this strategy little if any attention is given to re-educating
the masses regarding the'new goals, i.e., the norms to be changed.
When a change has been legitimized bylaw, it is often assumed by
the power-coercive strategist that the desired change has been
made, when in fact the only thing that has been accomplished is
the act of bringing the force of legitimacy to bear 0001e desired
change. Those who are to carry out the desired change are still
without the new knowledge, new skills, new attitudes, and new
value orientations with which to bring about the Change. The
acquisition of these attributes requires new conduct on the social
level which in turn requires changes in the norms, the roles, and
the relationship structures of the individuals or institutions involved. This discussion is by no means to disregard or downplay
the importance of the use of political institutions in achieving
change. It is the author's intention, however, to emphasize the
importance of combining the normative-re-educative strategy with
political coercion, before and after pOlitical action is implemented,
if the public is expected to act intelligentlyand responsibly to the
desired changes. This strategy is therefore rejected: first, because
it is diffult to force people to change their norms and values, and
secondly, because whenever change in norms is desired, there its
need for re- educating the public regarding the new norms, both
cognitively and affectively.16

Therefore, the third strategy, the normative-re-educative

strategy of change, is the most applicable to inseivice education in

intergroup relations. As change on the social level requires
changes in personal standards, values, and beliefs and changes in
norms and roles of the institutions involved, re-education is necessary. In the normative-re-educative strategy, the rationality and
intelligence of a person is not denied. Changes in norms (what
is

"right" and "ought to be") however, involves changes in

15 Ibid., pp. 618-619.

16 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies For Effecting Changes
In Human Systems, pp. 55-57.
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comprehension, skills, attitudes, and values. Changes must also
occur in relationship with one another, as well as changes in one's
thought patterns stemming from new knowledge or information.17
In other words, "there must be some agreement about the values

that define 'right' and 'ought to be' and the norms that detail
appropriate behavior needed to sustain values."18

Within the normative-re-educative. strategy there are two interrelated appl%aches: (1) interpersonal growth and (2) problemsolving.

The basis of t is first apborach is well-defined by Lewin when
he states:.
Man must participate in his own re-education if he is to be re-educated at all. And re-education is a normative change as well as a cognitive and perceptual change.I9

In order for a person to participate in his/her own re-educt
tion, he/she must first become aware of his/her own attitudes and

from where they stem. For until nonconscious attitudes are
brought into the realm of consciousness they cannot be re-evaluated or changed. In other words, one must seek to re- evaluate
those relatively durable patterns of recurrent interpersonal relations which characterize his/her present interactions with'others.2°
There are common elements to the processes of normative
change, when one is serving in the role of a change agent in an
educational institution working to resolve conflicting and problematic situations at the personal, as well as the community level
within the educational setting. First, the educators must be involved in developing the programs of change for themselves.
The way they [educators] see themselves and their problems must be
brought into dialogic 'relationship with the way in which they and their
problems .are seen by the change agent?'

Second, the problems confronting educators are not assumed
to be ones which can be met only by accurate factual information,
though this possibility is not ruled out. The problems may rather
be in the attitudes, values, norms, or in the extern' it and internal
17 Ibid., p. 34.

18 Joan I. Roberts, Scene of the Battle (Garden City, New York: Doubleday &
Company, 1971), p. 236.

12 Kurt Lewin, Resolving Social Conflicts (New York: Harper & Row Publishers,
1948) and Kurt Lewin, Field Theory in Social Science (New York: Harper & Row

Publishers, 1951), cited in Robert 'Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General

Strategies For Effecting Changes In Human Systems," pp. 43-44.
22 Harry Stack Sullivan, The Fusion of Psychiatry and Social Science, p. 295.
21 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies for Effecting Changes
In Human Systems," p. 44.
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.relationship; of the educators and thus require normative reeducation. It is for this reason that the exponents of this strategy
have not only recognized the need for cognitive re-education, but
also recognize the importance of affective and behavioral reeducation. This then requires changes in attitudes, values, and
behavior at the personal level, and norms and relationships at the
social level.22

Thus, when there is any attempt to change an existing social
or institutional structure, the change involves altering human behavior. As the personality is viewed as an undefinable dynamic set

of various processes, it is constantly in motionoccurring in a
continuous series of interpersonal interactions with other human
systems. It is for this reason that the science of psychiatry recognizes that nearly every interpersonal interaction has definite intrapersonal influences and is to a great extent a function of the
human being's past experience and of the particular chronology of
that experience.°

.

Thus, in attempting to bring about change, there arise the
problems of resistance, tension, anxiety, shame, humiliation by
ridicule, guilt, and disrupted interpersonal communications. These
become prospective changes in patterns of practice which are
,

evoked in the people affected. by the change. Therefore, the change
agent; even though focally and initially concerned with modifica-

tions in the educational system, finds himself/herself in need of
more adequate knowledge of human behavior, individual and sociaL Anxiety is always interpersonal in nature and thus a necessary factor in dealing effectively with the human aspects of deliberate change. It is such knowledge of human behavior that niust
be experienced, understood, and accepted by educators before they
can effectively use this knowledge 'amongst- themselves or with
students in the classroom.24
Third, the change 'agent must learn to intervene mutually and
collaboratively along with the eduators in an effort to define and

solve their problems. The here and now experience of the two
provide an important basis for diagnosigig the problem and of
locating needs for normative re-education in the interest of solving

the problem.° It is also important that the change agent understand that over .time educators as well as other human beings
have adopted durable patterns within the self to avoid anxiety
22 Ibid., pp, 44-45.

23 Harry Stack Sullivan, The Fusion of Psychiatry and Social Science, p. 33.
e, "General Strategies For Effecting Changes
24 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. B
In Human Systems," p. 33.
25 Ibid., p. 49.
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that threatens they self. This is generally an outgrowth of early
childhood sublimation or conditioning. This sublimation is viewed
as a deficiency and usually manifests itself in covert mannerisms
in an attempt to avoid or minimize anxiety.26 Fourth,. nonconscious
elements which impede problem solutions must be brought into
consciousness and publicly examined and reconstructed. And fifth,
the concepts of the behavioral sciences and variations in teaching

techniques are resources which the change agent and the edu-

cators.must learn to use selectively, relevantly, and appropriately
in order to deal with the human relations problems confronting
than 21
These five elements are necessary forces in the processes of
planned change; and these forces must be carefully adhered 'to by
rthe change agent when, attempting to implement change in any
social system.

,1045

We have been discussing the first approach necessary in the
normative change processhelping individuals involved in the sdcial system become awa'e of selftheir attitudes, values, and conflicts in relationships with others through a probing of feelings,
manifest and latent, operating within the system which impede
progress or change..

It is recognized that interpersonal growth is an important

aspect of change. However, it in and of itself, is not sufficient to
effectively carry out the desired change within an educational
system. Problem-solving must be an equally important part of the
change process. We will now examine the second approach to
normative-re-educative changethat of problem-solving.
Goodson, Hagstrom, and Kreitlow, in their study of Changing
Schools: Case Studies of Change-Agent Teams in Three School Sys-

tems found that there were several basic -ingredients in impleMenting the problem-soliring aspect oLchange:
Describing and diagnosing reality, formulating problems, identifying

needs, deliberate selecting of change targets (characteristics of the
school reality that require change), planning and carrying out approPiiate actions, evaluating outcomes so as to keep problem-solving in
contact with reality, and interpretation of, data systematically collected
about a school system .. 28
1

It is the author's belief that the .resources for bringing abdut
26 Harry Stack Sullivan, The Fusion of Psychiatry and Social Science, p. 50.
27 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategies For Effecting Changes
In Human Systems," p. 50.

28 Max R. Goodson, Warren 0. Hagstrom, and Burton W. Kreitlow, Changing
Schools: Case Studies of Change-Agent Teams in Three School Systems (Madison,

Wisconsin: Research and Development Center for Cognitive Learning, University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1971), p. 45.
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change lie within the educational system and can be extracted,
with the assistance of a change agent team. However, problems
operating within a particular system must be identified realistically by the educators working within that system before problem-solving can be effective. In other words, no system can achieve

.optimum success with respect to change unless it involves itself
honestly and openly in identifying the reality as it exists within
the system.
Changes in a system, when they are reality oriented, take the form of
problem-solving. A system .to achieve optimum reality orientation in its

adaptations to its changing internal and external environments must
develop and institutionalize its owh'problem-solving structures and pro-

cesses. These structures and processes must be tuned both to human
problems of relationship and morale . 29

Once an educational system has openly and honestly identified

its problems it is of the utmost necessity that the school receive
the total support of the hierarchy or of the systemthe board of
education, superintendent, area directors, as well as the administrator of the local school building. If lasting change is to occur,
support of the hierarchy cannot be temporary. Mechanisms for
maintaining an4 improving the system must be built into the
established processes and Must be ongoing.

The exponents of this approach recognize the importance of
the individual within the system. They believe that the individual

is capable of changing his/her values, standards, and norms if
conditions which are prdsently serving to inhibit change are replaced by supportive' conditions. Supportive conditions which
create such an atmosphere include trust, hdnestly, empathy,
openness, and caring, all of which may be provided by the process

of dialogue and inquiry. In order to facilitate these supportive
conditions which are major components of both the interpersonal
growth and problem-solving processes, the change agent must first
understand a person's basic human needs.

Maslow in his extensive work Motivation and Personality
states that there is a dynamic in the psyche*of man which drives
him/her to become all that he/she is capable of becoming. Maslow
theorized that once man's lowest level of needs (physiological) are
met then he/she is able to progress toward th highest level, that
of self-actualization.w

In summation, two approaches to the no

ative-re-educative

29 Robert Chin and Kenneth D. Benne, "General Strategie. For Effecting Changes
In Human Systems," p. 47.`
30 Abraham H. Maslow, Motivation and Personality, 2d ed. (New York: Harper &
Row Publishers, 1970), p. 46.
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strategy. of planned change have been presentedinterpersonal
growth and problem-solving Both approaches are necessary in the
change process. The necessity of implementing this strategy in an
intergroup reladons program with trained change agents (personnel trained in the area of group, dynamics) is. evident. The necessity- of total administrative support of an educational institution is
also evident. Mechanisms for maintaining and improving the sys-

tem must be viewed by the hierarchy as an ongoing process, if
ultimate success is to be realized. It is also important to: recognize
that re-education the foundation of both approaches and that
both approaches recognize the need for the norm of openness in

`.)

communication, trust between individualS, the elimination sif
status barriers that ustrally serve to separate sub-parts of a system, and mutuality in decision-making as important element's in
the re-education process.

In reviewing the three strategies of change it becomes apparent that the normative-re-educative strategy is the most applica-

ble in implementing an intergroup relations program, as this
strategy involves the examination of attitudes, values, and norms
operating within society which influence one's thinking and behavior.
Implementation of a human relations inservice' model
based on normative re-education

Research involving intergroup relations (human relations)
training in public schools is relative* sparse. Because of the mul-

titude of definitions applied to human relations training, the

methods used for implementation, are of a wide variety. As the
emphasis is generally more on affect than cognition, data collection is frequently not conducive to empirical analysis; the results,
therefore, are mixed and opinions vary as to the merits of such
training. This is still largely due to the compleXity of human
behavior and the multi-dimensional nature of attitude. Much more
research isrneeded in discovering the difference between what one
values and how one acts, and how to integrate both with cognitive
learning.
Social psychologists and psychologists have generally agreed

that human relations training has the potential of making a significant contribution to the growing needs of, public schools. One
such potential is providing the skills and techniques whereby
educators can help the young they ,teach to understand, accept,
and respect one another as human beings, sharing similarities an
ing enriched by differences. As sharing similarities, and bein
enriched by differences -form the basis of this program in inter156
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gtouP relations, let us now turn to the model utilized in this
inservice prograrn which has as its base the theoretical normative-re-educative strategy of planned change.
Madison, Wisconsin, like so many other comfortable and ire-

dominantly White communities throughout the country has,
within recent years, income increasingly aware that those belonging to .a subculture (Black 4mericans, Native Americans, Spanish-speaking Americans, Asian Americans, and the poor) have had
neither the opportunities nor access to resources that the domif
' nant culture (White majority) enjoy.
This awareness developed as a result of many factois. First,
members of the minority community, as well as the poor, began to
articulate t injustices that existed within the schools and their
demands fo equal educational opportunities. Second, many community organizations, e.g., the Equal Opportunity Commission and
the Stiperintendent's II man Relations Advisory Council, representing a variety of com unity groups and organizations, as well
as individual research stu 'es conducted with Madison school chil-

dren, all revealed the need for human relations training. And
third, a survey of Madison educators conducted by the Superin-

o

tendent f Schools in 1969 revealed that of the 1,400 respondents
only 276 had had previous course work related to subcultural
groups, and that if offered, 511 eduCators desired a course in the
culturally different pupil, 465 desired a course in education for
human relations, and 440 desired a course jn techniques to help
students clarify values.
Thus, all of these concerns strongly illustrated that the Madison community was not only increasingly aware of the need for a
Major educational effort in the area of human relations, but ready
to give such efforts substantial community support. Communities,
like Madison, without-large visible subcultural populations and the
attepqnt crises that inundate most urban centers, must recognize
the need to develop preventative programs which attack the root
causes of intergroup tensions and injustices. It is necessary to
recognize that the forces of racism, classism, sexism, and prejudice
permeate our society.
To be more explicit, It is necessary for White Americans. to
analyze how they have historically ,and systematically maintained
a system of oppression, i.e., overwhelming controlpolitically,
economically, socially, and educationally. The underlying standard
of the "rightneis of whiteness" is the fundamental issue that must
be addressed by Whites, particularly by educators, in order to help
White Americans become liberated from their own oppression.

Therefore, the re-education of educators in predominantly

2
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White communities is one avenue of attacking the roots of racism
in our society. Inservice training in intergroup relations it is felt,
provides educators with an understanding of the forces of racism,
prejudice, and discrimination in American life, and the impact of

these forces on the experiences of the White majority and subcultural groupsparticularly Black Americans, Native Americans,

Spanish-speaking Americans, Asian Americans, and poor Americans. It may help to eradicate the racism that is being perpetuated
by both the individual educator's behavior and the institutional
practices of school systems.
As behavior reflects belief, and value systems, a major aspect
in the re-education of White educators should be the acceptance of
pluralism as one of the basic ingredients necessary for changing
the normative"' structure of schools and ultimately American soci-

ety. To reiterate, pluralism as used in this article is seen as a
multiplicity in unity, an orchestration of all humankind, rather
than forced assimilation or fusion. The assumption here is that

there is strength in variety, and that American society has benefited from the contributions of all groups. Thus, pluralism involves
a giving, taking, sharing of, and mutual respect for the cultures of
other people. America, therefore, would be seen as a "mosiac of
ethnic groups . . . a nation or nations each with unique qualities,
each retaining their own cultural heritage and culture."31 An acceptance of pluralism, as defined, would result in a change in the
present normative structure of society, i.e., as*imilation. Thus, a
central assumption in this inservice program is that public schools
are not adequately preparing young people for.responsible citizen
ship in a pluralistic society, largely because educators are ill-

equipped to teach about the ethnic and cultural diversity of
American life.
Development of the intergroup relations program

.

As a result of the above identified and 'recognized needs, the
Superintendent of Madison Public Schools contacted the Dean of
the School of Education, University of Wisconsin-Madison to seek
joint Cooperation in establishing a committee to develop an inservice program in intergroup relations.
In the fall of 1969 a committee, composed of the Director of
' Human. Relations; the Social Studies Curriculum Coordinator; a

principal; a secondary social studies teacher; an elementary
teacher from the Madison Public Schools; the Director of the.
Center for Community Leadership and Development of the Uni-

3i Peter I. Rose, They and We: Racial and Ethnic Relations in the United States
(New York: Random House, 1964), pp. 55-56.
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versity Extension; a professor front the University of Wisconsin:.
Madison Educational Policy Studies Department; and a parent
representing the Equal Opportunity Commission, was established.
The committee worked from November 1969 until August 1970,

designing a program which would include the concepts they
deemed necessary f9r such a program in intergroup relations. In
August they went before the Board of Education requesting per-

mission to write and submit a proposal to the Department of
Public Instruction for federal funding. Permission was granted and
a proposal was written, approved, and funded in June 1971 under
Title III, ESEA for a period of three years.
A skeleton staff worked from June through AuguSt 1971 get-

ting the project underway. During August and September a full
project staff was hired and the first year was spent in material
development. The Director of Htiman Relations and the elementary teacher remained with the project as part of the implementing team.
The first year was primarily devoted to the development of the

program materials. During the second year (1972-1973) the program was pi,loted in one elementary and one middle school. The
selection of the specific elementary and middle schools was btitsed
on the following criteria: (1) educators' perceived need for inservice

training in intergroup relations; (2) commitment of the staff to
participate in said program; and (3) perceived saturation of the
school, i.e., the extent of previous all school inservice programs.
After the selection of the pilot schools, a combined elementary

(K-5) and middle (6-8) school, a coordinating council was established. This council was composed of representatives from both
schools, the administration, the university, and the project staff.
This council served as a liaison between the project staff and the
school faculty, to handle concerns, problems, or any necessary
changes in program implementation. It also served as a decisionmaking body when the need arose.
This broad and comprehensive program focuses on educators
understanding how their own perceptions of and attitudes about
family,, class, ethnic, and racial differences affect the learning process, and ultimately the structure and substance of our education
institutions. Thus, this inservice mode or planned change focuses
upon the following seven content areas: (1) The Self; (2) The School
and Classroom as *Social, Psychological, and Physical System; (3)

The Relationship of, Class and Ethnicity to Intellectual and Emotional Functioning; (4) Families and Education; (5) Racism; (6)
Sexism; and (7) Classism.

The sequencing of the content areas reflects where one must
159

begin in the whole normative-re-educative processwith self. Mov-

ing from the self we examine the normative functioning pf the
school and how the school perpetuates certain beliefs, values, and

attitudes which are reflected by society. We then explore the

effects of class and ethnicity on one's intellectual and emotional
functioning. Next, the cultural life styles of families are examined
from the point of view of contrasting these life styles with the
norms perpetuated by the school. Last, racism, sexism, and classism are examined from the perception of the individual and the
institution. As our education) institutions are viewed as a major
socializing force in America, the assumption is made that over
time the school has perpetuated the concept of assimulation while

professing to adhere to the standards of pluralism. Thus; the
major objectives of thiinservice model for planned change are:
To increase self-awareness and self-understanding by participating and
interacting with others through the dialogue-inquiry process.

To facilitate the use of the dialogue-inquiry method as a process of
learning.

To increase the understanding of cultural diversity in America in order
to facilitate the teaching of pluralism.
To discuss economic deprivation. and social stratification in order to
analyze their effects on learning.

To discuss and evaluate how racism, discrimination, and prejudice are
perpetuated through eddcational institutions in America.
To evalnate the relationship of social class and ethnicity to intellectual
and emotional functioning.
To -analyze the relationship of ethnicity, culture, and family structures
to the behavior and learning of all students.
To analyze and evaluate how sex role expectations lead to stereotypes
associated with men and women and the perpetuation of sexism through
education institetions.

This inservice program consists of three major aspects focusing on cognition, affect, and behavior; with emphasis on their
interrelatedness, as the integration of these three aspects make up
man's total being.
The cognitive aspect focuses upon, providing educators with

factual information pertinent to normative change 'within the
seven defined content areas. An article presenting factual information was written by persons with expertise in the particular
area of concern for each of the seven content areas and serves as
the minimum reading material for the program. This, along with
selected readings from recent books and publications, provides the

basis of "new" information for the educators' re-education, The
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supplemental readings are optional reading materials. This aspect
of the program is most often preSented in large groups. Authors of

the major papers are invited to ilialogue with the group when
their schedules permit. At other times, panels representing the

j various subcultural groups are invited to dialogue with' the group

about the topical area under discussion from their perspective, or
other large group activities focusing on processihg the content
area under discussion are conducted.
The affective aspect consists of film vignettes of 1045 minutes
in length, produced especially for this program, and applicable to
each of the seven content areas mentioned earlier. Each vignette
is designed to emote feelings and reactions from the participants.,
Following the viewing of each vignette in small groups, co-facili-

tators with training in group process involve the educators in
small group (generally 10-12 educators) discussions related to the

concepts presented in the vignette and content material. Stem
questions and other process activities have been developed to help
facilitate the small group discussion. A script and script analysis
for each film is made available to each educator for the purpose of
discussion.

Following the discussion of each vignette, educators are presented with various classroom' activities pertaining to the particular topical area under discussion. These activities can be used in
total by the educators with their students, or modified for use in
their individual classrooms. The activities are interdisciplinary in
their approach on ,a K-12 basis and focus on the content area being
discussed. To ensure the educators' understanding of the process
involved and the applicability of the activities for use in the classroom, the educators engaged in one,of the activities as a small
group. Assuming the internalization of new knowledge presented
through content materials, discussion of feelings that emerged as
a result of viewing the vignettes, and the use of process activities

engaged in as a group, it is assumed that a change in the
educator's behavior will be reflected in his/her actions in the classroom as well as the total school environment.

Prior to the implementation of the total Program (content
materials, vignettes, and application activities), a workshop is held

for the group facilitators, the ,project staff, and a number of
educators who have previously participated in the program. The

purpose of the workshop, is to familiarize the co-facilitators with all
aspects of the program materials, to clarify goals and objectives,

and to determine the various procedural methods to be used in
implementing the program. The co-facilitators work as a team of
two with groups of ten to twelve educators.
161
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The program begins with a one day human development
laboratory. The objectives of the laboratory are two-fold: (1) To set
forth the norms of dialogue and inquiry; and (2) through a group

building process, build the small groups that will work together
throughout the year. A complete explanation of the total program,

expectations, givens, etc., is also provided for the purpose of
clarifying the various aspects of the program.

The program was conducted on nineteen afternoons from 2
P.M. to 5 P.M., over a thirty-three week period of time. Each content area was discussed for two weeks, with the project staff not
being at the school on the third week. The off week was designed

to provide a period for the integintion of each content area. In
addition, every attempt was made not to have the inservice program in process during major holidays and semester report time.
* Research design

To evaluate the effectiveness of the normative-re-educative
strategy in implementing the inservice program designed for
educators in the Madison School isystem, two major evaluative
instruments were developed: the. Cognitive Measurement Scale
and the Affective Measurement Scale. After searching the literature and finding no evaluative instruments which could 'be considered to have content validity for this inservice project, the task of
developing such instruments was undertaken by the project staff.
Based upon the concepts presented in each major pap for the
seven content areas, 380 test items were developed and piloted at
the University of Wisconsin-Madison with 152 graduate students
in the .pelds of Education, Sociology, Psychology, and Anthropology. An item analysis was run on the 380 items.

The selection of test items was based on two criteria: (1) a
positive point biserial correlation between the test item and the
total test score; and (2) a difficulty index between 40 and 60 percent. If a negative relationship were found to exist 'between the
item and total test score, the question was rejected; if a test item
was marginal, 30 to 70 percent in its degree of difficulty, the question was revised and used as one of the items on the test.
As a result of this process the Cognitive Measurement Scale
yielded a realiability score of .72 at the end of the first pilot year
and the Affective Measurement Scale yielded a realiability score of
.86.

The cognitive test consists of two parallel forms, four-choice
items, with forty-five items on each form. Each form yields a total
score (number right) of forty-five.
The pre-test was administered prior to training, at the begin.162
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ning of the human development laboratory, and the post-test on
the 'last day of the program. The analysis of pre-post test results
deals with total scores between groups at each time and within
groups over time.

The Affective Measurement Scale is composed of three instruments: The Human Relations Opinionnaire consists of 42
four-choice Likert-type items. Each item has a p erred response
in terms of intergroup relations and this response vas, weighted
one; the opposite end of the scale was weighted zer . Total score
analysis was run both within and across experimental and control
groups on pre- and post-testing.
The two additional affective instruments consist of: 1) an Ethnic Characeristic test which consists of adjectives which may be
used to describe any group of persons. The instrument measures

the extent toNhich participants buy into the mental set of

stereotyping various ethnic groups. The ethnic groups used in this
instrument were Jews, poor Whites, Mexican-Americans, Native
Americans, Black Americans, and Germans; and 2) a Man/Woman
test which is designed to determine the extent to which a partici-

pant stereotypes based on sex. There are four subparts to the

Man/Woman test which are also examined: sexuality, nurturance,
dominance, and inteillectuality.

In addition to evaluating the effects of the program on the
educators, two instruments are used to determine what, if any,
effect this program has indirectly on the students of those' participating in the program. The first instrument is a sociogram
designed to identify isolates in a given classroom as well as examine the interaction between and among the students within the
class. A second instrument, Student F'erceptio , is used to examine
the feeling of the students regarding vario s aspects of their life in
school.

To evaluate the effectiveness of the inservice program, a control group consisting of educators in nonparticipating schools was
used. The use of intra- and intergroup comparisons made it possible to establish whether the inservice program affected cognitive
or affective change within the experimental group.

The results of the first pilot year revealed a significantly

higher group mean for the experimental group on the cognitive

post test than for the control group A mean of 27.43 for the

experimental group as compared to a mean of 20.28 for the control
group. This gain is significant at the .05 level.
As on the cognitive test, a significant level of .05 was obtained
on the Affective Measurement Scale when comparing the experimental group mean (30.61) with the control group mean (26.41).
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However, when examining intragroup data there was only .75
mean gain within the experimental group (a drop of 1..72 orthe
mean score was noted with the control group).Despite the fact that the intragrOup gain score was not statis-

tically significant within the experimental group, the author advances the hypothesis that the gain, though smolt, was in fact
significant. Beliefs, values, and standards which have been a part
of one's being for his/her entire life are most 'difficult to change.
The integration prdeess of new norms, values, beliefs, and standards is indeed a long one.

.

The results on the Ethnic Characteristics test revealed that
sixty-nine percent of the experimental group was willing to buy in
to the mental set of stereotyping on the pre-test; while only twentynine Percent were willing to stereotype on the post-test. In contrast,
eighty-nine percent of the control group were willing to 'stereotype
on the pre-test and eighty -two, percent were willing to stereotype
on the post-test. No consideration was given to positive or negative

stereotypes, as any adjective used to describe an entire group is

considered a ,areotype, e.g., all Germans are "scientifically'
minded," poor Whites are `.`physically dirty," etc.

In addition to the cognitive and affective measurement scales,
number of demographic variables,were examined to determine if

t ere existed any correlation between the total test score and the
demographic variables. Using the demographic variables of: position, level taught, sex, age, level of education obtained, year of
experience, degree of satisfaction with present position, and ethni- I.
city, no correlation was found between the above mentioned variables and the total test score on either the cognitive or affective .
measurement scales.

In summarizing the results, it can be inferred that the inservice program in intergroup relations had a positive effect on the
experimental group, revealing a trend among predominately White
educators toward the acceptance of pluralism rather than conformity to the present, ever-prevailing norm of the "rightness of

Whiteness." Also, the program revealed empirically that the
4

normative-re-educative strategy of change is a viable vehicle for
implementing change in public schools. It was also noted that
considerable dialogue and inquiry took placb among the participating educators, causing them to carefully evaluate the propositions
being advanced in each of the seven content areas.
Implications

Several broad assumptions have guided this paper. First, the
underlying standard of the "rightness of Whiteness" as an Ameri164

can norm. This norm has been perpetuated in both public and
private schools (K-12), as well as through American institutions of
higher education. Second, thatbpublic schools are not adequately
preparing young people for responsible citizenship in a pluralistic
society, largely because educators (redominately White) are illcultural diversity,An
eqnipped to teach about the ethnic
American society. Thus, a need exists for revision and expansion
in the preparation of educators at the inservice level, as well as at

the undergraduate and graduate level. Third; a drastic need for
making our educational institutions a more humanizing place for
learninga place where students, regardless of culture, color;
creed, or economic circumstances, feel free to -be the unique personality they are withoup fear or reprisals; a place where students

learn the true meaning of justice and how to live and learn in a
multi-cultural society. Racism, sexism, and classism in present
American education not only reflect the racism, sexism, and classism in our society, but also reinforce and,perpetuate it; thus breeding ignorance, superstitutions, provincialism, and irrational fears
and hatreds.32 There is an urgent need for America, through its
system of public school education, to address itself to the elimina-

tion of these cancerous ills (racism, sexism, classism, and prejudice).

In light of the nature, of the problem being pursued, several
questions have emerged that .are crucial for educational institutions and educators. The basic and crucial questAns that still must
be answered are: Will educational institutions through their training of educators make the pursuit of justice 'and moral education
essential goals o! education? Are such goals compatible with the
present norms of society? Are educators adequately prepared to
teach. the cultural diversity that exists in our society? All the
material in this paper is vitally concerned with these questions
and points to these disquieting facts: (1) a need for revision and
expansion at the inservice level, as well as in colleges and universities, in the re-education and preparation of educators; (2) a need
for self-awareness among educators; and (3) a need for understanding the concept of pluralism versus assimulation.

The question may logically be raised: What meaning do the
words and thpughts contained in this paper have for educators
and the school regarding the present attitudes of prejudice, racism, sexism, and classism? The author believes that Such attitudes

may be altered when schools begin to consciously evaluate the
values, beliefs, norms, and standards that are being transmitted to
32 Kenneth B. Clark, ed.pRacism and American Education; A Dialogue and Agenda
For Action (New York: Harper & Row Publishers, 1970), p.°150.
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students. Educators, then, are faced:with significant challenges: (1)

that of counteracting the biases and prejudices that develop

among American students; (2) that of helping students learn, irrespective of their memberShip in any cultural, religious, or ethnic
group; (3) that of viewing and respecting all students ,as unique
individuals; mid (4) that of providing all students with an oppor-

tunity for understanding differences (culture, color, creed, or
economic circumstances) among the peoples of the world.
If racism, sexism, classism, and prejudice are to be eliminated

in our schools, the highest priority must be given to determining
and implementing realistic methods to bring about, this change.
Educational institutions and educators must first recognize, and
then accept as a major responsibility, the necessity of liberating
the human mind and spirit. This involves implementing a program
that has as its focus, developing the positive potential of huinan

beingsfreeing them of ignorance, and its binding effects
superstitions, irrational fears, and hatred.
As was pointed out earlier, awareness of the problem is the
first step. In addition, it was evident from the pre-cognitive test

scores fo,__r both the experimental and control groups, that
educators, Wr'and large, had either misinformation or little accurate information about the seven content areas. With respect to
attitudes (pre-affective test), the mean scores for both the experiMental and control groups tended to reflect a preference for conformity and the idealized myth of "the melting pot" rather than
the acceptance of the reality of pluralism.
As was evident from the empirical data gathered during the
inservice program in intergroup relations (and even more so subjectively in working with the educators over an eight month period
of time) that the inservice program did have a positive effect in

terms of helping the educators to reach the objectives of the
program.

It is possible to summarize the ideas presented in this paper
under the broad heading of moral education. Moral education, as

revealed from the implementation of the inservice program is
necessary to set our educational institutions on the path of social
reform. What educators came to realize is that how they taught

and how they acted was more impOrtant than what they taught.
In other words, the major incentive° which educators could
provide students, especially Native Americans, Black Americans,
Spanish - speaking Americans, Asian Americans, and poor students
was their acceptance and approval: It was therefore essential that
educators communicated honest, positive feelings to all their students, as this strengthened the students' self-concept and stimu166
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dated their growth interpersonally as well as academically. When
the students had the feeling that the educators accepted them as
worthy beings, there was no need to give false praise or to disguise
the facts with `=game -playing." When students had the security of
feeling that the educators understood and accepted them for what

they were, they could profit from the truth about their performance and behavior constructively; the students wpre then able to
build upon this knowledge as essential elements lin their future
growth. Confrontation with reality, in an atmosphere of warmth
and acceptance, is imperative for positive growth in the educatorstudent relationship.
Thus, it is apparent that from whatever source experience is
acquired, what is learned is greatly affected by one's past experiences.

As Homey theorized in the article "On Feeling Abused":
. . . there is a kind of basic anxiety linked to a minority and poor child's
helplessness when he has to deal with a world that is hostile, unjust,
and unaccepting and with an environment that blocks the free use of his
energies and hinders his efforts to be himself.

A child in such circumstances is thwarted and frustrated, but it is
dangerous for Win to show anger openly or to fight back. So he develops
certain defenses and "strategies" in coping with his own inner responses

to the threats that are visited upon him from without.... Anxiety arises
when these strategies are threatened, as happens when they conflict with
reality or with one another.33

Homey further theorizes three possible strategies that persons (students from subcultures) caught in such a straited state of
being may pursue in coping with the muddies and/or frustrations
that hinder their strivings to become human beings: (1) Such a
person or group may choose to move against the force or system
that serves as the obstacle. Thus, the person or gfoup becomes
aggressive, hostile, uninhibited, and/or competitive. (2) A person or
group may choose to "move away." This involves withdrawing, -remaining remote, aloof, or a distance from the source of the obstacle.
The person or group resdrts to secretiveness . and seldom shares
his/her or their true feelings, actions or thoughts regarding .any
matter. In other words, such persons remain emotionally uninvolved. (3) The person or group may. choose to conform, to become
complacent, nonchalant, kowtowing, modest, and appeasing. A person or group identified with this strategy simply moves with the
tide, will not buck the .system or the obstacle that thwarts his/her
growth, he/she becomes a bystander and will generally . accept,
33 Karen loniey, "On Feeling Abused," American Journal of Psychoanalysis, Vol. '
11 (1951): 5-12, cited in Arthur R. Jersild, When Teachers Face Themselves, p.
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whatever the system gives as satisfactory. Educationally, the person or group will meekly accept the educator's decision as to what
the person or the group should learn or think. This compliance is
generally viewed as a means of self-protection, rather than self-fulfillment or being satisfied with conditions as they exist. No three of
these strategies generally evolve froni the norms of thd society in

which the person or group is a member, and such persons or
groups are viewed as members of .ostracized subculture or "outgroup."34

Homey elaborates further by stating that in order to support
whatever strategy a person or group is employing, the person or

group will resort to many different means of convincing

himself/herself or themselves that the particular strategy being
used is an intrinsic part of his/her or their (real) nature and thus
becomes integrated into what Homey calls the person's or group's
"idealized self."35

Hence, educators must _realize that what" is being learned by

the students is not always what is being perceived as being
learned by the educators. For example, the educator who scolds a
student from a subcultural for not doing well in a particular subject, or school in general, even with the best of intentions, hoping
to Motivate the student to greater effort, fails. To the student this
is generally interpreted as his/her being stupid, unacceptable, or
not a worth being. This kind of unintended learning, called "incidental karning" by psychologists, is often far more important in

determining the behavior than what the educator intended to

convey. The educators involved in the inservice program found
that they could not escape the truism that children learn significantly about themselves from the atmosphere of the classroom,
from the Moods of the educator, and from the overt and covert
indications of success or failure implied by approval or disapproval
of educators as well as classmates. This unplanne learning was

found to be much more significant and permanent han what the
educators were teaching in terms of subject matter.
As we have come to understand from past research, it is not
the dramatic or shocking events which have happened in one's life
which have deep and powerful influences on the formation of-the
self-concept and the creation of negative feangs about the self, as
was thought by Sigmund Freud. Instead, it is the little day- to-clay
events repeatedly chipping away at one's feelings ab'out self that
produce the most profound, permanent, and pervasive dffbcts on
the self.36
34 Ibid.,. pp. 31-33.
33 Ibid., pp. 33-34.

36 A. W. Combs, Helping Relationship: Basic Concepts for the Helping Profession
(Boston: Allyn & Bacon, 1971), pp. 48-50.
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The need. for moral education should not be the point of questioh, for as Kohlberg points out:
... a genuine concern about the growth of justice in the student implies
a similar concern for the growth of justice in the society.37

The most fundamental values of American society are moral,
and the most important Moral value is justice. The preservation of
the rights of individuals according to the Declaration of Indepen-

deride is justice. Thus, the transmission of the values of justice
upon which our, society was founded must be realized by all
educators to be the active responsibility of the schools. They must
also recognize that this responsibiliti involves elements of social

reform. Since justice is a matter of equal and universal human
rights, justice, should be the central moral value of the school, and
'the central moral, value of society.38

,.

.

Throughout the inservice program the emphasis was on jus-

tice, not just as a rule, but a. moral principlea universal rule
which is desirable for all people to live by at all times.
A moral obligation is an obligation to respect the right or claim of
another perSon. Amoral principle is a principle for resolving competing

claims, you versus me, you versus a third person. There is only one
principled basis for resolving claims: justice or equality. Treat every'
man's claim impartially, regardless of the man. A moral principle is not
only a rule of action, justice is called respect for persons.39

Perkins, in his discussion of changing perceptiohs of self,
states that:
The educational implications of our growing knowledge of childten's
self-concepts seems to be clearly evidenb Schools must provide opportunities for experiences which enable children to develop self-concepts

for effec*e. living. The plea is for education to focus on facilitating
changes in ways the learner sees and, feels about himself in relation to
his life experiences rather than upon producing stereotyped and identical behavioral responses of conformity to standardized norms.4°

Conclusion

In conclusion, it is important to recognize that the first step in
-teaching justice and equality is through the process of dialogue
and inquiry. This procesS involves creating a desire on the part of
the educators and students to investigate their present knowledge
37 Lawrence Kohlberg,' "Education FOr Justice: A Modern Statement of the
Platonic View," iii Moral Education: Five Lectures (Cambridge, Massachusetts:
Harvard University Press, 1970), p. 66.
39 Ibid., pp. 68-69:
39 Ibid., p. 70.

49 H. V. Perkins, "Factors Influencing Change in Children's Self-Concepts," Child
Develot, Vol. 29 (1958): 226-227.
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of what is "good" and "right," for this places the responsibility on

each individual to struggle through his/her own desires to the
higher needs of others while witnessing the deepest concerns of
his/her conscience:"
The school is an entity surrounded iiy the rest of the world in which,
each individual struggles against that which restrains him

himself.42

Admittedly, the challenge of overcoming racism, sexism, class-

ism and prejudice are difficult, but are essential for maintenance
and development of a truly democratic societya just` society,

The author is fully cognizant of the scope of the -task for
educators. Of major concern to the author is the willingness of
educators to assume the vital responsibility of making the students they teach aware of the inequities that presently exist in
our society and their capacity to help tilem come to grips with
ways, of changing these conditions. According to Gibson, "willingness" refers to the desire to be effective, to be sensitive to all kinds
of human problems, to empathize with them, and to be dedicated
to a search for their solutions. "Capacity" suggests ability, education, skills, and effectiveness.43
As stated previously, the task is not easy, but we must. begin.

We must move forward with determination and optimism. Such
determination and optimism is most superbly expresstd in the
words of Martin Lutber King; Jr. delivered to his followers shortly
before his' tragic death in 1968:
And so I can sing, although many have stopped singing it. "We shall
overcome." We shall overcome because the arch of the moral universe is
long, but it bends toward justice. We shall overcome because Carlyle is

-- right, "No lie can live forever." We shall overcome because William
Cullen Bryant is right, "Truth crushed to earth will rise again." We
shall overcome because James Russell. Lowell is right, "Truth forever on

the scaffold, wrong forever
re
on the l'irone, yet that scaffold sways a

0

future." And so with this faith, we will be able to hew out of .the

mountain of despair a stone of hope. We will be able to transform the
jangling discords of our nation into a beautifulksymphony of brotherhood. This will be a great day. This will not be the day of the White
man, it will not be the day of the Black man, it will be the day of man as
man."
41 L awrenc

Kohlberg, "Educaii6 For Justice: A Modern Statement of the

Platonic iew,"

70.

42 Ibid., p. 8

43 John. Gib on,' et. al., he Intergroup Relations Curriculum: A Program for

Elements

School Education (Medford, Massachusetts: Lincoln. Filene Center

for Citize ship and Public Affairs, 1969), p. 7.

" Martin L ther King, Jr., "The Role of the Behavioral Scientist in the' Civil
Rights M vement,"Journal of Social Issues, Vol. 24, No. 11 (January 1,968): 12.
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Effective Inservice Education
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.

Edwina'''. Battle focuses on people and their attitudes, organizationalrstructures, and programmatic designs as three targets for

educational reform. She suggests that normative-re-educative.
strategy, as discussed by Buchanan, has great promise for in- service education. She relates this strategy to competency-based
teacher education because many elements of each strategy intersect
and overlap. Both approaches are concerned with change in teacher

education and its implications for humanization. She further ex%mines elements of the two approaches that are applicable to multicultural education.
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A critical issue in our schools -today is how to contend with
depersonalization and dehumanization: it is essential that teacherS be able to create and maintain a humane environment. Also,
if we are to prepare students for life in a cultuially pluralistic
society, it is essential that teachers be aware of the realities of
society, as well as the realities of their own lives and those of their
students. Creating and maintaining a humane environment, and
preparing students for the realities of life in a culturally pluralistic
society are the kinds of teacher behaviors that are essential for
multi-cultural education. Thus, they are the kinds of behaviors
that teachers Must acquire.
Some of our institutions of higher education concerned with
preservice education of teachers have begun to examine their
educational practices and to make the necessary changes to provide the -knowledge and types of experience needed for effective
affective teaching. But, it is also crucial at this point that we make
the necessary preparations for changing the professional affective
development of the teacher inservice. Many teachers alteady in
our schools are ineffective affective teachers, and yet each day

they are responsible for the persbnal and social, as well as

academic, development of millions of students. What is needed
then for inservice education is (1) a description ofthe desirable
teacher behaviors which hutpanistic teachers possess in the classrooms, and (2) an effective re-education strategy which can faciliotAe the acquisition and development of these humanistic behaviors.

.)
A

Teacher behaviors

In the late fifties, a study was made by the committee appointed by the American Council on Education to descrjbe and
appraiSe'the characteristics of competent teachers. The research
was exploratory in nature and it's goal ;were:
(1) the identcation and description of specific teacher behaviors and
the major dimensions they Pomprise, an(F0) the determinatilik how
and to what extent various data descriptionsof teachers (verbal re-

/-

sponses, overt acts, biographical information, kind of training, etc., all of
vhich. may be subsumed ,under teacher characteristfcs) are either (a)
antecedents or (b) concomitants of some behavior agreed to be a component of some criterion of teacher behavior.'

The selection fly the preliminary taxonomy of teacher behaviors was the result of nine limiting conditions 'or criteria: (1)
Thy behavior sh*ould be in the personal-social domain; (2) the beG Ryans,. Characteristics of Teachers: Their Description, ConzptLlison, and,
4ppraisal (Washington, D.C.:American Council iti) Education, 1960), p. 78.
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havior should be evidenced in relation to teaching; (3) the behavior

should be conceptualiied in dimensional form; (4) the behavior
should be describable in unambiguous terms; (5) observable; (6)
capable of description, in terms of specific acts or performances; (7)

relatively independent of other behaviors in the list; 0) equally
applicable to teachers in different kinds of school situations; and
(9) independent of a particular philosophy or theory of education.2
The selection of behaviors was limited by these criteria basically
because these criteria exclude those aspects of teaching Which are
not measurable by overt behaviors.
Some of the teacher education models used in inqervice educawhich are
tion rely' very heavily- on tomes of teacher be
usually easily iiisured because of the extern
aviors implicit

in the objectives. I3\t in our attempt to contend with the depersonalization and dehumanization in schools, there are teacher behaviors, e.g.,. attitudes, perceptions, which are sometimes observable, but not easily measured, that must be considered. 'Some of
these behaviors have been described by humanists as: genuineness
or authenticity, respect or warmth,: and empathic understanding.3
Those educational programs which do not consider these affective
behaviors of teachers in the classroom and that continue to focus
on external behaviors ;maybe directing education away from some
of the most important elements 'which lie in the personal meanings
people give to events.4
;Repair or reform?

Negative attitudes and feelings such as racism, classiSm, and
ethnic biases are- characteristics of teacher behaviors which dehumanize and negate individual freedoTh. And Yet these behators

continue to be geterated and reenforced cby teaches in our
'

schools. If our institutions sincerely wish to eliminate such attitudes and feelings, there must be planned change. This change
may take two forms: repair or reform.
. Repair infers that some type of compensation must take place.
Many educators profess verbally that' repair is, necessary. How=
', ever, the type of repair recommended! is often, fragmented. Sub.
stitutions or components are added to an already existing program
of professional development, e.g., human relations workshops are
.
Marks H. Patterson, gumanistic Education (Englewood Cliffs, New Jerse;:\
e,

2 Ibid., p. 372.

rentice -Hall, 1973),

4 Paul Nash, 4 gunzanistic Approach to Performance-Based Teacher Education
of Colleges for Teacher Educations
(Whington, .D.C.: American As
1972).

"
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addenda which supposedly compensate for the inadequdies/ of a
continuing professional development program void of affective ob.
jectives.
Reform, on the other hand, infers that one must put an end to
a program or strategy by enforcing or introducing a better method
or course of 'action. In other words, "We must forego our tempta-

oiOt to tinker with a system Oat is already tinged with social

bsolescence, and must instead substitute bold new approaches to
the educative process, approaches characterized by new targets,
new concepts of achievement, and new standards for judging
success. "5 This kind of change is massive reform and provides us
with a strategy for re-educating the teachers who need effective
techniques and skills for humanizing teaching.
There are three targets for educational reform: people and
their attitudes, organizhtional structure, and programmatic designs. Matthew Miles° gives attention to all three of these targets,
but he feels that change in organizational structure, with some
assoeiated process-shaping effort will likely yield a higher paypff.
The theoretical reasons for his opinion are outlined by Goodwin
Watson in his. Structures-Processes-Attitudes (S-F-A) formulation.

In this formulation effective change sequence usually involves
structures first, altered interaction processes" of program design,
and attitudes of people last.7
An example of the effectiveness of structures first as a target
of reform is 414.scribed by Miles in the one-in-one classroom model

versus the team-teaching model. He contends that as long as the
one-in-o,ne classroom model or the self-contained classroom is
maintained, the possibility of creating situations of interdependency and contact needed in more humanistic teaching-learning "
situations becomes an impos'ibility. On the other hand, he feels
that the creation of new structure's 'Sikh as team teaching, 6ffer
more !Possibility for humanizing and personalizing, and that here
is a far better chance for changes to occur in teacher attitudes and
sensitivities in such new structures then in planned interaction
processes like human relations workshops.8

However, human behaviors (attitudes and sensitiviti/) of

r Mario Fantini, wreacher. Training and EdUcational Reform," in Louis J. Rubin,
ed., Im'proving in- Service' Education: Proposals and Procedures for Change
(Boston: Allynoand Bacon, 1971), p. 200.
G MattliW B. Miles, "Some Properties of *Schools As Social Systems," in Goodwin

Watson, ed., change In School System (Washington, D.C.: National Training'

Laboratories, NEA, 1967), p. 25.
7.Gtoodwin Watson, Social Psychology (New York: J. B. Lnpincott

pany, 1966),

p. 15.

8 Matthew B. Miles, "So e Propprti4 Of Schools As Social Slam*" p. 25.
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teachers are too important to leave to chance, for they can be the
behaviors which impede the optinial development'of students and
negate 'individual freedom. Attitudes of people must be changed
first, and the change must be purposefully planned and carefully
initiated and implemented; for with any change, 'there" will be

considerable resistance when attitudes, beliefs, long standing
norms, and melting pot -euphemisms are challenged. Planned
ange or education reform, however, cannot be power-coerced,
nor can it be the design of any elite group of decision-makers. It

must be the collaborative efforts of the potential adoptersthe

inservice teacher and any others who effecVhange or are affected
by it.
Change strategies

There are undoubtedly many developing teacher education
models which are relevant to attitudinal change at the preservice
level. But, in inservicekication, the models for change are few.
Thus, the potential for the normative receducation strategy described by Buchanan has promise for the continuing professional
inservice growth of teachers. It involves five elements:9
1. Involvem nt- in the normative change of schools. Teachets
who feel hey have some influence in changes tend to feel
thaVwha they share and what they feel are worthwhile to
# others and to the change process.
2. The development of a positive self-concept is essential to the
acceptance of change. Emphasis is given .to the feelings and
attitudes which impeed normative change in the schools.
3. Learning through interpersonal growth- wherein on an individual basis, and Collaboratively with other educators, an
effort is made to define and to solve looblemS.

4. Learning through inquiry is the second approach to the
change strategy. The teacher is afforded the opportunity to

raise questions= to form questions, and to deal with the
issues involved in a supportA, atmosphere.
5. Re-education becomes not only an individual task but the
element which brings -about normative Change with respect
to the societal ills of racism, classismu and ethnic-biases.
Many elements of the normative-re-educative strategy intersect and overlap with the assumptions .underlying competency.

_

See preceding article, Roland Buchanan, Jr., "Teacher Inservice Education:
Normatfkre Re-EducatiOn for a Multi-Cultural Society."
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based teacher education, a developing teacher education model.
Both are specifically concerned with change in teacher education
and there are implications for more humanistic 7programs such, as

multi-cultural education. Within the theoretical constructs of
competency-based teacher education, there is emphasis on individualization and personalization of instruction, which allows for
uniqueness, freedom, and creativity of the individual." The ap-

proaches to inservice education which are based on the normative-re-educative strategy provide teachers with techniques
and processes whereby they can "help the young they teach to
understand, accept and respect one another as huritan beings,
sharing the similarities that each possess and allowing each to be
enriched by their individual differences:11i

Education programs with a multi-cultural focus base their
'philosophies on thefact that each individual adds strength to the
diversity of our society and that alternatives are 'essential for
differentiation of learning styles. When teachers' beliefs and values do not reflect this philosophy, then re-education should be
accepted as a given. The acceptance of this philosophy by teachers
and by others affected, by it is an essential element for changing,
the structure of the instructional processes in our schools.
Some of the theoretical and empirical elements of the two
approaches which are most applicable to multi-cultural education
are included in figure 1.

Effective changes in 'people 'and organizational structures
cannot occur in school systems that do not have a sound design
process. Competency-based teacher education programs have
utilized systems, analysts who have provided variations. of the
design process. The fire stages tat are basic to all variations of
the design process are concomitant with the activities identified in

the normative-re-educative strategy. The five stages in the

.

competency-based design are: (1) Planning and Designing; (2) Development of Instructional Program; (3) Prototype Testing of Program; (4) Initial Operation; and (5) Sustained Operation." Within
the first stage, such activitiesAescribed in the normative-yeeducative strategy as identifying needs and describing the problems would be included. The developing of program acvities would
be- congidered as an essential part of the Development of Instruc-

tional Program stage. The testing of the program, Which in the
Paul Nash, A Humanistic Approach to Performance-Based Teacher Educatign.

" See preceding article, Roland Buchanan, Jr., "Teacher Inservice Education:

Normative Re-Education for a Multi-Cultural Society."
12 Robert W. Houston, Strategies and Resources for Developing a CompetencyBased Teacher Education Program Vilbany, New York: Multi-State Consortium
on PBTE, 1972), pp. 7-8.
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Figure 1
Competency-B

Approach

<The student parti sates in decisionmaking and is field accountable for

Normative-Re-Educative Strategy

Teachers ate involved in developing a
program of change for themselves.

his/her own-learning.

Criteria for competence is based

There is a balance between cognitive

on performance behaviors (cognitive

and affective goals.

and psychomotor).

Broad-based or collaborative decision-making. Research oriented and

Collaboration and intervention is always existent. All elements which can

regenerative.

impede progress should be publicly

Wide variety ematerials and ex4

examined and reconstructed.
There may be alternatives in terms of

periences for alternative ways to de-

values, beliefs, and lifestyles.

velop competence.

Personalization and individualization, of instruction.
Time is a variable,13

Developing attitudes and behaviors is
a very personal activity.
Time is a constant."

case of, the normative-re-educative strategy was a prototype

human relations workshop, is identified as the third stage. Evaluation and feedback are essentially activities which are part of the

fourth and fifth stages---initial and Sustained Operation The
stages of development in the design process interact with the
targets of changeto prOvide'program planners or program reformers with a viable tool for implementing .any educational program.
Concliision

There have been some significant changes in teacher education in the last decade, but of all the educational changes, what we

have done in our inservice progradts is probably the most
indefensible.15 Many of these programs for the inservice teacher

have entered into changes without a relimderstanding of the
role of the competent teacher, and without systematic and deliberate planning. Planned, systematic change of organizational structures, instructional processes, or attitudes of people will not always
13 Stanley Elam, Perfannance-Based Teacher Education: What is the Stcite of the
Art? (Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1971).

14 See preceding article, Roland Buchanan, Jr., "Teacher Inservice Education:
o Normative Re-Education for a Multi-Cultural Society."
Modest PropoSal," in Louis J.

13 Dwight W. Allen, "In- Service Teacher Training:

Rubin, ed., Improiing In-Service Education: Proposals and Procedures for
Change, p. 109.
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be a facile task. But, in spite of the difficulty, it remains the
responsibility of educators to foster innovative changes when the
education of students is constantly being jeopardized by dehtufianizing and impersonal teaching techniques..
Willingness of teachers to accept chailges in organizational
structures or teaching processes is inseparable from changes in
attitudes and beliefs, For example, teachers who haye little faith
in heuristic learning will not readily strive to master any teaching
method based on problem-solvirig or inquiry. Likewise, teachers
who have little faith in the uniqueness and strength of diversity
within society will provide less opportunities for individual sense of
worth and self-pride to surface. Consequently, as Rubin states,,
attitudinal change must sometimes precede the. introduction of a
new approach, a new organizational plan, or .a new process of
education.is

If we are to re-educate teachers with the kinds of attitudes
and beliefs that reflect a culturally cognizant societir; then we
must prctide systematic training and design models pf; inservice
re-education which_ use more than overt behaviors ai briteria for
competency. For, within a culturally pluralistic society, the classroom teacher must be not only laidwledgeable, but skilled in creating and maintaining a humane environment and committed to the
goal of strengthening the cultural diversity of our society.
1G Louis. J. Rubin, "The Self-Evolving Teacher," in Louis J. Rubin, ed., Improving
In-Service Education: Proposals and Procedures For Change, p. 269.
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The Role of the Administrator
in AsSuring That Multi-.Cultural
Education is Included as an Area
ofEmphasis in Performance-Based
Teacher Education
°'`
Nolan Estes
General Superintendent
Dallas Independent School District

O

DallSs, Texas

0

0

Nolan Estes' communication has .a ,two-fold objective. First he
considers the role of the administrator (superintendent of schools)

in assuring that performance-based' teaah'er eduction includes
multi-cultural education" as its Content: §eco:rtilly,zhedisousses, from
an, administrator's point of.pietv, problems experie4,ed or foreieen

in regard to relating the 'concepts of multi-cultural education and performance- based teacheeeducation.
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Children from economically and culturally different backgrounds lack the prerequisite skills and concepts necessary to successfully learn within the framework of most modern curriculums.
The common element among these children is that prior to formal

schooling they live in a small, restricted world, unaware of the
varied experiences available to the more advantaged middle class
children. Considerable evidence points tovtiard the fact that existing social education programs do not meet the needs of the disadvantaged child. The apparent weakness of the traditional programs is that they neglect t incorpOrate into their framework
relevant social value orientation and concept formation 'experiences. Such experiences require repeated encounters with situations, use of manipulative and interactive skills, and the procurement of logical problem- solving approaches through the development of classification, interpretation, and analysis strategies.. One

of the primary activities of the superintendent in assuring that
°multi-cultural Pectication is included as an area of emphasis in
performance-based teacher education is that of program advocacy.
Based on needs assessment information from man sources, re-

search and evaluation data, personal convictioit and other

motivating facjors, the chief executive of the school district has to
"go on record" declaring multi-cultural education a high priority.

Through the decision- making mechanism that exists within a
given school system, commitment to the program must be obtained

from all professionals in the effort to prepare -our children to
adequately function within our contemporary socicty

With the need clearly established and commitment secured?
from executive leVel staff, the program should become operational
through the -established decision-making mechanism of the district.
To ensure optimal effectiveness, the program should be an integral

part of the ongoing curricul),nn and instructional system, rather
than an appendage of suppleMentary activity. A prigram facilitator should be assigned to work within the existing curriculum
department,, with specific responsibility for planning, developing,
and implementing the multi-cultural education program in concert
with the to at cui ric ulum--and' instruction_ system. Specific goals,

objectives, and activities should be established for the program,
with a qualified evaluator assigned to 'develop and follow through
on an extensive evaluation design rendering context, input, process, ands product information.

Within the Dallas IndeOendpnt School District,

of the

"going on record ". included' testimony by the General Superinte'n-''

dent in federal district court that institutional racism does exist
within the school district. In response to the district court, the
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school district initiated, in addition tO its ongoing multi-cultural

education and other rela d and similar efforts, an affirmative.
action program aimed at eliminating institutional racism. This

program is aimed at eliminating all policies, practices, or procedures which discriminate against or for ray individual or group
because of race. In essence, admitting that the problem of institutional racism exists and that a well-founded multi-cultural education ogram can assist in providing an overall solution is a prii
mary ole for a superintendent.
e problems of relating the concepts of multi-cultural educa
tion (we prefer multi-ethnic as a descriptor) to competency-based
teacher education are not vastly different from the problems encountered in general in implementing a coppetency-based teacher
education program.. Competency-based education has for some
time provided the vehicle for the eventual development of more
effective preparation programs in the Dallas Teacher Education
Center (DTEC). In October 1973, the representatives of the .seven
colleges/universities associated with DTEC initiated a series of
meetings to discuss common concerns regarding preservice education in the institutions of higher education.
Originally, the DTEC has had as one of its major goals the
provision of more effective, better prepared. personnel to more
effectively meet the unique needs of culturally different children
and youth in the urban setting. Responding to this challenge over
a period of time had led the college/university personnel to desire
this series of meetings.
Gradually, and quite uneventfully, tWese joint university/
Dallas Inde'pendent School District meetings ranged over the variety of challenges encountered in working with preservice and inservice teachers in Dallas. These challenges.included the following:
coordinating the field experiences of preservice teachers; planning
meaningful ac0:vities with Senate Bill 8 supervising teachers; involving pre and inservice Senate Bill 8 teachers in multi-cultural
actiitties; developing closer ties with the classroom teachers, of
Dallas; involving more community-persons in' the teacher educa-

tion process; and developing a better understanding of the role
and functions of each of the participants in the teacher center.
Each discussion eventually returned to ways of cooperation_and
effective utilizatiori,of available resources.

Agreement. on 'common objectives was the next step. It became obvious that each institUtion, even though retaining its identity, would hay.e-to agree to a common definition of the teaching

act or process as,it related to the urban setting with its multiethnic population. Involving 4 number of consultants and other
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available resources these college/university coordinators agreed
upon eight clusters, of competenciei necessary for teaching in the
urban setting. These clusters include both cognitive and affective
behavior and contain forty specific behaviors to be accomplished..

Funded by the Texas Center for the Improvement of Educalional Systems and the Dallas Independent School District, this
effort has become one of the majoi activities of the Dallas Teacher

Education Center during this year. The project has five major

,

objectives:

1. TO refine the management model for an educational cooperative (a teacher center) utilizing competency-based
education.

2. To validate the clusters of competencies previously identified in the project.
es for each cluster.
3. To verify major tompet
4. To develop exemplary strategies for acquiring these competencies in a cooperative setting.

5. To select and adapt evaluation/assessment processes in a
CBE program.
Activities are currently underway to achieve, these objectives.

Each area teacher center in Dallas has assumed responsibility for
one or more of the objectives. Responses from the organized profession have and are being secured. Data available at the moment
suggest that ;the competencies are those desirable in. ari urban
multi-ethnic setting and are comparable to those being developed'
in other settings across the country.

Participants feel the strengths of the- project are (1)_a cooperative effort to develop a common- set of competencies for both
preservice and inservice; -(2) a replicable management model for
teacher centers energized by public school districts; (3) the continuous involvement of the organized profeSsion; and (4) the combining of the resources of several institutions, organizations, and
the community.
The weaknesses, of the project as identified by the participants
are: (1) the amount of time necessary to involve all parties; (2) the

difficulty in isolating competencies unique to the urban multiethnic setting; and (3) the general communication and definition /
problems of a cooperative effort.
Results of/the project should provide the profession with more

direction: for teacher education and confidence to concentrate, on
the competencies identified.
182
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The Application of
Performance-Based TeacherEducation to Multi-Cultural
Education: A Teachers' Association
Point of View
Bernard McKenna and Carmel Sandoval
National Education Association
Washington, D.C.

The positions of the National Education- Association- concerning

performance-based teacher education and multi-cultural educat on
are presented and interpreted in this article. Both Bernard McKenna and Carmel Sandoval agree that providing multi-cultural
education requires-special preparation, which is not now evident in
most traditional teacher programs. They contend that it is only
speculative whether PBTE might provb useful for teacher preparation in multi-culuV-C-elt _education . Two possibilities for its usefulneeb

could be in the areas' of specific 'employe skills/ assessment and
different-cultures awareness through field-based eMphasis. The authors propose that professional associations should demand quality
and seek flexibility. They should support a multiplicity of experiences for those in teacher education programs. However, they should
not neglect the preparation of a teacher in .his/her field or in the '
languages necessary for effectively communicating 'th particular
cultural groups.

/ /
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If learning to conduct specific performances lequately- its a
major characterizing quality of performance-based teacher educe-tion (as opposed to passing courses and obtaining satisfactory ratings on a student teaching experience), then its implication for
multi-cultural education must be viewed in that context. It ap-

pears to us that such learning represents a major emphasis of
PBTE. Therefore, the discussion in this piece will relate that emphasis to multi-cultural education.
The National Education Association has established positions
on both PBTE and multi-cultural education. We will present and

interpret those positions and then discuss issues on whether
PBTE might become a mechanism far promoting, implementing, or
enhancing multi-cultural education.
The NEA position on PETE

f4At its 1974Representative Assembly, the ,,NEA adopted the
lowing resolutions on PBTE. : -.f-Resolved, .that the National Education Association demand that, all
state education departments postpone the implementation of performancellased teacher education programd until valid and reliable research indicated that these programs, are an improvement over present
programs.

In a letter interpreting the resolution, NEA Executive 1,Secretary,
Terry Herndon said:
Clearly, differing situations within states related to the level of development of performance-based teacher education will require different
approaches , . . we stipport'sound research and development of innova-

tion where there is promise of improving the teaching and learning
processes .. hi some states where state and/or local associations have
ongoing direct arrangements with CBTE experiments or programs, the
o_provide on-site consultation service for:
NEA stan
art--s
1. developing or shoring up guide ne or
2. providing substantive input on, process and content.
3. evaluating-tlie experiment.
,

These things NEA can and will .o1in support of meaningful and conchange in teacher eduea ¢p.

Iri_aurfurther discussion of the PBTE premises vhich.
prompted the positions taken

ove, the reader should kno i'. that'

the term performance-liased teacTiei--.-education_ie_used here in the
sense of the original Elam defin7Wion:
z.

.. in performance-based programs performance goals are specified and
agreed to in rigorous detail in advance of instruction. The student must
either be able to demonstiate/his ability to pnimote desirable learning
i
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or exhibit behaviors known to promote it . . . Emphasis is on demonstrated product or output :1"

While we are aware that there has been some departure *from
the Elam definition in implementing PBTE experiments, we believe it remains an important influence in both principle and practice in a "Amber of PBTE attempts. And some of the greatest
concerns to teacher organizations related to several dimensions of
PBTE are reflected in this definition. We shall, therefore, discuss
teacher organization concerns in light of the Elam definition.
The definition calls for "performance goals . . . specified and
agreed to in rigorous detail . . ." We agree that clear and precise
objectives are important in planning for teaching. But we do not
believe it either possible or appropriate to prescribe performance

gdals in rigorous detail. In this' respect we agree with Harry
Broudy:
.

The teaching-learning transaction, it seems to me, cannot without? grave
distortion be sliced up info small segments of skillful performance or
modules of such segments.2

Even if they could be, there is not now agreement on what
constitutes the most important performances teachers need to be
able to carry out. While some categories of general professional
tasks have been identified (planning, jnteracting with students,
e luating student 'progress, relating to colleagues and the comm nity), actual specific performances appropriate for accomplishing these tasks are far from identified, let alone agreed on.
Even more important, those performances identified have not
been validated in their relationship to student learning outcomes.
Therefore, it would, appear that teachers wishing to 'select and
perfect performances not in the PBTE repertoire would be welljustified in doing So, if on nd other basis than intuition which
indicates practice accommodating to their own unique styles of
functioning.

Before PBTE programs go beyond carefully controlled

laboratOry research situations, we heliethat they should be able
to,demonstrate satisfactory answers to the following questions:
What is it that teachers ought to 'know, be able to do, and feel in order
°to practice the profession of teaching as full-fledged professipals?
Can the things to be known) to be done, and felt be validated as essential knowledges, skills, and attitudes?
. 1 Stanley Elam,Performance-Based Teacher Education: What Is the State of the
Art? (Washington, D.C.: American
Association of Ileges for Teacher Education,
_
2 Ha'rry Broudi, "Consideration About PBTE fo Policy Members," unpublished
paper, University of Illinois.
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Are the knowledges, skills, and attitudek (once validated, as essential)
teachable?
How shall essential knowledges, skills, and attitudes be taught and by
whom?

What knowledes, skills, and attitudes shall those who teach the
teachers be required to possess? And how will these be validated?

How will the attainment by teachers of the validated knowledge's, skills,
and attitudes be measured?
What level of proficiency in tile required knowledges, skills, and attitudes will be required for teachers to lie licensed to practice the profes'
sion?

How will the required levels of proficiency of knowledge, sidlls, and
attitudes be attained by teachers already in service?

The NEA position on multi - cultural education

The,,NEA position on multi-cultural education is reflected in

the report of the NEA Task Force on Bilingual/Bicultural
Education.3

The definition established by the' Task Force, while explicitly
stated in terms of bilingual education, implies the broader concern
of 'multi-cultural education as do its findings, conclusions, and
recommendations.
a
The Task Force definition is as follows:
,!
Bilingual education d process which uses' a pupil's' primary language
as the principal medium of, instruction Vile teaching the .language of
'lied program, encompassing a
the predominant culture in a wel
multicultural curricthu

,

The general positicin of the Task Force is that "in a pluralistic
society such as ours, it is, important to have a multicultural approach to education."4:

The' Task Foree goes on to say it believes bilingual/

,

1,multiCultural educatioir has three major goat's:
1. oinyortuniiy to lea'rn in a language other than English, as well as in
English, in order to provide the most effective learicing situation for
all students actor ing to their needs and abilities;

2. proficiency iri le ruing, in order to function in our society at a high
level of compete ce; and
3. enrichment, both cultural and linguistic.
3 Presented and received by the fifty-third Representative Assembly of the, NatiOnal Education Association and referred to the NEA Board. of Directors for
implementation.
4

.
,0

Ibid., p. 5.
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The Task Force recognizes. that initial education priority mivt be give

to students whose primary inguage is other than Iiinglish but reiterates the importance of 44ffigual/multicultural education opportunities
for all.

Sake further interpretation of the position
The schools should reflect and teach cultural difference which
are inherent in our country. All teacher@ need to come t understand dultural and linguistic differences In children an to style
their teaching so that these differences serve to enhan e the edu,-,.

cation of the whole child. It must be.`realized that the learning
process is intimately tied into the.farnily and the conimunity, and
the Validity of the child's home and community learning environment .must be accepted, using it as a foundation flofr the development of school curriculum. Only through integration of ,school,.
home, and community can the idea of equal opportunity for all be
achieved.

,

In several places in the report, the NA Task Force stresses
,

the importance of inservice fqr teacher§ on Multi-cultural .educationlo Some comment on the essentiality of all-teachers gaining
bilingual/multi-cultural understanding seems Useful here.
lln order for the schools to be able to cope with the bicultural/
bilingual child, teachers need to become sensitive to the child's
home arfd community environment and to understand the child's
language. Some teacher preparation institutions have developed
inservice programs for teachers of bilinguaT-children, but most
have ignored cross-cultural education or have denied a need for
this type of teacher education. And moat institutions have neither

the staff nor the know-how to train teachers, for multi-cultural
education.
Since most schools of education do not require preparatiOn in

foreign language as a prerequisite for graduation, it would follo
that graduates of these institutions would not be sympathetic wi
the problems of students who speak a different language and lh
developed in a different culture:::

The teaching profession 'recognizes that providing m

cultural education requires special preparation and that this
aration is not now provided for in most.traditional teacher
aration programs.
Whether or not performance-based teacher education
whatever future promise it holds, can contribute j to these
and deficiencieS is at this time only speculative.

The application of performance-based teacher education
to the preparation of teachers for: multi-chltural education,

We have already called to attention some questidis which
must be resolved before PBTE is widely disseminated, assuming it
proves a viable imiovatiori. So the context of our discussion here is '
to speculate whether PBTE as developed and researched in the
futuie might prove useful in preparing teachers for involvement in
multi-cultural education.
It aRpears to us that considerable part of what teachers must
learn in order tq function effectively in multi-cultural education
lies in the affective domain and is highly valueladen. Obviously,

there are knowledges to be gained about dk5erse cultures, e.g.,
Black history, Mexican-American sociology,' First American . and.
Asian anthropOlogy. Some .of these knowledges can obe learned

from books and other materials in academic settings, others

through field experiences in communities representing -different
cultures But the value-laden requirements in terms of attitudes of
acceptance and appropriate behaviors for interacting with different cultures seem to us highly complex to teacWand most difficult
to evaluate of all the' charges teacher' preparation programs might
assume.

One way of approaching this issue is by seeking answers to
the question: How much of what teachers need to learn for'effec-

tive functioning in multi-cultural education is represented by
knowledges and skills and how much by values-, attitudes, . and
affective behaviors?
.

Some implications' for teacher affective behaviors
and other teaching skills °

The, PBTE movement has asserted that teaching skills are
both generic and situation-specific.

.

,

As this delineation relates to multi-cultural education, both
Pettigrew and Wynn5 have 'generated, lists of teaching competencies needed in multi-cultural settings. While we find these lists
worthy of consideration, one would be hard. pressgd to justify even
half of the items as unique competencies for multi-cultural education. That is, a high proportion of the competencies categorited as
what might be called task specific, i.e., multi-cultural related, appear to us to be generic.
Ow, the matter of specific competencies for multi-cultural edu5 L. Eudora Pettigrew, "Cpmpetency-Based Teacher Education: Teacher Training
fol. Multicultural Education," in William X. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education
Through Competency-Based Teacher Education (WasNngton, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1974), p.
<1'

cation, we generally agree with Pettigrew thiat teacher behaviors

which demonstrate that their attitudes toward expectancies of
culturally different children are positive and constructive are
highly important. Pettigrew states, "Teacher behaviors, then issuing from their own unconscious biases and beliefs, can effectively
contribute to the acquisition of dysfunctional, as, well as functional,
classroom behavior by pupils."
It is dispelling teachers (or prospective teachers)' of these "uncqfiscious biases and beliefs" that we believe will contribute most
to their ability to behave appropriately in multi-cultural educa-

tional settings.. And we do not find evidence that the PBT1
movement has much concerned itself with this kind of teacher
education -iri the generic sense let alone for multi-cultural purposes. In fact, , some conventional teacher education programs

through intergroup relations activities, Slack studies courses, sensitivity training, and live -in experiences in a variety. of cultures
may be responding more to'this need. (Apt as a matter of interest,
it is puzzling to us that Pettigrew makes a wide range of assertions of what PBTE does as compared to traditional teacher edu-

cation models. But she provides hardly a shred of evidence or
documentation of. Comparison of the two models in actual operation)
.

-

It is commonly. stated t'hat attitudes are most difficult to

change, and that behavior change without attitude .change is not
often accomplishable, if even recommendable. This being the case,
we belieVe that if. PBTE is to make large contributions to multicultural education it will n eed first to .demonstrate an ability to
effect some major charm* in teacher bell t;d attitudes. A
generalization that is fiNiqUeritly made abou
TE is relevant
.here: it hasn't attended much or well to the affective domain.
-If a purpose for PBTE in the multi-cultural setting is to assure that teachers possess specific skills associated with didactic
teaching7 then the movement may eventually have a little more to
contribute to multi-cultural education. Broudy has suggested "that
if PBTE might work for tide didactics of skill formation and the
acquisition, of information . . . It would reduce much of the resistance to it emanating from those who,regard learning by discovery
(heuristics) and learning by relating properly to persons (philectics)
as important."8

The point here is that if teaching skills designed to promqte
6 Ibid.

7 Didactics\ according to Broudy, refers to the imparting of knowledge by the
teacher to the student.
Hirry Broudy, "Consideration About PBTE for Policy Members," p. 3.
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cognitive learning are important Air multi-cultural educatio (and

we assume they are) PBTE inay eventually have somet g to
contribute to multi-cultural teaching competencies. But as we
have already indicated, PBTE has a long way to go to demonstrafe direct relationship .i4etween specific teaching skills and cognitive learning outcomes on the part of students.
A potential unique contribution,

Multi-cultural education is often associated with bilingualiSm.

That is, English is frequently a second language for those who
represent a variety of cultures in American society. This beiweso,
those who worklii multi-cuItural educational programs with chiLdren for Whom, English is a second language should obviously be
skilled inthe language which is the first language of those-they
teach..
Since there are-ways of assessing skill in -a language, both
orally and in writing, there may be a foie for PI3TE to assess such
language competency.
Although basic -language competence in a. language of those
who are culturally different (for those w.ho do not already possess
it) is not likely Ito be gained totally in a field experience in schools,
the community, or homes, it can be enhanced there. So in 'addition
to serving as a method to educate teachers to become more,sensitive to cultural' differences, broad field experiences can enhance
language proficiency. That is, the PBTE emphasis on field basedness, might contribute to the language proficien, requirement.
Conclusion
;

.

It is our judgment that the potential contribUtion of PBTE to
multi-cultural education, if any, is yet to, be detertained. Specific

language skills asgessment and different-cultUres awareness
through the field-based emphasis are two possibilities.
Professional associations should demand quality but seek flexibility. Professional standards need not be comprised; and licensing

procedures need not be vague, but neither does the source of
education for teachers need to be narrow. Professional associations

should support teacher education progianis that extend beyond
the walls of higher institution as appropriate, based on a,multiplicity of experiences. But to ',do so they 'must not neglect rigorous
preparation of. the teacher in his or her teaching field and in the
languages of the cilltnral groups he or she must work with most
intensively.
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ulti-Cultural Education,
ompetence-Baged Teacher
ucation, and the Community
Paul V. Collins
Director; Teacher-Corps

California State Universityat Hayward

-

Paul V. Collins expresses concern that community participation
in teacher education programs in colleges and universities ha.4 been
limited. Throughouthis article he defines community-as the public,
the parents rand neighborhood residents of individual schools; and
and leaders. Popular conceptions of multi-cultural
minority,

education in the schools are examined, along witli_communitips'
attitudes. He identifies six common problems in developing effective

community participation in relation to multi-cultural education
and offers recommendations for each problem. Finally; lie addresses
himself to-the following fours basic questions that should be asked by

a community when considering multi-cultural teacher education:
(1) How are minorities rejyresented in the program?' (2) What know4,

edge must caudidates have of rcicial and ethnic minorities? (3)
What skills must a teacher demonstrate for multi-cultural education? and (4) Are teachers required to praiRde evidence that minority children mid children who are culturally different from themselves are learning from their teaching?
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Coihnn !pity, a time-honored word in American life, has taken
on a specialized 'meaning jri the past decade. Through the rhetoric
of federal guidelines, "community" has become synonymous with

to mk income or minority persons who have not been well rep-.
resented in or by the institutions' Which purport to ,serve them.
The struggle for "community control" of schools was born out of
the frustrations of inner-city minorities-with the encumbered and
self-serving bureaucracies of urban school systems. Community
advisory groups for thousands of federal programs have attempted
to involve the poor and minorities in decision - .making roles.

Decentralization has divested central school bureaucracies of
some power and has transferred it to "area" superinfendents and
staff and, occasionally, on to i'neighborhood boards." Most of these

steps have occurred in large urban areas where the poor and
minority groups are numerous.
In mainstream America, too, "community" has special conno-

tations in reference to .education. The "lighted schoolhouse" has
become a symbol of the movement toward "community schools" in
which all members of the communityadults and youngsterscan
participate in expanded programs of education. Community colleges, which have increased so rapidly in recent years, highlight
yet another dimension of community education. Often with broad
involvement of local lay. persons, and administrative rather than
faculty controlled programming, these colleges ha've sought to
serve .commuting students, youth, and adults in degree and nondegree mgrams.
How then do we define "community" and community residents
in reference to teacher education prograins? Unlike public. schools
and even community colleges, both of which serve limited geographical.areas, universities have a broader constituency. Teacher
education programs rarely place all their candidates in -schools
within a single district. A substantial proportion of graduates will
teach in coyomdpities distant from their. alma mater. Colleges of
teacher education serve communities in the plural.
kor purposes of this paper, "community", will refer to lay per-,

.

sons outside either teaching or administrative roles in public^
schools and universities. Typically this could mean the general,
public of a given school district. Neighborhoods will be used to
designate an attendance area of an individual school site, despite
the fact that children may be bussed from outside the immediate
vicinity. Minority persons or row income families will be referred to
specifically as an eleinent of the public and as .parents.

The political reality is that community residents of a given
school district have little or no influence on professional prepara192
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tion programs in colleges and universities. Despite The fact that
collaborative planning has been recognized as a deSirable element
of competency-based, teacher educationprograms in the earliest
literature, a survey made of 87 colleges iin the process of initiating
CBTE programs revealed that 'over onOthird had no community
involvement, and minorit representation in the other prOgrams
was very sparse.'
An informal survey of several states which are inore active
in the CBTE movement shOwed that only two require community involvement in their "apAroVed competency-based teacher
certification progranis. These requirements are made through
"state regulations rather than law, but do not 'specify minority
representation. In.other states; little community participation was
reported in relation to a total college of education. Usually community participAn was linnted to specially funded programs,
such . as Teacher Corris, in which community involvement is a
requirement. The larger the university and the more diverse the
program, the less likely it appe&S that community relates to the
majority of its teacher education activities. In an address on. "The

.

.

Politics of Teacher Competence," Harvey Scribner stated:

°

,

... In the design of competency systems, one should keep in mind the
growiniemood of the public for a stronger hand' in the governance of
schools. More than a few public school parents are correctly acting like
consumers. They are asking for accountability systems. They are demanding effectiveness in educational programs. They want choices for
their children. In New York City and Detroit, and in other citiest'as well,
parents I are deeply interested in ale decentralization of school power. In
the case of, individual schools, paents are demanding closer involvement

in decisions that affect school management and the spending of tax
dolfrs:
... If would seem reasonable to speculate .that parents will want and
will insist upon" a growing role in the assessment of teacher performance. Yet in the current debate over competency. systems, while there

is frequent concern for the desirability of participatory planning by
organized professionals, school boards, state authorities, and teacher
educators, there is Tittle, if any, consistent concern for also including
orgapized parents in the planning...2

Community residents ate largely dependent upon the teacher
education institutions to Voluntarily include them in decision,
making and advisory iunctions..If excluded. or invisible, the
Carl A. Grant, "The Decision-Making Process in Planning and Implementing

Education Programs 'That Meet the Needs of Our Diverse Society," in

'Competency, Assessment, Research, and Evaluation (Conference Report published by the Multi-State Consoitium on Performance-Based Teacher Education,
1974), p. 224.

2 Harvey B. Scribner and Leonard B. Sevens, "The Politics of Teatter Competende,'' iriaCompetency, Assessment, Research, and Evaluation, p. 211
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coinunity's 'best recourse is through the public schools and their
ability to bargain withythe university on a self-interest bags. Colleges of edrication must have district cooperation to place preservice teacher candidates and interns. In the present decline of
new teacher trainees, colleges of education depend on- inservice
teachers to fill their programs _for advanced credentials in counsel ing, administration, and specialized curriculum. Districts can °re-

fuse to permit student teachers and interns to work in their
schools, or they, can ignore or impede advanced training and
supervision.

The basis for leverage for community residents is directly
related to the strength and involvement they have in their local
schools. Without intimate knowledge of local schools,' goals for
learriing, problems teachers encounter; and the kinds of teachers
who are successful in teachin heir children, community residents
college training. After the rhetoric
will have a limited impact
calling for change is over, t ey will have little to offer in program

\ 4uilding. It is out of concern for particular schools2 pitrticular.
Children, and particular programs that community and neighbor-

hood residents can be of greatest influence on university programs.
Community advocacy for multi-cultural teacher education
;.
the community as the public, the parents"
}l
Having:,

.

and neighbOrhood residents of individual schools, and minority
parents and leaders, let us try to answer the question posed to me
as the focus of this paper: What should be the role of community
residents in assuring that performance-based teacher education includes multi - cultural education as its content? As we have just
described'the'current political realities of cprinriunity residents, it
is clear that they are not.in a position to "assure". that anything
will happen to the content of teacher education by themielves. It
is rather in collaboration with committed professionals that community residents can be influential in reshaping the concepts and
content of teacher education.

Of the states that have adopted competency-ha§ed teacher
education as 'a pritnary route to teacher certification, only two
have regulations which requirb community or Public participation
in gOverning or advisory groups. One of these states is California,
where the Commission on Teacher Preparation. and. Licensing is
requiring "public" representation in the formulation, implementa-1

tion, and 'evaluation of programs. In reality, the general lack of
knowledge about competency-based teacher education, even in
faculties of education, the eamplex fabyrinth of guidelines, and the.
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press of short-fused deadlines, have fostered benign neglect. Nor
are neighborhood and community residents clamoring to join in
the rather, long and tedious job of creating new prograla proposals
in teacher education. Their primary focus has been understandably, on the schools. For as Alin Altshuler writes in Community
Dmtrol, "The sense of participation varies with the immediacy of
linkage. between activity and `-clecision."3

Is multi-cultural teacher education a concern df the neighborhood parents and community residents? Will they give their energieS in `advocating this catise? Befofe we look at what teacher
education should be doing in this area, let's review some conceptions about multi-cultural 'education in the schools and examine
coMmunities' attitudes.
One popular concept 'of multi-cultural education is that all

children, regardless of racial, ethnic, or cultural backgrounds,
should have equal opportunities to learn, and that the quality of
these opportunities should be measured by whether or not these
children achieve in approgimate ratios to majority children. This
means that classes for mentally retarded Children would not be
Overwhelmingly composed of minority children as they are today.
College bound students would also be able to pursue higher education without special concessions to compensate for miseducation in
their first twelve years of 'school. This is a position to which almost
everyone will give lip-serv& as song as they can't feel the tax bite,

or aren't forced to rearrange their ideas about the benefits of
homogeneous grouping, of don't have to watch their children
board a bus. Minority organizations and leaders lobbied long, hard
years for the federal legislation whiCh opened the doors to equal
educational opportunity and ,helped minorities in local jurisdictions'
to achieve leverage in support of greater recognition and partici-

pation. Although it is the law of .the land, minorities and other
committed educators and community leaders are still working
against odds, to improve eduCation for each and every child. The
goal is not really debatable; the means still are.
The second concept of. integrated learning environments. as a,
means to the first goal continues_ to be an explosive 'issue. As w
Boston joins its history with that of ,Little Rock and Birmingham,
and Los Angeles pleads, successfully in "Court that its school segregation is de facto because of housing patterns, it is not difficult

to see that the impetus for multi-cultural education is not yet
a cherished cause in many communities. This will remain a pa:
litical, question and political considerations will usurp rational.
3 Alan A. Altshuler, CammunitkCantrol: The Black Demand for Participation, in
Large American Cities (Indianapolis, Indiana: Pegasus, 1970), p. 28.
Ci
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approaches. We will not discuss this,further in the context of this
paper.

More recently, a third 'concept has been seen
the demands
of minority communities for recognition and inclusion in the cur-

riculum of schools where their children study. These demands
have led to an increased interest in the culture and heritage of
groups long negldcted yin Ame,rican- education. Much of what is
taught in .schools today as multi-cultur(11-eduation is limited to
"famous persons, holidays, music, and-sfood." Even in large urban
districts with
resources there is still a paucity of good
curricula about the history and culture -bf, minorities. If you examine the curricula of schools for learninglobjectives about minority groups not present in that school or district, you are likely to
find nothing. Minority parents have lobbied and demonstrated for
more recognition of their own culture& But .truly multi-cultural
content has been a by-product of seveRal groups acting on their
own behalf, or well-inthntioned but undeffundedoedicts from cenal offices, and, once in a while, of enlightened, committed staff it
a local school.

.

'

A fourth conception of multi - cultural education is definitely a
resuleof minority voices from the grass roots levels to the intellectuals. That is the critical examination of the issues of racial injus-

tice in our society andtrits institutions. Values claTification .for
personal growth and for social understanding requires, however,
specific sensitivities and skills on the part. of teachers. Few possess

these skills°upon entering teaching, for few teacher education
prograryis emphasize them sufficiently.

It has been the minority groups'Of this country that have

V

forced to the surface the issues to which multi-cultural education
is addressed. "First the Blacks, then the Spanish-speaking, the
Native Americans, and the Oriental Americans demanded their
rights to be represented in the currents of Americah educatio%
Now other- white and colored ethnie, minorities are folloWing suit.
All these groups have been put wing better education for their
children. Increasing achievement of children in reading, 'writing,
math, and fostering respect for their groups' cultural heritage has
.
been the primary focus of these efforts.
The one issue where White communities and .minority communities have been silent is in the demand for in-depth studies of
life-styles and cultures which differ from their own. Predominantly
White communities have shown great interest in women's studies
and the examination of alternative sex roles. The role of woen is

central in any analysis of the culture of any ethnic .groumWbut
multi-cultural eqiiication in the United States !mist also include

l
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the minority people of color, because, their experi'ences highlight
the gross insensitivity, and injustice pereptuated by ethnocentric-

ity

Multicultural education will come of age only when it is recognized as a necessary dimension of everyone's education whether
- he or she lives in Red Oak, Iowa; Little Hollow, Terniessee; or Los
Angeles, California.
The:goaloef inulti- cultural education, as framed by AACTE,

"affirm that schools should be oriehted toward the -cultural enrielmient of alithildren'irid youth through programs rooted to the

preservation and extensidn of cultural diversity."4 Initiat4e is
needed at all levelS. But it is not the responsibility of minorities Or
community residents to assure this in teacher education, programs.
That is lilse making minorities "respOnsible" for correcting White

racism. The acute need for cultural pluralistic approaches and
multi-cultural education in our schools today is an indictment of
the education profession, which has failed in the past to meet the
needs of culturally different children. The profession itself must
shoulder the -task of expanding the curriculum and correcting the
myopia of teachers and professors. But. this cannot be &me with-out the help of the commtrnity and its leadership in school dis-

tricts; knority groups and pareriis; and neighborhood residents
in local attendance areas.
Conununity and The governance of CBTE progframs

Broad-based participation ill the formulation and evaluation of
dB= was recognized in some of the. earliest Models for Elementary Teacher education commissioned by the Bureau of Research.
Especially notable was the Concept of proto-cpoperation in the
Syracuse University Model and the 'collaboration network of the
Oregon Cornfield Model. Consortia, teacher centers, training "com-plexes, and other programs primarily promoted with federal dollars have espoused partnership and .parity. But unless there has
been a state mandate, the shared decidion-making or advisory
groups function principally for projects or selected program efforts,
not -the 'whole .prcgram of teacher education. In a recent report
compiled by Alan Schneider of the United States Office of Education, a signs cant number of the CBTE pilot efforts listed were
Teacher Corps projects, where federal guidelines have mandated
both community involvement and CBTE for over six ,years.5 An
,

"No One Model American," Journal of Teacher Education,
Vol. 24, No. 4 (Winter
.
1973): 264.

.

5 Allen A. Schneider, "Profile of the States in Competency-Based Education,"
PBTE (Published by the Multi-State Consortium on Performance-Based Teacher
Education), November 1924, pp. 1-24.
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informal survey of colleges with Teacher Corps projects showed
that few of the host institutions- had established means for tommunity participatioriAn Other teacher education efforts.

Consortium arrangemehts are being actively explored as
states consider 'changes. in certification procedures. The consortium

is a means of loosening rigidity of perceptions, organization, and
regulations of participating institutions, noted Robert Houstoh, so

efforts.;

that major problems can, be overcome through collaborative

"Which agencies will comtirise the consortium?" asks Lillian V..

Cady of the Washington State Department of. Education.7 "In
Washington State, the State Board of Education has identified
three agencies: the college/university, a school district, and a local.
negotiating unit. In New York, a leurth agency has been added:

students. In other states, only the college/university and rodal
school district are required for a consortium. Partnership pos-

sibilities are infinite. On what basis are deasions made concerning
.
the partners?"8
In California and Minnesota new State DepartiriehreEduca.

tien regulations for establishing approved' programs of

compefency-bakd teacher education require community involve-AA

ment of an unspecified nature. Efforts to involve community
rhembers vary in effectiveness and structure. One major univ*rsity allows community members to vote at formal. teacher education division meetings on academic issues such as new course'
offerings, etc. 'Yet the community members do not formally represent constituencies and to date haVe not used this opportunity to
push for changeat the university.
Consultation*th Interested parties either on a sporadic basis
or on a regular basis is a more common pattern. Because invita-%
tions often ,emanate. from personal contacts, this approach often
does not guarantee adequate input from minority or low income
community group&

At California State University at Hayward, a Program Advis
ory Council was established for all teacher certification program&

Eack group of approximately thirty students, who constitute a
program cluster, selects a student, cooperating teacher, school district administrator, community, and university faculty representa6 Robert A. Houston and Roberti. Howsam, "Change and Challenge," in Robert
A. Houston and Robert B. Howsam, eds., Competency-Based Teacher Education,
(Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1972), p. 13.
Lillian V. Cady, "Governance By Consortium or Who's InoCharge Here?," in John
H. Hansen, ed., Governance By Consortium (Syracuse, New York: National Consortium of Competency-Baded Education Centers, 1975), p. 30.
8 Ibid.
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tive. Meeting once a month this group is chatged with evaluation
of new programs and is responsible for making recommendations
for change. Although its power is only.,advisory, this gimp of
about seventy -persons has had small working committees which
have hammered out specific guidelines for action.
Account4bility, writes Robert Howsam, is due "'only to a suprasystem, a body which encompasses and controls your syStem
resources;' Therefore, he argues, teacher education is a part of a
v

subsystem of the teacherrofession (all educators, not just or-

ganized teachers). It is also. a subsystem of the University which
controb many academic as well as resource decisions. School dis-

' tricts are separate systems designed for education of children.
Teacher education, the training aim of the teaching profession,
must We responsive to school districts which are public employers;
of most teachers. Where does the community At in? HoWsani sees

the community as a suprasystem to which the school system is
accountable. Through such mechanisms as teacher centers and
teacher education programs, school districts become more

sive to each other and the representatives from the con oiling
suprasystems can participate in the management of resources .9

College or

,I)niversity

Robert B. Howsam, "Governance of Teacher Education By Consortium," in
Goverrunwe by Oonaortiumi p. 17.
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No single model or structure for participation in decision-,
making at the college is emerging s dominant. At sake for the
community is the ability to influence decision-making. In instances
where the university does not
arily include the community
in shared decision-maldng, the community needs to use its leverage through the school district to gain entry.
- ...

Effective community participation

Even if the college is willi g and has solicited some fogr of
participation,z,problems persist. After informally stir.` veying T acher Corps pkojects and';a'few other institutions which
are deve oiling CBTE, programs I have identified the following
comrhunit

common problems:

,

-

c

- -t>

1. Who should represent what parts of which communities?:,,
2. Lack of defined and meaningful roles for coijimunity mein-

.

tiers.

-

3, Lack of funds.

4. Irregular attendance and rekrolving door pagrticipation by
community members.

.

.

5. Feelings on the part of community members that they lack
understanding of competency -based teacher educatiop and
the possible alternatives open with programs.
6. Lack of knowledge about the university decision-making
process internal to the c lege of education and across the
' university campus.
Let's examine these as they relate to multi-cultizral teacher
%.

education.

Irrhis discussion of "Issues for Governance for PerformanceBased Teacher Education," Michael Kirst identifies two categories
of representation, accountable and symbolic.10 The first would be a

representative who is selected as spokesperson for a particular
group and is answerable to that gr9up for his/her conduct. Members of the teachers' union or a particularsommunity organization
would be -examples. The second type of representative is chosen to

act as an individual either because he or she has a special con-.
tribution to make or because he or she typifies or can articulate
the views of a certain cross section of people. Examples might be
an artist, juvenile gang worker, teacher's aide, or a single parent.
'I° Michael W. Kirst, issues in dovernance For Performance -Based Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education,
1973), pp. 20-23.
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It is important t lat community representation be drawn from
both categories. An it is essential that minority persons be 'in
cluded in both cate ries.
Lay representat yes who are spokespersons for organizations,
such as school boar s, PTA's, civil rights groups, or ethnic organizations, have a cert 'n degree of political leverage. Yet the importance of symbolic o grass roots citizen and parent participation

should not be mini ized. These individuals are often active because they have I genuine concern for kids. and often a daily

4

involvement in the lives of kids. Impatient with the tediousness of
bureaucratic decis On-making, and beholden to no one for their
.forthright criticis 1, these persons often demand snifple, straight
language, and cle r answers. These are individuals most apt to be
working closely *th teachers and tearer candidates in the

schools, and the individuals most apt to refled a realism Ad

practicality in th it contributions.
To insure a ulti-cultural dimension to teacher education, the
first step must 'be to include culturally diverse communities or
neighborhoods in a prdgrarn.i Without slighting the many Eur6-

pean ethnic gi ups which still activeli maintain their cultural
heritage,!" I an 'spejifically referring. to -the minorities who are

distinct in A erican life because of their color and whe- have
suffered discn ination regardless of cultural or life-styles:
Recommelidation: No matter how diffipult, the university
should reach as far as necessary to obtain school sites. for
student teachers which include ethnic, racial, and cultural
diversity in school populations. In addition to the better

knOwn minorities, the Blacks, the Spanish-speaking .
(Chicano, Puerto Rican, Or South American), the Natlye
American, the Chinese or Japanese American, universities should diligently search for the pockets of people who"

are not omnionly identified but present in significant
numbers in certain areas, the Samoans,_ the Philippinos,
the Arabs, the Frtimeh Canadians.
This may require cert-diii, universities, to arrange for periods off

campus, such as the urbary semesters in the Cooperative Urban
Teacher Education programsin the Midwest, where rural.colleges
provided expanded eduOation ror their candidates.

Recommendation:' Even where school populatidns and student bodies have, feW minorities, a significant trepresenta-

tion of minority peisons should be included' in program
activities:

A gom itment to multi- cultural education requires more than
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proportiimate representation. If two percent of a district's school
children are Native American, it is tokenism of the worst kind to

"ensure" that one Indian parent be included with forty-nine
others.

Recommendation: Terms of memberShip on advisory :or,
decisioii-making groups shOuld be three to four years.
Participation itself is a great teacher. Few groups can expect
to develop a workable understanding of (roles, of personIities, of
group norms,.and of issues and power functiong in a dozen meet-.
- ings scattered over a year. Rotating.terms with overlap will be
more effective than representation solicited- annually or on an ad
hoc basis.
Recommendation: Compensation should be provided for low
income repre§entatives to enable them to participate.

With colleges in dire financial straits, the question of compensation for community input is often viewed as ail insurmountabl
obstacle. While it'would be highly desirable to provide compensair
tion for mileage and babysitting for all. who participate, lack of
funds for everyone should not prevent the college from,at least
working out some monies 'for low income representatives.. Funds
from some federal or state grants cot& be used for selected individuals; compensatory time might be provided by the school district to enable paraprofessionals twattend. Teacher candidates in a
school might take turns babysitting in order to allow "their community representative" to attend an eVening meeting.
To provide incentive, not just enabling money; a college might
consider granting tuition vouchers for so many credits for a'year's
participation on a board or advisory group. These could be cashed
in by the representative or a member 'of his or her family. Since
one of the problems is that the university seems remote from the
world of many community members, this could provide a powerful
'incentive if a three yeett term of service could mean a free year's
tuition for a son or daughter.
Recommendation: A multi-year evaluation _should involve
° the community in various ways at different levels.6,
An example is reported by Marilyn Steele of the Mott Foundation describing a Children's Health Center:
... Its community -based evaluafion plpn was implemented over a four-

year planning cycle under the direction of a staff tecluliciait Three
different evaluation committees were formed yearly to evaluate various
aspects ofhealth ceker services. The team size ranged from twenty-six

.

to more than fifty members. The first year all members were. local
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consumers of services ,other agency staff and health professionals. Dur-

ing the second year a. 'broad cross-section of people from Flint and
Genesee Counties participated. During the third year representatives
from the State of. Michigan joined local residents in order to obtain
input from both consumers and providers of services.

The committee met monthly to review an analyze reports, policies,
records and statistics and to make recomme dations. All reports were
developed by the center staff technicran but viewed apd approved by
the committee. Final reports were submitted and approved y the
N

Center's Board of Trustees.

The last stage of the process was the fourth year implementing Ev luation Committee whose mission was to review-the impIeinentation ocess of previous recommendations. This,,four year planning cycle resulted in a reorganization of the management processes
It

Recommendation: Training should be available to community members who desire it

Again and again community representatives I've talked to
want g elp in Order to be more effective. Any training offered
s ould e tailored for their perceiVed needs. This' training, could
range from a special. two hour session conducted by a faculty
member of their choice to a ;specially designed extension course.
Topics might include lbasic concepts and terminology of GBTE in
general; a thorough briefing on the programs of teacher education

currently operating at the college; orientation to the decisionmaking processes in curriculum change from their committees to
the university" president; issues' in Multi-cultural education; new
approaches in teacher education; ways to collaborate with local
school faculties in designing more effective inservice training programs.

We recognize the need for faculty retraining at the university
and public school levels. We acknoAledge the difficulty and time
involved in mastering new concepts in CHTE. How can we expect
the community representatives to feel comfortable in the jargon-'
laden 'discussions, or to conceptualize the issues which faculties
see only dimly themselves?.
An informal but important functionhich such training could
provide, especially for large groups, is:the chance for community
representative§ to know each other and to develop some coalitions
on issues of greatest importance to them.
Issues in multi-cultural teacher education

There are four basic types of questions that community persons can and should raise abouta:teacher education program:
"Marilyn Steele, "Citizen Participation in the. Planning(EvaluationProcess,"
Community Education Journal, Vol.,§`; IsiV (March-April 1975): $0.

.21.0
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I. rim are mizunities represented in the pmgram?
.
,E'eople, not textbooks, make thedifference we are seeking
.

in multi- cultural education. One Of the first strategies in
change is getting accurate records of the college's openness to
4
diversity in
Students should be the first emphasis. Every institution of
higher .education today 'has an obligation to recruit and admit*
students. &dm diverse racial and ethnic .backgrounds. Colleges
which will go halfway across the 'Country to r cruit a Black

basketball player will sometimes ktatf( that few qualified
minority student seek admissiOn to the tea her education
program.

,

The law of the land has been clear that school districts
must desegrate classrooms even if 'this
massive busing.
Row can we prepare teachers if colleges of education don't

accept a mandate to integrate training programs? If public
schools are going to serve as socializing agents among races,
we just make sure that teachers have had life experiences -in
interracial groups of peers. To think that 'professors can serve
till's function for college kndents'is to ignore the fact that the
socializing influences on any campUs are predominantly from
Peer groUPs-

Faculty should not be ignored, but they can and should
play a different role in developing multi-cultural awareness.
gip Every faculty should include members of minorities within the
teacher education departments and within other related de-

, partrnents across the campus. There:are increasing numbers

of vell-prepared and well- qualified minority persons seeking

placement in -our colleges. We cannot afford to let up the
pressure to open the doors of colleges and universities to these
people. As faculty openings, become fewer, there is a tendency

for the old guard faculty to revert to outworn 'and limiting
criteria Sin reviewing faculty qualifications for tenure. One
very important quality, which should weigh heavily in evaluation of any minority faculty member is the ability (a) to relate

to and support minority students; one) (b) to interpret the
minority experience. This may be exhibited directly in teaching, supervision, or counseling of majority and minority stu-

dents: A minority faculty member teaching in value-laden
areas findsthat he or she spends as much if not more conference time helping majority students work through feelings
and ideas. Other faculty may provide more indireCt contact
such as informal counseling, support, and encouragement
given to minority students.. In any case, the need for racial
204

and cultural diversity' on faculties is great And it is action for
which college administrators can be held directly accountable.
In teaeher education programs one must look beyond the

campus. l'eachers "for the real world" must be trained in

school communities where diverse peopldlive, work, and study.
In a discussion a "few years back, an assistant superinten-

dent of schq9lawas",arguing against the college's proposal to
place all teacher candidates in an inner-city school for one
semester, "After all, Many of your studenti attended schools
with 'only White students, and that's where they will probably
seek jobs. They don't 'Want to teach Spanish-speaking and
Black children."

"What toppens when the district is desegregated?" asked
a rol.mg Bla& professor coldly.

No teacher can select a classroom' of children without
racial or ethnic differences. Nor can anyone .predict the population patterns thirty years from now. .

Every teacher education program then sha'uld seek out
settings which provide each candidate' the opportunity to do
part of his or her training in schools and classrooms where the
majority of the children are different from the candidate.
Dr. Asa "Hilliard, Dean of Education at San Francisco,

wrote recently, "Teachers in ,training must see minority
strength to believe it. No training program can produce

teachers who will be able to work successfully with minority
children unless they See minority children being taught successfully. Even minority teachers sometimes succumb to the
temptation to expect little of minority children. It is a small
wonder that this is so if we place student teaehers in school's
where teachers are unequal to the task. Seeing is believing.
There are teachers who can make_the grade: These teachers
must be included in the program."12

Each teacher education program should insure a mixture
of racial and ethnic minorities within its studeilt body, a representation of all major minority groups oh its faculty, and
field placements in multi-cultural settings. Without these conditions, many other objectives can never be realized.
2. What knowledge Must candidates have of racial and ethnic
minorities?
^,
Althoughithe knowledge base of a teacher does not predict
12 Asa G. Hilliard, "Restructuring Teacher Education for Multicultural Imperatives," in William A. Hunter, ed., Multicultural Education Through Co&petencyBased Teacher Education (Washington, D.C.: American ,A§sociation of Colleges
for Teacher Education, 1974), p. 53.
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a good teacher, a good teacher must' have a basic, sound
background in subject areas he ox' she plans to teach.
Multi-cultural education is often defined as "understanding" various cultures.

A teacher must know about these cultures if he or ih-eis
to teach adequately.
Too many attemptg to create multi - cultural understanding
have resulted -iri superficial j exposure to custOms and to famous persons of other iaces. Pupils are asked( to learn about
Native American ""contributions" to "American life" such as
"how to raise maize."
In a multiple choice test, the following question was giVen:
Indians live in (a) tents; (b) tepees;'(c) houses.

Native American kids in Wisconsin got the answer

"wrong." How are teachers sensitized before they act on inadequate generalizations?
To help evaluate the adequacy of any can& ate's prepara-

tion, certain ideas can help. Dr. James Banks has propcNed
that we develop a "comparative ,ethnic studies approach" for
teaching children.13 At the risk of oversimplifying, this, would

require that teachers could select key concepts in the. Medi'
people and compare the experignces of several racial or ethnic
groups in different places or times. Such an approach help
students see the similarities of.human experiences and at the
same time develop greater sensitivity and perception about
the difference.
If this conceptual framework were used to -set up criteria

for judging teacher candidates, it would allow individuals to
select areas of their greatesii interest, but ensure that within
these areas the candidate had a multi-cultural perspective-.
For example, the prospective teacher of young children could
concentrate on comparing the socializing influences of various
cultures, and subcultures or the effects of discrimination on

the very young child. The art teacher might' compare and
contrast themes or styles of various cultures or subcultures.
A Black student of mine who was very vocal about dis-

crimination and effects of institutional racism, turned in a,
paper on the Spanish-speakirig child. Had,I -substituted Black
fer Spanish-sDealdpg, she would have strongly contested the
validity of the generalizations made. or drawn from "research."
She had 'unquestioningly accepted the statements of many
13 James Banks, "Teaching for Ethnic Literacy: A Comparative Approach," Manuscript excerpt from Ethnic Studies: Strategies of Teaching (Boston: Allyn and
Bacon, forthcoming).
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prekidicial articles about the learning problemNf the bilingual child. We must not assume that being a minority:person
is qualification enough to teach one's own 'Or other minority

.

groups.

Edward Barnes. states that, "Attention given so far td
eharatteristiei of lower. status cbildrenr has given rise .to
sweeping generalizations, many of them 'highly questionable.
The tendency is to identify certain conditions and characteris-tics found frequently in some lower status children and then
to Assume these factors to be typical of the groups. "14 In a
regent review of textbooks on family 'sociology, Marie Fergu_son Peters fbund that Black families were frequently used to
illustrate life-styles of the poor, implying that the "typical".
Black family is poor, matriarchal, and produces children with-

.
o

out ambition.1

Negative stereotypes are not the -only means of distorting

the reality of minority individqals. "The new stereotype,"
writes Ernest Garcia, "is a rebutthl to the old stereotypes
which
,attached negative attributes to Mexican-Americans.
`
Universal posithre attributes have been substituted for universal negative ones."16

Teachers in training, especially ifithey are White, need to
devel9li an understanding of the "peoplehood" of-minority
groups. "While we are. one, as Members of a color-caste,isystein

and by 'virtue of our common people-hood," writes Edward
Barnes, "we are not a homogeneous mass."17 Billingsley has a

conceptual system to view the diversity, heterogeneity, and
complexity of,the Black American "ethnic subsociety." Barnes

cites Billingsley's conceptual system to view the diversity,

heterogeneity, and complexity of the Black American "ethnic
subsociety."18 Octavio Romano has conceptualized four categories to reflect the diversity of the MexicanAmerican.19 The
14 Edward J. Barnes, "The Utilization of Behavioral and Social-Sciences in Minor-

ity Group Education," in Edgar G. Epps, ed., Cultural Pluralism (BerkleleY,
California: McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 1974), pp. 137-138.

15 Marie Ferguson Peters, "The Black Family=Perpetuathig the Myths: An

Analysis of Family Sociology Textbook Treatment of Black Families," Family
Coordinator, Vol. 23, No. 4 (October 1974): 349-357, cited in "The Black Family:

.

Textbook Slander," Human Behavior, April 1975, p. 53.
16 Ernest Garcia, "Chicaino Cultural Diversity," Multicultural Education Through
Competency-Based Teacher Education, p. 151.
17 Edward J. Barnes, "The Utilization of Behavioral and Social Sciences in Minority Group Education," pp. 137-138.
15 Ibid.

15 Octavio Romano, "The Historical and Intellectual Presence of Mexican Americans," El Grito, Vol. 2, No. 2 (Winter 1969): 41, cited by Ernest Garcia, "Chicano
Cultural Diversity," p. 151.
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work of these and other scholarA are important antidotes to '
subsuming the individual child in generalizations about a subculture..

We akneed to,broaden our understanding of other racial"
and ethnic Minorities M historical and present perspectiveS..I
include- myself an teachers and professors. All of us suffer
from, mis-education or non-education about minorities in this
country.
Since this knowledge base depends on the breadth. of gen'eral education a candidate has received, community members
must ask about the university as a wholeits commitment to
ethnic studies, its inclusion of diverse faculty, its library re-

sources, and its requirements that teacher ,candidates have
some coursework in minority cultural perspeCtives.

3. Witat skills must

teacher demonstrate for multi-cultural

education?

Competency-based 'teacher education has shifted the emphasis frout what irt&wher knows to what a teacher can ;do,
The demonstration of skill is a key to the diff$rence between
CBTE and more traditional programs.
There are Many legitimate and effective afternatii`es in
conceptualizing and identifying what skills a teacher, should
have dome programs emPhasize-a diagnostic/prertcp:ptive ap- ,
proach to learning, some identify an environment es-the focus,
such as an open classroom approach; still others call theirs
humanistic teaching. Whatever the program, most will include
skills which are generic to any teaching.
More important than debating which skillS are the most
critical, the .community .should ascertain the contexts and the
criteria used in judging a teacher skillful. Do-skills have to be
demonstrated with children who are racially or ,culturally different from the teacher? For example, if you are evaluating
classroom interaction is it sufficient to know that a teacher
uses more positive reinforcement in the form of attention,
elaboration of, student ideas, and praise, in contrast to criticism; lack of attention, etc?? Are these rewards distributed
among all children, especially those who are culturally differ-

ent?

"For most Blacks," Dr. Asa Hilliard wIites, "bad teaching

Or oppressive teaching is most often less a matter of the

teacher deficit in commonly practiced teaching skills than a
matter of the reflection of a teacher's fundamental negative
feelings abqut or negative expectations for Black children.
208
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Skilled teachers may often fail 'or be unabld or unwilling-to
,
apply generic teachings Isills equitably to minority childrtne'

Even the "bek intentioned teachers may gloss over this
with, a retort, "I treat all children as equals." Any parent fan

point up this fallacy. What is important is to understand flow
we treat individual children or groups° of children differently
and to ascertain/whether or not the differences are enhaliaing
theA individual/learning 17 distracting from if.
.

Four areas of skills' are especially critical to a multicultural teacher:

,

'4.

.

a. Ability to analyze , is or her own cultural roots; the

processes which have shaped his or her life; the
biases, whether they be filtered through racial,lso:

cial class, or linguistic screens; and the values
'which control. ISerSonaj. transactions.

0,

4.

b. Ability to analyze the nature and quality of his Or
her interaction in multi-cultural settings; between
self and studerits, self and colleagues, self and parents.
c. Ability to foster inter; ction among pupils in multicultural settings.
d. Ability to teach ethnic content which deals with
value-laden iigues /of injustice, power, racism, discrimination.
Most students, 'especially the typical White teacher candi-

dates, have never examined their own cultural roots and the
source of their values. Even many minority Students have
sought a cultural identity by subscribing uncritically to positive generalizations about their ethnic group. For example,
Ernest Garcia writes that "ChicanoS themsehres.are eage4 W
give ,,the Anglo a, generalized, static description of Chicano
culture, romantic in nature and unrealistic at best . . . [Which]
'provides for a new stereotype which does not accommodate
the vast differences that, exist Within the group:!,21

In order to opthnize the personal choice-making which is
assumed in a truly multi-cultural society, it is kritical that a
teacher can analyze and' explore his/her values as .a unique
product of group culture and personal- choice.,, Anthropological
2° Asa G. Hilliard, "Restructuring Teacher Education for MulticnItural Imperatives," p. 42.
21 Ernest Garcia, "Chicano Cultural Diversity," p. 151.
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field study techniques adapted by Dr. ThA4dore Parsons for
teachers am a very potent tool. leachers Jearn to gather dlta
on 'their oWli behavior and on other persons within their immediate ,community in order to gain insight into their own
personaV'culture and to learn to draw valid generalizations
about Troup cultures which are evident in their community.
The approach tends to keep students and teacher* open and
questiOninfabout the facile racial and ethnic stereotypes they
encounter in print. Especially useful is the ease with which
teachers can adapt these exercises for their own pupils in
so,tools.22

Any teacher education program which purports to be
Multb.cultural needs to prime its students in self-examination
irof hehavior. The protocal film series "Interaction in the Multicultural- Classroom"23 which- looks at aggressfon, withdrawal,
cooperating behavior, reciprocating behavior, and Other dimensions of teacher and pupil behavior, can help candidates
.

conceptualize concrete outcomes of the ways teathers act.
An interaction analysis program such as "Classroom Communication'' provides a teacher- with .ways of pinpointing
his or her patterns of 'behavior- with individual students. If a
teacher begins to see how he or she responds to culturally

different children, the teacher'can begin to deal with feelings,
stereotypesi.and effects of negative expectations in very persOnal ways. Majority teachers often prefer "knowledge about".
minorities t tI e sometimes painful examination of their own
transactions. Minority teachers often feel that they already
-) understand t e problems of oppressed groups. Teachers should
be dealing wi h their own behaviors in multi-cultural settings,
not just talki g about interaction. 'Teachers must be able to

'confront their own attitudes and -assumptions as these are

refldcted in daily. transactions.
\ Whatever the Skips required in a program, the context for

demonstrating behjivior shoUld be multi-cultural WlIerever
possible. 'And the Criteria should incride the individual's ability to analyze and'interpret his or her behavior in terms of its
differential effects on students of various background&
Too Often we took only at interaction between teacher and

22 Patricia Heffernan Cabrer'a' and Theodore W. Parsons, Interaction in the' Multicultural Classro , Film (Chicago: Science Research Associates, 1975).
23 Theodore W. Parsons and William Tikunoff, Achieving Classroom Communications Through Self-Analysis (Chicago: Science Research lAssociates, 1975).
24 Theodore W. PEirsons, Achieving Cultural 4wareness: A labaa ton/ Program for
Teachers (Castro Valley, California: Pacific Center for Educatibnal Research and
Developm9nt, forthcoming).,
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student. yet the social patterns among students may reveal
deep cleftsbetween racial or ethnic groups.,Teachers need to
be able to use some specific techniques in xna-niiing instrucz
tion which dal directly with student-to-student interaction.
They might demonstrate

which encourage'

students to build on each other's i eas. They rnight try Dr.
Elizabeth Cohen's ideas of "pre-teaching," giving advanced
tutoring to students who are. either a disadvantage because
of limited life experiences' or who = usually require more time'
for mastery. Pre-teaching instead of remediation fosters interaction 'which helps certain' students develOp rather than
damage their self-concept in group learning. Thy might. also '1
experiment with the, simple "jigsaw strategy" developed. to

increase students' reliance, on each other.25 The key is not
what skills are demonstrated, since situation-spedific solutions
must Alwys be generated for racial-tense Or alienated class

groups. But it is important that student teachers and inser- "
vice teachers focus some attention on their responsibilities to

create e; social and interactive environment in their classrooms which 'encourages multi-ciiitura communication am's:Mg
students.

"Ethnic content, carefully selected, contaia the .confliits_ .
and dilemmas of the human -condition that inherently Anterests yOungsters," writes Larry Cuban in "Ethnic Content ;
and White Instruction '26 He ,warns that information giving,
the traditiOn'al mode of teaching which forces the student to
be passive, will neither change .'student attitudes nor hold
student interest Ithatever the content. ° Racism will not be

erased by opening the floOdgates of information about

minorities. Teaching multi-culturai content is not the reform
we are seeking' with teachers. "For, the reformer, skills ,are
critical, knowledge is instrumental, kprocess is to be learned
and assimilated . . . careful selectivity of the concepts and
information act as a vehicle to teach skills . . . But the calibre

of the teacher determinee,the success or failnre of ethnic
content."24

This last skill area includes a teacher's ability to use
multi-cultural content which openly and explicitly raises
value issues which are inherent in this country's struggle to .
25 Eliot Aronson, et. al., "Busing and Racial Tension: The jigsaw Route-To Learning and Liking," Psychology Today, February 1975, pp. 43-47.
20 Larry Cuban, "Ethnic Content and 'White' Instruction," in James A. Banks, ed.,
Teaching:tEthuic Studies (Washington, D.C. t National Council for- the Social
StudieS, 1973), p. 111.
27 Ibid.
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recognize and prize the racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity
that is our heritage. Being able to conduct,disbussion of contro-

versial issues and to help students see the relationships of
their choice-making and action to their attitudes requires sensitivity and practice. A student of mine in a class on multicultural education turned in a unit plan for multi-cultural education. Although her class was all White, she developed Pans
for a "hypothetical" class one-fourth White, one-fourth Black,
one-fourth Spanish-speaking, and one-fourth Oriental American. In this manner she was unconsciously avoiding the questions of how to raise issues with her all White suburb class.

In multi-cultural settings a teacher has natural oppor
tunities to stimulate learning. Mildred Dickeman proposed a
system of orgahie learning. "The use of student generated
concerns and the discussion of student experience within the
classroom has an added power. .It forces all students to focus
on each other's ethnic identities and their consequences.."28 In
this approach community adults can be a rich resource for

they have experienced so much more broadly the consequences of American struggles to accommodate cultural diversity.
4. Are teachers required to provide evidence that minority children and children who are culturally different from themselves
are learning from their teaching?
The. highest level of criteria for teaching competence re-

lates to the consequences of a teacher's attitudes, skills, and
choice-making. Very simply, do children learn? The correlations between teacher performance and pupil learning should
be left to the researchers and scholars. But every parent has a
right to ask that teachers be accountable for some measure of
a child's progreSs. Teacher candidates should be required to
demonstrate that they have helped minority children and
children.Who .are culturally and racially different from themselves to- learn. This is important as evidence that a teacher
candidate believes that these children can learn and that he
or she uses pupil progress, not teacher effort, as a measure of
success.

-

. The questions community members must raise concern

the variety of placements* within multi-cultural settings, the
length of time spent with children, and what kinds of learning
the teacher is expected to bring about.
28 Mildred Dickeman, "Teaching Cultural Pluralism," in Teaching Ethnic Studies,
p. 23.
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Finally, tlib community should ask what continued- training is required of teachers. California lias made a giant step
forwaxd by requiring school districts to provide inservice train-

ing for teachers in any school where one-fourth of the students are minorities. Other states are considering similar
programs in mutti-cultural education. Such programs which
place the responsibility and initiative on the school districts
provide excellent focal points for the community. Minority
groups should be' nvolved in planning ana.implementing
training at the school site.
In the future, more emphasis will be placed on inservice

education to improve the skills of teachers tenured in the
system. Concerned community members might well make this
their first priority.
Multi-cultural education is no panacea

Multi-cultural education is not a reform that community
members can insure. However important their participation in
implementing an effective multi-cultural CBTE program, the'.
community, and especially minority members of that community,
cannot bear the burden. The onus is on the university itself. The ,
community.inpncert with school districts and committed univer-

sity faculty must continue the pressure to readjust priorities so
that multi-cultural education is central and not peripheral to
teacher education.

3

Competence was once defined as "an organism's capacity to
interact effectively with its environment." For community mem-

bers the first issue is not the teachers' competence, but their

children's competence. For minority parents, this means not only
the three R's, but survival in a social reality that has been hostile
to difference. But the majority of Americans need to redefine their
environment so that the invisible "others" become real human
beings sharing this planet Earth.
We cannot measure attitude changes of teachers and pupils in
a couple of years and pronounce multi-cultural education either a
success or failure. "Hasty, is the typical. American way," writes
Leonard Fein. "We promise too much for each proposed reform,

invest too little for it, and then profess disappointment with
results."29

Multi-cultural.eddcation is not a cure-all for education's problems and should not be sold to anyone as .a patent remedy. The
solutions to problems in education do not lie in curriculum reform
29 Leonard Fein, "Community Schools and Social Theory," in Harry M. Levin, ed.,
Community Control of Schools (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1970), p. 81.
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or even teacher training. The studies of Coleman, Jencks, and
others document this. To assume multi-cultural education is the
new panacea is to assume that the study of good nutrition in the
schools will result in well- balanced and adequate diets for teenagers,.the expectant mother, the elder,ly, and others. We must
promote multi-cultural education honestly. It is the right of all
persons to be treated with respect and to have the opportunity to
make individual choices in keeping with their cultural heritages.
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Very little research has been done to assess the effectiveness of
CBTE programs or to determinfI the characteristics of design, plan-

.

ning, and implementation which result in that effectiveness. This
paucity of research has meant that those involved with developing and
conducting' CBTE programs are forced, to operate in the dark, with

few empirically tested guidelines to assure that their programs will
succeed in attaining the desired ends. To remedy this situation, it is

imperative that measures of various program characteristics be
developed and examined in the light of their effect upon educational
outcomes.

One of the few studies so far conducd toward this end is a
survey 'conducted by Grant and Calhoun, which investigated condi-

tions in 87 o colleges across America which are in the process of
settinti up or conducting CBTE programs. One major purp)se of
this survey was to examine characteristics of these colleges in relation to their effect upon the planning and implementation of the
programs-and their approaches to multi-cultural education.
215'
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Introduction'"

The rapid /movement of various" states toward the establishment of competency-based education as a requirement for teacher
certification is raising a number of questions concerning the de-

velopment, management,. and underlying philosophy

.

competency-based teacher education (CBTE) programs.
The first major -area of concernthe process of developing and

managing CBTE programsincludes the important question of
participation. Adequate participation in the process of development and management is vital if a CBTE program is to exhibit all

the -characteristics that are by definition essential. Two such

. characteristics, in partidular, are dependent on adequate participa-tion (Marsh, 1973,3):
the program. The extent to
whigh the project provided for differing learning rates and styles and
the extent to which trainees could share in decisions about the.kind
of training they would receive as well as support oktheir growth as

1. The individualization and personalization
-

persons.

2. The field-centeredness of the program. The extent to which the instruction of the interns took place in school or community settings
arid related to the realities of these situations.

Another major area of concern involves the establishment of
an underlying multi-cultural philosophy for CBTE programs.
CBTE programs must have a multi-cultural,basis since CBTE was
developed in part to meet the increasing problems' of education in
a pluralistic society. za
Probably the roots of, CBTE lie in general societal conditions anit the
instructional responses to them characteristic aS the sixties. For example, the realization that little or no progress was being made in narrowing the wide inequality gaps led to increasing governmental attention to
racial, ethnic, and socio-economic mingrity needs, particularly educational ones. The claim that traditional teacher education programs were
not producing people', equipped to teach minority group children and
youth effectively has pointed directly to the need for reform in teacher
education. Moreover, the claim of minority group youth that there could
be alternative routes to professional status has raised serious questions
about the suitability of generally recognized teacher' education programs
(Elam, 197114

* The authors wish to express their appreciation to those individuals who hive
assisted in this study. The Teacher Corps Associates helped determine those

areas of CBTE and multi-cultural education that might profitably be researched. Special thanks must be extended to James Peterson for computer

programming and to Dr. G. Thomas "Fox, Jr., Project Associate, University of
Wisconsin, for his assistance in data interpretation and presentation of conclusions.
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There is, however,little information about the extent to which
broad-based participation and multi-it-mral philosophy is incorporated into current CBTE programs.
This study foeuses on the extent of participation by community members, students, faculty, and administrators in the process
of planning and implementing CBTE programs. More specifically,
the Study seeks` to answer the following questions:
1. Have those responsible. for -planning and implementing CBTE programs attempted to prbyide maximum input from various interest
groups to the decision-making process?

2. Is it possible to isolate various components ot a multi-cultural CBTE
program which are related to its effectiveness in meeting the needs of
those whom it purports to serve?

3. Can minority needs be better met by soliciting minority group input
to CBTE programs?
exists between carefully planned and
4. What relationship if any
implelnented CBTE programs sand the quality of the teacher training
institution, its responsiveness to community needs, and its commitment to multi-cultural education?

This paper is divided ,ipto four parts. Section I reviews some of

the resgarch in multi-cultural eciucaiion, CBTE, and parity concepts. Section IY deals with the deSign and utilization of an instrument to assess various aspects of CBTE programs. Section III.
analyzes the results of this national CBTE survey. Section IV
discusses the results and draws conclusions about the overall significances of the results for multi-cultural CBTE planning within a
pluralistic society.
SECTION I: RELATED RESEARCH

The role of multi-cultural education and'
CBTE in a pluralistic society
Webster's (1973) definition dila pluralistic society is one in
which:
Members of diverse ethnic, racial, religious or social groups maintain an

autonomous participation in and development of their traditional culture or special interest within the confines of a common civilization in
the United States (See also: Berkson, 1920; Gordon, 1964; Glazer, 1970;
and Samover, 1972).
,

It is difficult, however, tip adapt a philosophy of education to the

needs of individuals in a pluralistic
noted that:

society.. Poussaint (1974,71)
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Students should not be viewed as some homogeneous, monolithic gioup
that can be fitted into a rigid educational machine designed to service
yesterday's model of the white middle-class child. A curriculum designed

to meet the needs of

child in white suburbia may fail miserably if

foisted unmodified on blackdaouth in the ghettoes; variations in experi-

ence and lifestyle mean that different people need different things at
any given time. No single approach or method works effectivel* with
everybody. Schools should have the flexibility of styles and approaches
to work with a variety of classes of youth (See also: Baker, 1972; Hazzard, 1973).

Levine (1973,5) suggests that:
What is needed in ethnic studiesand needed to mitigate the problem of
ethnocentrism generallyis a more realistic view of the total panoply

of "group life" in America. Each ethnic group, privately, will continue to teach its own past in its own terms, but the public task is to
provide a framework for seeing oneself as part of a group without the
attribution of second-class Americanism which that too often implies ...
w

One possible means of achieving "a more realistic view of the
total panoply of group life in America" would be for teapher.training institutions to utilize the concept of multia-cultural education.
Multi-cultural education affirms that schools should be oriented toward

the cultural enrichment of till children and youth through programs
rooted to the preservation and extension of cultural alternatives . . .
Emphasis of the proems must be provided wherein all students are
helped to understand that being different'connotes neither superiority
nor inferiority; programs where students of various social and ethnic
backgrounds may learn freely from one another; programs that help
different minority students understand who they are, where they are
goingand how they can make their contribution'to the society in which
they live . . Multi-cultural education reaches beyond awareness and
understanding of cultural differences., More important than the-acceptonce and support of these differences is the recognition of the right of,
these different cultures to exist . . This provision means that schools
and colleges must assure that their total educational process and educational content reflect a commitment to cultural pluralism (Journal of
Teacher Education, 1973).

CBTE can serve as one means to connect multi-cultural education
to the needs of individuals in a pluralistic society (see Phi Delta
Kappan, 1974).

Involement in the decision-making process

Many individuals contend that educational plalaning is seriously comproivised if there is little or no involvement in decisionmaking by:, individuals and groups within institutions of higher
education and from the community (Rubenstein, 1970). For exam-

ple, a recent task force repOrt on improVement and reform in
ft
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American education states that educational policy at whatever
level. must be based on the needs of the related community,
l'olicy-making aimed at educational reform allowslaindividuals, institutions and all other concerned publics to be co4peraive. Governance, as
the highest level of cooperative human activity, is unenforceable. But
governance is reinforced through cooperatively agreed upon goals (Denemark, 1974-9).

The report goes on to say that good policy-makingthat leading to
reform in the interest of learners.has the following five requirements:
1. Those to be involved must have an organized policy-making bsk
representing all of the constituencies to be affected ...

2. What should be done must be determined by all.to be involved.

3. Vecisions regarding criteria for determining the effectiveness of
management and operation must involve all parties.

4. Commitments to share responsibility in ongoing evaluation must
have been established.

5. Agreements on qualification criteria must have been established for
selecting and retaining those who will implement policy (Denemark,
1974,9).

However, even though it is commonly believed that an educational strategy will not be effective unless it includes broad-based

participation in decision-makint there remain praginatic problems. A recent study by Corwin (1973) concerning the utilization of

.°

broader participation in the process of planning education programs illustrates this.
Corwin scored ten Teacher Corps programs on the basis of a
combined index consisting of the proportion of teachers and principals who participated in the proposal writing stage. He found
that 'participation in writing the proposal did not increase the
likefillood of change and concluded that "participation in the initial

decisions only illuminated the potential problenis and provided
persons who did not support the proposal's objectives with a better
opportunity to co-opt it."

Alsot it is one thing to walk about collaboration and involvement and quite.,another to assess the extent to which it actually
takes place..4f any improvement or changed are to be made in
competency-based teacher training programs, it is important that
they are evaluated in terms of how they involve various groups of
people in the decision-making process and what effect, if any, this
involvement hason the programs.
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SECTION II: METHODOLOGY

.4:1,

)

Much of the research into CBTE and other educational pro'grams is concerned with outputwhether the program is accomplishing what it was intended to accomplish.. This is, however,
inadequate; it is also important to look at the input, to the CBTE
program. It is' at this point that questions and possible answers
concerning participation and involvement are encountered. It was
not possible in this study to determine all the necessary canponents for establishing multi-cultural CBTE programs, but some
essential components did emerge.

The self-evaluation questionnaire. format was selected to

gather data on the planning and implementation pro,cess. The
theoretical framework for the questionnaire was established after

a

a careful review of the literature on CBTE, multi-cjiltural participation, and decision-making concepts (including parity models).
The ,development of the questionnaire was significantly aided by
Senlinars established to .critique it. Educators associated with ale
Teacher Corps Associates Program (TCAP) were particularly helpful during these seminars.*
The. questionnaire was further refined by field-testing with
educators closely associated with. sample CBTE programs. They
were asked to comment on the questions because of their knowledge of CBTE and experience with multi-cultural education in a
pluralistic, society. A final check on the organization and clarity of
the queAtionnaire Was' provided by the Wisconsin Survey INsearch
Laborabory at the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
The questionnaire was sent to 132 institutions of higher education with CBTE programs (AACTE, 1972). Each, questionnaire
was accompanied by a cover letter (see Appendix A) providing
information on the persons sponsoring the study, the uses of, the
study, and directions for answering..Follow-up letters were sent to
those institutions that had not returned the questionnaire within
a sneeified period of time.

Using a questionnaire as a self-analysis tool to describe the
planning and impleinentation process of CBTE programs involves
some obvious risks. For example, do the responses represent the

actual situation? Since the respondents were administrators answering questions about their own institutions and teacher education programs, bias is a poSsibility. Another problem was that the
132 institutions re'ceilring the questionnaire were at different
* The TCAP is designed to provide educational leaders (primarily from minority
groups) within universities and local education systems witJ competencies in
planning, developing, and implementing competency-based education prog,rarns
and multi-cultural curricula.
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stages in the development of their programs.0 Finally, assessing
participation in decision-making and the degree of multi-cultural
applicability involves complex issues, not easily reduced to a questionnaire format. Despite these risks, a questionnaire seemed the
most feasible. tool for an initial assessment of CBTE program
planning and implementation,
The questionnaire was designed to provide both descriptive
and analytic results. The descriptive sdction includes data on -the
following:

Who gave the original stimulus to the CBTE program? How
was this done?

How were tht needs of the people to be served by the program
identified? Who did this?
Who was involved in he initial. and ongoing planning? How
was this-done?
Who was involved in providing feedback of information from
all participants in the program to the 'assessing agent or program staff llow Was this done?
How was the staff selected? Who coimprises the staff?

.How are students involved in .planning and i.nodifying the
program?
How are ipstructional materials selected? Who selected them?

To obtain this descriptive data, the questionnaire was divided
into three major sections: Background Data; CBTE Planning and
Design; and CBTE Implementation. These major sections were
subdivided into areas such as: origination of the program; needs
'assessment; feedback and evaluation; staff; students; and instructional materials.

The questionnaire was set up to direct the respondents to

"skip" or ignore certain questions depending upon their answer to
the previoui question. Thus, total responses to some questions do

not equal total numbers of institutions returning the questionnaire. Responses can be ordered in three possible ways: (1) the

.

total N is equal to the total number of respondents; (2) the total N

can be more than the nuriber of respondents since they could
redord a number of appropriate responses (this will be indicated by

a single asterisk); and (3) the total N is less than the number of
respondents since some of them were able to skip the question
(this will be indicated by two asterisks).

The principal body of findingslocated in the statistical
analysis of the dataare expressed in the form of a correlation
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matrix. Correlations were used because of the possible relationships between carefully planned and implemented CBTE programs

and the extent- of participation, responsiveness to community
needs, Commitrrient to multi-cultural education, and quality of the
school.

SECTION III: RESULTS

Response rate
Of the 132 questionnaires sent out, 8`(66 percent) were filled out

and returned in time to be included here. Four other institutions
indicated that they did not have a. CBTE program and 21, more
replied indicating that either their programs were not sufficiently
developed to merit responding (in 18--cfses) or that they were, for
other reasons, not prepared to fill out the questionnaire, Thus,
replies of one,sort or another were obtained from 112 (87 percent) of
the institutions to which the questionnaire was sent.
Background data

This first major section of the questionnaire responses provides
general background information about the CBTE programs at the
surveyed institutions.
1. Sponsoring entity; specify the department(s) or organizational unit(s)
with which the CBTE program is based.
65 Education department/division
5 All departments in school
7

CollegeA of Education and Aiks and Sciences

.2

Other

2. How much of the CBTE program is Teacher Corps?

5 All

10 Most
9

,Sortie`

5 Very little
55 None

3. What traditional coursesif anywere effected by the change to
CBTE?

25 All in Education
11 Some in Education and other areas
29 Some in Education
10 ,Only afew in Education
14 None/unknown
4. To what extent does the CBTE program have the capacity to absorb
additional students?
45 Can do. it without significant cost
28 Can do it, but only with significant cost
A

4 Can't do it

.

Most, of the CBTE programs are being conducted within
departments/divisions of education. Most courses that were affected

by the change to CBTE were (4hlso in the departments/

diviiions of education. Some traditional courses Were eliminated .
while others-were restructured.
CBTE Phuming and design

This second major section of the questionnaire responses pro-

vides information about the planning and design of the CBTE
programs at the surveyed institutions. It is divided into three
subsections. Subsection °A deals with the organization of the pro-

grains:Subsection B deals with the initial planning of the

programsparticularly regarding a needs assessment. Subsection C
deals with the continual planning of the programsparticularly in
regard to feedback and evaluation.
A. ORGANIZATION
*1. Where did this CBTE program originate?
9. Government
26 State Department of Education
66

College/university.

9 ommunity (lay individuals and/or groups)
15 Teacher Corps
1 State legislation
1 Private funding
4 Board of Education
28 Individual person

5 Other
2. Was a program staff established to study the feasibility of developing the CBTE program?
35 no
3 don't know
49 yes
*2a. What persons in each of these categories were on the program staff?
14 Community members
31 School district personnel
29 Studenti (college/university)
48 Sttiff (college/university)

4 State departthent personnel_
5 Consultants
**2b. Were minority group members on the program staff?
all

,

1 most

20 none

30 some

3. Was a feasibility study made?
13

yes

38 no

.

4

don't know
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**4. Who made the final determination of the feasibility of the CBTE
program?

24 Faculty
10 Dean
17

Special study groups

3 Administration
5 Not completed

6 Other

CBTE programs, even though largely originating at the college/university level, show a strong influence from a number of
'sources. Approximately one-third of the institutions have had their
programs influenced by an individual person; unfortunat:ely, there is
no way to determine who these persons are or what positions the
occupy.

.

While forty-nine institutions established a program staff to
study, the feasibility of developing the CBTE program, thirty-five did

not. The program staffs appear to include representatives from
institutions of higher education and :community members. The
program staffs did not, however, include many minority members.
About the same number of institutions that established a program staff also carried out a feasibility study. The final determination of the feasibility of the program was made primarily by officials,
in the sponsoring institution. There is no way to determine whether
the "special study grouPs" included representatives from outside the
institutions.
.
B.' INITIAL PLANNING -NEEDS ASSESSMENT
.

1.

,

at criteriaif jmyWere employed for determining who could
participate in the initial planning of the CBTE program?
27

Interest

32 Those affected or involved
3 Competence
6 Whoever we could get

15 No criteria

2 Other

*2. Whichif any--of the following aspects of the CBTE program were
developed 'through community ,involvement?

30 Content
30 Student role
14 Pre-activity plan
Evaluation
16 Leader role
24

3 Field and community experiences
3

Various competencies

2 Human relatibns

4 Other
29 None
224
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*a 'Whichif anyof, the following. groups participated in the initial
planning of the CBTE program?

61 Local education authority
10 Lay groups
1 Labor
56 College and university persons.
57 Governmental agencies'
58 State Department of Education persons
Consultants
....

59 in community60 out of community

Students
2 Business and industry
2 Teacher Corps

.12

.

*4. Which groups were most helpful in providing new ideas and/or suggestions concerning pluralistic education?

Localducation authority
4 Lay groups

,41

2 Labor
58

College and university. persons

9 Governmental agencies
25 State Department of Education persons
Consultants
14 in community
15 out of communi

3 None
Don't know

**5. What contributionsif anycould representatives from community ,
groups have made in the initial planning?
20 Could not have made any contributions
15 Generally of little help
2 Good Perspective on reality; identifying problems
14 Impact of minority groups
6 Establish competencies; goal setting

20 Other
6. Was an educational needs assessment made?
3 don't know
25 no
54 yes

*7. Whichif anyof the following educational needs were consider d
in designing the program?
45 - Cultural

43 Social
36 Economic
19 Political

60 Curriculum
3 . Affective domain

3 Career decision data
16' Individualization
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*8. Were individuals from the following groups consulted in planning
a needs assessment for the CBTE programs?
18 Community
46 School district
49 Students (college/university)
47 Staff (college/university)
4 State Department of Education

0 Don't know
**9. Was an assessment of minority educational needs made, and if not
why not?

34 Yes
6 No, because'no minority students
10 No, because their needs are no different from other needs
6 . No, because only dealt with general tasks
8 No, for other reasons
-

*10 What statistical dataif anydid you use for identifying minority
educational needs?
4 1960 Census data
5 1970 Census data

22 Own district census data

20 None

4 Other

5 Don't know
*11. Which minority membersif anywere involved in assessing minority educational needs?

32 Black
17
11

Chicano/Samish-speaking
Indian/Native American

8 Asian
.

3 Low$ncome Whites
3 Culturally deprived

4 Other

10 None
9 Don't knew
*13. What were the forces or conditions that made modification advisable?
6 Regulations
.

Increased understanding of needs
10 Feedback from students, parents, community
6 Pressure from minority groups
10

8 Other

**14. To what degree were minority members involved in the modifications?

12 Great extent
18 Somewhat
3 Very little

7 None
3

Don't know

Criteria for determining wh9 would participate in the initial
planning for the CBTE program was largely based on those in226

terested or affected. Surprisingly, only three institutions noted that
competence was important. Fifteen institutions did not establish any
criteria for initial planning.
Twenty-nine institutions reported no community involvement in

planning the CBTE program. Twenty institutions reported that
community groups could not have made any contributions in the
initial planning stage. The majority of the individuals involved in the
initial planning were closely associated with the field of education.
This also generally applied to those groups which were most helpful

in providing new ideas and/or suggestions concerning aspects of
multi-cultural education.
An educational needs assessment was made by approximately
two-thirds of the institutions. A fairly broad consideration was made
of needsfrom basic curriculuM to aspects of the affective domain

in designing the program. Assessment of minority educational
needs was made in only half of the institutions even though modifications were sometimes made in the original CBTE plan to fulfill
minority educational needs. The forces or conditions that brought
these modifications into being came both from institution regula-

tions and from general feedback from affected individuals and
groups.
C, CONTINUAL PLANNING FEEDBACK AND EVALUATION
1. Were provisions made for continual planning through evaluation of
all steps in the program from conception through completion?

37 To a great extent
36 Somewhat
6 Very little

2 No
1

Don't know

*la. Flow was this ongoing procedure designed?
71 Small group conference/staff session
31 Check list

38 Interview
20 Standardized instrument
51

Observation

5 Consultants
8 Special committee
5 State Department of

Education

Student feedback
9 Public schools

11

5 Other
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. *lb. Whichif anyof the following groups were involved in continual

,

planning?

33 Local educational authority

t5 Lay groups

3 Labor

63
81

Public school persons
College and university persons

13 Government agencies
42 State Department of Education persons
32 Consultants

14 Students
1 Not that far in daelopment
*2. Was provision made for continuous feedback of information from all

participants in the CBTE program to the assessment agent and/or
program staff?
.1(&
35 To a great. extent
29 Some
4 Very littt1,9

3 No
.

Don't know'

***3, Were provisions made for continuous feedback from minority individuals or groups?

15 To a great extent
29 Some
5 Very few

22 No

**3a: How was this done?
12 Meeting and involvement of interested individuals

5 Same as for other groups
10 Oral and written communication
6 Minorities on advisory committees
6 Minorities assist to evaluate materials and methods
15 Other.

Provision was made for continual planning in most CBTE
programs. In almost all cases this planning was done' through
small group conferences and/or -staff sessions; a number of other
techniques, however, were also employed in the planning process.
Individuals,and groups most closely associated with the education
enterprise were the most closely -involved.
In most cases, provision was provided for feedback from all

participants in the CBTE program. Minority individuals and

1

groups were inVolved in the feedback process primarily by being
included on committees and other advisory groups.
CBTE Imp%mentation

This third major section of the questionnaire responses provides information of the CBTE
, programs at the surveyed institu228
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tioris. It is divided into four subsections. Subsection A deals with
the-goals and objectives of the programs. Subsection B. deals with

the program stafffa9ulty and administratorsand is particularly
oriented toward determining the extent of staff participation in
implementing the primrams. Subsection C deals with the extent of
student participation in the implementation and operation of the
programs. SUbsection D deals with the 'extent to which the instructional materials used in the program were multi-cultural.
.

A. GOALS

OBJECTIVES

-4, Does the CBTE program seek to change or influence institutional
goals and/or objectives?

28 To a great extent
32 Somewhat
10 Very little
13 No
2 Don't know

la. Does this include relating goals and objectives of the ailygin-ogram to the problems of cultural diversity?

13 To a great extent °
38 Somewhat
7 Very little

8 No

3 Don't know
rib. In what ways does the CBTE program relate goals and objectives
to the problems of cultural diversity?
9 Attitude toward minority groups needs
10 Recognizing individual needs
3 Prepare bilingual/bicultural education programs
9 Developing special programs

8 Other

2. Are teacher competencies specified which relate to understanding
cultural diversity?

7 All
58 Some
12 Very little

5 No
1

Don't know

3. Is the, affective domain (change and growth in attitudes, values,
mores) prevelant throughout the CELTE program design?

31 To a great extent
47 Somewhat
2 Very little
24*No
1

Don't know
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4. Are attitudinal changes and modifications of teacher behavior in-

eluded in the CBTE program?

34 To a great extent
41 Somewhat .
4 Very little
No

3 Don't know

4a. In what waysif anydo they relate to the problems of pluralistic
education?

21 Respect and understanding of all individuals
12 Recognizing individual needs
6 Providing a wide range of experiences

8 Other

11 None
6 Don't know
4b. Were minority group members involved in attempting to determine
what attitudinal changes are needed?

17 Toia great extent
32 Somewhat
7 Very little

-

21 No

2 Don't know

There appears to be general agreement within the sampled
institutions that the CBTE program should change or influence
institutional goals and objectives. There are, however, thirteen
colleges/universities that do not agree with this contention and ten
that feel it applies very little. Some of these goals/objectives are

related to the problems of cultural diversity, .including relating
teacher competencies to understanding cultural differences.
Attitudinal changes and modifications of teacher behavior are
apparently stres'sed in more than half the programs. However, in

twenty programs, minority groUp members are not involved in
determining what attitudinal changes are needed.
B. STAFF PARTICIPATION
1. When were program responsibilities and staff coordinated?

50 Planning stage
36 Early operational phase_
20 Late operational phase

2 At all phases
1

Program evaluation phase

2 Still being evaluated

3 Don't know
2. Are there representatives for minority groups on the staff?
11 Large number.

23 Some

'17 Few
30 No
230
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What provisiohs are thereif anyfor staff development activities

ta

0

regarding the problems and needs of minority students?
27 Workshops, institutes, inservice training
5 Projects outside of institution involving minority groups
5 Having minority memberson staff
4 Work with minority students

9 Other

25 Not .
*4. Are there provisions for staff development in relating CBA to
the needs of a pluralistic education?
5 Great amount

37 Somewhat
15, Very little
.

18 No

*5 Which of the following components of pluralistic education are included in the staff development program?

25 Langtiage
34 Cultu&
32

Social ddmands

41 Affective curriculum
31 Cultural emphasis
29 Societal perceptions
1 All of the above
1 Based on the needs of each staff member
-2 On-site programs
.2

None

In most cases,, program responsibilities and staff were coordinated in either the plamiing ostagc or the early operational stage.

Thirty institutions do not have representatives from minority
groups on their staff., Twenty -five institutions with CBTE. programs do not have staff development provisions regarding the
problems and needs of Minority students.
C. STUDENT INVOLVEMENT

lat

waysif any-7,d° the criteria for admissio of students in
1. In
the CBTE program differ from criteria for admissio of s udents in
the traditional edtication program?
4 Emphasize exit requirements
2 Higher entrance criteria

4 Interviews
3 Stan:thirds lowered

8 Eieryone in CBTE

7 Other

42 No difference
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2. In what ways--if anydo the criteria for retention if students in
the CBTE program' differ from the criteria for retention of students in the traditional educational program?
21. On-the-job performance

8 Mastery learningno failure
1 Course work (grades)
3 Not developed
a.

31 No difference
3. Is there provision for recruitment of minority group students?
..43 yes
351 no
4. Does th CBTE program procide for student participation in deciion-malsing?

31 To a great extent
39 Somewhat

' 10 Very little
°

5 No

* *4a. List any areas of student responsi. bility in decision-making that
relates to the problems of pluralistic education (language, culture,
social perceptions, etc.)
10" Curriculum options

6 Opportunity for cultural experiences
11 Voting menahership on committee or team

`. 6 Evaluation of instructors and programs student feedback
4 Select own assignments
.18 Other
^
0
*4b. Whichif anyof the following aspects of the program are planned
by students?
59 Content
49 Student role
28 Leader role
58 Evaluation
Other
13 None

**5. To what extentif any=is there a difference in the ainount of student involvement in planning the programs now than prior to the .
establishnient of the CBTE program?

31 Muctrobater

31 Somewhat greater
14 No difference
'1 Somewhat less
,

?

Should students he more involved in planning aspects of CBTE ,
programs than they presently are--and if so, how would this be
done?

6 They are already involved/motivated
10 Not certain since it is a slow.and dffficult process

3 Yes, throughstudent feedback
13 Yes, through committee represenlation, program plafining
9: Yes, through needs assessment and goal setting
7". Yes, for other reasons
20 No, they should not be
232
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In the majority?f the institutions sampled, the criteria for
admision of studen s in the CBTE program do not differ from
criteria for admission 'to traditional education programs; this also
holds for exit requirements,. -While forty-three institutions have
provisions for the recruitment of minority group students, thirtyfive do not.

The CBTE programs generally provide for student participa-.
tion in decision-making by a variety of Methods. Sixty-two institu-

tions report more student involvement in planning the program
than existed prior to the establishment of the program. However,
twenty institutions report their belief that students- should not
become any more involved in planning the program than they are
at present.
D. UTILIZATION OF MULTI-CULTURAL INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

11. Who selected and/or designed the instructional materials (i.e
modules, micro - teaching, texts, etc.) for use in the CBTE.programs?

36 Public school persons
College tr university persons
25 Consultants

Q76

4 Lay groups
36 Students
5 Borrow from other institutions
Other
3 Don't have any
Were minority group members involved in this process?

16 To a great Oxtent
30 Somewhat
6 Very little
.

26 No

.

**3. Were available instrUctional materials identified according to some

criteria relative to pluralistic education?

28 yes

47 no

**4. According to what criteria of pluralistic education?

5 So that they will serve all students
4 So that they will meet learners needs
3 Specifically for minority, group needs

3 To meet university and state regulations
6 CBTE requirements
3 Performance of instructor or institution
/

3 Other

College and university personnel (including students) were
primarily responsible for selecting and designing the instructional
materials for the CBTE program, Only twenty-eight of the institutions reported that the instructional materials were identified according to some criteria relative to multi-cultural/pluralistic education.
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Analysis of Selected Variables

Indices were constructed from items on the
The Scales
questionnaire to assess seven of the more important characteristics which determine the adequacy of CBTE programs. These
indices attempted to measure responsiveness to minority needs
(RTMN), the ,degree of ,which provision was made for. input from
student teachers (SI), from the community at large (CI), and from

members of minority groups (MGI); the amount of attention devoted to planning the overall "CBTE program (DOP); the extent to
which the content of the curriculum is directed to multi - cultural/
pluralistic ends (PC); and the extent to which the administrators
at each institution perceive their,CBTE program as an implement
for change in education (Change).

Each of these seven scales were composed of several items
from the questionnaire (see Appendix B); in consequence, it was

both feasible and appropriate to assess their effectiveness as
measurement instruments by the criteria which are standard in
test theory. Internal* realiability is one, of these standard criteria
used to judge the quality of multiple-item i'scales which are in-

tended to measure some unitary trait or characteristic. A test
which satisfies this criterion is one whose components consistently
predict each other, and which may therefore be assumed to be a
dependable index in which each item contributes to the precision

of the test result and helps to reduce that portion of score variation which can be attributed to errors of measurement.
The technique used for estimating the internal consistency of
the scales is an extension of the logic of analysis of variance and is

best known in the algebraically equivalent calculating methods
developed by Kuder and Richardson (1937) and Hoyt (1941). In the

present instance, the Hoyt computational formula was used be- .
cause it is included as an integral subroutine within the Fortran
Test Analysis Package computer program developed under the
supervision of Baker (1969), portions of which program were used
to item-analyze the seven scales.
The process of examining item characteristics such as these is, .11
as one midi-It anticipate, known as item analysis. There are several .
computer 'programs available for conducting this sort of analysis.

As mentioned above, the one used in the present study was the

Fortran Test Analysis Pabkage. The General Item and Test

Analysis Package subroutine of this package provides, in addition
to certain other information, a count of how many respondents
chose each of the possible response alternatives for a given question and the biserial correlation coefficient between each response_
choice and the overall test scores. This information enables one to
234
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determine which items contribute-to and which impair the internal
reliability of a scale, and is of particular utility in trouble-shooting
an instrument which shows poor reliability characteristics.
The Hoyt reliability coefficients for the scales are shown in
Table 1. With the exception of lte Change scale (Hoyt reliability =
.40), the mefficients range betw en .74 and .83, thus justifying the

assumpten that each of them does reliably tap a coherent set of
program characteristics (e.g., see Anastassi, 1968).
High Hoyt reliability coefficients are associated with scales on

which each item taps a common single faCtor -- presumably the
one which it is the purpose of the instrument to measure. In these

fortunate circumstances, the weighted response for each item
shows a positive correlkion withjhe overall test result; respon;
,dents who score high on the total test show a statistical tendency
to choose the weighted response for each item, and the inverse is
true for those"who score low on the test.
TABLE 1

RELIABILITY VALUES FOR THE SEVEN
MULTIPLE-ITEM SCALES

SCALE
Responsiveness to Minority Needs

HOYT RELIABILITY COEFFICIENT

Student Input
Degree of Planning
Minority Group Input
Pluralistic Curriculum
Community Input
Change

.78
.74
.79
.76
.83
.78
.40

As mentioned previously, only the Change scale display.e_d_a
disappointingly low Hoyt realiability value. When the results of
this analysis Were examined, it was ebserVed that all three of the.
-items showed reasonably good biserial correlationsones well
within the conventional ranges 'of acceptability for the test items.
It would be reasonable to attribute this 'uninspiring reliability
value largely to the shortness of the three item scale. If a test is

lengthened by adding "parallel" tests (ones having the same
length and test characteristics to it), the effect upon the tests

reliability coefficient is predictable by
of the SpearmanBrown "Prophecy Formula." Thus, for exa ple, if the Change
index could be tripled in length by adding to it six items which
work only as efficiently as the existing three, the resulting Hoyt
coefficient should be .64 (see Anastassi).

If, as seems to be the case here, the low reliability level of the
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Change scale is due to a condition of extreme brevity rather, than
to any severe defect in the scale (such as a systematictsource of
contaminating variance); the Tow reliability becomes somewhat less
disturbing. The most likely consequence of the low reliability will
simply be spuriously low correlations with other .variables. Consequently, the decision was made to tetain the scale.
A Principal Components factor analysis was computed for the
inter-correlations among' the seven multiple-item values. The raw,

unrotated factor solution is shown in Table 2. All of the scale
values load on a single factor which accounts for fifty -one, percent

or the variance in the seven scale correlation matrix. Three rotations employing Varimax procedures (see Kaiser, 1958) failed to
improve upon this situation.
TABLE 2

RA* FACTOR LOADINGS FROM THE PRINCIPAL'
COMPONENTS FACTOR ANALYTIC SOLUTION
TO THE CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE SCALES

4

SCALE
Responsiveness to Minority Needs

FACTOR
.81

Student Input .

.61.

Degree of Planning'
Minority Group Input
Pluralistic Curriculum
Community Input
Change

.74
.82
.67
.76
.61

In addition to the seven scaled multipleOther Variables
item variables measuring adequacy of the CBTE program, twelve
other variables were entered into the correlational analysis. Four
of the twelve variables were taken from single-question responses.
on the questionnaire which were inappropriate for intlusion in the
scales. These single questions assessed the time the CBTE program had been in operation when this study was made (Time), the
degree to which the CBTE program was part of a Teacher Corps

project (TC), the extent to which the program emphasized the
affective domain (Affect), and the deg tee to which the program is
structured with clearly defined areas of staff responsibility (SAR).

Eight of the twelve variables were derived from published
o
sources
independent of the questionnaire. Five of these variables
are: index of selectivity (SEL) was reported for seventy-twof the
eighty-seven surveyed institutions by Astin (1971) and data concerning the number of students (N Stu), size of library (LS), size of
faculty (N Fac), and number of Ph.D'.'s (N PM) were obtained
236
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from the U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
(Educational Directory) and the U. S. Department of Commerce
(Statistical Abstract of the United States). The final variables are
derived from the above five variables and are ekpresseif as ratios:
size of library to number of students (LS/STU), number of students
to sae of faculty (Stu/Fac), and number of Ph.D.'s to total number
of faculty members (PhD/Fac). These three ratio variables, plus
selectivity (SEL), constitute independent quality-of-school measures after the method of Nash (1969) and of Corwin (1973):
Results
The correlation matrix for the variables examined

in the present study appear in Table- 3. Many of these variables
are, either expected and trivial (e.g., the relationship between the

number of students and size of faculty) or are at least partly

artifa'ctual (e.g., the correlation between 'library size and the library size/student body ratio). Consequently, these coefficients are
not discussed in tile present paper.
Our first concern will be to discuss those correlations which
exceed r = .29 (a Value arbitrarily selected because any correlation
value in thiS study which exceeds a .29 is significant at the p<.01
level).* For ease of reference, correlations at or greater than this
magnitude are indicated by two asterisks in the table, while correlations which attain a significance level of .05 but not significant
at the p<'.-.01 level are signified by a single asterisk.
Examination of this table. indicates that the strongest mean-

ingful interrelationships among the variables included in this
study are those among the seven multiple-item scales derived from

the questionnaire responses. Even though the interrelationships

between the_scales and the other twelve variables are not as
obvious as between the scales alone, the following observations
can be made: those schools which specify competencies in the
affective domain (Affect) report minority group input (MGI) to
their program (r = .35); student input (SI) is correlated with programs emphasizing the affective domain (r = .37); and the number
of. Ph.D. degrees held by faculty predicts the degree of planning
(r = .30) as well as the emphasis on educational change (r = .33).
Other correlations, less directly related to the questions which

it is the purPose of the present study to investigate, show the

* While assertions of significance may thus be tested for any given correlations,
the problem becomes more complex in the case of a correlation matrix in which
each variable is paired with all the other variables. Here, a problem arises, in
that the +correlation values are not mutually independent, thus rendering precise statements about the reliability of the values in the matrix problematical.
To deal with this, the present authors have elected to treat only those correlation coefficients which attained a conventionally determined (by Fisher's r to Z
transformation) significance level of p<.01. Those relationships which fall in the
range of .05 p<.01, when discussed at all, are treated as suggestive findings.
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TABLE 3 - CORRELATION MATRIX FOR THE 19 VARIABLES EXAMINED IN THE QUESTIONNAIRE DATA

q,

student-faculty ratio inversely related to library size (r = .30)
and to the ratio or Ph.D.'s in the faculty (r = ,49). Library si e, in
addition.to the relationship which has already been discus ed is
correlated with the selectivity of the schoOls (r = .35) and selee
ity is related to the number of Ph.D.'s (r = .26).*
In general, Teacher Corps.programs tend to be newer than the

average CBTE program, as indicated by a significant (r =

.24,p<,05) negative correlation between Teacher Corps participation (TC) and age of program (Time). Likewise, Teacher Corpsprograms tend to be located in the larger institutions (showing
rather strong correlations with size of student body, library size,
and number of Ph.D.'s). It is particularly interesting to noteDthat
Teacher' Corps programs tend to display a heightened &Fee of

kfi

r sponsiveness to m1nority needs (RTMN), receive more input from
minority groups (MGI), and are more concerned with a pluralistic
curriculum (PC) in contrast with other CBTE programs, "
SECTION IV: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The correlations among the seven adequacy-of-CBTE program

scale variables derived from the questionnaire appear to support
the contention that institutions which are high in any one of the,.
assessed CBTE program arbas will tend to be high..in the other
areas as well. The pattern of correlations is especially interesting,
among those scales which were designed to assess the adequacy
CBTE programs iri dealing withtehe-multi-cultural education needy

of pluralistic eommunitiel. For example, there is an extremely;
strong relationship (r = .76) between responsiveness to . minority
group needs and solicitation of minority group input to the pro4,
gram. This relationship which is within the range of the internal
reliability coefficient of the scales in question, suggests that these
two variables are two sides of the same coin, leading one to suSpect that a CBTE program which doe§ not provide for the input
from minority, groups cannot hope to meet the needs of minority
group ,people. Further, both of these' variables are strongly (and;
not surprisingly, nearly identically) related tp the commitment to a
pluralist multi-cultural curriculum.)
` The correlations among the various quality-of-school indices

are not, however, as interrelated as in the case with the previously discussed adequacy-of-CBTE program correlati;:ons. First;it is
* A one way, fixed-effects analysis of variance was also conducted in search of
differences between schools classified into the categories of public, private nonsectarian, and church related for each of the seven scales (see Appendix C).
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possible that there is no unitary trait of school quality underlying
these variables. Second, if such a unitary trait of school quality
exists, some or all of the variables investigated here are unrelated
to it,
There is, also a lack of any noteworthy relationship between
the. four quality-of-school measures and the seven scales which
load on adequacy-of-CBTE program. This would seem to indicate
the adequacy-of-the-CBTE program can result in the development
.

of a good program at any institution, almost regardless of the
overall finances and'facilities of that institution.*
Finally, increased participation in the planning and implementation of CBTE programs is beneficial insofar as it helps in meet-

ing the needs of students and community membersparticularly
minority students and members of minority communities---and
strengthens the multi-cultural aspects of the curriculum.

the results of this study strongly imply that when the planning and implementing process is opened up to community
membersparticularly minority students and members of minority communitiesinstead of remaining the traditional ex usive
province of administrators, a multi-cultural program deve
Since one of the goals of CBTE is to serve those clients who are

not nowbeing served, the benefits that may accrue from this
strategy are manifold. Therefiire, it is obvious that educators must
accept the responsibility and obligation to seek out those individuals and groups both within and outside the educational establishment whose contributions to the planning and implementing pro-

cess are essential if the multi-cultural goals of CBTE are to be
./'accomplished.
* It is only when we turn to an investigation of the classifications of the
schoolswhether public, private nonsectarian, or church relatedthat we find

-, significant differences between our external measures of the character of the
institutions and the scale values regrading the CBTE programs; and this difference only applies to the Pluralistic Curriculum scale (see Appendix C).
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APPENDIX A

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Curriculum end Instruction
Elementary Education
.
9

Teacher Education Building
225 North Mills Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Telephone: 608/263-4660
.00

July 23, 1973

Dear

As director of the Teacher Corps Associates--a federally
funded program designedto provide professional 'growth in the
process of competency based teacher education for faculty and
administrators in local Teacher Corps projects--Lam evaluating
the conception of CBTE programs as related to the needs of a
pluralistic society.
I have developed the enclosed questionnaire in order to gather
the basic information essential to meeting these objectives.
Your institution is one of approximately 130 such institutions
with. CBTE programs that are receiving this questionnaire. The
questionnaire is self-explanatory and should take only a few
minutes to complete. A self-addressed, stamped return envelope
has been provided for your convenience. Please call me collect
at (608) 263-4670 if you have any questions.
Your assistance is sincerely appreciated.
Yours truly,

zi q.
Carl A. Grant
Director, Teacher Corps Associates

C
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MpISON
Teacher Education Building
225 North Mills Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53706
Teleohone: CO3/2634660

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Department of Cuukulum and Instruction
Elementary Education

August 24, 1973

Dear
Our records indicate that we have not received the CompetencyBased Teacher Education questionnaire we sent to you on July
23, 1973. Your reply is important since it will enable the
Teacher Corps Associates to evaluate COTE programs and provide
feedback to you, other educators, and interestedlaymen concerning how the programs were developed, how they currently
operate, and how they relate to the needs of a pluralistic
society.
'If, by some chance, you have not received the questionnaire
or have encountered other problems related to it, please call
me collect at (6m) 263-4670.
.

Your assistance in this project isincerely,appreciated.
Yours truly,

Carl A.'Grant
Director, Teacher Corps Associates Program

6
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UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN - MADISON

O

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Department of Curriculum and instruction
Elementary Education

Teacher Education Building
225 North Milts Street
Ma icon, Wisconsin 53706
lleFtione: 'CO3/263-4660

U9

September 26, 1973

I recently sent you a questionnaire on Competency Based Teacher
Education (CBTE) and have received"no response as of this date,
I recognize that there are numerous reasons for not completing
However, it would be very helAul to my
the questionnaire.
research if you would'check any of the appropriate responses
'
and return in the attached envelope.
We do not have a CBTE program.
'2.

.3.

4.

Our CBTE
analyze.

kogram is not well enough established to

The questionnaire is inappropriate (for the following
reasons).

We do not answer questionnaires.

5. _,_.The questionnaire has not yet been answered because
of other pressing business. It will be completed
approximately (date)
6.

I did not receive the questionnaire.

Your assistance is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

.Carl A. Grant
Director, Teacher Corps Associates Program
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin...53706
.

'
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APPENDIX B
Responsiveness to Minority Needs (RTMN)

Was an assessment of minority educational needs made?

What statistical dataif anydid you use for identifying minority educational
needs?

In what waysif anywas it necessary to modify the original CBTE program
proposal in order to fulfill minority educational needs?

What provisions are thereif anyfor staff development activities re
the problems and needs of minority students?

0

Is there provision for recruitment of minority group students?

r

Student Input (SI)

Were students consulted in planning a needs assessment for the CBTE program?

-- Does the CBTE program provide for student participation in decision - making?

Whichif any--of the following aspectljof the program are planned by students? (content, student role, leader rolevaluation, other)

To what extentif anyis there a difference in the amount of Student involvement in planning the program now than prior to the establishment of the
CBTE program?
Community Input (CI)

Where did this program originate? (i.e., were lay individuals/groups in . the
community involved?)

-- Whichif any--of the following aspects of the CBTE program were developed
through community involvement? (content, student role, pre-activity plan,
evaluation plan, leader role, field and community experiences, competencies,
human relations)
Did community representatives participate in the initial planning of the CBTE
program?

Did the educational needs assessment involve the people to be served by the
CBTE program?

Were representatives from the community consulted in planning a needs assessment for'the CBTE program?

-7 Were representatives from tne community involved in the selection and/or
- design of the instructional materials?

Minority Group Involvement (MGI)

How manyif anyof each type of minority members were involved irk assessing minority educational needs?
To what degree were minority members involved in the modifications?

244
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Were provisions made for continuous feedback from minority individuals or
groups?

Were minority group members involved in attiempting to determine what attitudinal changes areneeded?
Are there representatives for mininity groups on the:staff?
416

Were minority group members involved in this process?
Degree of Planning (DOP)

Was a program staff established to study the feasibility of developing the ---CBTE program?
0

Was a feasibility study made?

Was an educational neiks assessment made?

Whichif anyof the following needs were eonsidered in designing the program? (cultural, social, economic, political, affective curriculum, career decision
data, individualization)
.

Were provisions made for continual planning through evaluation of all steps in
the program from conception through completion?
Was the need for multi-media (i.e., video tape, cassette recorder, etc.) considered
in planning the CBTE program?
Pluralistic Curriculum (PC)

Are teacher competencies specified which relate to underStanding cultural diversity?

Are there provisions for staff development in relating CBTE to the needs of a
pluralistic education?
Which of the following components of pluralistic education are included in the
staff development program? (language, culture, social demands, affective curriculum, cultural emphasis, societal perceptions)

Were available instructional materials identified according to some criteria
relative to pluralistic education?
Change

Does the CBTE program seek to change Or influence instructional goals and/or
objectives?

Are attitudinal changes and modifications of teacher behavior included in the
CBTE program?

Was provision made for continuous feedback of information from all participants in the CBTE program to the assessing agent and/or program staff?

252
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, APPENDIX C
For each (of the seven scales a one way, fixed-effects analysis of variance was
conducted in search of differences between schools classified into the categories of
public, priyate nonsectarian, and church related. Because the schools in each of
the categories varied, Scheffe's approximations for unequal cell means was employea in these analyses. Of the seven scales analyzed by this method, a significant difference was found between schools only on the pluralistic curriculum (PC)
scale. This is shown in the table below, where the significant difference between
public colleges and private, church related instructions, with the former scoring.
significantly higher than the latter (p <.05). Private nonsectarian colleges, which
ranked between these two extreme groups, were not significantly different from
either polar group.
Scheffe's Post-Hoc Comparisons Among Cell Means For
Pluralistic Curriculum Scale by Classification of Colleges

OBTAINED
COMPARISON
Public:

priNe-Church Related
PE,fi)lic:

Private-Nonsectarian
Private-Nonsectarian:
Private-Church Related
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DIFFERENCES

REQUIRED
DIFFERENCES

4.18

1.93

.05

2.18

2.56

NS

2.00

2.76

NS

,
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